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IN VESTIGATION. 0' .BURA "OP XTBRNA:TJONAL,

TUXSDAY9 KAO QK26 0, 1'

ixrEIP STATES',SENATE,
Spij* w. CoL 00ii rft~ TO XtV1tSnO'ATZ

Ims BftFnAu or IN~nimAL RimVEnKI

The committee muet, pws a~t to adjournmetj,Ait 0 o'clook p. in.,
Senator William II.,.Mng, presiding.t

Present: §eniator~s Kin an'd Cqu~eris.Present also-. Mr. C, R. Nash, 'aspiqte~t to the. Coxnizissioner 'of
Internal Revenue; Mr.t, X. T. Vart~ont'soi~citot, IntWeral,,Revenue

0nd Mr; S., .. Greide he;egpe g sectign,I-
tera .1tveniie Iureau.

Senator KIG.' The coii e'~ b: norer.
Senator (YomzkN, Iles Wr.~s or Mr er~nbro thr

Woday from, the clepariti 6~eprt-q ~a weease 1fr
Senator 1Xiwod. I 4ikA fo6 ao , uozto yosterdai I do'not

know whether vpvi bay. had itimue to procure that or 'not.
Mr. NASH. Mr. Chairm, .t, wa"11 , psoibleo 6 et' tbe' inor-

mation you asked. for with referenceto. M~sr. UMape Angovin'e &
Johisbi, which is' the frm name. -It. will Mke some time, to get that
information.

Senator Knof~.'Al righ.
Mr. NAISH. I have q~ st~tement from the, Secrtay 'to* present to

the chairman of. the co Mittee.' D you wishhme toread.it?
Senator Iti. 'Let me pee w hat 'it is.
~Seitor ouimxa. 'I -thiiuW,'you'should 'rea'd that. for the. benefit

DBx Mai CHNAIW"N.- U the, hewing. before your, committee yesterday
what purported to be a copy of*.,memorandum delivered by. an. ex-emp~loyee
to a member o 4f yor Iotte a Introduced 'and has beep n" do 'the basis for
headlines in the noswspper which might lead the'publid to, believe I had sought
to influence the Bureau-of Inteniat Revenue, in its consideration of the ta
lbilityi,of certain companies In whih I am. interestedd as a, stockholder. As I

have alr -eady stated, I yve i4ever. interfered in any waj yktb the Buxep4a of
Internal Revenue In any u mtter, least of all wqu d 1o0so in cases ih wh
itmight be charged that I was personal concerned. 'I feelhowever that it Is
due to me! and to the companies involved that your'66mimittee ma ;i an iti-
M ediate investigation, In order that you, may thoroughly eatiey' yourself -and

public whether or not these, companies have .received any tAvors from the
vernment.
Three companies which have, been mentioned are the Gulf Refining Co.' and

its subsidiaries, the St~andard, Steel Car Co. and the Aluminum Cm of America.
Each of these companies has advised the Comsinrof; Inte4Al Revenueo
that It-waives its, righ to wivacy pzpder the statutp, and the. gomnjesioner i5
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224 UTIGATION OF DUREAU OF INTERNAL* REVEUE

authorized to produce to your committee, without restriction of any kind, all
of the tax returns and accompanying papers for each tax year. Messrs. Ernst
& Ernst, certified public accountants are familiar with the tax adjustments of
these companies, since they handled their presentation before the bureau. *They
can undoubtedly be of assistance to your committee in explaining the complicated
questions involved, and I am Informed are ready to respond to any call of your
comnm44e Mr; O ,.rnst- oillb be-qWashinvon oxt 4the 20th and will be
availab e 'then! dr'thbte fter. If q h t6i lair raised htvftli'espect to any.
other companies in which I may li "tti I shall be glad to do what I can
to obtain similar publicity to their returns.Very truly yours, 'A.' W. MiLLON, Secretary of the Treasury.

Hon. JAMES E. WATSON,
Chairman Committ4e to Investigate the

Bureau of Internal Revenue, United States Senate.
Senator Couznlqs. We had' asked for some other information;

for instacee, the synopsis of the Gulf Oil Co. and my own. We
asked for that yesterday. adm on W

Mr. 'Ns. Yes. Mr. Hartson has. prepared a synopsis of our
case, Seiator Couzens, and our engineers worked until midnight
last night, and have worked up uqtil .'just before 'coming to the
committee to-day to prepare the Gud Co.'s case. It has been
physically fm ossible to complete that .synopsis.

.Mr. Girb'e dge,; the head of tW6igifierg division is here with
us to-day, and he can explii W 'to the coffee -just how much they
have done and how much longer it will take to 6ifitlete that Synopsis.

Senator Couzmws. Ii av you he oth, cse here, then?
Mr. NAg." Mr. ,Hlartse, has 1 16r cdie, 8hat6r.
Senator' uz o .!' I d not a Us.ufehdt $Aere 'is anything we can

do-but to give you time to dormplete that record.. natr KNG. Yes;..we Will have t6 gi"re thejn tit0e.
Have you anything else to-day, Senat .. .
Senator Couz'. Nothing exept the filingof this report:of mine.

I would like to hear MH ffartion as to that.-.
Mr. NAsH. Mr. Greenidge will be able ,to tell you how ,long it will

take to complete that Work.
Mr. G(# cNmoLv. We hope, to d so by Friday, seator. I should

like, however, to ask, if you Wil indicate'ih more' or lemA detail how
far we should go in supplying this information' to the committee.You Me,' With a lar, cas of that' Id'd', the chronolo 'cal' r6ee
alone is a matter of probably hundreds of items.. Te re s tat
are involved are large and complicated, and th" reconciliation' of
those is. not- altogether an' 'easy:,mattert. Ju~t, how far do .you wish
us to o intb: an' exphAnation of the details, or otherwiaet'" We would
be ver'y grateht to"haye your snggesri6ns iiregard' that.

Senator KINe. Senator, have you any thought in ,that connection I
Senator CouzEmNs. I thought' in this report they might show the

particular controverted points. 'I do not conceive that that requires
the Whole history oI the case, and certaolyl have no desre to burden
either the record, or the department with volumes that we. can, never
look at; but itdoes seem. to me that they could, point out in this
synopsis tl e questions at issue, the position that was originally taken
y te Government, the position that was taken by the committee,

how .the (case was settled, whether it was a compromise or upon its
merits', and, who settled it.:

Senator KiNG. Essentially those figures involved in what you call
the reconciliation, because there probably is where the crux of the
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matter lay; but the state nt made by the.SatQX,, *JP mei is

Mr. that gies .: U, "t a*on. the tiwom e
to have. We have not iost any ti e so far b ecaue o te work t
we ha&Vdone, Senator. It will tend to amplify af -the points .hat
you wius tocover in a generalway. . .

Senator COUZUNS. Of course, if, after going through he record,
anything occurs to us that we would like to have, we can get that
later on.

Mr. GaRuumo. Yes. You see, this chronological record wilj per-
mit us to refer to it very easily hereafter.

Senator KxNG. Do you understand the records .that we are after
Mr. GOimGou. Yes; and I Will have a transcript of the instruo-

tions, no doubt.
Senator KNG. Mr. Hartson, are you ready to, submit your report

to the committee I

STATEMENT OF MR. *I. T. IARTSON t SOLIWITORX INTERNAL
RE9VENVE BUREAU,

Mr. HARTSON. The reason why this report, Senator,: is submitted
to-day is because it was not a very difficult one to prepare, in that
only two controversies were involved, ,differing from some of", tese
large corporations, and some of whose cases have dozens of points
involvedall of them disputed, and all of them subject to conference
and aiscussion.

The case of James Couzens, consisting of a revenue agent's re prt,
covering. the years 1916 to 1919, inclusive, submitted to this office
and "thia office" refers to the burea--under date of Febru4ry, 17,
1921, was taken up for audit'in March, 1921.

The report showed additional taxes and overwsessments as follows;
1916, no additional taxes; no overassessment.
1917, no additional taxes., but an overasessment of $188,71125.,

'1918, an additional tax of $4,434.18 po overasseesments.
1919, an additional tax of $2,147,204.17.'
Senator RN. For that year or for the aggregate of those years?.
Mr. HA=TSON. For that year. It should not be understood, that

this is an additional tax, other than a proposed assessment. This is
a revenue agent's report, but up to the status that I have read now
there has been, no assesAment.

Senator KING. That was not ;the increase in the value of the
property, but it was the tax per se. .

Mr. kHATSON. That is the additional tax, which came about in
the way that I will later, explain.,

The return for the year 1916 had previously been audited dis-
closing an overpayment of $45,290.17 resulti'g from the exclusion of
stock dividends, amount to $410 853.20, from the taxable income
in accordance with the- de~iion of tle Supreme Court of the United
States in the case of Eisner v. Macomber. It had been'determined
there that that amount had been erroneously assessed. .

On March 15, 1921, before the audit of the case had oeen com-
pleted, the taxpayer submitt d a brief to this office protest 'th
adjustments recommended in the report.. The two main contentmns
of the taxpayer related to the year [919 and were as follows: . -
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the stacayer for which he climed in h tur a deduction of'ttlme
f kE lue , l' timh deotftitles, un r 7$8,994.74, should not
h._eeefi red-ucd to, the'-o*d)ot.aket value on Maich 1,P 1913,

$436;0h w488,0.92, or a dedrese ih: the deduction 'of ',3 IiP43.82,
on the ground that such action was contrary to the rules and regu-
lat"snfokci when thegite were made.

is•the first contention.
The second contention is:I4t was further. contended their the dividends received by the tax-

payer from the Ford Motor Co. on Juy 10, 1919, pursuant to the
6cree of, the court of chancery in Dodge etal v. Ford Motor Co.

(204 Mi_'chigan 465), did not constitute: taxable income for 1919
Inasmuch as the court below decreed that the amount should be pid
on December, 5, 1917 (which decree was affirmed by the State Su-
preme Court in 1919) from the 1916 accumulated reserve on hand
August 1, 1916, and that the income wa, properly reported in an
am ndd ietui for 1917 taxable at 1916 r .tes

After the hearing on those two contentions was held in the unit, in
the administrative branch of the bureau, and after the unit had de-
termined that both contentions should be denied, the taxpayer took
an appal to the committee on appeals and review.

The committee on appeals and review heard this matter and
denied both contentions that the taxpayer was making, and, in effect,
sustained the revenue agent's report, Which contains this proposed
additional tax in. the year 1919 of over $2,000,000. .

T e ease was transmitted then to the unit as is customary, for
adjustment of the audit based on that finding by the committee.

In the meantime another taxpayer, whose case involved identically
the same question-in fact, both questions were involved in this other
taxpayer's case-had protested against the decision, the bureau's posi-
tion. He rotested ipinat the bureau's , regulations with regard to
this @*t. willexpla that a little later, but I just want to empha-
size at atith a t ine this other taxpayer had protested against the
position that the bureau had taken with regard to the deductibility

f gifIs, the amount to be deducted for g*fa.
The case was then submitted to the solicitor of the Internal Reve-

nue Bureau for a further opinion on the question of the gift.
,This question involved thie proper basis or de rmning the amount

of a deduction because of a charitable contribution of property; that
is, whether the amount of the deduction should be based upon the
value of the property at the time it was given or upon its March 1,?913,valUe. ••+ . .

Wr. Couzens, in December, 1919, made charitable contributions
of-securities which had a fair market value at the time of $1,796,995.74.
The fair market value of the property on March 1, 1913, 'was
8430,050.72.

In: making his return for the year'19, Mr. Couzens claimed a
dediiction based upn the fair market value of the property at the
time it was gven, ms action being in accordance with the provisions
of article of regulations 33 (revised), as well as in, accordance with

&bail adVice given to t xpayers representative, Mr. Spicer, by the
asistant to the commissionei , J. H. Caillah, on or about November
25, 1919, sid also in accordance with a letter signed by- Mr. Calla

E
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uddate of D'WeMibe#-12 IfO, -6 tb~ a&of; idPIitl 11. Gra;y., T1M iuloonie.U t E ij1 i ig ftheM~i~~
theyeaM 1919,.allowed a dedUitidn based on0y on the fafrark
vashi s of Mooch1913,such action bein41i.i daude _th .th4
p*viions of article 51' " of.regulations 45,I120 edition, i wgl as m
ccordance with, an pinion rendered by the klicitr' " 'Inte .

Revemie Carl, A. Mapes uhder date Octobe , 19,1 2 r i the
eases of Paul R. Gray and Philip#. Gray,. which involvedpriy
the same question. Ph-' ip -sI Now, to explain those two apparent n Ooflicting statement," it
should be. said that at the. time the. git was made, SMr. -Coioens
inquired of the bureau as to how to treat the item, ind the reg_*&'
tions at the time he made the gift permitted himtb take the dedfic-
tion in the amount of the alue f the. property at the dat&o fthe
gift, and following those instructions th e deduction was made in that
amount, in'excess of $1,000,000; that is, $1,700006' - .

After the gift was mad, the regulation *ere' changed, ad, thb
regulations having changed, -Mr. Co6uzene' returns by t. at", time t*d
come down for audit, and the changed regulations being in. effict,
permtting only the deduction inthe amountt of the value 1Othe
property as of March 1,1 1913, that being the date theincome tax
raw became effective, it ade a substantial difference in the tax; o.
course.

So when I read, "Theincome tax anit,- ii auditing the retowrifor
the year 1919," _I mean that it did that some time after $1,19. Te
was 1921 when they came to audit it.

The regulations having in the meantime been changed, :they
allowed a deduction only of the fair value -as of March 1 1918. such
action being in accordaice with, the regulations as they then exited.

The material provision, of the revenue acts of 1916, 1918 and 191,
are the same. See section 5 (a) (9) of the revenue act *of 1916, -as-
ani.tde I by section -1201 of the revenue act of 19,17; sections 214 (a)
(11) of the revenue act of 1918; and section 214 (a) (11) of the evenuo
act of 1921. Those are the sections-of the act, allofthekn being the
same. There was no provision in the revenue act of 1913-that is
an earlier act-or the act of 1916--that is earlier thah the, amended
act-=prior to its amendment by the revenue act of 1917, permittinO
the deduction of contributions made to'charitable organizations. 't
was only in the amended 1916 act, or the 1917 act, that deductions
for contributions to charitable oranizations- were permitted. The
revenue act of 1917 was approvedlOctober 3, 1917. Article g (parf-
graph 92) of Regulations 33 (revised), promulgated January 2, 1918,
provided as follows:'.

Where the gift is other than money, the basis for calculation of value of the
gift shall be the. fair, market value of the property the subject of gift at the time
of the gift.

That is the regulation that wasin effect at the time Senator Couzeqs
made this charitable contribution. . '

The rule contained in Regulation 33 (revised) was apparently
followed until February 4, 1920 when Treasury decision I96 was
promulated. This easuy decision changed the rule iknd laid
iown t.e rule that where the gift is other than money, -the basis for
calculation of the amount of the gift shallbe the cost of the property
if acquired after February 28, 1913, or its fair market value as of



* ot p0, value 9,unt4 any w hsh been or weh-shbould
bae. beenset as4de a d uoten the cure t y , -and previous
years from the gross 1ncomoe on account of depreciation, and whioh

not beea paid out in making goo4the depction sustained. In
a ,eor .ran.m to the Secretary, it is stated that, the purpose, of the

ary decision was to amend the ,regulations in so far as it referred
tq gifts, other, than money .so as to b r., them into conformity with
regulations covering other similar deductions in section 214 (a).of the
revenue act of 1918,he bureau having held 'that in the case of
deductions for losses allowed by section 214 (a), (4), (5), and (6) the
loses must be based upgn the cost or March 1, 1913, value.

Itmight be well to int out to you here that, under section 214 (a)
of thle act of 1918,, certain deductions were allowed for certain items--r
lose, for instance, los for destruction by fire of property, or other
losm. The regulations at that time,ad prior to 1918, had per-
aitted the amount of the deduction to be taken because of the loss,
and based that on the value of the property and the- date it was
Scquiredi, i e subsequent to March, 1, and on the March 1

q prior thereto; and this change in regard to charitablecontributions, when made Aot in money but in property, was made,
to the files show, to bring.this in line with the principle that had been
followed with regard to other losses.

.Senator COUUNS., Let me;ask.you right there: That is in spite of
the fact that the law read otherwise?

Mr. HARTsON. No; the law does not state, Senator. The law
merely permts the deduction.; that ia all, It does not show, onwhat bass; it doesanot asy how It hl be done;- it merely permits
the, deduction to be.ma*de because io a h ritable contribution,
Now it Wdoesnot say whether it shall be in cash or property, or on
what basis hat ou read austa&while ago Was a

doh.wof,the. ureau anwd no .tiestatutel this:
:_..- , N, The. Po4t I have in mid

Sectita 214 .(a) is the section of,,the law which permits _these ,
lductkons, to. be, made. from gross income because, of certain losses

or contributions.' Under the:,1918 ,act .and under the prior act,
wiaen the lopa was a loss of property, the amount of the dleduetion
sh1oul4 be based upon the value of the, property as of March .1; but
with contributions the amout of the deduction that might be taken
when the contribution was not in money, but in property, was based
upon the value of the property at the date that the contribution was
made, sad apparently there was a lack of harmony; at least, it was
so felt by those in charge, and to bring it into line, to make the
deduction the same, it'being both under the same section, this change
was made..

Senator Couz.xs. Can you tell us just why the difference? I see
the point, that there is quite a difference in the regulations.

Mr. 1L&RTsoN. Yes.
Senator Couzzks. Between the, losses and charitable gifts. Can

1you Qxplain just how that'happened, that there should be such a
di'erence in. that I

Mr. HAbTS0N. N0o I do not know that I can explain it.
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I See ipu 214 41) is*,oV lesye~i~tL
~~wer~~~~~U Taitoa qhq ma4e lrp 5Os iCie

an ,f. oused~lction# bee ue of Ioe and 4eductis bleepa
ot gifts, whie there may not be any essezitia Wai_ !lity M ppn~iplebetween th two, they both beingO educti ns from grIss rWPome,
the were iic61idd there.'-

.w,: up until 1020, when this was changed, ther had been ,a
.ifferenee between the basis for taking the deduction between losses
and, gifts.,

Uder date of July 27, 1922, the solicitor addressed a memora4um
to Deputy 'CommisRioner Batson advising that a memoranduio briefin support of'a. protest by Paul R., Gray and P[hip H. Gray tW the
ro osed assessment of additional income taxes for the years 1918 to

1913 invo01ing a claim as to the basis of computing te amount of
deduction to 5e allowed in the ase of gifts, had beeq Submnitted to his
Office and suggeting that such part 0f the file as might be useful in a
determination of the questiz le transmitted to the solicitor's office,
Under date of August 24, 1922, the files in the, Gray cases were sent to
he solicitor's ' oice. At- the'. request, of Messrs., Goodenough,

Voorbies, Long Ryan, counsel. f6r the itpayqrs, a hearing wgpanted nd set for September 9, 1922. Under/date of Septe6br 8,
~2,,a tele~ram, was received fkrm tiXpayers counsel r0equep0in

tat theb epng e adj|uned until October 5. The exact date wheIthp h g was finally hehd does not appe , but under date ' Octo-
be i9, 1922, a memorandum. opinion, wo addressed to Deputy
Commissioner Batson .adv ' " that accepting the proinss of
T. D. 2998 as the' crrect interpretation. of the ap .li ae p oWas
of, the revenue act of 1918, the liability should e determined on
that basis.

Now, I want to interposo there this explanatory statement, that
the reference to the solicitor's Ofice in the, Gray cage was made not so
much *n Contest of the fundamental! p TnciplPe of the correctness Of,

,'biat was 'made on .the bam tbat the pdiigg had been pomul-'ted after the gitt had been made and .ter the retu...u had bee.
filed. Therefore, the taxpayers were taking the position that 4he
change in the regulations alould not have retroactive effect, so faa S
their, returns were concemedi but s1iotld merely have prospectivee ff e c t . . .': .Senator, o.,, Are you not, by regulation, making retr0pctive the
interpretation which yo*, place upon the statute, so that, the tqxpayeM
woul Ie compied -to pa under different assessments C

M Mr.' &RTSON. This opinion, Senator King that te: solicitor
made, and which has been referred to here, hld, roughly, that the
interpretative regulations of the law' and which law remains the same
and has not been changed, had to be uniformly applied, that there
was no justification to interpret given language in the law one. way
for a certain period of time, and, without phapgiilg the language of
the law, to interpret those rules differently from that date north,
and therefore hea that this regulations, which had been qhinged in
1920, had to go back during all of the time that the law was in effect.
In other words, the change ,was retroactive in its effect, because it
was an interpretation. e b

I might say that the 1921 act which was nbt in effect at that tin4e,
ad wich ha sinCe been passed, contains a provisions which iS 1n0t
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• .:Senator K O #1t1_ 1 izt 1. disturbing to tectitity 'bf this
.. attr ay :mtepolte haty~ray.I examined 'ozw of y0 rpromuigated volumes regulations, more thn1,800i as I recall,-soe' of.'themobvioudIy cohtainimg interpretations at valance with

former ierpretations; some of them necessarily placing aA con4struc
tioti'u~bi thS ~tatute which would make it retroactive, the result of
whid6 1ouldk be tob disturb acepted decisions take in the deprt-

Ment, throww intochac s and confusion the tax returns a e I

Nome:-he&im-ato p ifor corrective legislatio-Ad the matter
is before in the Finance Ozmi'ttee now,do you not think that
We haive delega ted too much authority to the comisiner 'and toothe iSecretas sof the Treasury to prmulgate regulations, and thatthey have promulgated to maniy regulations, many of whi e
contradictory, many of which the public never can become acquaintedi ith, and many of which re so complicated, when applied to the

• ettt, as that no taxpayer may ever know just what the tax againsthim s unless he hires exports, and those exors, lik e all eXperts, wil
disagree. There _are several uestiovxs involved in one there, butif
you w exlain that, either now or when you get through with that
ltter", I shall bevr 'glad~ _Whave You do so. _."'ir A to.X will be glad todiscmuas it and to answer any.
specific gtesrtion you desire to ask, Senator. ' a tha

tSenave Krom. Perhaps yoni had better finish that, and then We
will revert to it here.cMr. 1adof*o. The option then, of the solicitor, which has been
referred to hee, merely-held ,hat those regulations which had beetchangedin 19:2 0 had to be retroactive in their effect, even though, in
some casee, gifts'had been made pursuant to regulations which hadtheretoforembeen in effect and which weredifferent from the ones at i

"On that principle,, as has been pointed out, you can not nterpretthe same language of the same lawi two different ways; you can not u i,
do it both ways; you have to be consistent.t should be noled in the memorandum opinion of October 19, 1922,
the fundamental question of the correct basis of compUting the
amount of the contributions was not onsidered,but only the question
whether in 'view, of the change in the regulations the Governmentwas precluded from figuring the libiity on any basis other than that
laid down in the regulations in force at the tune when the gift was

rThe Couzene case first came to the solicitor's office in October, 1922.
It did notcome m connection with the assessment to be proposed in
conniectsion with the disallowance of the amount claimed as a deduc-
tion forcharitable contributions but cane in connection' With a cer-
tificate of overassesament'for the ear 1910. However, when the
ctase pwas before the office coUnsel or the taxpayer appeared before
the then solicitor, Mr. Mapes, who directed that t oe fundamental
question relative to:. the dedcucibility of certaingifts should be gone i
aino de nvo and a hearing granted before the ffic conference ci w

Piado.
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great' Mani er e I of myqi,.f like'
pu 6n und ofI4'd y importafice that. ihe bire i coin tli t

' Tlilaw is not 0sj ific. Sefitor King as asked me whether or
not too much,itho rity has-been given t Secretr and thb Co -
missioner in mnaking~iations. I think too .mUch authority has
notb.4n vee *.' do'n hoivit is possible to pas.sA law
Whichis esirabl simplee and plin and clear on its Iace, and- iOt
give t6 the' dn stratie officialss the power to interpret the law
and, to settle th 61usandI of -ueetions com up'in ard to one
little item that is not Cpecifically covered in the law. You can notgo IitO 'the detail in enacting a revenue law-which will anticipate-
And ettl beyond any vuestiozi or ontroveMry, the' thousands of
questions lhat are later gong to arie."' It mpl can not be done.

Senator CouzzNs. C6uld it .not be written into that law that
these deductions, for :lows and for charitable gifts should be based
on the, March 1, '1923, value, or on the basis of cost to the taxpaye,.

d not leave that quetion open for the interpretation of the In-temalfteveniue Departmzent?Mr"." ~ soN.' That bertaml could be done, Senator, beyond
anul q estion. ''' " ". . . .

SenatorCoUzENS. And in that cise, it would have been' wise,.
"would it not I

Mr. H"Tao. I think it would have been wise.
Siiitor Co)uizfs. Ye6.
Mr. HABTBos. Because Ithink it is most unfortunate that it has

been neCessary in this case or in any other case to change the regu-
lation or chnge auRlifig--most unforunat4.

Senator 'iNo. Do you not think it is unwise to leave such a
tremendous discretion in an eXecutive department or administrative
bureau as by the promlgation of a regulation which may increase
the assessment a million dollars, or take from the taxpayer a million
doRns, or'a half million dollars, or'any amount, for that matter?

Mr. HARTSoN. I believe it would be wise to pass laws'which would
not require any interpretation, but I think, practically speaking, the
Senator will agree with me that it is impossible. Our courts are
filled with cases because of conflicting laws, but it seems that the
more complicated cases and the more specific cases that are tried to
be covered in the law the greater the difficulty there is arismg in
their interpretation. ' Ido not think you are ever gping t eliminate
the controverted points, or prevent their arising in these revenue
laws.

This is a rather simple case; it is not a complicat/ed situation, and
it ddes not involve a tremendous amount of difference of opinion.
The law does not say which Way yoti shall do it, and it has been done
several ways in the bireau. The first & ge, of course, as I say, wasin
rgikation 43, and it was' then changed in 1920. My recommendation

Shi law opinion was made in 1923, almost a year ago, and 'weht
hacok to the previous uhng..
'Senator COVzNs. Do younot think the second ruling Was more

nearly corret than the tfi rsing . '",
Mr. Hatiisr. i do not,: und rany etreufstanees. Do yoU iean

toe e~od ruling?4 . ".." senator Gmuzim4s. Yes . . .' 'o. .
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Mr. HAkTsoK. Ther6 ha+*e b~e three.'
Senator CoUNS. Well, the second ruig, where you propQo~ff

an Plditional asgesament to me.
HAnTBoN. -Ibelee, se I have elpte mye& in lai op 0 i

1118, that the proper basis for talng deductions, when the cllAAlbla
gift'is other than money, should be the value o the prTpry at the
ate of the gift, rather, than at the date of the acquisition -of bthe

property.
Senator COUO NS. Well I did not agree with your first interpreta-

tion of the law as I heard you read it'now. I am not familiar with
the emse at all, except in a genera wayl , but in effect it is that the
taxpayer took credit in the charitable gift for an increment of value
on Which he had paid no income tax.

Mr. HiaTsoN. That is right.
Senator CozuNs. I do not justif4 that. In other words, if he

were to take credit for an increment m hisift, then he should have
paid income tax on the increment in his gift.

Mr.. HAnToN. I am, rather sr ed, Senator, at your expremenW
yourself in that way, because it has been throu& the Senator's--
through his accredited representatives'-opposition to that very
principle which he now expresses that hasgiven rise to this dscuosio
in the bureau. .
"Senator Couftss. As I sa,. 1 haVe not been at all familiar with
the case. This is the first time that I have lvor heard the detail' of
the controversy.

Mr. HAnTsON. I can well believe that.
Senator Couusa. I never appeared before the bureau nysif; I

never wrote a letter myself to the bureau. I may have signed docu-
ments prepared by my attorney, but I never made a claim myslf
and never nstigated the claim. It was all done in my office without
any knowledge on my part as to what the real controversy was,
except as -I recall my attorney sayin to me that it was an incorrect
interplreta&ion of the law, and not a difference in rulings of the bureau.
Now when my attorney presented it to me-I can not vouch for the
absolute ac uracy of it-I got the impression that you had inter-
preted the law, and not that you had changed your rulings. .

Mr. HAsTSoN. Of come, most regulations were miterpreting the
law. They both involve an interpretation of the law.

Senator CovzLNs. I understand that; yes.
Mr. HARTSON. But the interpretation found its way into the reg*-

lations, which were changed.
Senator Couznus. Did you finally take the view, to put it in a

concrete way, that if a man acquires a piece of property, say, worth
a million dollars, and the accretion in value is 62,000,000; at the
expiration of this date of accretion he lives it to some charitable
institution and gets credit before the public, or otherwise, as a donor
of propety worth "$2,000,000, that there is no income tax or no tax
to be paid upon that mlion dollars accretion I

Mr. HART5O Senator, that is a fundamental question that
ivolves the question of whether or not'in law there is vhat we ter.
a realization 6f profit, when it has been a gift. It is a pieceof proty-
erty acquired, as the Senator said, at an expenditure, of $1,000,000,
or it is worth that at the date he acquires it., He gives it away two
or three years later, and it k, worth $2,000,000. There' has been that

1I



appreciation of value. Hais he re~3ied. A taxable jpoft whea- he
pvs t wy aud.;os.a sellit? 4

seiiator OouzNs. Certaini not, but ho~ ha Jmafii. a, dedactiP~4~
~ap~ U~~Q ~~ aiQ of certail ipOm;, j not: hat

Mr. L4RT$Pq., Yes; that iO MorAct Wa, otcourse, is, s nears
r-4.be cozrXct. I-am reaag y opinion.

"Vbe~i ive, as I have already saiith&at t-hededuction should b made,
=4n, tshepoper basi for tkagthetdeductipti when- that Oit is made

t~lo ~u o te rqert ~ 4e am h gves it ;that is, the date
~tlw~anssceon.,That, is theB time when, Ithe hadsodihwul

hayerelae4,a pritt. .1Wias the time.thA the basis for the due-
tinIbelieve, should be made, and, 1 thinkithat. fa the reasonable

view to take of it, and I think a court would suptera that viow.,
*Ssnator OGZNS. Has the bureau'reco mmended i' the new rove-
- tApo y 4"hange in that p~rtiWVu~ section, so s to make it mcoro

MVr-,HAARr4oN. Seor -I dpo not kow. It wold be er adily
detspiied but X have npt. bef ore pie that, information. "I doa noyt

ast, one further worS there, $&nator. To permit the deducsion- to
b made as of the date of acquisition or the March 1 date is an.4
rt t~Axlqto 1ha*apreign in value, which directly is not per-.

nWited, ad .1do not believe there is. any, justification -for doing it
indirectly*

Senator KtNo. What aour final rung ntthtt I
anaAT.18pthat -the 4eduction should bemade based. on the value

the er~yat the time of tho gift, ori'tle time he gives it, rather
attetimne his acquires it.

Senator. KING. You mean the deduction for. the purpose of obtain-

*M.HATOON. When the taxpayer computes his net income, he
~4sup a# 1 of his gross remepts, a664 he is unitedd to take from his

Receipts certain deducons. One oflthe deductions tbMt the
rbaw perma" him to take is,'a deduction for charita~lo oontribution-p
pad Uxar.e 4a limit inthe law. .The law does not permit him totakeaf
deduction beyond, 15 per cent of his net incme computed without
considering te charitable contribution; so that there is a limit* on
that deduction up to 15.per cent, and there was at the time that
Senator Co ulens made his contribution.

senator KWe.. But you pay no capital tax there 1.
Ur. UHaiaoN. Nom
Senator KING. For the transmuting or change in the property for

0 go f itt..Th a
W. EU1isoxNo he. pays no taxont.Telwpcicay

4eesnot -tax, fta.
Senator KD~c. Have, ypu, anyh else y~wan to ask, S8inotorl

8enatMe ill. WOV)d lake 'os fta waasp a innir
4e'w"#the urez auout a yeVr . .yer T-aaf g~ito

t0,Fe*Wokpg of the bureau by a wn oeithi the bureau f
M~i"rAI Teo, I aw only answer ma panerly, Seao.1

48;t a~ea thmta, U$m ifrmtt is t ,~ moretan w
"'fgo, but,1Af sano thpresent, adiziwstration bs opie mtop(~qr,
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an _invtiation was conducted there by- Mr. Blair of conditions
within the bureau. There were charges and counterchz ps itad,
and the were .ha conducted, and I think evy howanted to tell what they knew were mtted to come in and .ir
their grievances, if they had any. I tUhinkit was a rather extensive
hearing;, but, as I said, that was before I came to Washington.

Senator COUUZNS. Do you know who conducted that inquiry?
Mr. HAzTSoN. It was the commissioner's inquiry. Do you

mean who-
Senator CouznNf. What individual#
Mr. HARTSON. Who appeared as the commissioner's repreenta-

tive cross-examining and questioning the witnesses?
Senator CouzEss. Yes.
Mr. HAITSON. My information is that it was Mr. Angevine,

but that is by hearsay, as I say.
Senator COUMzINS. You were not in the department at that time?
Mr. KAITSON. I was not.
Senator COUZENS. Was there a Mr. Marson in the department at

that time?
Mr. HARTSON. I never heard of him. -He may have been.
Senator COUZENS. Does Mr. Nash kifow anything about thatinquiry? . .. ', .
Mr. NASH. Senator Couzens, I was in the .department ,at that

time, but ndt in Washington. ,I never heard of it.
Senator COUZENS. Was there a Mr. Matson there I
Senator Kma. There.was a Mr. Batson.
Mr. HARTSON. There was a deputy commissioner at that time by

the name of Batson.
Senator CO6Uwzs. Do you know wheth*' or not there. were,

stenographic notes taken of the hearing?
Mr. I1A1RTSON. I do not know.
Senator CouzuNs..You have not heard anything about th6se'

hearings since you' have been in the bureau?
" Mr.ILATSON. No;"' have heard them referred to, Senator, but

they have never been referred to officially, and I have no records onit. *:. . ..

Senator CoUZENs.' Will you ask the commissioner, for the com-
imittee, if he has any objection to letting us have the stenographic
notes of that heari'g?

Mr. HARTSOW. I will be very glad to do so, and will report to you
to-morrow.

Senator COUZENS. I would like to ask the engineer some ques-
tions at this point.

STATEMENT OF MR. S. K. GREENIDGE, HEAD ENGINEERING
DIVISION, INTERNAL REVENUE BUREAU

Senator COUZENA. Do you know the history of the proceedings
in the bureau with reference to depletiohnand amortization?

Mr. GnEEMN GE. Yes; I think [do.
Senator COuzNs. How long have you been in the bureau?
Mr. GRnvNu1'EX. About three years and a half, I should say,

Senator.' '
92919-24-PT 2-2
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,Senator Couzur. Hve you dealt' primarily with that, question of
depletion aad amrtisatio .,
. Mr. Gutm .,Pxinly with questions of depletion, and dur-

ing the last six months with, amortiftioA, I should, say--about six
monthss.

Senator .Couzms. In your dealings with, these questions, were. you
guided by law, or were youguided by department rulings?

Mr., Gauiu_ ou. Fundamentally by the law, Senator, and, in
addition thereto, by. the regulations.

Senator COUZENS. Can you quote the law that guided you in your
de n with these questions?

Mr. GawzNmz. Not verbatim, Senator, but I could refer to the
sections of the law.

Mr. HARTSON. We have it all right here, Senator. It, is -very
short.

Senator CouzrNs. I think we had better have that read into the
record. Let Mr. Greenidge have it, so that he can read it into the
record, Mr. Hartson.

Senator Kwo. Yes.
Senator CouzuNs. Let him read it.
Senator KNG. Is that the law or the regulations?
Mr. HAWBroN. It is both.
Mr. GOwu mz. It is both.
Under deductions for depletion, section 214 (a) of the revenue act

of 1921, states:
That in computing net income there shall be allowed as deductions:
In the case of mines, oil and gas wells, other natural deposits, and timber, a

.reasonable allowance for depletion and for depreciation of improvements, ae-
sording to the peculiar conditions in each case, based upon cost including cost of
development not otherwise deducted: Provided, That in the case of such proper-
ties acquired prior to March 1, 1913, the fair market value of the property (or
the tapayer s interest therein) on that date shall be taken in lieu of cost. up to
that date: Providedfurther That in the case of mines, oil and gas wells, discovered
by the taxpayer, on or after March 1, 1913, and not acquired as the result of
purchase of a proven tract or lease, where the fair market value of the property
Is materially disproportionate to the cost, the depletion allowance shall be basedupon the fair market value of the property at the date of the discovery, or within
30 days thereafter: And provided further, That such depletion allowance based
on discovery value shall not exceed the net income, computed without allowance
for depletion, from the property upon which the discovery is made, except where
such niet income so computed is less than the depletion allowance based on cost
or fair market value as of March 1, 1913; such reasonable allowance in all the
above cases to be made under rules and regulations to be prescribed by the com-
missioner, with the approval of the secretary. In the case of leases the deduc-
tions allowed by this paragraph shall be equitably apportioned between the lessor
and lessee; * * * '

The revenue act of 1921 goes on to deal with other deductions, but
this is the section which we know as the depletion section.I Senator CcuzzNs. Since then has the department issued a large
number of rules dealing with that question?

Mr. Guurommz. Yes, sir. I think I can tell you the number of
them. I do not recall offhand.
* Senator COUzENS. Well, let ub forget the exact number, and say
there was a large number.

Mr. GREENDG. Yes. I do not remember just how many.
Senator COUzENs. Has this large number of rulings changed the

effect upon the taxpayer materially?
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Mr. GmrlkRK*D. Yes, sir; to some extent.
Senator Couzuxs. In other words, the variation in the ruli ngs
Mr. GREzznIDG. Yes; and in the law itself also.
Senator Couzmws. Well, you said the law.
Mr. Gu iimou . Yes..
Senator Couzrxs. We are dealing with the rulings that you made

now, with the law as basis.
Mr. GRIENmUE. Yes, sir.
Senator Couza'is. And you harie stated that there have been a

great many rulings dealing with this question of depletion.
Senator Rmo. Those =lings you have found to be tothe advantage

of the taxpayer, have you not ?
Mr. GkE'Nnxn. WeH judging from the way the taxpayer object

to their administration, enator, I should say not.
Senator K no. But they have not resulted in very big reductions

being allowed for depletion and cognate matters, which have relieved
especially the oil men of millions of taxes, from the original assesn-
ment?

Mr. GnRziENMOE. In excess of what would have been allowed if
these regulations had not been written I

Senator KiNo. Yes.
Mr. GnreummoE. I do not understand it that way.
Senator KiNo. You would say yes; is that right?
Mr. GR.EbNWG'&. No, sir; I woidd not.
Senator KiNG. Well, do you say no '
Mr. GiEnmJGE. Yes; because the law took cognizance of the fact

that certain limits should now be placed, which in prior laws had not
been placed. For instance, to explain just what I mean, the last
part of that pararaph states that such depletion allowances shall
not exceed the net income. That is the first time that that limitation
appears in the act.

Senator Couznms. I must admit that I am stupid if I do not
understand why it is-that you can allow more than that. You say
that is the first limitation that is placed upon it for depletion. How
could.you allow'more than the net income?

Mr. GRmumoE. I would not accuse myself of beinf.stupid in that
particular respect, Senator Couzens, because the prior act did not
place that limitation on it.

Senator Couziws. I understand that, but how could you, without
the act at all, have allowed more than the net income?

Mr. GREE MGE. Well, the department never has. but the law
itself never specified it.

Senator CbuzEs. Even though the law did not specify it, how
could you have allowed more than the nt income? Under what
circumstance could you have allowed more than the net income?

Mr. GREENMO1. Well, if you got a depletion unit in excess of net
income, it would have been allowable under the previous laws.
because the previous laws did not specify the limit to which you could
go.

Senator CouzEN.%s. Yes; but I still do not understand how you
could allow more to the taxpayer than his net income? What would
you do ? Give them some money in addition to that?

Mr. HARTsoN. Treat it in subsequent years.



Senator KING. Treat it in subsequent. year, and rob the, govern-
MOT br, sving him an honest 'tax.

Seha or COUZENS. Then, as I Understand it,' yOU said that, the
department at no time allowed more. 

Mr. GREENIDGE. No. One very famous case has gone to the
Court of Claims to be tested on thatvery, point.
'Senator CouzFss. You mean a public court?

Mr. GREP.rDouF. Yes, sir.
Senator CouzNs. What is the name of that ca ' S.
Mr. GRoENIDOE. The Texas & Pacific Coal& Oil Co.
Senator COUZENS. In that case you did not allow more than the

net income I
Mr. GiEENwoE. No.
Senator C6uzEiNs. And yet .they are claiming more than the net

income I
MAr. GRENIOE. Yes they are claim ig even something in excess

6f the gross income. Now,in as much• as that ib a public case, of
course, I feel that I can speak of it.

Senator CouzENs. Yes; I assumed in the first place that it was a
public case.

Mr. GREmENIDOE. Yes. As far 'as I 'am personally concerned, I
have not any objection to discussing with the committee any matter
that they feel that they have a right to ask in'regard to.

Senator COUZENS. I understand that the Secretay hs recom-
mended in the new revenue act that the allowance for depletion be
limited to one-half of the net income,.

Mr. GaIMENwD01. To 50 per cent, sir.
Setaor NCo1zs. How will'that work in the cases of the large oil

companies and the small companies, or will it act differently with
tke'. iffer~t 'ompanes? %

"Mr. GuEENMG1. I do not .hink that we have 'aufmcient i4orma-
tiou at hand to answer that question in a definite ,manner, but the
indications are that it will not act 'any differently as respets 'the
large 4r small concerns; it will affect them both i greater or lesserdegree depending upon the pe'ia Circumstances i each case.,
.enator CouzENS. I got the impressioll,' in talking Witli Colonel

brake, who discussed this question of depletion with me, someWhat,
tiat the Sbretary hesitated somewhat about recommending thait the
depletion be limited to 50 per cent of the net income, because the
large companies could well afford this change in the depletion limit,
while some of the smaller companies could not afford sich a ruling.
I did not ask him any questions, but I do not see how it would affect
one differently than- the other.Mr. GREV woE:. I can not see that there is going to be a very
niaterial difference.

Senator Couz Ns. It will bring in considerably more revenue to
the Government, will it not?

'Mr. Gn.putEmE. Oh, undoubtedly.
"'Senator CouZENs. Has any estimate been made as to what addi-
tional revenue that will bring to the Government?

Mr. GREENimDG. No, sir; we have not prepared any figures on that,
and, to be perfectly honest with you, I think it would be a very diffi-
cult matter to prepare such figures. Of course, it will result in a
material increase in revenue, however.
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Senator Cot~zus.' In other words, that possible increase as not
been computed in the Secretary's estimates of income for the yearU925? ° ..

Mr. GREuiN1DGe. No; I do not know whether they'have done that
or not. I have not seen that portion of it.

Senator KING. How do you operate in taking your depletion and in
laying your tax against an oil owner? Just tell us the modus operandi.
A man goes out and buys a section of land-I do not mean 646 acres,
but a parcel of land---

Mr. GRwENnwGE. Yes, sir.
Senator KifG (continuing): In Beaumont or Taft Or Coalinga,.

or any of the fields with which you are familiar, f6r $1,000,'say
There may be oil fields contiguous, but none immediately adjoinig
He sinks a well at a cost of from $20,000 to $45,000, and gets a gusher,
yielding several thousand barrels per day, from which there is an
enormous profit. How do'you assess the tax for that year and what
factors enter into the ascertainment of the tax which shall be paid

Mi. GZu:Nnbio. First of all, Senator King, he is entitled to the
return of his cost, which, ag you mentioned here, was about $1,000.
He is entitled to that'at the depletion rate; that is at the rate at which
his natural resource is exhausted. Now, when he drills a well, and
he gets what is known as a discovery well, under the revenue act
the value of that well'is set up at the date that oil is discovered or
within 30'days thereafter, or as near thereabouts as possible. That
is the discovey value.

Senator KizfG. You treat the value of the land as of that date in
the market, regardless of the fact that he only paid $1,000 for it,
do you not?

Mr. GREEnmDGE. Yes, sir.
Senator KiNaG. So that he gets that enormous subtraction from the

tax; that is, he 'gets credit for that in ascertaining the tax?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Not from the tax, but he gets it as the deduction

from goss income. .I
Senator KINrG. From the assessment on gross income?
Mr. GRENiDGE. Yes, sir; that conyveys the same idea. Then, that

discovery value is of course returnable to him at the rate at which
his natural resource is exhausted annually.

Senator COUZENS. How do you arrive at the discovery value?
Mr. GREENIDGnC. We take production of the well, and estimate

therefrom as' closely as possible by the production of a similar well
what its ultimate production of oil will be, and that is multiplied
by the market price of oil as of the date of discovery, or within the
30-day limit. I 'had better first say that that market price of oil,
multiplied by the probable production of that well, discounted to
present worth over the estimaated life of the well, becomes what is
kown as a capital' sum returnable through depletio . , I
I would like to call the attention of the Senators to the fact that'I

use the words "capital sum" andnot invested capital.
The capital sum is then divided by the number of units of oil that

it is expected to be recovered from that tract, and each year as he
produces oil, the number of barrels that he produces, is multiplied
by the depletion unit and the result is allowed as a deduction from
gross iiicoiie in'the year in whicl the production has twken place.

Do I make myself clear as to that?
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* e.stoF Kio. Yes; I understand it. ,I think that is. the, wost
ge uious he, e to rob the Govein ent,
Senator Cotz ss. In other words, Senator King, yoi believe'that

al he should et any depletion on is what he really put in the property:
i's tatrght

Senator Knw. Well, I would not put it that far,, Sonator, but.
0ma 4Y9y, if he pays $1,000 for a piece of pr6perty'and spends

tO0QOO in' a. well which yields, say, 5,000 barreli a iday, he could
sell that well on the market for--well, I do not Iow Ow much.

Mr. GREENIDGE. $100,000.
Senator Kiio. If that gave him 5,000 barrels, he could really sell

it from $1,000,000 to $5,000,000, "and more nearly $5,000,000 than
41,000,000.. Now. you would sO manipulate that-and I do not use
that trm Offensivelv-

aMzr. GREmEDE. "Oh, no; I shall not take offense at anythifig you
say, anyway.

Senator Kwo. So aS to avoid payingtaxes. Instead of taxi1 him
upon his property or upon the value, you do not do that; you ono
tax him; but suppose there were 5,000 barrels' a diy. That would
be, over 1,000,000 barrels, a year, and supposing he 'slls that at 50
cents a barrel You. would tax him thi6 amount of his profit thatyear, 4500,000. You do not tax him upon the difference in value
btween the $1,000 which he paid, plus the $4Q,000 which it cost'him
to get the well, the Iash value of the property, at which it could be
sold under the hammer: but you introduce here all those elements
to which you have referred and your partitions and divisions and the
life of the property, of its productiveness, and you finally figure it
down, so that -lie pays very little. That i& the way it Worked out,
is it not ?

Mr. GEENIDGE. I do not know what the oil companies pay in
taxes, Senator King. My department does not deal in taxation. We
deal in valuation.

Senator Kzwo. But the application of 'that rule of assessments
and deductions that you have just described would fritter away
Opportunities for taxation upon the increase in value of its produc-
tiweness for the year would it not?

Mr. GRzmwim. I would not want to answer that question off-
hand. I would like to ask you to state it over.

Senator Knm. Well what would the tax be that year? Suppose
a well were discovered of a capacity of 5,000 barrels a day, and it
was sold for 50 cents a barrel net to him, and that what he was out
was the purchase price of $1,000 and te cost of the diggug of the
well, about $50,000, together with the necessary adm.inistrative
costs.

Mr. G Iz Y wwWGB. Yes; what we call overhead.
Senator Knwo. Yes; overhead. How would you proceed to assess

him for that year?
Mr. GuzxzwoE. Well, he would be entitled, in addition to his

overhead cost and lifting cost and char g for development, to his
further deduction for depletion under the revenue act, as it is nowwritten.

'Senator _KIxN. Yes. He paid $1,000, and you would deplete
away not oqh-l %1,00C but the increae in value, would you not?
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W Mr.O iuw z Yes;; a art ofthe increased value, as shown .by

,S&ato" KNio (Now, I, wat somebody there ,to -fgure -on the
basis, d the ease that I have justgiven, what tax he will pay that yea....

Mr. GuaiNwoE. We can do that, Senator, or at least we will
ftirnish the valuation portion, and I have not dle slightest doubt but
what the auditors carfigure it out.

Senator KiNo, In which section of the Internal Revenue Bureau
are there typical cases, of oil depletion -und the method of computa-
tion which you have adopted, so. that we can get: hold of: those files
and examine into those oases?

Mr. GIENIDOz. My division,.sir. J
M. -LaRTso. That would be some of these cases that the com

mittee has alreadyasked for?
Mr. GiunziuoE. Yes.
Mr. HATsO N. And the assessment method -we will furnish the

committee will reveal that very, fact, enator. .: ,
Mr4 Q.iNrDGE. If there are other facts which would reveal an-

thing more we will be glad to prepare them in such form as. would e
most understandable. ,

Senator KING. Well, until those eases are worked, -up, I will 'not
encumber the record now by going further into that matter.

Senator CouzFNS. Unless the officials from the bureau have some-
thing further that they would like to say, I am through now for the
day.

STATEMENT OF MR. N. T. KARTSON, SOLICITOR, INTERNAL
REVENUE BUEEAU-EBeumed.

Senator KING. I want to ask you again, Mr. Hartson, the question
that I suggested when you were reading that letter, which is, whether
you do not think too much power has been delegated. You have
answered it negatively to Senator Couzen8. I called your attention
a moment ago to a volume which I have in my office, and which I
have examined, containing some 1,800 regulations. Many of those
regulations have the force of penal statutes; many of them upon their
face, seem incongruous with the law. Doubtless, they have been
intended to make clear ambiguities in the statute. Many of your
regulations, or at least some of them overrule not expressly, but by
implication, anterior regulations. Those regulations, by the dotting
of an "i" or the crossing of a "t" may change a man's assessment to
his advantage or disadvantage to the extent of a million dollars or
more. Now, do you think it is wise to commit such great power,
which Congress should exercise as a legislative body, to an admiis-
trative bureau I

Mr. HARTSON. Senator, I am very sure that it would be very agree-
able to all concerned in the administration of the revenue laws to
be relieved of the responsibility of having to interpret the intention
of Congress itself in reigard to the revenue act. 1.-...
; I do-believe, toanswer your cluestion specifically, thatj as a prac-
tical matter, you can not; that is, Congress can not avoid the neces-
sity for passing laws general in their effect.. ' I do :not believe you
can make a law particularly applicable to every particular case that
will be presented. Therefore, your law has .to be more or less gen-
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era .nA wheuiyou make itgeneral, the -ou hav . to lodge insome
administrative officer the duty of formulate regulations reasonable
in their effect; and in their interpretation of carrying ito effoouthis
law,. Ido, nitbelieve: you, can. avoid it, ,but it would be highly de"
sirable if you could do so.

Senator Ko. It is obvious,. however, if these regulations may be
changed as they are, and those regulations affect property rights to
the, extent which you have indicated it is an enormous power to
lodge in an. administrative bureau of tle Government.

IMr.. HAsoN. It is a tremendous power; ye, sir, but I do not
see how it can be avoided. The human element is present and mis-
takes in the administration of such a law as that are bound to occur,
no, matter who administers it.

Senator KG. Do you not believe that where you :have such a
great power, the utmost facility ought to be given to the taxpayer
ind freest opportunity affordedto him to present his case where you
do make rulings that are conflicting with previous rulings, and where
you. claim, an ambiguity in the, statute and your ruling is,adverse
to ;that which. has been accepted?_, Do you not think that there
ought to be more opportunity to the taxpayer to complain and to
rectify his wrong of which he complains, or at least have an oppor-
tunity to present his side of the case? I I

Mr. HBt-soI I believe he should be given every opportunity to
'present his case. I believe he is, under the present ami nistratve
procedure, given every opportunity. I believe that one grave reason
why the bureau is be in its work is this: If you will examine

.hee particular vases that will' be submitted, you will find one great
cause lor delay is the taxpayer's request and* demand for additional
hearings, for delays, so that they may present more evidence, and
so that they may: have further tune for arguments and the filing of
,briefs, and.,webks and months go by in the interim. I think the
bureau is more than liberal in its present policy in affording the
taxpayer every opportunity to: make his showing.

Senator KINo. Are you witnessing in the bureau greater celerityin the disposition of cases and greater efficiency in passing upon
,these questions, which are more or less complicated? Is there a
higher standard of efficiency and ability shown now-in the bureau in
passing upon these questions?
. Mr. HARTSON. I think that is true. 1 think there is. I think

that is, to a Ia r extent, caused by their increasing familiarity
with and knowledge of the subject with which they are dealing.
think it is also true by reason of the fact that the taxpayers them-
selves are advised now of their ri hts, whereas, four or five years
ago, duri.g the war years, they lid not know what their rights
were, or did not know what the law was, and really the Government's
representatives did not.know.

Senator KNo. Speaking generally, what, do you say as to the
honesty -and integrity of thse who pass upon these claims?

Mr. HARTSONq.-1 think they are on a panty and I, think equality
-with any other establishment that is comparable to it in sixe. I
think that, generally speaking, the men and women -who work in
the Inteinal RevenueJ reku are, honest, earnest, and conscientious,
and are attempting to do the right thing. I -think they have a most
difficult ojb to perform. . * .
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, Seator KmN. Representations havebeen made to me frequtly
during, the past two or three years by people, within the department,
s well as those outside of the department, that favoritism has beei
shown in promotions'and in the assigmnent to Positions where these
cases of importance are+ to be handled. 'What have you to say as to
those charges or statements I
Mr. HATS0N; I think you can hear anything any time about any

subject which you care to listen to. I think, if you should go to the
Ford Motor Co. or the Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, or the United
States Steel Corporation or any corporation that employs as many
people as are employed in the bureau, you will find just as many
charges by employees in such an organiuatin. of favoritism or dis-
crimination, and of failure on the part of those who are in control to
recognize the ability of those who are in the tankse. I think that situ-
-ation does exist in the bureau. I know oftno plaoe where it does not
exist. You will find it in every department of the Government and
in every similar business establishment. You can not get 100 per
cent loyalty and cooperation out of everybody,! certainly.

Senator KIwo. You have been in the bureau for a year' and a half?
Mr. HrTsoN., Going on two years-a little ovek' a year and a half.
Senator KIo. What position did you take when-you entered the

service there?
Mr. H&RTsoN. I came into the department as assistant soi"citor of

internal revenue.
Senator Kno. Then you became solicitor by, succeeding -Mr.Mapesl .Mr. EH TsN.. That is correct.

Senator KNG. Did Mr. Mapes or Mr. Wayne Johnson or their
friends have anything to do with your appointment?.? .  , -

Mr. HARTSON. I do not think they did. Mr. Mapes was my
superior officer, and I serving under him, I hope he had cause to com-
mend me to the commissioner. My appointment was, made by. the
President, based upon the recommendation of the Secretary of the
Treasury and the Attorney General. I was serving under Mr. Mapes,
who was my superior. I do not know whether lie went to the com-
missioner, or the commissioner called upon him for a recommendation,
but I would naturally suppose so.

As far as. Mr. Johnson is concerned, as far as I know I do not
think that he had anything to do with it. - I am positive he did not
have.

Senator K mo. Of course, you are well icquainted with Mr. Mapes
and his partners in his law firm?,

Mr. HhxrsoN. I have met both of them. I knew nothing of them
before I came to Washigton, bu I have seen Mr. Mapes constantly
durinmy service in the office.under him. I saw himi. a greatdea.
I had occasion to advise with him and consulted with him constantly
on office problems. I met Mr, Johnson. Mr. Johnson was a man
who occaeionaly had cases in the office.

Senator KING. Their firm his a good many cases in the office,
does it not?

Mr. HARTsON. Yes; their fulm has cases in the office. ':I know
other firms that have more, but their firm has a good many.,

I



SSenaor KiNo. And. Mr. Johnson went from, the, departmea, to
New York.and entered into the collection of, taxes or into the, taxbusineu0 *

-Mr. H boN., He formed ,a law partnership in New York, and
ang the other bupines that they had I think he engaged in tax
practice. I . , I

Senator Knio. Mr. Mapes resigned and went to .New York and
entered ,hisoftic0.

.Mr. H&RTso. I do not know what, Mr. Mapes's arrangement is.
Mr. Map s has, an, office in Wsm ".toni the American National
Bank Building, and has been practicing there for over a year.

, Senator KiNG. And is lenot connected with that firm?
Mr..HJUTsox.,.I do not know that he is.. ..

Senator KixNG And, Mr. Angevine is likewise?
Mr.. HARTSON. Mr. Angevine is associated with Mr., Johnson in

the firm in. Newt York.,
Senator Kwo., And he was in the~offlice
Mr. H"Tso.; He was in the office..

,SenatorXKm.j. Do'you know any others who are in that firm and
who were in the office?,.

Mr. HATsox. Yes; Mr. Alverson, -who -was formerly in the
Solicitor's Office, is now associated with Mr. Johnson in New York.

Senator KiNms Any, thers V
Mr. HMaTsoN. I think not connected with the firm.. I think they

have anh. employee -who was formerly employed in the office down
there.

Senator KIo. Is there anybody with Mr. Mapes here, who was in
the office there?

Mr. HAxTSON. So far as I know, Mr. Mapes has no one associated
with him down here.

Senator KINo. Who selects the so-called court of appeals that you
have-the board of review and appeals?

Mr. HAITSON. It is the committee on appeals and review.
Senator K=NG. Yes.
Mr. HARTSON That is an organization, a committee selected by

the commissioner and the Secretary.. It is directly under the com-
missioner's control.

Senator KL G. A number of people have been assigned to that
work who are wholly unfamiliar With tax cases, have there not . I

Mr. HARTSON. I think not. So far as I know, there is only one
man on the committee now who was not formerly connected with
the bureau. That is the only one, that occurs to me. All of the
others are there as the result of' promotions within the organization.
There may be one or two. There is a lawyer from Boston who is
on the, committee-a very excellent lawyer, who, I think, had no
experience within' the bureau before he was appointed there, but he
was a man who wab very familiar with tax questions.

Senator KiNG. Did you have anything to do with the formulation
of that _provision in the pending revenue bill which provides for a
court of 27 members?

,Mr-. HAWWoN, .I did not. .
Senator. KwS,. From your experience. in the .department, wouldyou venture to give your opinion as to the wisest way of handling

these appeals?



Mr. IUiRT5O1. I. think that the conditions, should be borne in
mind. Under. the present bill, apeals -are, permitted, -to, be taken
before an assessment ismade, to thWs board of appeals in every case.
There is no distinction as between one,; .case aild another. .The
apped lies in every easeo, The. practice -and experience down there
hai shown that in a very large percentage of the cases, where an
additional tax is proposed to be assessed, an appeal is taken, The
taxpayers when aggrieved with the decision of the unit, avail them-
selves of their right of, appeal.

The present coi nittee.which hears these appeals prior to assess-
ment.is now composed of approximately 20.men. There are approxi-
mately a thousand, cases; they are a little in excess of that, maybe
1,200 cases, that are pending now before the committee. .. There is
an accumulation of that number ofcases, andthose men are working
night and day. They hear appeals individually,! and the chairman
passes upon.them in review before, they go out. !They hear two and
sometimes. three cases a day apiece. Their production. record is
around 100 cases a week, and they axe a thousand cases or more
behind. ; AU of ,that work is done without swearing. the witnesses,
-without having a Government representative before them, and withft
,out conducting their proceedings as a court would conduct them. .

. Now, take the board of appeals. The board of appeals gives to
the taxpayer the right of appearing by counsel. The commissioner
may alo appear. I assume that the solicitor, or his office, might
we apear in some cases before the committee, and act as advocate
for the Government before this board.. A record is made. It is
taken down, I assume, or ought to be. The witnesses are sworn
and they may subpoena witnesses from anywhere in the United
States.

Such procedure, while highly desirable from the standpoint of
protecting the rights of the taxpayer and relieving the present
officialss of the 'bureau from the tremendous responsibility which
they have, necessarily slows up the work to a point where it may be,
as a practical matter, undesirable.

A court can not dispose of a case as" expeditiously as an adminis-
trative officer'can, wlo is quasi judicial in his functions; and, un-
fortunate as it may be, one of the greatest problems that the bureau
has had from the beginning has been production. It has been
trying to get these cases settled, and if, prior to assessment, .the
taxpayer may have his right of going in before a court and argwng
his case and letting the Government argue its case, submitting
authorities and submitting briefs, and have that tribunal pass on
it as a court would pass on it, you will have this tremendous volume,
and chocked up there, to' the point where it may be, as an adminis-
trative matter -it may be as a question of congressional policy-
that it would seem undesirable to do that. I

Senator KINo. Your idea would be, then, to obtain the best
administrative officers that you can, and give them a good deal-of
authority to right .an appeal there, -and from which the- Govern-
ment or the taxpayer can go to the courts, as the lastresort, if either
the Government or the taxpayer desires it.

Mr. HARTSON. .I do not want to be understood as being Opposed
to the court of. appeals. I think it is highly desirable. 1 think it
would be a most excellent thing, but I am not one from the outside
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looking at the theoretical result. I am one who is on the inside,
overburdened with work, with too few emplyee, with too great
responsibility, and 1 do not see how, with a tnbunil such as this is
supposed to be, they could get these cases settled and get them out
of the way, in the way that has been planned or hoped for by thisbard.

Senator KiNa. Has any alternative plan been prepared or sug-
geted by the commissioner or by your officeI

Mr. HARTSON. No; Y do not know that there ever has been. Myoffice, as far as I know, has never been consulted with regard to it.
Senator K=G. Well, this plan seems to me to be cumbersome, and

it had its birth in somebody's brain. Now, who is the father of it?
Mr. HARTSOK.' I do not know.
Senator KING. It did not come from your department?'
Mr. HARTON. It .did not come from my office; no.
Revenues from, the beginning of our Government, our courts have

said, have to be raised. It is a matter of primary importance that
the Government get the money, in order to sustain itself, and they
have lodged in an administrative officer, and the courts have s- •
gained, the right to do that; they have sustained the property of
doirag so, of placing in an administrative officer the responsibility of
making the determination. After, he has mudc that determination,
he is bound to collect the money on that basis. The Supreme Court
of the United States has recognized that is harsh, that to reui a
taxpayer to pay money before he can litigate in a court of law is
arbitrary andsevere. It imposes a hardship upon taxpayers that is
devastating in some cases; but they have sustained it, because it was
conceived to be of the utmost necessity that the Government should
get the money first, in order to perpetuate itself.

Senator KtNG. Oh, yes; the power of taxation is a harsh power.
Mr. HIA-RTSON. Now, you are injecting prior to assessment, this

trial at law, or court procedure which may, as I say, from an adminis-
trative standpoint, have its defects. You have asked my opinion and
I have tried to express it. I have not expressed it in any other way
than my own personal views in regard to it.

Senator KINo. The subcommittee is charged with the duty of
making recommendations to the full Committee on Finance, having
under consideration the present bill, any suggestions or corrective
legislation which may deem proper, and one of the things that we
are very much interested in is this question of passing upon con-
troversies over assessments. I shall take the liberty of asking your
department, if you feel that you can express yourselves freely,
though you may run counter to the Secretary of the Treasury, to
recommend a plan which you think would be most efficacious, doing
justice to the taxpayer and justice to the Government, and, of course,
vith expedition andcelerity.

One of the evils of the plan which is in the bill, as I see it, is that it
makes for congestion. While it will, perhaps give the taxpayer a
fuller opportunity, it seems to me you vill cumber the records with
appeals and hearings until you will never finish your work of col-
lections. I am not satisfied with it. I have not a concrete recom-
mendation to make yet, and if you could make a recommendation, I
am sure that the subcommittee would be very glad to have it.
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Mr. H RTSON. Yes; I shall be glad to-.- ...
Senator KNG, Based upon your experience there and upon the

operation of the department in collecting taxes and the dificulties
that would be encountered.

Mr. EHATSON. If the committee should desire us to make any
inquiries or ask any questions, my only request would be that it
should be submitted to the Secretary of the Treasury, so that any
correspondence of the department, which would be referred to me
by the Secretary, would be something that had his full knowledge.

Senator KINo. Of course, that shall be done.
Mr. HARTSoN. I have not the slightest doubt in the world that

the Secretary would be glad to have me express my opinion in any
way I care to.

Senator KIG. I shall ask Senator Watson to address a letter to
the Secretary, asking that you l.o requested, in view of your ex-
perience there and your intimate acquaintance with the operations
of the bureau, to submit, for the benefit of the committee, your views
as to what legislation is needed in dealing with these questions.

Mr. HARTSON. Very well.
Senator KING. I have nothing else, Senator.
Senator COUZFNS. I would like to ask *Mr. Hartson if he has

looked up any of those memoranda that I read into the recordyesterday?,etr. HAnTsoq. I do not know what the Senator has reference to.

Senator COUZENs. You will remember those bureau records that
I read in yesterday, from the Standard Steel Car Co. Have you
looked yp any of those?

Mr. JARTSoN. I have not. I have not looked them up, Senator,
but in those cases, which are to be submitted to the committee, you
will undoubtedly find that in the files.

Senator CouzENs. The originals?
Mr. HARTsoz. The originals; yes.
Senator cOUZENS. Did you look up the matter to see if you knew

any of these men who are still in the bureau; the names of these men
that were mentioned ?

Mr. HARTSON. No; I do not know that I did. Offhand, I might
remember them. The bureau is a very large place. Some of those
may not be in my office, but down in the units.

* Mr. NASH. Senator Couzens, if you are referring to Culley and
Kishpaugh-

Senator COUZENS. I know Culley is gone, but how about Kish-paught
MIr. NASH. Kishpaugh resigned last September.

Senator CouzENs. Do you know where he went I
Mr. NASH. I understand that he is in Philadelphia, but I have not

verified that.
Senator COuzZENS. Is Mr. B. L. Wheeler, chief of engineers, there?
Mr. NASH. Mr. who?
Senator COUZENS. Mr. Wheeler.
Mr. NAsH. No; Mr. Wheeler has resigned from the department.

I think he resigned ini March 1922.
Senator COUZENS. Is Mr. biemer still there?
Mr. NASH. I do not know.
Senator COUZENS. I understood that Mr. de La Mata had gone?
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Mr. NAsH. Mr. de la Mataresined list fA.
Senator Ktro. Are any of those- men prActicing before the bureau t
Mr. NAsH.; I have heard 6f Mr. de 1a' Mata practicing, but I am

not sure about that.
Senator Couzuis. The committee would like the records of the

Standard Steel Car Co. and the Aluminum Co. of America, men-
tioned in the Secretary's letter to the chairman of the committee,
dated March 25, 1924. We Will not deal with the Gulf Refining Co.
at this time, because that matter lias been arranged previously.

Senator KING. The committee stands adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 4 o'clock p. m. the committee adjourned until

to-morrow, Wednesday, March 26, 1924, at 2 o'clock p. m.)
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WEDNESDAY, MA0H 26, 1924

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL CoMMIvE TO IvESTIxGATE,

THE BuREAu OF INTERNAL REVENUE.
WasIhinqon' -) C.

The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 2 o'clock p. m.,
Senator #James E. Watson presiding.

Present: Senators Watson chairmann), King, and Couzens.
Present also: Mr. C. R. Nash, assistant to the Commissioner of

Internal Revenue; Mr. J. G. Bright, deputy commissioner; Income
Tax Unit; Mr. ' N. T. Hartson, Srlicitor Internal Revenue Bureau;
and Mr. S. M. Greenidge, chief, engineering section; Internal Revenue
Bureau; and Dr. T. S. Adams, tax expert, Yale Univemity.

The &sunKAN. The committee will be in order.
Senator COUZENS. I would like to have Mr. George 0. May take

the stand.-

STATEMENT OF MR. GEORGE 0. MAY, SOUTHPORT. CONN.,
MEMBER OF THE FIRM OF PRICE, WATERHOUSE & CO.

Senator COUZENS. Give your address, please, and your occupation,
Mr. May.

Mr. MAY. My business address is Southport, Conn. My business
is public accountant.

Senator CObMENS. I think, Mr. May,. in View of the fact that your
name was su ested by Doctor. Adams as knowing considerable
about the wormegs of the Internal Revenue Bureau, perhaps it would
serve the committee best if you started right in and told us in your
own way your story of your experiences and observations in the
Internal Revenue Bureau, during which you may cover a number of
the matters that I want to ask you about. If that is agreeable to
you, I would like to have you proceed along those lines.

The CHARMAN. May I ask a question or two first?
Were you ever connected with the Internal Revenue Bureau?
Mr. MAY. No.
The CHiftA;. You never were?
Mr. MAY. I was in the Treasury during the war, but not in the

Internal Revenue Bureau.
The CHAIRMAN. How long were you in that department, Mr. May?
Mr. MAY. About 18 months.
The CRAIRMAN. And what position did you occupy?
Mr. MAY. I was in the war loans, foreign and allied government

loans, and I subsequently represented the Treasury on the War
Trade Board.

249
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The CHAIrMAN. Were you at any time broug;I into contact with
the working. of the Internal Revenue Bureau during your occupancy
of that position there?

Mr. MAY. Only very slightly.
The CHAIRMAN. Just occasionally?
Mr.' MAY. I Was advising the Secretary and the Assistant Secretary

on some questions of policy, and occasionally I had to make in-
quiries in that connection.

The CHAIRMAN. You are now a public accountant?
Mr. MAY. Yes. I am senior partner of Price, Waterhouse & Co.
The CHAIRMAN, How long have you been such?
Mr. MAY. I have been a public accountant all of my business life.
The CH.RMAN. Yes.
Mr. MAY. I have been a partner in Price, Waterhouse & Co. for22 years.

eh CHAMMAN. You may now proceed to answer the question
asked by Senator Couzens.

Mr. MAY. Well I do not know whether I am quite qualified to
talk just along the iines that you suggest, Senator because, personally,
I have not had any very intimate contact with the Internal Revenue
Bureau in the matters of detail. I have had personal connection
with comparatively few of the tax cases handled by my office. They
were only some of the most important that I have dealt with person-
ally; but by reason of my former association with the Treasury I
have taken a keen interest in it, and have followed its workings, and
have discussed it from time to time with the secretaries for the time
being and te commissioners for the time being. I have a certain
general knowletg6 in that way.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. .

Mr. MAY. It is a very large subject, and I think it would be better
if somebody would indicatelthe lines on which they would like me to
talk and what phases they want to develop. Perhaps it would be
more effective if you woula do it in that way.

The CHAIRMAN. Possibly Doctor Adams can lead you. He is
familiar with it.

Senator Couzimxs. I have no objection to that, and I will ask my
questions later. . .... I '

The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead, Professor Adams.
Doctor ADAMS°. I was merely going to suggest that Mr. May, who

has had relations with a large number of the most important corpo-
rations in the country give us his experience with resp ct to solicita-
tions, and whether, i that connection; he has known of these concerns
having been approached by people who wanted to handle their tax
cases, if that is agreeable to you.

Senator Couz.Ns. Yes; that is agreeable to me.
Mr. MAY. I think, according to reports reaching me from the people

I meet, that in the cases of larger corporations it is practicaly a
universal condition. From my experience, I should say 'that almost
every executive of an important company has been approached many
time by someone claiming a special ability to deal with tax cases.

Senator CouzENs. We have had no taxpayers here as yet as wit-
nesses. We have not gotten that far, but it seems to me in view of
what Professor Adams has said, you might give us a general idea.
You say it is the experience of every executive, or nearly every execu-
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tive of these big corporations, that they have been approached by
so-called tax experts, who have told them that they coud get their
taxes refunded or adjusted, or their claims allowed, or something of
that sort. Will you tell us what your experience has bpen in that
connection?

Mr. MAY. A large number of my clients from time to time have
told me of such calls. I do not know whether you want me to men-
tion names. It is hardly a case which can be covered by mentioning
names; it is so universal, I should say; but the most significant
feature about it, to my mind, as far as my own personal experience
goes, is the very large percentage that have rejected all su6h over-
tures and have decided to handle their tax matters either through
their regular counsel or their regular accountants.

Senator COUZENS. Have those individuals who have solicited these
bigcorporations been, in most cases, former employees of the bureau'?

Doctor ADAMS. A very substantial proportion oi them; yes.
Senator CouzEws. The committee might like, Mr. Chairman, to

pass on the history of some of these cases, so that we can subpoena
some of these taxpayers who have been approached and learn whatpropositions, were made to them. Therefore, if it is agreeable to Mr.
May, he might give us as he goes along a few of the names of thecorporations that wereed in this manner.Mr. MAY. Well, it is easy enough to name them n the 'basis of

Must general conversations. I have very little specific information

in regard to them: but if you take all of the important corporations
I suppose every important steel company, for instance, such as the
United States Steel, the Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co., the Inland
Tube & Steel Co., the Bethlehem Steel Co.-all of them have told me
of being approachetl; but all of those Corporations, I think,: are con-
tinuing to be represented by their own counsel and their own account-
ants.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you give us the name of any one man who
formerly had been in the employ of the Internal Revenue Bureau,
who, after getting out, approached one of these large corporations
and asked to represent that particular corporation in a tax matter
before the bureau and what the terms proposed were?

Mr. MAY. If I could recall such cases, it would only be second-
hand information.

b °The CHAIRMAN. Yes; it would be hearsay.
Mr. MAY. It would be hearsay.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MAY. As a matter of fact, it has been so common that it left

no impression on my mind. I could, from hearsay, tell you one or
two specific cases that happened, and which I have in my mind, and
which I have every reason to believe are accurate. If you care to
have hearsay testimony, I could give you the names' of one or two
corporation officials who have told me of such cases; but, generally
speaking, of course, I do not.'care to mention the names of clients
on hearsay, unless the committee presses me for them. If you want
some specific names, of course-

Senator CoUZE S. I think we ought to have them, so that we can
get their views as to the workings of the bureau and what'experience
they have had with the bureau. As I say, we have had no taxt
payers here yet as wittnesses.

92919--24--PT 2-3.
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;Mr, iM.&y. .el, I might ive youlone:or two representative cases
and then,Vif, might, I woud' suggest that probably some genera
form of questionnaire be addressed to a :number of representatie
corporatio-nsi and that would give you a much~ better cross section
than you would get by taking a chance on what one particular wit-
ness-might ,be able to tell you,. .. . "
..The comptroller of the Remington Typewriter Co-that being bne

specific case--told me that he ,had been approached by severalpeop e,, - . , , • , .

.The C)AIRMAN. What is his nameI
Mr., MAY. C. H. Ashdown. The. most conspicuous case that he

had was a man that gave him,, before they received the proposed
assessment, what he understood they would, receive.

The CHARMAN. Who was that man, 'Mr. May,
Mr, MAY. I do not know the name of the man, .but you could

get that from him. I called him up on the telephone yesterday and
asked him about it and he said he was not quite sure, that it was
one of two men,. and he would have to look up his records. I would
rather not mention any name, unless I was sure of it.,

'The.CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether either one of those two
men that he had in mind had been employed previously in the
bureau?

Mr. MAY. He understood so.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
-Mr. MAY. But the significant fact in that case wits-and I

suppose this was two years or two years and a half ago-that the man
gave him an exact figure, which finally appeared in the assessment
,ev. I believe it was absolutely accurate, and this man said that
he would be willing to handle it on a 10 per dent contingent fee.
As I recall the amount involved, it was about $800,000. They
declined that and all similar offers, and my firm handled the matter
with the bureau, and, without any serious difficulty, we got it adjusted.
The amount of the additional tax was relatively small-certainly
less than $50,000, as I recall it, instead of $800,000. Our change,
I imagine, was somewhere around $5,000.

Senator COUZENS. In other words, had the comptroller of. the
Remington Typewriter Co. accepted this supposedly former employee's
proposition, ie would have gotten $80,000?

Mr. MAY. Yes; or $75,000, or something of that sort.
Senator COUZENS. That is a good example, I think, of the kind of

cases we want. Can you give us some more?
Mr. MAY. Well, I just want to give typical cases.
Senator COUr.ENS. Yes.
.Mr. MAY,. And when I say" typical," I do not mean to say that

they. aretypical of the general run of events, but different types_ of
cases. What I would like to impress upon you all the time is that
my knowledge is just fortuitous of ,these facts, and I can. no.t say
whether any particular practice is just an exceptional case or, a
representative case. I would not like to have too broad deductions
drawn, without getting a broader cross section than I can possibly
give you.,

The -OAiRMAicOf. course, the, only; cases in which this committee
is interested in reality, so far as anythingremedialis cMocered, are
those where former employees of the bureauheve goneout. to makq

L/
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these solicitsions, the idoso being that they either .h Aknowledge of
the, situation before, they. went put,: ofwhioh., they; took advantage
or, having gone out, they still had a connection in the bureau through
which they ascertained this information.

Mr. MAY. Yes.
The -CHAIRMAN. And not the cases of purely outside men who-had

never had anything to do with the bureau.
- Mr. MAY.- In this case, there was evidently some contact with the
bureau, from the fact that he was able to recite the precise amount
of the assessment.

The CHAIRMAN. YeR..
Mr. MAY. I have heard of one or two cases of agents who were on

the examine tions recommending the taxpayer to employ particular
pcple. .

The CHARMAN. That is a good thing to put in the record, if you
can give those names personally. - , I

Mr. MAY. The only case that I would feel justified in mentioning_
the name is a case in the courts on suit. The man to whom the
remark was made made an affidavit on the subject, which I. have
seen, so I think that is sufficiently, definite to be justified, although
it is more or less second hand.

The CHAJRMAI-T. I say, .who. is the manI
Mr. MAY. The agent's name in that case was Kennedy.
The CHAIRMAN.: Kennedy? .

Mr. MAY. Yes.
Senator KING. Was he in the service?
Mr. MAY. He was assisting the agent in charge. He was the

second man in the investigation of the company.
The CHAMaMAN. And what was that company?
Mr. MAY. That company was the West Virginia Pulp & Paper

CO.
The CuAxnvAN. And this man that was assisting the agent said

to this gentleman that they qught to get a certain man to help them?
Mr. MAY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, whom'did. e recommend?
Mr. MAY. I would rather hesitate about that, because-
The CAIRMAN. Well, was that stated in this affidavit?
Mr. MAY. Yes, sir; it is in the affidavit, but at the same time--
The CHA1RMAX. Who had the affidavit, Mr, May?
Mr. MAY. The affidavit was not used at all. .
The CHAIRMAN. I know, but who had it when you saw it?
Mr. MAY. It was in my office. We have an executed copy of it

in our office.
The* CAIRMtAN. -Of the affidavit?
Mr. MLAY.Of the afidavit; yes, sir. ,
The CHAIRMAN. Who made the affidavit?.
Mr. MAY. The man who. was approached--a man named Condit,

the cashier of the compay. , ! I
The CRI4IRMAN. Of the West Virginia Pulp & Pftper Co.?
Mr. M&Y. Yes..
The :CHARMAW', Hqw.did he happen to make tht.4,fldavit.
Mr. MAY. The.casewas draggig~in.the bi~rpai,..nd the Aqutiowas considered whether it was desrahle , take it, up, wth he qpm

missioner personally and suggest the fact that they lid not retained
that particular person, which was responsible for the delay.
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The C r AMAN. That is what I want to get at. This man Ken-
nedy had spokefi -to Mr. Condit about it. Did they then employ
the man that he recommended? .

Mr. MAY. No.
The CRAIRMAN. They did not?
Mr. MAY. They went on with their regular counsel and ourselves,

who were the accountants for the company.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, was it afterwards settled without their

having employed this person ?
Mr. MAY. Oh, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. They never did employ that man ?
Mr. MAY. They never did employ him.
The CHAIRMAN. But the affidavit was made because, when the

case dragged along, they thought it might have some relation to the
fact that they hadnot employed the man who was recommended?Mr. MAY. That is right. Finally, we decided not to take any
action and to have a little more patience; so the affidavit was never
used.

The CHAIRMAN. Who was the regular attorney?
Mr. MAY. He is in the employ oDf the company. He is couuisel

within the office, and not an outside practicing attorney.
The CHAMRMAN. You were not connected with them
Mr. MAY. Oh, yes- we were the accountants.
The ClAIRMAN. oi, you were the accountants?,
Mr. MAY. Yes, sir; we handled the case principally before the

bureau.. The CHAIMMAN. Now, When you handle a case as an accountant,
that does not make you the attorney, does it ? •

Mr. MAY. Frequently we hold power of attorney from a corpora-
tion. We act as agent of the corporation in practicing before the
bureau; if the questions are mainly accounting, the power of attorney
runs to us, and we conduct the case, in consultation with counsel
If the questions involved are mainly legal, the power of attorney runs
to the counsel, and we advise them on the accounting phases of it.

Senator KnIo. You do not pretend to be lawyers?
Mr. MAY. Oh, no.. "
Senator KiNo. And you do 'not represent 'yourselves as lawyers?
Mr. MAY. Oh, no.
Senator KING. Do you solicit business-as lawyers?
Mr. MAY. We do not solicit business in an capacity.
The CHAIRMAN.was going to ask Mr. Ma t question.
Senator Counws. I was wondering just what your objection is to

telling the name that appeared in that affidavit.
Mr. MAY. My only reason for doing it is that I have no means of

connecting the agent with the man named., I would' not like to do
it publicly, and would prefer to give it privately to the cnimittee,
because I do not like to have a man's name mentioned, and possibly
have aspersions cast on him, when there was nothing to show that
he was in colhislon -with the man who made the suggestion,' but is
just being based on general knowledge. That is my only reason.

Senator 0uzia. -Irn other words, you would be willing :to give
to his hamie S6 that wel.may Subpoena him, if necessaryI

r. M#. If you think'desrable."
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Senate or Ki. Have you heard of this man Kennedy recommend-

ing this same person to other people ..
. MAY N. o .

SenatorKiNG. D you know whether this person so recommended
by Kennedy had been in the department ?

Mr. MAY. 1.think not.
Senator KING. Did he give any reasons for recommending this

man?
Mr. MAY. He simply said, "There is-going to be a. very large

additional assessment.' The pro osed assessment was very large,
but the element of. the additional tax was relatively' small, only a
fraction of the amount proposed, Ne sad, "There is going to be ,a
bigger tax assessed, and you want to get the best man you can." I

Senator KING. Then, solicitation was made before the assessment I
Mr. MAY. Before the assessment letter had been written.
Senator KING. Yes; and the first knowhdge that these people

had of it, so far as you know, came from this man. and not from
the letter?

Mr. MAY., Well, he was working the jol); they knew that there
would be an additional assessment.

Senator KING. And they had ividerstood that ?
Mr. MAY. Oh, yes, aine] the only question was how iuch it

would be.
Senator KI,. Was there a itbalsis for aua additional asessmentI
Mr. MAY. Oh, vej; there .were some very arguable poinIts.. The

original A-2 letter, as it is'ealled, calld for g much larger assessment
than, couhl have been warranted.'on.any real basis, but I should not
say that it was a lir'ely fictitious assessment, at aly stage. There
were some very arguably pQints. In fact, there was one of the
points that the bureau ''decided. aggiinst the company that will prob-
ablygo into the com'ts. So it was not just a Ixiade-up assessment
for the sake of being knocked down.

Senator KING. Did Mr., Keulndy represent that le believed that
the proposed assessment was just and air?

Mr. MAY. Hie was only the assistant of the agent in charge of the
examination. He was not the man actually in charge.

Senator KING. Was the agent in charj loeatedhere il Wash-
ington, in the department? h lee W

Mr. MAY. I think he was sent from Washington; yes. But there
was no suggestion that lie was connected with it in any way. He
never (lid anything that was open, to criticism.

Senator KING., Did he:finally, make the assessment as large as that
indicated by Mr. Kennedy I

Mr. MAY. Kennedy did not say. .As I remember, the proposed
additional assessment was somewhere between $2,000,000 and
$3,000,000. . I

Senator KING. What assessment was finally made?
Mr. MAY. I think somewhere, around $600,000. It was largely a

doubtful question, and it probably will be litigated.
Senator KING. That is all I have to ask at this point.
Mr. HARTSON. Mr. Chairman, I think it proper to inform the

committee that this West V irginia Pulp & Paper Co. that Mr. May
is now testifying about, has been- the subject of a very thorough
investigation, on the part: of the bureau, and I am sure the commis-

255
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st6nefi ould have no ob jetiton ' 'Ubmittfig the eco&d of his inves-
tigation in this case to the committee. . .
,' Mr. M Y. The only criticism.we have ever had in r~gafd to it was
thb'delay. The ultimate dispooitiolf of it; I'think, wa§ entirely fair,
I do not personally agree, n~ttufally; with the decision on ohe major
point, but I think it was an entirely arguable point, aid' I #m inclikied
to think if I had been a Government officer I would have done as the
Government did, and I would have said, "This is a case where we
must put you to the test of the courts." I think that is an entirely
reasonable attitude. I have no criticism of it..

Senator COUilNS. In reference to this' case being investigated, did
you investigate these Kennedy'charges? U

Mr. HAwrsoN. That is the thing I have reference to, Senator-the
fact, that it was charged that this Government agent had mentioned
to the taxpayer the name of an attorney, who, if employed, might
represent him to his benefit and to his advantage in the bureau.
That charge, that specific one, was the thing that f had reference to.
That was the subject of investigation by the commissioner, and I
think he has a record of it, and will be very glad to submit it to the
committee.

Senator KING. -Is Mr. Kennedy still in the employ of the depart-
ment.

Mr. HARTSON. No; I think not. But he was not discharged iis a
result of this investigation and thigh charge.

Senator KING. Is he practicing before the department now?
Mr. HARTSON. I am not informed as to that. I do not know.
Senator KING. Please have some member look that up and advise

advise us.
Mr. HARTSON. I am informed by Mr! Bright that he is employed

in the Government service now, but he is not in the employ of the
Bureau of the Internal Revenue; but I would like to make it plain
that he was not discharged from the, bureau as a result of this charge.
The commissioner, I think,. reached the'conclusion that the charge
was unfounded, as the result of this investigation.

Senator COUZENS. From what appears to bu a reliable source of
information comes to me this statement:

Mr. George 0. May, senior partner of Price, Waterhouse & Co., states, confi-
dentially, that he is satisfied from his own experience and the experience of his
friends and clients that the income-tax department in Washington is virtually
honeycomhed with corruption, and that 'colossal" sums have been Collected
from individuals and corporations for. securing refunds of ijtcome-tax assessments.

Do you deny ever making such a statement as that?
Mr. MAY. I repudiate that statement altogether; yes.
Senator CouzzNs. You repudiate it altogether?
Mr. MAY. Yes.I .. I I
Senator COUZENs. The memorandum further says:
He says he knows of an Instance where "a very prominent corporation" was

taxed an additional $3,000,000 on account of property 'amortization. It was
then approached by a fixer, who said he would secure a refund If he was paid a
percentage of the refund. -The agreement was made and the tax was refunded,
although the fixer or any of his agents had never visited tl~e plant of the corpora-
toiin question. .

Do you know of any such case as that?
Mr. MAY. No; I never made a statement of that kind.
Senator CouzENs. Well, do you know of a case like that?

I
'1
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; Mr. MA., No. *' I

Senator CouzENs. You never heard of a case like that?
Mr. MAY. I never heard of a case like that. I have heard fidi-

rectly of suggestions of fixing of amortization claims, but I never
heard ofa case that is any approach at all to an accurate description
of it.

Senator CouzEN9. Do you know of any specific case involving a
large amount that was handled in some such manner as that?
Mr. MAY. No.
Senator: KINo. Well, do you know of cases of amortization of large

amounts, which resulted in a reduction of taxes?
Mr. MAY. Of course, amortization claims in large -amounts have

undoubtedly been made, that have resulted in tax reductions. The
amortization section is an extremely, difficult section to administer.
The regulations have been changed on it so much that returns made
in accordance with the earlier regulations, when the thing was unde-
veloped, have naturally been amended, sometimes very muck in
favor of the taxpayer, as the result of the reconsideration of the
amortization.

Senator KINo. That would affect a large number of corporations?
Mr. MAY. Yes; undoubtedly.
Senator KING. And the benefits to them, in the aggregate, would

be very large, in your opinion?
Mr. MAy. Oh, yes; they must be.
Senator Ki o. Is that work of amortization going on now, as the

result of which these deductions and credits are being received?
Mr. MAY. The amortization is still unsettled in a-large number of

cases.. Senator Kirm. From your examination or from your own experi-
ence, do you find that their method of construing the statute has been
variable and contradictory?

Mr. MAY. Well, it has undoubtedly changed. It is an extremely
difficult problem. I have been consulted at different times as to
the bases for regulations, and I regard it.as one of the most extremely
difficult sections of the act to administer. I think, undoubtedly,
the first regulations were drawn rather drastically, with a view to
discouragig undue and excessive claims for amortization, and the
board has found that it has had to liberalize its position beyond the
position taken in those first regulations. It was a subject that
required a very great deal of study, and, naturally, until that study
could be had, they had to make some tentative regulations to cover
the situation in the meantime. It was only natural that they
should have erred on the side of conservatism from the Government
standpoint, leaving the liberalization to come later wAen the subject
was more developed. I think that is an entirely natural and legiti-
mate course on the part of the bureau.
Senator COUZENS. Have you had any conferences with Mr.

Mellon recentlyV
Mr. MAy. I saw Mr. Mellon this morning; yes.
Senator COUZENS. I mean outside of this morning. When was

it the last time you saw him prior to this morning?
Mr. MAY. I do not think I have seen him since Congress met.

I think the last times I saw him before this morning was in November.

NI
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Senator CouZENS. At that time, did you tell him about.the condi-
tions in the bureaU?..

Mr. , MAY. I have frequently discussed conditions in the bureau
with him.

Senator COUZENS. Did you tell him at that tihae that they were
bad?

Mr,, MY., I told him where I thought there were weak spots.
There are bound to be, of course. . ; I

Senator CouzENs. Were there any changes made after you had
this interview some time ago with "Mr. MellonI Did any change
follow in the bureau after that ? ,

Mr. MAY. I am not sufficiently intimate with the affairs of the
bureau to know.
.. Senator CouzENs., You made certain suggestions, as I understand
it, to the Secretary as to what you thought he ought to do to eradi-
cate the evil which you had been complaining about ?

. Mr. MAY. Well, I have talked to the Secretary about these things,
because I have felt a-very keen interest in them, and made various
suggestions at different times.

Senator CouzENs. What did you tell him you thought ought to be
done to eradicate this evil, when you were talking to him last,
before to-day?

Mr. MAY. To eradicate which particular evil?
Senator CoUZENS. The evils that we havt been talking about--

fixers and assessments being advised of in advance-and things of
that sort.

Mr. MAY. I do not think I was talking about this class of question
so much with him then, because these cases that I have alluded to
are not recent cases, and that has not been the serious factor. I
think the thing I have talked with him more about was the question
of getting some of these old case cleared up.

Senator COUZENS. Did you tell him how you thought he ought to
proceed to clean them up ?

Mr. MAY. No; I did not. I do not think I presumed to do that.
I think I merely told him that I thought there might be a wrong im-
pression derived from a purely statistical view of the situation, in
which each case was treated as a case. I have felt for a long time,
and I have impressed it on the Secretar , that it was my judgment,
whenever I have seen him, that the work. of the bureau f1Al into two
parts; one what you might call a mass production job, going through
and examining a large number of relatively small returns, a. the
other was a unit production job; that is, each case a study in itself;
a relatively small number of very important cases. The'statistical
record by which the degree of progress was measured by the number
of returns disposed of gave, I thought, a sense of false security, unless
it was further analyzed to see whether it was the relatively unim-
portant or the relatively difficult cases that were being held up. Of
course, it is a natural disposition to put the hard nuts to one side and
go around and crack them when you have a little more leisure. So
! felt that there should be some way devised to make a drive to clean
up the comparatively small, in regard to total returns, the compara-
tively small number of returns of much importance. which were of
importance to the business community and to the Government.
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Senator Cotzrss. What did you suggest should be done to.do
that?

Mr. MAY. Well, I did not make suggestions in detail, because; you
could not do that without going into the bureau; but my idea Was
that they should be treated as separate problems from routine, prob-
lems of putting the millions of returns through the mill and dealing
with them as a separate problem.

Senator CouzENs. Do you know a man by the name of Bell, who
was'head of the assessment section ?

Mr. MAY. I do not think I ever met him in my life. I have heard
of him :.. I

Senator COUZEmNS. Do you know a man by the name of Bird, who
succeeded him? ,

Mr. MAY. Yes; Bird was in _my office at one time.
Senator COUZENS. Is he employed there now?
Mr. MAY. No.
Senator COUZENS. He is not employed in the bureau?
Mr. MAY. No.
Senator CouzENs. Do you know where he is?
Mr. MAY. I believe he is in Florida.
Senator COUZENS. Retired ?
Mr. MAY. No; he is connected with some bank or trust company

in Florida. He was the last I heard of him.
Senator CouzENs. Have you, in your dealings with the bureau

and your clients, had cases settled on the basis that it was a clerical
error?

Mr. MAY. On the basis that what was a clerical er or?
Senator COUZENS. That the assessment or the proposed assessment

was a clerical error. Were you informed of some of these cases Where
assessments were made or proposed and when it was shown to'the
department that there was a clerical error they admitted it frankly?

Mr. MAY. Well, I do not know. I do not know of any case where
the assessment was disposed of as being entirely a clerical error
except in the sense that the assessment was in error, because the tax
had already been assessed, which was a duplicate assessment. That
would be a clerical error. Of course, however, there have been very
large clerical errors made in assessing returns. I remember one case
where the adjustment resulted in allowing as capital paid in a minus
quantity, because they deducted for intangibles, and then they de-

ducted an amount at the bottom for capital stock which was larger
than the amount that had been left in above. That obviously left
a minus quantity for capital stock paid in. Of course, that was
adjusted without very much difficulty.

Senator COUZENs. Have you ever given an interview, confidential
or otherwise, to a newspaper man relative to conditions in the bureau?

Mr. MAY. I never gave an interview to a *newspaper man. A
newspaper man called on me one day and asked me for information
and to make any sUggestions in regard to this question, which he
was going to investigate. I told him that there was a lot of gossip
about it, and I thought there was no harm in investigating it.'
mentioned one or two cases that came to my notice. te asked me
some questions, and I said, "Yes; undoubtedly very large fees had
been paid by corporations to people for handling their taxes," and
he asked me a number of questions, and I gave him Certain answers.
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" Senator, -iC zENs. 'Did you tell him that you knew f' Mr. Guil
Barber down here, a tax expert?

Mr. A. I do, not know. I may~pomibly have menti'oned'hisCaoe.i'  z , ... o..osbyhaemnioe i

Senator 'CO rZrNS.; Doyou know Mr., Barber?
- Mr. MAY. No.

Senator CouzENs. Do you know of him?
Mr. MAy. I have heard his name mentioned.
Senator COUZENS. Do you know of his getting any large fees from

any of your'clients or friends ?
Mr. MAY. No, sir; he has never gotten any from any of my clients,

but he approached some of my clients, and told them, I guess, that
he got large sums for other people- but, so far as I know, none of my
clients employed him; at least, I 6 not know of any; certainly none
that we have ever handled any tax matters for.

Senator COUZENS. Did he get any big fees out of any of your
friends that you know of?

Mr. MAY. No.
Senator COUtZENS. Did you ever mention Mr. Barber's *name to

Mr. Mellon?
Mr. MAY. Yes.
Senator CouzNs. In what connection?
Mr., MAY. I just mentioned it as having heard that story about

him.
The CzHAMA;. What did Secretary Mellon say when you told

him that?
Mr. MAY. He just took a note of his name.
The CmARMAN. Had he been in the service before?
Mr. M&Y. I did not know anything about him, excepting that.
Senator KINa. Yes. We had him here as a witness the other day.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I know. "
Mr. MAY. Some of my clients came to me and told me that he had

approached them, and claimed to have done these things, and they
asked me whether I thought there was anything to be gamed by tleI r
employing him. I said no. They said all riat. That is all.

Senator CouzE*s. Do you know the firm of Humphreys & Day?
Mr. MAY. Yes; I have heard of them.
Senator ClouzEws. Wh~t was their business?
Mr. MAY. They had a tax business. I think they were primarily

engineers.
Senator CouzENs. Did you ever come in contact with them?
Mr. MAY. I never came in contact with them personally: no.
Senator COUZENS. Is the International Mercantile Marine Co. one

of your clients?
Mr. MAY. Yes.
Senator COUZENS. Have they been approached?
Mr. MAY. Oh, Phil Franklin told me lie had been approached

innumerable times.
Senator CozNs. In what way?
Mr. MAY. By people coming to him who were recommended by

this person or that. They said they could do a special service for
them in tax matters., He ust mentioned it to me, and said, "As
long as you and our counsel are handling the case, I just mentioned
it to you. If you think there is anything to be gained by going into
it further with him, say so."
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Senator CouzENs. Did he tell you what fees'were" asked by these
solicitors?

Mr. MAY. I do not recall 'now.,' He never entered into any soft of
negotiation with any of them, so far as I know.

Senator CoZNs. Do you know of a case where a firm that, in-
tended to float a security issue paid $68,000 for a tax refund to a
former employee of yours?

Mr. MAY. They paid him, not for a refund, but they paid him.
I remember a case where there was a former employee of, mine who
got $60,000 fee from a corporation. I do not know what results he
got for them.

The CHAItmAN. Pretty good results that he got from them.
Mr. MAY. Personally; yes.
Senator KiNo. Was it it tax case'?
Mr. MAY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Tell us about that.
Mr. MAY. Well, we just happened to be in examining the ae-

counts of the company----
The CHAIRMAN. What case was that?
Mr. MAY. Do you wish me to mention the name?
Senator COUZENS. He was not a client of yours.
Mr. MAY. This concern was; yes. They became clients of ours

when we examined their accounts, at the instance of the banking
firm.

Senator CouzENs. Yes; but they had already--
Mr. MAY. They paid the bill.
Senator CouzENs. They had already been investigated.
Mr. MAY. They had already paid him.
Senator CoczNs. So that when they paid him, they were not

clients of yours.
Mr. MAY. No.
Senator COUZENS. Why can you not tell us, when they were not

clients of yours, when that transaction took place?
Mr. MAY. My knowledge came to me through their being clients

of mine.
. The CHAIRMAN. Did it pay you to take them on as clients after
they had paid the other fellow $60,000?

Mr. Y. We did not do any tax work for them.
Senator CouzENs. Was it $60,000 or $68,000?
Mr. MAY. It was somewhere around $60,000.
Senator COUZENS. And I understand that he was about a $4,000

a year man; is that right?
The CHAIRMAN. What is his name?
Mr. MAY. Townsend.
The CHAIRMAN. Townsend.'
Mr. MAY. Townsend; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Had he been in the bureau?
Mr. MAY. He was in the bureau for a time.
The CAIRMAN. How long after he got out did he take this case?
Mr. MAY. I do not remember. ,
The CHAIRMAT. What was the amount involved?
Mr. MAY. I do not know anything about it, except that in analyz-

ing the expenses of the firm we found that they had paid him roughly
$60,000.
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The CuhumAN. Do you know anything about the amount involved
or what the proposition was?

Mr. MAY. I do not know anything about it, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Or what service was rendered.?
Mr. MAY. My partner brought the matter to my attention, and

he said he thought it was largely money thrown away.
Senator CouzENs. Where is Mr. Townsend now?
Mr. MAY. I have not the slightest idea.
Senator CouzpNS. Do you know, Mr. Smith You are c0?-

netted with Price, Waterhouse & Co., are you not?
Mr. W. M. SMITH. The last I heard of Townsend he was in Ncw

York.
Senator COUZENS. The last you heard of him he was in New York?

Do you know his initials?
Mr. W. M. SmiTn. It seems to me that they are J. L., but 1 am

not positive .
. Senator KIN;. Was he doing twx work when you last heard of

him?
Mr. W. M. SmT. I saw Townsend here in Washington about

45 days ago.
Senator KI~m. Was he doing tax work?
Mr. W. M. SmiTH. I believe so. He was around the incomue-

tax bureau.
Senator KIN(;. He was not, zi employee of the Government then,

45 days ago?
Mr. W. M. S.rru. No.
Senator CouzExs. What is your opinion, Mr. May, of the etli-

ciency of the bureau?
Mr. MAY. That is a pretty hard question. It is one of those

things that you can not generalize on. I do not think I have a
sufficiently l6road knowledge to generalize on it. I do not think it
is quite fair to talk about their efficiency, except in relation to the
magnitude of the task that they have.

Senator CouzENs. Well, I know; but you are familiar with the
organization there?

-Mr. MAY. As a matter of fact, I do not get into it at all. thIe
only people there that I come in contact with are the committee on
appeals, and occasionally a section head. The only cases that I come
down here personally on are important appeals aind things of that
kind.

Senator COUZENS. Well, you must know something about that.
Mr. MAY. But. I have some ideas on the general subject of the

efficiency of the bureau; and, if you want ie to say it, I think, before
you can approach the (uestion of the efficiency of the bureau, you'
have to consider the task that was laid on thnAn.

As is well known, the tax law of 1917 was passed in a rather hurried
way, and was the result of a comnpromaise between two bills, drawn in
the Senate and House, respectively, on very different lines; so it was
not a homogeneous or consistent whole. As an administrative
problem, it was almost incapable of being administered as it then
stood.

The then conunissioner called in a group of advisers to assist him
in framing regulations; and, as I understand it, the chairman of the
Senate Finance Comnittee and the chairman of the tHouse coni-
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mittee conferred with them, and regulations were drawn up which
interpreted the law somewhat broadly. It was a law that, to dO
justice, had to be administered pretty broadly; and yet, at the same
time, there was always the basic rule of law that the construction of
a tax statute mudt be a narrow construction. So that the Treasury
was in the position that the law, to be administered effectively, had
to be interpreted broadly, where, if they were thrown into the courts,
they would be thrown back on the letter of the law. So that con-
stituted an extremely heavy burden on the bureau.

Then, in the second place, the idea of invested capital, the March
1, 1913, situation, with the idea that everything at March 1, 1913,
wats capital, and the determination of losses or gains, depreciation
and depletion, and in the 1918 law, the provision for amortization,
threw on to the bureau a problem in valuation, the magnitude of
which, I think, has been consistently underrated, both by Congress
in imposing it on the bureau, and by the bureau in undertaking to
fulfill it.

I say that task wus a very much bigger task to be done efficiently
than the task imposed on ihe Interstate Commerce Commission in
valuing the railroads. The Interstate Commerce Commission has
been at that work for 10 years, and they have spent $25,000,000
themselves, and the carriers have spent $75,000,000, in carrying out
the instructions of the commission. This one problem in valuation
that has been presented to the bureau, in the aggregate, was a bigger
problem in valuation than that which was presented to the Inter-
state Comr, ce Commission: and I think, if I may say so with all
respect, Ccingriss imposed too heavy a burden on the bureau, with-
out providing adequately for'its discharge, and I also think that the
bureau, perhaps' , is open to criticism for never sufficiently bringing
out thc magnitude of its task and the inadequacy of its facilities for
carrying it out.

The reports of the commissioner I would say, have been inspired
by optimism, and have distinctly underrated the magnitude of the
task. The consequence is that the task.has dragged.

I can not help feeling penionally that the putting of the prohibition
unit under the same jurisdiction as the tax bureau was bound to
have a very detrimental effect on the work for a time afterwards.-

I think those are the three factors: First, the law being particularly
and extremely difficult' to administer; the valuation problem, Anl
the prohibition factor, together with the fact that the income taxwas new in 1913, and we plunged into the period of viury high taxes
in 1917. They constitute a basic situation which you must take
into account always in recalling the efficiency with which this task
has been performed. I

Now, considering that, and, considering the limitations on prestige
antl pay of the men that are called upon to discharge those functions,
I think there has been some very admirable work done in the bureau;
although there has been some very disappointing ani discouraging
work from the standpoint of anyone being wthi the bureau; but .1

do not in the least feel that it is case for unmettsured condemnation.
The opportunities for' men to -make money on the outside have
created a turnovertin the service which is bound tobe very embarrass-
ing to the bureau, and the difficulty of problems like amortization,
with the constant necessity for modifit-ation of rulings as the situation
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developed more clearly, has created an apparent inconsistency and
delays in reopening of cases which are very exasperating; yet the
more you know of the conditions, the more excuseyou are prepared
'to make for the people who have been struggling with the task.
,1 :That is, broadly, my feeling on the subject.

Senator CouzNs. .Do you want to ask the witness any questions,
Doctor Adams?

Doctor ADAMS.. Yes; I would like ,to ask him. at few questions at
this point.
SMr. May, referring to the question of getting a broad and accurate

cross section, as you. speak of it, what would be the best way to
find out; first of all, the number of business concerns that have
been approached What would be a possible way of doing that?

Mr. MAY. I think,, as far as that goes, you. may assume that
practically every business has been approached by someone; but
If'you want to get down to approaches by ex-eniployees of the bureau,
or get anything about the nature of the arrangements, or anything
of that sort, the only thing I coidd suggest would be to take some
representative list of big corporations, say, on the New York Stock
Exchange, or something of that sort, and pick out a substantial number
of large corporations, and ask for specific information from them.
With, of; course,, your power of subpona in reserve, if you do not
get what you want by correspondence, you can take their statement
under oath. From that, you would get testimony such as you might
see fit L, use; but, unless you do something in that way, you are
apt to get a partial picture, unless you do something that cuts right
across and gives you a fair cross section. ctrih

Doctor ADAMS. I want to ask a similar question about delays in
the assessments. The statistics of the settlement of cases seem to
indicate that only a small fraction of I per cent of the 1917 cases
remain to be settled, and there is a very small percentage of the
1918 cases that still remain to be settled. I have no doubt that
those statistics are absolutely accurate. Do you think that they
represent the real situation I

Mr. MAY. Well, as I say, they do not fully represent the situation,
unless you know something about the importance of the cases that
are unsettled.

Doctor ADAMS. Have you made any test, for instance, of your
own companies to ascertain how many of them still have cases for
1917 or 1918, or both, unsettled?

. Mr. MAY. Yesterday, before I came down, I asked our people to
get a list, to just pick out some of the companies listed in the active
stocks on the New York Stock Exchange in 1917-not those that are
now listed, but those that were listed in 1917 and actively dealt in.
I told them to get whatever they could find in the way of information
readily to hand, and they were able to give the information on 20
of those cases; and more. than half of those still had 1917 -taxes
unsettled. Now, we may have been more unfortunate; our clients
may be more unfortunate., I could not say whether that was repre-
sentative or not; but it seems to me that you could do something
of that sort. Ask the bureau to take the companies listed on the
New.York Stock Exchange, all of the, companies above a certain size,
and 'classified according to whether the 19.!7. and 1918 taxes, had been
disposed of. That would give you some idea of the situation,.
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You, might sk-them to show what questions mainly are lft undis-posedof. m.or mtance, amortization, as I say w the mai factorin the law in the 1018 cases, and you could see how fair it was presum-
ably to specific situations.
r think, then, from that starting point, you'could inypstigate thecauses of delay in those representative large companies, advantage-ously, and I think you will find they are due to a variety o caes,the bureau not being responsible for all of them. The activities oftax advisers are partly responsible for it; and when you get cor-porations which have exhausted all of their regular channels andhave had a settlement that was satisfactory to the bureau, some onecomes along.and says "We will take this up again afresh for you, andwe will receive pay only if we get something more back for you";so they reopen cases which the bureau is perfectly willing to allow

remain closed.
On the other hand. there are some of them that present verydifficult questions which I think it is going to be very difficult to gotmen in the bureau to assume the responsibility of deciding. Someof them involve very large amounts of taxes, 14l1 there is naturallyan, indisposition to 'face the responsibility of deiding thooe, and irather fear that this investigation will increase that indisposition.They will be afraid to decide in favor of the taxpayer, perhaps, or,perhaps. they will think that they are not justified in deciding infavor of the Government. So they will let the thing drift.Then you will find there are companies-and I want to be perfectlyfair in the matter, I think possibly some of my own clients are inthat category, that know they are going to pay the tax in the long run,and as long as interest is not running against them, they would justas soon let it drift. Some of them would rather clean it up, and havethe thing out of the way, interest or no interest. Others take theview, "Well, as long as we are not paying interest, why should we

press the case?'
The main feeling, I think, about the whole situation is thatunanalyzed facts are as apt to be misleading as no facts at all on

most of these situations.
Senator COUZENs. While the percentage of the unsettled claims issmall in the aggregate, it represents a great many thousands of cases,

does it not?
Mr. MAY. I should think it must.
Senator COUZENS. Yes. In most of those cases, have you anyidea who holds the bag-the taxpayer or the Government?Mr. MAY. There are lots of cases where the Government wouldsay there was money coming to it, and the taxpayer would say there

was money coming to him.
Senator CouzE.s. In those cases that you analyzed before you

came down here--
Mr. MAY. Well, I did not attempt to analyze them. I just triedto make a separate list of the cases, according to whether they were

settled or unsettled.
Senator CouzENs. Were you intimately acquainted with those

cases?
Mr. MAY. My office was. I am personally acquainted with some.Senator CouzENs. Do you know whether most of those eases arecases in which the Government is holding the bag, or cases in which

the taxpayer is holding the bag?
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'Mr. MAY. I think the general situation is that the Government
thinks there is an additional tax due, and the taxpayer thinks there
is a refund.

Senator COUZENs. In other words, then, in most of the cases where
the Government makes an assessment, it does not collect, because
of the , -

Mr. MAY. These are not mostly cases where assessments have
been made.

Senator COUZENs. Tentative assessments.
Mr. MAY'. Yes; proposed assessments in the bulk of them.
Doctor ADAMS. Do you think, Mr. May, that those cases would be

facilitated by the appointment, if it could be done, in the proper way,
of what some people call a "mop-up" commission composed of men
who would have the confidence of the corporations, who could pass
on some of these questions which require a great deal of discretion,
and where the exercise of the highest judgment is required?, In other
words, is a "mop-up" commission a promising remedy of that
situation?Mr. MAY. Personally, I have always felt that they would never
get cleaned up satisfactorily until something of that kind was done.
I have had that idea for some years. I thought during the war that
the main job was to win the war, and to win it as quickly as possible,
in order to get it done and over with, even though it might cost a
little more. I think that was the right policy, to clean it up. In the
long run, I think the more these settlements are delayed the more
it is going to cost the bureau and the taxpayer.

Senator CouzE.Ns. Do you believe in a ' io p-up) " commission?
Mr.' MAY. A mop-up conmision with suffcient prestige. I do

not think the question of pay would be so important there, but it
would be a question of prestige upon the part of the men who are
willing to do once more a patritoie service growing out of the war,
and whose decisions on qu estions of fact would he accepted, and
should be made, by law binding on the courts on the questions of
fact that they havre dealt with, and whose findings wouldbe accepted
by the business community generally and byv Congress and ot ers
as at least'fair and impartial. You would have to give them pretty
wide powers, without any attempt at splitting of hairs.

Senator CouzE\.s. The commissioner made the statement that b%.
the end of the fiscal year 1925. all of these cases woulH be current.
Do you agree with that?

Mr. MAY. But the end of 1925?
Senator Co1TuNs. By July 1, 1925.
Mr. MAY. It would bie (heerful news to a great many of my clients

if they thought the 1917 cases were to be disposed of by them. I
am not referring to the number. The number is small, though the
amount in dollars and cents is large.

Senator CouzEN.S. The number in the aggregate presents quite a
problem in itself: but you do not agree oith the optimism on the part
of the commissioner thiat by the end of the fiscal year 1925 all of these
cases will be current?

Mr. MAY. I do not think they can be.
Doctor ADAMS. Mr. May, a part of the delays comes from tax-

payers in repoening cases after a settlement has been made, through
tax fixers, etc. Do you think it would be desirable for the Govern-
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meant to propose, of its own initiative, the use of section 1312 every
time it makes a settlement; that is, make a settlement final and con-
elusive?

Mr. MAY. I think the time has come where that would certainly
be a good policy as regards 1917, and perhaps as regards 1918, if
not the later years.

Doctor ADAMS. May I ask Mr. Hartson or any of the other rep-
resentatives of the bureau here whether the Government has ever,
of its own initiative, proposed a settlement under 1312?

Mr. BRoHT. It has not.
Doctor ADAMS. So that at any tike, on the cases settled in the

ordinary way, the taxpayer can reopen it, if it has been paid under
the provisions of 1312?

Mr. BRIGHT. He can, within the statutory period.
Doctor AvAMs. Have you any instances of the question I asked,

whore it might seem desirable for the Government to propose settle-
ment. under 1312?

Mr. BRIGHT. It could be done for all years where invested capital
is involved.

Senator Covz1Z.s. Mr. May, have you any idea as to how the
work of the bureau might be simplified f

Mr. MAY. Well, that is a pretty large question.
The income-tax problem in this country is extremely difficult, as I

see it. I have been a student of the subject for some years, and I am
fairly familiar with the British practice. I compare the two, and on
comparing the two, I am impressed with the magnitude of the diffi-
culties that exist here, and which do not exist there.

Senator KixN(. In Great Britain?
Mr. MAY. Yes. So that I think the comparison between the

two must be conditioned by a recognition of those absolute advantages
that they have.

doctorr ADAMS. May I ask you a question right here?
Mr. MAY. Yes, sir.
Doctor ADAMS. I think you will agree that a large part of our

difficulty cones from. valuation, and that a large number of those
valuations are concerned with capital wssets, so called. Now, at the
present time, we have a limited rate on gain derived from the sale
of capital assets, and it is proposed in the flouse bill to limit the
allowance for losses. In that connection, my question is this:
Assuming that the action reported hi the newspapers by the Senate
committee, namely, of limiting the rate to 12 4 per cent of the gains,
but allowing losses in value: assuming that that goes thitgh, do
you believe that the Government would gain or lose by eliminating
the taxittion on capital gains and losses altogether?

Mr. MA'. If they would cut out the limit on losses. they are bound
to lose.

Senator Kvvo. Surely.
Doctor ADASIs. Therefore, do you think that if they maintain that

attitude toward losses, we could simplify the law indefinitely by
abolishing all reference to capital gains and losses.

MT. MAy. Of course, as I think you know, that is a subject that
I have been very much interested in. I wrote a paper on that sub-
ject, which you have read, undoubtedly. My mind has been working
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toward the solution of it, in spite of the prima facie arguments in
favor of taxing capital gains; but from the standpoint of revenue,
it would be better to eliminate taxation of capital gains and allowance
of capital losIe.

Senator KING. It may be interesting to know that I have an amend-
ment, as one member of the committee, to strike out all of those pro-
visions of capital losses and gains. I reached that conclusion long
ago.

Mr. MAY. Of course, in all of these changes, you usually exchange
one set of troubles for another.

Senator Kixo. Yes.
Mr. MAY. But you find the weak points in method largely by

experience, and you do not want to reject at method, when you have
found out its weak spots by experience, without very carefully can-
vassing the weak spots of any alternative that you are going to adopt.
It is not difficult to sort of cast what is really income into the form of
a capital gain.

Senator KMo. There is the danger.
Mr. MAY. Personally, I do not think that the drafting of pro-

visions that would put a reasonable limit, that would stop a great
deal of that kind of evasion, would be anything like as difficult as the
drafting of the restrictions under the present law.

The CHAMMAN. But, after all, that is a question of policy for the
taxing committee, rather than improving the methods of the Internal
Revenue Bureau.

Mr. 'MAY. Well, it is on the question cf simplification. It will
undoubtedly be a great simplification.

The CHAIRMAN. 1 know; but you can not afford to) change the
whole taxing policy in order to simplify the method of calculation.

Mr. MAY. But I think, if well drafted, it would not involve any
sacrifice of revenue. That is my general impression.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we have that general impression on the
Finance Committee, and it is now formally in the tax bill, but, after
all, that is quite apart from the question of simplifying the method
of tax assessment.

Senator KINo. Speaking for myself, I would like to get his views on
that substantive propose" ton, because we are passing a tax bill, and
the views of some of us may prevail even against the intransigeant
views of others, you know.

Doctor ADAms. Coming back to the question I asked you, if, under
the law, a period of four years is allowed to complete the assessment,
should not thefleld examination be made at least 18 months in advance
of that limit? In other words, if we want to facilitate settlement,
should there not be some directions with respect to the time that the
field examination is made?

Mr. MAY. Certainly, as a matter of policy, if I were the conimis-
sioner, I should want to lay down some thing of that sort as a general
rule. In order to complete it within four years, we must have the
field work done within two years and an half; but I should not think,
if you ever got current, or got back to a position where, at any rate,
the corporation tax rate was not fluctuating violently from year to
year, the work ought to be done in not anything more than a frac-
tion of what it was in the war years. The great difficulty to me
arises from the fact that in a big business the allocation of income to
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one particular year is more or less theoretical. The business is ,iot
in business for one year. Every year's operations inherit from the
past., and leave legacies to the future, and to pull out one year and
ear-mark it for the amount of income that can-be attributed to that
year, is, at best, as one of the English judges said, a matter of esti-
mate and opinion.

Now, when so much Olepends on which side of December 31 you
will throw a given amount of income, as was the case with fluctuating
profits, with fluctuating tax-rates during the war period, the difficul-
ties of the whole problem are enormously enhanced. If you get
down to a relatively low tax rate and a uniform tax rate, particu-
larly on corporations, your task is immensely simplified, because
nobody is going to waste time on whether he should pay the tax this
year or next year, if he has to pay exactly the same tax, whatever
year it is. So I think the whole time limit, once you get the work
current, should be cut down altogether.

Doctor ADA.ts. You think that four years, then, intrinsically is
too lona I

M1r. IAY. Under those conditions.
Doctor ADAMS. May I ask you, in general, about valuations'? I

ask that because I think that no one thing so conduces to delay and
complexities of tax laws as the necessity for valuations. I would
like to know, first, if you indorse that general view?

Mr, M£Y. Oh, yes; that is, a large part of it.
Doctor .4AAMs. It would follow from that, then, that valuations

should be omitted and eliminated wherever possible?
Mr. MAY. Yes; the more you can do without valuations, the better.
Doctor ADAMS. I would like to ask you if you have any general

notion about the reasonableness, the excess or defect of valuations,
made for the r es of depletion?

-Mr. MX.#. Tell, speaking for myself personally, I have always felt
that valuations for tax purposes, for mineral areas, were too high. I
mean not only for income tax purposes, but for local tax purposes.

Senator Ku.o. Pardon me, but you know, of course, that in a great
many States they do not tax the property, except the improvements.
It is a tax upon the mineral output.

Mr. MAY. Yes; but in Minnesot,% etc.
Senator KiJ.o. Oh, yes.
Mr. M.Y. I think the Minnesota vluation of mines has cost the

Federal Government a lot of money, because they value the mines,
as I recall, on a 4-per cent basis.

Doctor ADAMS. The Michigan valuation.
Mr. MA'Y. Michigan was 5 per cent, as I recall and Minnesota at

one time was on at 4 per cent assessment basis. They got a very high.
valuation fo the mines. When you weim valuing those same mines
for income-tax purposes, and those valuations were made long before
March 1, 1913, in "M1innesotat, and you were predicating the calcula-
tions on the assumption that local taxes on those high valuations
would continue, it wits vety difficult to resist the argunient of
the trxplyer that he is entitled to at least as high a valuation for
depletion as he is for the purpose of tax on capital. That, to my
mind, started off depletion valuations on it high level.

Then, again, there is another factor that is almost impossible to $et
out of your mind. It is almost impossible for a man, ufter a peril
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of inflation, has gone, when prices were high; to-get, his mind back in
the stAte in which it would have been on the 1st of March; 1913, and
make a retrospective valuation, Which absolutely ignores'everything
that has* happened since. It is, almost impossible to do it, and I
think the tendency, therefore, from that cause also has been rather
upward, on the high side. That is my general theory

Doctor ADAMS. Mr. May, it is common knowledge, and I think
public knowledge, that the Treasury Department has ordered a
revaluation of copper and silver mines for the years 1919 and there-
after, in the belief that the depletion valuations used for 1917 and 1918
were partly erroneous, or too high. My question is, Will that raise
unusual and peculiar difficulties in the future in making that change?

Mr. MAY. I do not know. I have not given very much thought
to that.

l)octor AD.Ms. I was wondering if you had any sohition of what
seems to me a very difficult problem.

The CHAIRM AN.' What is your solution,. Doctor Adams?
Doctor Avutms. I was asking Mr. May, for the time being.
The CrIrIAIMANx. I know, but I am asking you. lie says he does not

know.
Doctor ADAMS. I am going on the stand on the question of deple-

tion some time, anti I would rather reserve myv rentely until then.
The CnAmRI.IAN. I would like to hear your remedy.'myself.
)octor ADAMS. Finally, I want to ask you this about depletion,

Mr. May- -
The OHA IRNIA. Chairman Green of the Ways and Means Com-

mittee, would also like to hear you on that qu.t1hin.
Doctor ADAMS. I shall be hearable some time. I want to ask you

this question:
In general, if any method .fair to the industry can be devised to

replace the present' discovery depletion, which in the case of oil anti
gas calls for recurrent and continual vwluation, would it not be most
desirable to substitute a different method?

Mr. MAY. I should say decidedly so.
l)octor ADAMS. In other words, the valuation in itself is to be

avoided if any satisfactory substitute. can be secured?
Mr. MAY. "Personally, I have always felt that it was unfortunate

that that discovery provision got into the law.
Doctor ADAMS. If the chairman will permit, no remedy is secured

by reducing the valuation 50 per cent ol the operating profit. That
is not a real remedy, if something better can be securied. It leaves
the problem of recurrent valuation there.

The CHAIRMAN. It does all the time, but you can not get away
from valuation, can you, Doctor?

Doctor ADAmS. I think it may be possible, and I hope that the
department, some representatives of which are present--
The CHAIRMAN. YXesI
Doctor ADAms (continuing). Will bestir themselves to make sug-

gestions to get away from a method by which it would be infiniterv
difficult to get rid of, problems of valuation the solution of which
problems means the exercise of judgment and differences of opinion,
mistakes and delay. If there is any human way of getting away
from that, the Government of the United States ought to get away
from it.
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Mr. &y. I should think the, appointment of cozwqttee, under.
the chairmanship of Poctor Adams, composed of representatives
of the bureau, engineers, accountants,. n1 so forth, might be able
to make a useful report on that. They would be glad to serve
voluntarily, without, pay, if they! were asked to.

The C0UiitA. I think that is, a very fine suggestion on your
part, that they serve gratuitously. :

Mr. MAY. I am sure that, they. would be willing to do that.
Senator KING. We will -odd Mr, May to that committee.
Mr. MAY. Well, I would be willing to serve gratuitously on such a

committee.
The CHAIRIM AN. Let me as, while on that point, whether any of

these gentlemen representing the bureau have given thought to this
matter.

Mr. HARTSON. I made the suggestion yesterday, Mr. Chairman,
that any proposed change. which would relieve the bureau and its
officials from reaching these determinations on -questions involving
judgment, and discretion4, about which there can be a reasonable
difference of opinion, would be welcomed by the bureau officials and
by the bureau. So far as eliminating entirely the necessity for making
these determinations with. regard to value, I think that would be
most difficult to do under the law as it is.

. The CHAiRMAN. There is no way in which you can avoid any
valuation.

Mr. HARTSON. I do not see how it can be done; but on this ques-
tion of depletion, about which there -has been so much said, I see no
way of eliminating the necessity for making a valuation, unless you
eliminate depletion entirely from the law, and that becomes a ques-
tion for Congress. of course. Congress is now contemplating the
limiting of the depletion allowance to 50 per cont of the net income.
If they can (to it to that extent, they could eliminate it entirely, I
assume e.

Doctor ADAMs. That is discovery depletion.
Mr. HAUTSON. Yes; that is what I am speaking of. I should have

qualified that to that extent. But I do not see, Doctor Adams, how
it can be eliminated under any reasonable law that can be framed;
that is, to eliminate the necessity of making these valuations and
determining them.

The CHAIRMAN. Is not the delay in the settlement of these cases
in the department owing to that one thing I

Mr. IIARTSON. I can not estimate it, 'but it is ve1y large, simply
because the Government has its engineers, who go out and make
valuations which are in accordance with that individual's view as to
value. He comes in, and the taxpayer appears with his counsel and
with his engineers, and his engineers, in turn, have made, a valuation,
and they are at opposite ends of the pole. It is the same way as you
come into a court of law to deternune the valuation of a piece of reta
estate. • You will have the plaintiff and the defendant appeari=3 by
qualified experts, who will testify, and their figures and estimates will
be at variance, and at very great variance.
. Somebody in the bureau, clothed with this authority to be a judge,

on the one hand, and at, the same time protect the Government's.
interests and not violate the interests of the taxpayer, has to deter-;
mine between the field agent's report and the Government's engineers
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and the engnedr of the taxpayer. I know of no way of eliminating it
entirely. Tho surest way to reduce it is to prolbit by law some of
the allowe.nces that hav been made of this character.
' Doctor ADAMS. Mr. Chairman, you have asked me for the remedy.

I would i'ather defer that, but I think, in general, certain carefully
selected percentages of gross income, or operating income, would
have been infinitely better for the taxpayer, for the United States.
and for everybody else had they been adopted by the Government
from. the beginning, and it may be distinctly piacticable to adopt
them from now on if Congress wants to d6 it. These hazardous
industries have an allowance for risks and hazards. It should be a
general allowance, but it should be a simple allowance, and there are
simpler methods of making allowances than those authorized by
statute.

I want to ask Mr. May one other question.
Mr. May, I think the committee would be interested in having

your view, ev en though it be general, about the number of important
business concerns, which, under normal circumstances, would be run
as partnerships and which are now run as corporations, for the pur-
pose of avoiding surtaxes.

The eIAXIMAN. That is a good question.
Doctor ADAMS. To what extent have accountants, investment

bankers, and similar concern,, which would naturally prefer the part-
nership form, either changed over into corporations or employ sub-
sidiary, collateral corporations to accomplish this end?

Doctor ADAMS. In the first place, you might start with vour own
concern; is it a partnership or a corporation?

Mr. MAY. We cling to the partnership for the sake of prestige. It
is a rather expensive luxury, but we still do it. I do not know much
about accountants, I suppose a man generally does not know much
about his own colleagues, but undoubtedly investment bankers and
large numbers of businesses generally that can be incorporated have
been incorporated; and, of course, they may retain the firm. do a
certain business, but they have a firm and a corporation. Undoubt-
edly this has extended very widely, and I am quite concerned.

Senator Kix.. How can that be avoided; what change in the tax
law would avoid driving into corporate form many of the individual
and partnership activities and enterprises now in existence"?

Mr. MAY. WVell, I very much doubt whether any changes in the
law would be very effective in that direction in the administrative
features of the law. I do not know if you have stopped to think
about it, but" that is one of the great handicaps that we are under in
this country-the State law governing and controlling corporations
and the Federal law collecting the tax. In Great Britain the same
parliament that levies the tax has control of the corporations.

In England they prescribe that a certain tax shall be paid by private
companies not subject to the regulations applicable to the public
companies which makes the returns on the same footing as partner-
ships unless they are prepared to fulfill all the requirements of 'a
public company. They are in no better position than partnerships.
That kind of a regulation is quite impossible here, you see, because
the State laws control the corporations and the Federal Government
levies the tax.

II
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Senator KING. Only the Federal Government, if you will pardon
interruption, would have power to classify the corporations, and it
might provide a purely arbitrary classification with a view to getting
revenue.

-Mr. MAY. It would not have the power-
Senator KING. I say to levy taxes on one class of corporations

different from the taxes on corporations coming within another
categoryW .rIAY. Yes; but there are, say, 350,000 corporations in the

country making returns; they shade off from one classification into
another, from a public corporation like the Pennsylvania Railroad
down to the corporation that is simply Mister So and So, incorpo-
rated.

There is no logical place where Congress can make a distinction
because it has not got power to say what kinds of people shall form
what kinds of corporations. Therefore any lines that they drew
would necessarily be arbitrary and you would find that people would
soon get themselves on the right side of the arbitrary line to suit their
business. .ou will do a lot of harm to people by these arbitrary
rules; arbitrary rules always do a lot of harm to people they are not
intended to reach, and the people who are vitally interested find some
way of putting themselves on the right side of the line. That is my
experience.

The real basic fact, as I see it, is that you are, if I may use this as
an illustration-you are like the juggler trying to keep three balls in
the air at once. It i not a question of which holes they fall through-
unless you are a very skillful juggler you are apt to find yourself in a
position where you can't do it. At the present time you have the
6 per cent normal tax,.and the 121 per cent tax. and thie 50 per cent
surtax.

Senator Cot'zExFs. Is it, not entirely possible to tax holding
companies on a surtax basis.

Mr. MAY. What is a holding company,?
Senator Corzv:.s. A company that is- not an operating company.

a company that holds securities and receives dividends such as was
done possible in the oil eases, where Mr. Sinclair formed the Hvva
Co.: companies that. receive the dividends on their holdings' by
means of which they are subject to a corporation tax of only 12
per cent. whereas if they received their returns individually they
would be assessed at the surtax rate. I

Mr. MAY'. Theoretically that is possible. If yo would avoid it
you have got to make a practically definite law for each corporation.
.s it, is any iian within the letter of the law, the scope of the law,
must be taxed however inequitable it may seem: and i! he is outside
the letter of the law he must escape, however just it may seem that
he should be taxed. Bearing that in mind, the moment you start
modifying the law they start too. and manage to just keep outside
your fimit all the time.

,Senator COUZE .S. Would you say for instance that this Hyva
corlora.tion kept outside of "the limit; that it was formed for the
purpose of receiving the dividends?

Mr. MAY. It might buy a corner grocery store: it might operate
that.--

Senator Kixo. Or run a chicken ranch.
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Mr. MAY. Then you may bring forward the argument that tihe
percentage determines; but they :will keep just beyond the per-
ceetage.

Senator (;ouzExs. Suppose you formed a corporation' to hold
securities in another corporation where that is not prohibited by
State laws-for example, in Michigan one corporation can not
hold stock in another corporation-assuming that the law provided
that all income received by a corporation from securities of another
corporation paid the same rate of income tax as the individual,
would not that catch these fellows ?

Mr. MAY. Then you have the case of a corporation that can not
own real estate in another State and has to form a corporation in
the State to hold it. It is an absolutely legitimate business prop-osition and yet would be hurt. The real danger in your prop-
osition is that your fire scatters, and the man who was trying to
dodge will get to cover aid a lot of other people standing out in the
op en get-hit, people that you are not aiming at at all. That has
always been the fact with nearly all of these attempts to distinguish
arbitrarily between the treatment of different corporations, or
anything else.

Senator COVZENS. I must confess I do not catch your real estate
example.

Mr. MAY. Take railroads, for instance, the railroads have to
form corporations in different States to operate their lines in those
States. -The income from those lines shoWd be taxed as individual
on this theory-of course you might exempt railroads, but the same
is true with a lot of corporations.

Doctor ADAMs. What would you think of using the indirect effort
proposed by the Senator-where you can not. tax the undistributed
profits of the stockholders in some way directly you can do it indi-
rectly by penalties and so on ?

Mr. MAY. But there is another point that is involved in that at
this time when employees' stock ownership is extending so rapidly.
This whole question of undivided profits creates a great problem
there because the interests of two groups of stockholders in the same
company are radically different. It is to the interest of the swall
stockholders to have the surplus distributed rather than pay the un-
distributed profits tax, but the large stockholders say: "Oh, well, we
can very well afford to pay that tax rather than hve to pay surtaxes;"
and the result is that the small man is carrying a burden that is in-
tended to be an indirect burden on the big man.

Senator Kuo. You mean'-
Mr. MAY. If you tax undistributed profits it falls on the little

fellow as well as the big fellow.
Mr. GREEN. Is not the English method more oroless arbitrary?
Mr. MAY. It is based on a different principle.
Mr. GREEN. Then they have an adaptability that we do not have.
Mr. MAY. They have an adaptability that we do not have in

changing it to fit the situation. If they find a taxpayer has evaded
it they can instantly pass a law to meet his case, whereas in this
country the situation from a legislative standpoint is different.
There they have no constitutional limitations and they have all theinternal legislative powers consolidated in the one government; they
can, fit all their administrative measures together to control corpora-

0-l
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tions and everything else, and they have no constitutional limitations
that require them to respect capital or anything else.

Senator Kixo. Is it not a fact that the administrative tax law in
Great Britain contains remedies which can be uded in rather an arbi-
trary way; is it not flexible enough to provide remedies for proceed-
ing against corporations which have evaded the spirit of the law but
not the letter.

Mr. MAY. There is a great deal more flexibility in its administra-
tion.

Mr. GREEN. That is quite true as applied to England, and the law
itself gives these officers discretionary powers which we probably
could not give under our Constitution.

M r. MAY. I was keeping apart from the administrative advantages
it, possesses. They have a law that is very simple and its administra-
tion is the result of the long growth of years. They have established
this system of local commissioners which steps in between the taxing
authority and the taxpayer anti decides these cases something like
the Board of Tax Appeals here.

Mr. GREEN. Ony it is decentralized.
Mr. MAY. Only it is decentralized. A man will take his case to

the special commissioner where the case is judged, and authorities
abide by the commissioner's decision because it does not set apre-
Cedent. Mr. Mellon asked me last vear-gave me a letter of in-
t roduction-to look into this mattei and suggested that I could
make a report to him afterwards on some of these things which I
have in mind: and I went into them fairly. thoroughly; and they
say that they find that these local commissioners could deal with
hard cases very. effectively; the parties will accept the decisions of
the local commissioners because, as I say, it, does not provide a
precedent; they think it is a meritorious disposition and they do not
appeal it. At the same time that does not, bind them to that prin-
c'iple as a precedent.

The CHAIRMA.N. It is just a question of flexibility in administra-
tion?

Mr. MAY. That is it, together with very long tradition; they
have these groups of highly respectable people willing to serve
free of charge as local commissioners for the prestige an 5 so on.

Mr. GREEN. You were speaking a moment ago about the tax on
undistributed profits being much harder on the small man than
on the large investor. In what way did you consider that?

M1'. .MAY. Well, if the profits were distributed -he would not pay
any tax, but if the whole of the undistributed surplus is taxed his
proportion of it, his tax, is at the same rate as the tax of the rich
stockholders proportion and, therefore, it seems to me that such a
proposition would provide the possibility of friction between two
groups of stockholders. The employee siockholder is a .thing which

as been largely devloped as solvent for some of our industrial
problems. I would not like to put any grit into a solvent of that
kind if I could help it.

Senator KING. Would not we aid the attitude and desire of the
small stockholder by imposing a graduated and rather heavy tax
upon undistributed profits above a certain and reasonable, and, in-
,(eed, a generous allowance as a reserve for contingencies which might
arise in tho business?

275
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Mr. MAY. Personally I do not think that that would be a wise
measure; I mean it is'so difficult to say what is reasonable. What
would be gt~ierous for one would be inadequate for another; and
any arbitrary rule could not fit any considerable number of cases at
all equally well. I think there must be better solutions of the prob-
lem than that.

Senator KING. Well, Mr. May, that question will confront our
local chairman here and the committee of which I am a member
within the next 24 hours, possibly to-morrow morning, and if you
have written any paper on that- --

Mr. MAY. Unaiistributed profits?
Senator KING. Yes.
Mr. MAY. I do not think so.
The CHAIRMAN. YoU said there was some better way to handle it f
Mr. MAY. I said I think there must be some better way to handleit.
The CHAIRMAN. If there must. be, do you know what it is?
Mr. MAY. Well, I will pot undertake to say now. I know a little

about the subject, but I do not want to create the impression that
I am handing out panaceas for all these troubles.

The0 CHAIRMAN. You have been dealing with the question a long
time.

Mr. MAY. I would be yery glad to stay in Washington and, sit.
down and talk it over with you.

Senator KING. If you have any ideas on the subject, which you
would be willing to give us we would be very glad to hear from Vo1
and also later for you to give us your mature judgielt on the matter.

Doctor ADAMs. You are making that 64 per cent in there appli-
cable not only to the undistributed profits, but to distributed profits
as well; and if twice as much is distributed as is reserved, that means
on the basis of undistributed profits, you have got really a tax of in
the neighborhood of 18 or 20 per cent.

Mr. MAY. I think there is a great deal of misap)rehension 'ith
regard to that question of----

Senator KiN. Take a case like this, Mr. May.
Mr. MAY (continuing). Undistributed profits.
Senator KING. Take a case like this: Some large e manufacturing in-

stitution whose profits amount to millions and tens of millions, if
not hundreds of millions of dollars, and the stock is held in the hands
of a few, say in a family: they do not declare dividends: it is all un-
distributed profits, from which they make capital investments of
enormous proportions. Do you not see that they are escaping
taxation while building up enormous businem enterprises without
paying any capital tax except the 12 per cent?

Mr. MAY. But personal I do not think that is the fact with
undistributed profits of all that class of corporations.

Senator KING. No; because you get the advantage of capital
investment.

Mr. MAY. And I do not think these statistics, as I recall, although
I have not got them with me--but I think the statistics will show
that during time period of high taxation the percentage of distribution
of profits was larger than in the precedhig period; that taking cor-
poration returns as a whole there is nothing to suggest that more
profits were being retained in the business relatively now in the period
of high taxation than there were before.
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Senator KING. Ford retains practically all of his--
Mr. MAY. You can have a few specific cases-
Senator KING. Of his profits.
Mr. MAY. But taking them by and large you will find my state-

ment sound.
Doctor APAMS. You have made some study of it, as I recall it?
Mr. MAY. I think I have and I would be very glad to give the

committee the advantage of it..

Senator KING. We whil be very glad to have you do it.
Mr. MAY. I started out with the conception that there must be

less distributed now than formerly proportionately; I think we are.
all apt to be unconsciously influenced unduly by a few specific cases
that come under our notice; but when I got the figures they seemed
to me to show quite the reverse.

Doctor ADAMS.. Yes; I recall your figures.
Mr. MAY. It showed quite the reverse situation, which was very

sir rising to me.
Mr. GRiEN. Some general statements were made before our com-

mittee along the same lines that you have just now mentioned. Of
course the particular cases that you speak of when all taken together
are so numerous that many of us consider it a very serious question
that people who are making such enormous incomes as Mr. Ford,
for exam pe, almost entirely escape the individual income tax.

Mr. MAY. Yes; but there is a very grave question as to who is
going to be the ultimate beneficiary of that. After all, Mr. Ford
can not take very much of it with hiim when lie dies, and the actual
wealth he is creating is going to be more valuable to the United States
than it is to him: and there is one great disadvantage--

Mr. GR.EN. The question arises with us whether Mr. Ford is
creating this wealth any more than the laborers who work in his
factory.

Mr: MAY. That is another question.
Mr. GREEN. And the community, the farmer who works out in

my State and buys the automobiles, who has created the wealth to
pay for the automobiles-but that is getting far afield from the taxa-
tion question.

Mr. MAY. Yes; but there is the other case of the newcomer in
industry who is absolutely dependent on accumulating his profits
to expand his industry; and if you put a heavy tax on undistributed
profits you are putting tle excessively strong people at an advantage
and putting a handicap on the invader, the man who is competing
with him. That is a very strong argument I think against it.

Senator COUzENs. Take a big store, for instance, like the Wana-
maker department store, practically owned by the Wanamakers.
They go ahead and accumulate their profits year after year and do
not distribute them knowing that eventually the surtaxes are coming
down; probably if Mr. Mellon's recommendation is concurred in
there would be a cut from e. maximum of 50 per cent to 25 per cent-
they accumulate these profits over a period of years and when this
reduction comes from 50 per cent to 25 per cent they distribute the
cash. Do I understand you to mean that you do not believe people
in such a case should be assessed anything for undistributed profits
during those years where they held up the money waiting for the
surtaxes to be reduced ?
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Mr. MAY. It would annoy me very much that he should escape
just taxation, but I would really feel it would be cutting off my nose
to spite my face if 1 tried to pass a general law to reach him. That
is my feeling about it.

Senator COUZENS. But there is a general law which would reach
him, but the bureau has not exercised it?

Mr. MAY. I do not think there is much scope for the application
of the present law to the progressive business enterprise. Most of
those are putting their money really legitimately into the business
itself, while the private corporations could be rcahed bv section 220.Doctor AnAMS. If I may interrupt once more I would like to ask
you, Mr. May, if there is any difference essentially between tl-- two:
that is to say, if earnings are accumulated the stockholders in the
indirect sense escape surtaxes. whether they are accumulated in a
holding company, an investment company, or a manufacturing com-
pany, do they lot?

Mr. MAY. Yes; but I think the accumulation of surplus that is
devoted to the building up of great industries all over the country is
indirectly doing enough good to the country to be compensation for
the los of tax. That is the way the industrial field of this country
has been built up, and there is a: lot of room for expaision; and I do
not want it to be limited to those corporations that are already
strong.

Senator COUZENS. I think that you evade the issue. I do not think
you do it intentionally, or with any idea of disrespect. It seems tW
me there must be some way to collect taxes -from those who put their
profits into bonds, securities. anl hold it there until the surtaxes are
reduced; I do not understand that he is using it all in his effort tobuild upindustry.I

IMr. IMAy, That is true, but it is a difficult administrative proposi-

tion, and personally I think that in the long run the solution will he
to reduce the surtaxes and stimulate distribution rather than levying
an undistributed profits tax that would necessarily be arbitrary:
and while imposing a perfectly reasonable tax in a lot of cases would
be an unfair handicap in a great many others. -

Senator CouzENs. I can see a great deal of difference between IL
concern that uses its suplus profits for expansion and one which holds
it in esish or securities that are readily convertible.

Mr. MAY. Yes.
Senator (otzKNS. I think there is a very clear distinction betw ein

those two that ought not to make it very diflicult to ulminister.
Mr. MAY. Well, of course, it, is all a ( Iestion of degree. They

should hold a reasonable reserve in liquid resources. it is the old
question that what is reasonable for one quickly becomes u'lreasolalbe
for another. It, is a difficult administrative feature. I (1o not think
you can safely lay down hard and fast rules of limitation.

Senator CovizEn s. The law is on the statute book, but, it is not
being enforced.

I)octor ADAMS. Let me ask you, Mr. May, this question: l)o you
believe that a statute prohibiting employees of the Bureau of Inteinal
Revenue from practicing say within tio, three, four, or five years
after resignation or dismissal would ic of effective worth, or any real
remedy fior some of the abuses that have been discussed; and would it,
be just and fair.
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Mr. MAY. What do you nican by "practice"?
Doctor ADAMS. Well, appearing 'before the bureau, or even by

assisting taxpayers.
Senator KING. Or soliciting for others who were practicing.
The CHAIRMAN. Directly or indirectly.
Mr. MAY. Well, of course, if you make it as far-reaching as that it

might be effective. If you merely prohibited appearance before the
bureau it certainly would not be effective because some of the most
conspicuous cases. my impression is, are those cases where perfectly
respectable people have the direct work of settling the income with the
bureau but someone behind the scene who (foes not appear in Wash-
ington pre areas the papers to be sent down by the taxpayer; and I
think tfhe bureau is naturally sympathetic for the taxpayer who ap-
pears in person, or by his attorney; so that unless you made that apply
to rendering assistance to taxpayers it, certainly would not be effective.

Personally I think it is very questionable whether it would be fair
0r reasonable after all. You'do not pay these people while they are
in the service sufficient to enable them to) retire on a competence vhen
they leave the service: and if you want to encourage them to stay for a
considerable length of time if you can. amid if you had them for any
considerable time. you are taking away theirbest asset for earning
a living after they get out; so that I think you might reasonably
say that anybody'who left the service within a short Jeriod after his
employment should be prohibited from practicing. but not. a man who
hit. rendered real legitimate service to the bureau. I think it would
be unfair to put greater restrict ions on him than representing organi-
zations of whose cases he had knowledge or was connected with while
he was in the bureau.

Senator KixNm. Of cou se it would mean whether he had been
connected with the case directly or indirectly.

Mr. MAY. Yes.
Senator Kix,. rliat camv under his cognizance in the bureau.
Mr. MAY. That is entirely reasonable, of course.
Senator Kinx(.. How would it be torestrict him from taking any

case that was in the bureau, whether lie knows of it or not, (uring
the period of his service?

Mr. MAy. During the period of his service?
Senator KING. During the period of his service whether he has

knowledge of it or unot.
)octor AAMs. That would appear umeasonuble to file, as a

suggestionn.
Senator KIN(;. Ilow is thatt?
Doctor .AmDAMs. He would have to wait a long time until new cases

The (iAIRMAN. lIe woui have to wait until the next tax year,
OIIe Vekr, that is all.

Natr. MAY. I should diink that was a little drastic. Personally I
feel that if you were (ming to put on any limit at all it would be
against those people who left the service after a short time, those
people who gain the reputation of merely going into the service to
get information to get out with.

Senator (0oUZENs. A great deal of criticism has conie to me con-
cerning the unpublished rules in the bureau being taken advantage
of by these employees when they go out. Hlave you anything to'say
in thiat Con nt'tiofl ?

2.70
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Mr. MAY. That undoubtedly must be so, naturally. I do not
know how extensive it is. I do not know how many cases there are.
I have not heard of very many rules that were not published, but it
has not occurred on any vast scale, at least not enough to make
any impression on my mind; but, then, of course, I am not in touch
with any sources that might know about rulings that had been made in
general principles that are not published. If they exist, I do not
know of them.

Senator COUZENS. You do not know of a lot of unpublished rules e
Mr. MAY. No; 1 (10 not. I have, no reason to think that there

are a large number; you see or hear of one occasionally, but it has
not occurred in my experience on any scale as to impress itself in
my mind as a great feature.

It is not so much the rules, I think, as it is the spirit in which
the rules are applied and what is within a reasonable this, or a
reasonable that. The people inside have knowledge of how the
rules are, in fact, applied; that is what made it valuable to them,
aid 1 do not think you (am publish them without probably doing
more harm than good, because what is considered as reasonable in
one case depends on the facts of that particularr case. As soon as it.
is published it would be taken as at minimum allowance by taxpayers
in future cses. They do not, point, out the reasons wfiy they" are
entitled to less, but endeavor to point out, various reasolls why they
are entitled to more. Of course, it is a very great (Iuest ion about
the publication of the rulings, I suppose. It is tile Einglisl practice.
as you probably know, to give out very little information about
their rules of practice.

Senator (ouzENs. Do voil believe ini the publication of income
tax I Not the publication of them, but the records being inade public
property ?

Mr. MAY. 1 1o not know; I imagine my natutnal t, raining and bent
of my mind would he opposed to a general'suggestion of that kind, but
I. Chink there is a great deal of merit in the suggestion for a reasonable
degree of publicity in regard to the results of contests and that sort
of thing. I do not know quite how fat I would go, but when questions
iarise in the bureau 1 think there is a good deal to be said for publicity
there because there is a lot of heart bIurning and dissatisfaction (
the patit of people who think they (lid not get the ropor treatment.

Senator (OUVENS. l)o you believe ill tIie estalishmnt of the
)oard of appeals consisting of 27 men provided for in the revenue

bill to review these cases?
Mr. MAY. I ani strongly in favor of the general principle of a

l)oard( of appeals that is in(f'pen(lent of the assessing end of it. I was
strongly in favor of that.

I)ocior A1AMS. IS it not your Hllde Staldin, that those 27 or 28
nien, if appointed, will replace a substantially equivalent. nuiml)er
now serving on the committee of appeals and review?

Mr. MAY. I should asmume they would: I should think in the long
run they would replace more, because they ought to be able to get
through their work. Being in a stronger position, having definite
responsibility I think they would be apt to work with a great, deal
of promptittde and more efficiently.

doctor AnAMS. In its essence this proposal is not for something
additional, but a substitute?
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Mr. MAY. I should think it ought to reduce expenses.
Doctor ADAMS. With the chairman's permission, I would like to

interrupt once more to ask one more question: Your feeling that
it would be unfair and too drastic to prohibit employees from prac-
ficing would not apply to a situation in which people holding certain
important posts were given larger and more adequate salaries with
the understanding that the employee in accepting such salary should
not enter private practice for ' considerable period after he left-
you would not have the same feeling toward such a proposition where
this was understood in advanced

Mr. MAY. Oh, no; no; of course not.
Doctor ADAMS. 1 think that has got to be considered by the coin-

mittee very carefully and I wanted to bring thatpoint out. There
certainly coull l)e no; charge of unfairness with such an understanding
in advance.

Senator KING. I understood you to state, Mr. May, that in most
of the instances that have been, brought to your attention directly
or indirectly, is the cases of employees of the department interviewing
your clients or others they have in most instances stated definitely
wvhat the assessment was to be$

Mr. MAY. Oh, 1 would not, say in most cases. I have heard of a
number of such cases; I would not say at all that that was the general
n-actice. There have been a number of such cases mentioned to me,
Iut I would not say that the number wits large enough to indicate a
general practice, ias far as we are concerned.

Senator KINo. They would not. be able, of course, if they were not
in the department, to know what the assessment was going to be,
what the tax was going to be, unless they had a confederate in the
department?

Mr. MAY. I should think so; 1 414) not see how they could unless
they h1ad a confederate somewhere.

Senator KINO. Have you any suggestion to maket as to the method
of dealing with Govorlment employees andi the question of their
practicing before the department; what. concrete suggestions would
you make?

Mr. MAY. Well, I think the only restriction on the general line
I would make would be a fairly dramstic restriction against, its I said,
practice in the ease of people 'hose service in the bureau was short,
people who resigned after a vomnparatively short period of service.
That. is the (V'1y direct re.st.iwtion that 1" would make. I think a
more drastic restriction that would be unfair. I think the
rules of practice they hti( c-c't now, if they cin he enforced, are
fairly good.

Seniator KING. Is it not obvious from the large number who have
gone out from the department, and who are practicing, that many of
them, or that some of them. went in only for the purpose of getting
information .

Mr. MAY. Yes: I have no doubt it is.
Senator KING. That they might go out and practice?
Mr. MAY. I have no doubt it is.
Senator Kiuxo. That they are willing to profit--
Mr. MAY. Yes.
Senator KIN. And exploit the G(overnment ?

281
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Mr. MAY. One of the best ways to get rid of that situation is to
clean up the old cases; if you get the 1917 cases out of the way,
particularly under invested capital for 1918, the opportunity for these
people would be so restricted that the abuse would no longer be a
major abuse, if it continued.

Senator KING. There would be a diminution in the number of
practitioners. .

Mr. MAY. There would not he enough to go around.
Senator KINa. The pickings would be smaller.
-Mr. MAY. The pickings would not be good enough; that is right.
Senator Kixv,. Mr. May, I have heard many complaints about the

enormous credits and deductions and allowances for amortization, for
depletion, for deterioration, for repairs, etc., and I have called atten-
tion upon two or three occasions here to the evil which seems to us
exists especially in real estate in large cities, apartment houses, and
other buihlings in large cities because of this: Values have increased
instead of going down during the past few years, and they get their
annual depreciation, deductions, notwithstanding there have been
enormous accretions not only in the land(, but in tie property; those
buildings that couli be built Tor one hundred thousand dollars 10 years
ago could not be builtdfor three or four hundred thousand dollars ini
many instances to-day; and they were built better then in many in-
stances than they are built now ; and yet they are getting deprecia-
tion, although tie fact is that the buildings a''e worth two or three
hundred per cent more than they were when they were constructed,
or than they were a few years ago.

Have you any suggestion to make ts to how to meet the difficulty
of amortization, dlepletion -epecially oil wells and mining properties?

Mr. MAY. Well, on your first question if you refer back you will
see that the 1909 statute talked about depreciation generally, and
the 1913 statute in the cases of corporations. as I remember, retained
the word depreciationn but said, "arising from the use, or wear
and tear of property employed in the business." In the case of
individuals the word "depreciation" was not used: it is simply "use,
wea', and tear."

Now, my recollection--A had a little to do with it.--.and certainly
my recollection is that that was a deliberate action on the part o;f
Congress to distinguish between fluctuations in value due to outside
causes and the gradual exhaustion of value due to inherent character-
istics of the property. They said. "We will take no notice of fluctua-
tions up or d own in value (due to extrinsic causes: we will only allow
you for the inevitable fact that ultimately the property will dis-
app ear.

IN ow, your case(1 Of the tzttatioii in value of real estate is a thmetuia-
tiono due to extrinsic causes. That stands on an entirely different
footing from the allowance for the gradual exhaustion of the property
itself.

The legitimate offset, to that is fluctuation downwards of prop-
erty .due to extrinsic causes. Neither of those come within tie
purview of the statute. So I do not think the fact that by reason of
extrinsic conditions the property is appreciated has a bearing on the
reasonable allowance for depreciation on the theory which the law is
now framed, anti which I believe is the right theory.

Senator Kixs. Then they allow too much for dlepreciation ?
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Mr.'MAY. I think possibly they may have in a great many oases
for depreciation as depreciation; no doubt they have, but personally
I think in the war there was a lot of unwise expenditure; and I ques-
tion whether in the aggregate that appropriate deductions have been
very.,much greater than they should, have been. I think on the
whole they have been allowed too much, but I do not think that is a
major evil, and I think the attempt to remedy it now would do more
harm than good because it isonly really important in the very high
tax years. 'At the present stage the tax on the difference in depre-
ciation is not a major factor at all. :

Senator KING. What do you say as to amortization and obsoles-
cenceI

Mr. MAY. Amortization of war facilities is an almost insoluble
problem. As far as my office is concerned, we have tried to wash
our hands of it as far as possible. We have never seen a satisfactory
rule for us to follow and we relegate that to engineers as much as
possible. We have preferred to keep out of that. I have never
found a very satisfactory measure of it; we were not altogether satis-
fied of its soundness, and I have thought we had enough problems
that we were trying to find some solutions for and that we could leave
some to others.

Senator KINo. In the interpretation and in the application and
administration is it not a fact that allowances have been given for
amortization that have been so large as to practically reduce the tax
to a minimum?

Mr. MAY. I have heard people claim so, but I (to not recall any
single case where I have got definite figures that would enable me to'
say so. I have heard of two or three amortization engineers claimingthat they have done that; but I have not gone into those questions,
as I stated, with anything like the care that I have into some of the
other problems.
- Senator KING. Have you had anything to do with depletion V

Mr. MAY. I have had a certain amount to do with depletion of
ores rather than oil. Oil is an engineering problem. I have neyer
fathomed the calculation of oil depletion myself.

Senator COUZENS. Is there a Mr. Brown'here?
Mr. BROWN. Here, sir.

TESTIMONY OF CHARLES F. BROWN, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

(Mr. Brown being called as a witness, was duly sworn by the chair-
man and testified as follows:)

Senator COUZENS. Give your initials and your residence to the
stenographer, Mr. Brown.

Mr. BRJOWN. Charles F. Brown, New York City; 376 Franklin
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. That, however, is only temporary.

Senator CouziE&s. You are a former employee of the bureau?
Mr. BROWN. I was.
Senator CouziNs. Will you tell us when you went into the bureau

and when you left, and what positions you occupied in the bureau.
Mr. BRowN. I was appointed as an appraisal engineer on Novem-

ber 3rd, 1921 and assigned to the Income Tax Division. Any further
questions, Senator?

02-19-24-pr 2- -5
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Senator Couzwis. Did you occupy that same position. all -the
time. you were- there? . ..

Mr.,BRowN. Yes.
Senator Couzrms. And when did you leave the bureau ?
Mr. BROWN. Why, I had, notification, which I received very much

to my surprise, on July 2, from. .' "
Senator KINo. What year I
Mr. BROWN; Signed by J,. G. Bright, deputy commissioner.
Senator KING. What year?
Mr. BROWN. July 21, 1923. There had beon rumors in the depart-

ment. that there was to be a big reduction in the engineering force due,
they claimed to the current condition of the work and the current
condition of funds. In other words, that was what they wanted
understood; and even to this day that amortization is a proposition
that is practically unconcluded, as this gentleman here stated a few
minutes ago. It is one that is going to continue for a number of
years to come.

However, this letter that I received was, as I say, from Mr. Bright,
deputy commissioner: .

SIR: I regret to inform you that the Secretary of the Treasury has approved
the recommendation of t~w Commissioner of Internal Revenue that your service
be discontinued on July 31, 1923, on account of a necessary reduction of the force
of the Income Tax Unit, owing to the reduction of the bureau's appropriation for
the current fiscal year and because the work of the amortization section is nearing
a current condition.

This action has been taken after a very careful consideration of the efficiency
ratings, conduct, reports, and attendance records of all members of the unit. -

'Unused annual leave accrued to your credit since January 1, 1923, will be
allowed you if it is applied for immediately in the usual manner.

J. 0. BaToGT, Deputy Commisaioner.

Now, wl-en I got this letter I went up to a Mr. Kane, who was next
to the heod of the amortization section, and apparently six other
engineers rei4eived a like letter.

I said: " Mr. Kane, what does this mean?"
"Why," he says, "I don't know," he said; "I don't know anything
about that."

I said, "What shall I do?"
He said, "Take mny advice and go over and see De , 'y Commis-

sioner Bright."
So I went over to see Mr. Bright and I found that Ae was busy in

a conference. Then I went in to see Assistant Deputy Commis-
sioner Allen, who told me that I had come to the right party, as he
had charge of those matters.

I said, "Mr. Allen, what does this letter mean?"
"Why," he said, "Mr. Brown, that letter was a mistake; that

should never have been sent out; none of the engineers shouldbe let
out upon charges. As a matter of fact we had plenty of work for
them to do even if the amortization feature goes out."

The CIIAIRMAN. Who was it said this?
Mr. BROWN. Mr. Allen, assistant deputy. commissioner. He

said, "We are advertisin for engineers now."' That was a fact-
"for valuation eng ineers; and yet they say they can not retain the
force because owing to the current condition of funds. So then I
said, "Well, why go to work and pitch me out, an o( employee,
pretty near two years in the service; why kick me out over the heads
of 20 new engineers?"
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Ar-d he says, "Well, Mr. Brown," he said, "your name was put on
the list as being available to let out."

Whereupon I made certain charges. I intimated that it wasrall
the result of personal animosity on the part of my immediate superior
as to the reasons for my nan.o appearing on that list.

The CHAIRMAN. And were the charges in writing, Mr. Brown?
Mr. BROWN. I will come up to that if yoa please in a minute, Mr.

Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. BROWN. So he says, to me, he says, "Well, Mr. Brown," he

says, "those are very serious charges;" and he says "I Will have this.
investigated, and if they can not be proven," he says, "it will not only
mean your dismissal from the service, but your expulsion."

I said "Well, Mr. Allen", I said "Supposing it is proven, what.I
say is proven ?"

lie says, "Then you will be reinstated immediately.
I want to say I came down there on the following day with these

charges, and they were given, as I understand, to a man by the
name of Helex, who, I also understand was the means of getting the
chief of the section, S. T. Do La Mater, his position in the department,
and they were personal friends, had known each other out in Chicago
or thereabouts.

Senator CovzENs. Who did you make these complaints to?
Mr. BROWN. To Mr. Allen.
Senator COUZENS. Is he still in the service?
Mr. BROWN. Oh, yes; he is assistant deputy commissioner.
The CHAIRMAN. And who was your chief there?
Mr. BROWN. S. T. De La Mater.
The CHAIRmAN. Do La Mater?
Mr. BROWN. S. T. De La Mater. Capital D-e, capital L-a,

capital M-a-t-e-r. And so this thing was given to him, as I say, to
investigate. He went down there and, I presume, said, "Hello,
Stephen; what about these charges of this man Brown?"

'Oh, nothing to it, nothing to it." And then they went to work
and they wrote up a letter.

Senator KING. Mr. Brown, pardon me, have you got the charges
there that you preferred?

Mr. BtowN. I have.
Senator Kxuo. Are they available for the committee?
Mr. B13oWN. 'They are, sir; any papers that you might wish.
Senator KING. You better let the chairman see them and deter-

mine as to whether they ought not to be put in the record.
Mr. Bnow. I might, say these papers are copies; the originals are

in the* hands of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, aside from those
letters that might be in the hands of the Civil Service Commission.

The CHAIRMAN. Does this have reference to the conduct of in-
dividuals?

Mr. BnowN. It does, sir.
The CUALRIAN. It does not have any reference' to tax matters?.
Mr. BROWN.. It simply cites different. cases of engineers which

they had handled es)ecIltII in regard to new engineers that had been
put on tremendous big eatte hat had only been in the office a very
short. period of time.
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i ,The CA=XuAN4jWell,' Ithink it.is, all right to read ther
them to the committee-read the charges.

Mri, BIwwm.. ,This is, data for Mr. Allen, assistant deputy c
kj sioner- concerning W. B. Jennings.

I hereby charge-

i The CzuMAN. Thi i the first, chg e you madein full?

on

read

is,

I

Mr. DROWN. Ires iS charge No. i TaT L maue:
I hereby charge W. B. Jennings with incompetency, bias, and partiality in

thq supervising of the engineering section of the Income Tax Unit-i T.; S. A.;
A.1

Thope areinitials of the section-
basing my stateleit upon the following facts:

I. innings said seven or eight months ago, ,this.in front of a number of engi-
neers at the office, ,among whom were Messrs. Kahn, Besse, Bowling,, and others,
including myself: "The chief and I have agreed that there are only three or four
men in the whole sactien who are capable of handlinglarge cases." Tie fact is
that small' cases have' all the complications and require the same care and study
that larger one. do, it being only a matter of adding ciphers, and a few more pages
of ', Asptive matter to one's reprt..

'By said stiteiients, as. outlined above, he Was injuring the morale of thesectibh, i ' " " .

Wo bad a section of engineers consisting of about 30 or 40 men, and
to have gi man to get up who is supposed to be your immediate
superior, iad say: "The chief and I have agreed that there are only
three or four men in the whole section wlio are capable of handling
large cases "-why, many of those engineers .there were men of ire-
nown, in fact, men who were members of high standing in their
engileexing societies both as civil, mnechaW.ial, and electrical engi-
neers-but we will- come to the stan#Wig of this, man Jennings Wi a
mgment-the mqu who made such a statement as that.

No.,2.! favorites were given cases in or near their home town or places they
waut4 ;to visit, but when I was bqing assigned out on some cases to New York
city,Iwanted to get a case near Boston on account of my brother being on his
Itleath bed-

Captain, Aviation Corps; he is under the sod to-day-
i 1r4 Jenninp informed me that the "hig lhbrows" u in the front office would

stand for it as there was now an engineer in the New Engand field.
At the time I made this request I knew there were in the office at the time

ahree cases in that vicinity, none of which exceeded $75,000, and 'one of the
,hree was an expedite case, and as to another engineer from this section being

In this territory at the same time the one previously assigned, thatonly last
week tnlre were two men in the same city on different cases, and this has occurred
fr , ently..

he term "highbrowsI seems to be a favorite expression of his when referring
to his superior officers, as he has used same quite frequently, thus showing dis-
respect or gross ignorance in the premises.

No.3. He never gives a decision on any question, but refers It to others.

The CHAIRMAN. That is Jennings
Mr. BROWN. Yes. I

Mr. Jennings put a new engineer on the targe cage of the Colorado Fuel &
Iron Co. who was so ill-informed-knew at the time that this -engineer's case,
when turned in ,&# finished, was without a summary sheet.

The CHAiRmAN..Do'you know his name ?
Mr, BROWN. I prefer not to give it to you, .if you please, sir.
The CnAMzhnw. What do you mean by a summary sheet?
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Mr,:BRowN. The summary sheet is simply the summinl up of the
whole thing; the crucdil part of the whole claim i.ght 'i n the'sii
mary sheet.'

When this case was presented to Mr. Jennings for revjew, he referred it to Mr.
Luce, an assistant enineer, on a Saturday With. a request that ib look It over
ar.d see if it was all right for him, Jennings, to sign, v ingatthe thie-, "You
know more, about- such, eases than.1, do."

On the following Monday he asked Mr. Luce if the casewa a l riit toxrbln,
Jennings, to sign, *whereupon Mr. Lucp said it would take at |east three daysto properly analyze it, gnd that he' did not Intend t giv eny 'snap ud*ment.
At this remark Jennins became hiened and, 6aid: "Well it 1o014'all right to
me and I'm going to sign it." •.

Liberal allowance on this case has caused much comment in andI out q0 the
offie, being brought to my atte tion by an official of the Pochptits ,FuolfCo.,
who stated at the time' that'he hoed Ieould'be as lenibnt in their cases ,was
the engineer in the above case.

Th CHAIRMAN. Ilia is!ihe (%lorad I'Fuel q0'. ,"ase.
Mr. BROWN. The Colorado Fuel'& tbhn'C0. ,

No. 5. Another engineer's report on the National, Carbop ,Cse wa, criti-
cized by Engineer Flournoy, but he sid heWoul Sin it as e ,dnt like to

critClze an older engineer's work, although M kneiv tht ihe '61ldvance ma4e in
this instance by the said engiueer was too much. .

Senator KiNG. Is that "said engineer" in the service no6*1
, Mr. BRowN. He is, sir. '
Prior to this case coming before one of the review engineers, I mentioned this

fact to him and suggested'he' be on the lookout for'it, wheiloupon he thailted: me,
and thus was brought about a reduction in a. considerable amount by this beView-
ing engineer of the erroneous allowance. .' - , I . . ,

Mr. Diemer also allowed amortization on repsacement cosis for building con-
struction when the departnient ratios 'lealV mh6W that buildings ean not be con-
structed as cheaply to-day as in the years 101.7 and, 1918. se this, engineer's
report referring to claim of White Ash Coal Co. case.

Doctor ADAMS. What was -the case in which the allowance was
made of the construction cost?

Senator KiN. National Carbon Co.
Mr. BROWN. National Carbon Co.

See this engineer's report regarding claim of the White Ash Coal Co,. case,
which, upon a redetermination, at taxpayer's request on the part of another
engineer, this allowance improperly made by a supposedly A No. I engineer, and
whom Mr. Jennings so clarifies this particular friend of his in his produce U
records was disallowed in its entirety, yet the said enginec- is secure in his poitiowon account of the said friendship existing between tl.e t'vo men, while other
engineers not so incased are recommended for dismissal, . ,gardless of the fact
that no such errors have been made in their work.'
. 6. When Mr. Jennings was reviewing, he allowed cases to accumulate on his
desk and instead of working to.catch tip -he called Mr. Luce and said, "Larry,
I am going away on sonic cases and when I return I want to have all these reports
on my desk reviewed, and don't want to see any of, them here when I return.'"

Mind you, he was the senior reviewing engineer; that* was 'his
business,, and. this Larry was an assistant engineer; 'he was not a
reviewing engineer.

Senator KiNG. Larry?
Mr. BROWN. That is his first name--Larry Luce.
Senator KING. Luce?"
Mr. BRowN. Luce.

Thereupon, Jennings went away to investigate cases as an appraisal engineer,
and was absent over a week, with Mr.; Luce, in. charge 'of his, Jennings's work,
which the latter was supposed to perform in connection' with his duties, to which
he was advanced, to the position of reviewing engineer.

I - I
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W iin etJon witlt Engineer Schwaireu recentlywi inf0ermed
t yh nfltia~AtvM ,enninp. could ,e made a dqputy1 |omwissioner if he were to ak
for'It, as he 'Mc such good political influence back of him.

Senator KxNo. Who said that?
SMr. B OW. :Mr. Schiwaren, one of the engineers, told me.Senaf&r KJNi '.hat is his given name?
Mr. BRows. We have a couple of engineers here to-day from the

amortization section.'
Sen0to K*i€. 'h Shwaren in the department now?
Mr. tiz6Wr. He is not in the department now.
Senator KINo. J. W. Schwaren I
L fr. BrowN. Yes.
0Te C Nlsw. Let me ask, when did you have this conversation

withSohwaren I
Mr. BRowN. That was just prior to this order coming out for the

dismissal of the first lot ofengineers.
The CAniimN. And he then was in ihe service?
Mr. BRowN. He then was in the service.
Senator KXi4N. That would be June, 1923, because that was in

Ju."" BrowN. Yes.

No. 8. I had hardly been in the department more than a few months when

i think this matter here, that this case, your honor, is irrelevant,
and I will leave it out, if you have no objection.

The CHAIxAN. That is all right.
Mr. BROWN. In this particular instance De La Mater referred to

it as office talk. I will accept his definiition of it.
No. 9. When the question of reclassification arose, Messrs. Jennings, Bowling'

and Thwing were appointed reviewing engineers with a corresponding increase
of salary. Prior to that time as appraisal-

Senator KiNo. Bowling-what was the other man's name?
Mr. BRowN. Bowling and Twhhig.

Prior to that time, as appraisal engineers, they were. occasionally called upon
to review cases as were various engineers i the section from time to time, and
eveh though they have received this higher appointment which will materially
aid them in the reclassification, they have not ceased to be sent out by the said
Jennings on appraisal engineers' work, thus allowing reports to accumulate and
necessitating the calling upon other engineers not so designated by the depart-
ment as reviewin; engineers, to perform their work, receiving therefor no credit,
and besides drawing far less salary than duly accredited reviewing engineers do.

I think Mr. Clarke can back me up in that, because he has reviewed
a number of cases.

The CHAIrMAN. These charges have reference to the time when
they were made fsd not to the present time?

Mr. BRowN. No; not to the present time.
The CHAIRMAN. Not to the present time;* is Jennings still in?
Mr. BROWN. No; Jennings was-I discovered that' he had falsi-

fled his civil-service record. He claimed he had gone through the
Providence High School when he never had been there; he claimed
he put in a three or four years' course in Brown University, and a
letter I have from the registrar of that college said that he never
attended there; that his name is not on the books.
The CHAIRMAN. When did he leave the service?

I
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Mr.: Bnow He was fired, outof'the service. . .. .

h6. BtoW ,Zculd y exat date; ! .wiml come to that
aaor I 0O6 a

The CuaM &AN. ,Thatis all right;,I just, wanted to know..
Mr. BROWN. Becadsei I have folowed this thing very closely; I

.*havebeen at this ),0 smx months ,ow, and I am still op the job,

.As.,Mr, Nash.knows4..
The ,CmzAy~I. That is to say fightin'-;

* Mr. BxbWv. Fightinglor' therights of these 21 'engineers who weredismissed on chargeseef ,neBiezcy gotten, up by such a man as that.
.,The CA MAN.. Fighting to..be reinstated? .
Mr; BROWN. To 'be': reinstated; and. we, do not. care-I do not

suppose anyone of us-I4 know as far as I am concerned that they
,can have my resignation five minutes, Afterwards; but after having
put in the.service, after as I have done, served for pretty nearly two
years and to have a thing like that gotten up against you and to be
thrown out into, the world with thosecharges of inefficiency attached
to you; I tell you.I think t is wrong;, and Ido not think our big
Government of the United, States would stand for a thing, like that
I do not, think the people intend thot their public servants should
be treated, that way by. incompetents.

No; '10j. Only a, short, time ago., Mr." Jennings, while talking to a group -of
engineers ii room 1660, was heard to say in a loud voice:

'That's all Brown's fault, --- him, ayhow. Oh, no; I should not
have'said tliat." ',yo O, Isun

That eight I was approached by Englneers Thompson and Donnelly, who asked
me if I had) had any words with Jennings that day, and I told them that I didn't
recollect having had any conversation with him at all, whereupon they told me
the foregoing.

This plainly showsbias, and it Is this'same matt that has the formulating of
the sectIon production records, and who can vent his likes or dislikes upon whom
he chooses to, as, for instance, my case.

No. i1., The writer was called upon to make a reexamination of Kossee, Shoe
& Schyler Co.', case, as this taxpayer demurrqd to the findings of Engineers
Jennings and Munson in regard to their sawmill, whereupon it was found, upon
reexamination, that the said Jennings and Munion had allowed the taxpayer the
full amount of amortization claimed on their factory building upon the grounds
that taxpayer's representative stated that the company was going to abandon the
building at the end of the year 1920, leaving a matter of six months to run,
Whereas this engineer found the company using this building more or less fin its
going business as of the date of his investigation. This would tend to show con-
elusively a lack of knowledge on the part of the said Jennings of the rules and
regulations, as otherwise this allowance could not have been made.

And I can say, too, that the company tried to appeal this case; they
had the firm of ErnsErnst &s M Philbrick-come up there with
the intention of appealing my report, but I was sustained right
straight through.

An examination of the civil service papers of the said Je.nnings, I understand
will show an'enitire absence of training and experience for the position he holds.

As a matter -of fact, the nearest approach he ,has had which would entitle him
to hold a, position of this. nature was possibly gained as a shop superintendent,
bossing a zpumber of mechanics; and furtliqr as tq? the handling in a proper manner
4S a gentleman and a scholar as one should be to hold the responsible position
he holds, the only training he has had according to said civil service' papers
evidently came from a further training received while in charge of men erecting
steam engines, boilers, etc., together with that outlined aboye; also tha* gained
while employed as an assistant superintendent of the shop of the Providence
Engine Works during the year 1905 at a salary of $2,000, and also as superin-
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tendent of the shop of the Easton Mchine, Co, at a salary, of $2,140; and lt'tl this
man who has now been entrusted with the overseeing .An supewv .rg of the work
of from 30 to 40 eng4eers, g11 a high-clas type ofcitsepis, andw1O enot In the

•habit'of betig treated and subjected to the 19ultng ii k of 'one whose former
positions undoubtedly necessitated his addressing those under him in ters
foreign to those which intelligent men h.ve ;heretofore -been.subjected. _
, h ,ve n gin, these acquisitionn (o€,u tions?),,I; wis i may be undW aodthat I
h, ni.ver adwords with this party OF. b of 'ay act given wim cause t; aocegrd e
the teitthnt 'he has; in fact, t4" t of ity- bworiver wic e ocnacoe
be given in confidence if desired: "Mr. Brown, what is the, trOuble between you
and Mr. Jennings? Why, do -you know.that man Was.talked..'hamefullyabout
5 ou, t e orate,",, My reply was:. ". favei't, the qlJg4teut idea, why he, should

080.14o. 13, N suinwiffig ul r. feet thI la&4eirW establshed the utter u hltnes
of this }nan to hold the position he ddesi, hnd: further that the, laek of respect
shown, for hia superiors in. referring to them: as ."high brows" should call ,for a
stern iMtion in the premises, if not his dismimsal from.,the service., Reopectfully
subn~ted.
-. Thai &arke is 'filed- In coijz ctl6n. *itih my production record which I gave
you and for the, good of. th6 service i& hearing thereon in due course is, heroin

Senator Knro. Was aty: queti6n 'atsed-answer tsoi "' yes or
"no" if you cAn, to save itime-e " i to your'eompetency.
' Mr. BiwWN. Why, JIdo nt knoW. hy, there could be any.

Senator KiwG., Y0u had had' ex0erieke before? '
Mr. BRowN. Why, before I wentiinto thid division I had been in

a contracting engineering business, of my own for pretty nearly' 25
years, and Uncle Sam would never have gotten me if- it had not
been on account of the *ar, because the minute we g't into the war
I tendered my service to. the Chief of, Engineers an I, qualified for
a major in grade B; but through the mixing up, or from, the lack of
proper experience of a young Army Officer who, was making a uri-
nalysis test, he thought he found tracks of kidney trouble, and. he
only took one sample. That resulted,,of course, in my being. denied
the privilege of going into this engineering department; but after-
wards I' was taken into the Ordnance Department in the INe* York
district-went there, took the "civil-service examination. They
advertised for engineers for the Ordnance Department; they wanted
to give them a training in ordnance and then put them in as captains
in charge of ammunition yards.'

Senator KING. That is very interesting, but we are wasting a lot Of
time; what I am interested in and'what my question was is whether
you were competent.,

Mr. BROWN. Then afterwards, after we got through that, I was
made .a member of the salvage board and handled the largest claim in
the New York district, claim; against the United States, which is on
the same basis of valuation as we make today..

Senator KiNG. But your only experience, as' I understand, was
contracting in New York City?.Mr. BROWN. I had been a contracting engineer for pretty nearly
25 yeais. *Prior to that I had been in civil engineering in charge* of
railroad work for eight years, and, left that to go in contracting.

Senator KYNxo. What kind of work-'would you' do, as a, contracting
MV. Bs~iwN. Electrical, civil,' and mechanical.

Senator KiNo. Did you, draw blue prints for the erection of
buildings?
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! Mr. BuowN. Nop - didnot. I would contract, for that work--
Vo ntradting engWieer. In other words, to give an illustration: The
Government had an electrical railroad systm over oA, Governors
Island, and, ;usually, of course, we all know that the Government! is
supposed., to be very careful in" specifying to the minutest detail in
regard to equipment and even specifying the size of the, smallest bolt
to, be ,used-they: had. a very -fine elketric locombtive there but they
never took into consideration the curve that was in the rail, so that
the change on the wheel only having ,a clearance of about an eighth
4 1 aAn inch, when they came to the first curve there 'wasn't clearance
enough and she rode up onto the rail and off into the ditch, and they
had a great deal of trouble getting it back on. 'When they got to
the second curve they couldn't get it around there.. So they adver-
tised for hids. for making changes in the railroad equipment for eqiuip-
ping tte, cafs for haulage. by this electric lotomotive,'by making
changes in the locomotive, changing the wheels, or 'changi g the track,
,or whatever it might be--.

Senator KING. That is the characterof work you (lid?
Mr., BROWN., Yes.
Senator KING..'The details are not necesfary. ,
Mr. BROWN. No. *Asia:imatter of -faet I wa the ohly bidder o

-he jobhin' the whole' city of' New -York. That sliows----
The CTIRMAN'. What was your education previous to stArting on

this, Mr. Brown? / '
Mr. BRow.N. My education-as I say I was in civil engineering

for eight years and the latter part of it I had charge of a party of
engineers on the Boston & Albany Railroad on the elimination of
grade crossings. My education has been gotten through the college
of hard knocks. In other wordeywhen I first started Min eivil engineer-
ing I went to a private tutor there in.Bogton. Then I had a' brother
who was a graduate of Yale who also helped me throughh any trouble
in that way. I went right up through, from the Mathematics right
up through into calculus, trigonometry, and the rest of it so that all
told my experience has been extremely broad. I do not know of any
business that qualifies a rain better for such work as *an appraisal
engineer or anything of that kind thari to be a civil enginer in con-
struction on railroads. The duties there are so varied that it gives
him a very broad knowledge of all matters.

Senator Kixm. Mr. Brown, you were requested to give us some
information. Now,, have you anything to say about 'the bureau
outside of 'what you Have said, which is a matter that the committee
can hardly correct.
'Mr. BRowN. This matter, as I have gone through in regard to Mr.
Jennings, has been the cause of my going right straight through,
right up even- -itis now in the hands of the Secretary to the President,

r. Slemp, which virtually, of course, is the President of the United
States. As Mr. Allen told me when I took that letter to him, he
said: "I will investigate this thoroughly, Mr. Brown. If you are
not satisfied with my. findings you: have an appeal to the commis-
sioner; if you are not satisfied w ith his findings you have an appeal
to the President of the United States;" and I said: "That is where
I will take it, if necessary..
'Seiator KING. 'We are not interested in that; we want to know-

Mr. BRowN. I will tell you, Senator this, is a, matter having to
do with the morale of the section, such things as dismissing com-
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potent engineers 'on, such charges. 'Is, that coniducive to go'od work
.1n1 a section., Is theclosing down of !a department,and throwing
out, a. whole lot 'of ;people--people leave, &t,4;80 in the afternoon;
they come there next morning and find a whole department, section,
wiped off the map; 'is that conducive to good workI' The, men! are
shifted around from one post to another,

,The,.C iuqAN., If that is the complaint you have got to make
you better- '

Senator, KiwG. I think if they would. wipe out a few more bureaus
and agencies of the Government it. would be to the good of, the
country.

Mr. BRows. There is no question about it.
Senator KIo. I wish they would wipe out some more.',
Mr. Bnowri. Yf they would put some of these political officeholders

out of their jobs that are pretty well encased in the different depart-
ments of the Government.

The CHMRMAN. Did you have any difficulty with your superior
officers?

Mr. BROWN. I never had any difficulty with any of them.,' In
fact, not being egotistical, I do not think that there was perhaps a
,man any better liked by his associates than I was.

Senator KiNo. Was Mr. Jennings fired as the result of this com-
plaint which you 'made? I

Mr. BRowN. He was; he was.
Senator ING. After an investigation?
Mr. BRowN. He was.
Senator KIm. And he was fired?
Mr. BRowN.. He was.
Senator KMIo. Were any others fired as a result?
Mr. BRowN. Well, Mr. Delameter was requested to resign.
Senator KINo. Any others?
Mr. BRowN. I could not say-
Senator KIo. Was Mr. Delameter requested to resign as a

result of this investigation?
Mr. BRw . Yes.
The CHAMMAN. And was that because of Jennings?
Mr. BRaOWN. Yes.
The CmmmAN. His relation with Jennings?
Mr. BRowN. Yes; because I was up to see the commissioner one

night, AID to his apartment, I could not see him at his office; they
would sliftme off every time I went to see Vim, I said to mysef
I do not know of any man in the service of the Government, in the
service of the people, who is so big that he cannot be seen. under
such conditions. So I went up there and I saw the commissioner
at his apartment, as I said. 'I called up and he said for me to come
up, that he was going to the theater, but wduld grant me a few
minutes.

The CHAIRMAN. You had more trouble getting to some of those
bureau chiefs than you did getting to a Senator or the President, of
the United States.

Mr. BRwN. There is no doubt about it.
The CHAIMAN. And more trouble after you .got there,
Mr. BRowN. The bureau chiefs have a beautiful way, Mr. Chair-

man, of passing the buck.

• . ,

I
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Senator KING. The trouble with. a great. mapy of them is that
they are not there., th, : ... ,

Senator CovpNs. They do not pass t ck any better,, than
Senators, do they
Mr, BRowN. When I gave this production, record into :Mr. Allen

he asked me for these things. Here is my production 'record,
appraisal engineer, and I would like for you to treo any of tpi whic
you want. ,,

Senator CouzENs. We do not want to go into thosenatters any
farther if that is all you have. I thought you .Iiad some information
which would be of value. I do not think we want tospend any
longer time on this.

Senator KNa. You have been vindicated.
Mr. BROWN. I have not been vindicated, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You were fired, and JeOnninp was fired,
Mr. BROWN. That does not make matters right.
The CHRMAN. So you are* both out now.
Mr. BRowN. WhoI
The CHAIRMAN. Jennings is out and you are. out. After you'

filed these- charges against Jennings, how long did you, stay, inI
Mr. BROWN. 'I was out then.
The CHAIRDIAN. You were out?
Mr. BRowN. Oh, yes, indeed.
The CHAlRnMAN. When you filed the charges?
Mr. BROWN. Yes indeed.
The CHAIRMA.. how 1ong had you been out when you filed the

charges?
Mr. BROWN. Oh, possibly-I think just the same day.'
The CHAIRMAN., The same day?
Mr. BROWN. The same day.
The CHAIRMAN. And how long (lid Jennings stay in after the

charges were filed?
Mr. BROWN. Just long enough to give the Civil Service Commis.

sion in conjunction with the Intelligence Bureau of the Treasury
Department, a chance to investigate these charges of mine, which
necessitated their going up to Providence, R. I.. and other points to
find out whether these were the facts or not.

The C'AIRMAN. Was it a short time?
Mr. BROWN. No; it was not, because--
Senator Kixo. Was it'a matter of months?"
Mr. BROWN. I would say about six weeks.
The CHAIRIMAN. Before you filed these charges against Mr. Jen-

nings y)u were acquainted With the facts?
Mr. BROWN. No, no; I was kot, only as to these things that might

have come up in the department as to what we had bee4 doing fhere;
that is, for instance, throwing off all his work on the other engineers
to do, never taking responsibility on his shoulders, which be was
supposed to do.

The CHAIRMAN. When did you, become aware that he had violated
the civil service law?

Mr. BRowN. I will tell you how that came up.,
Senator KING. Answer directly, please; hurrv along; we have not

much time left.
The CHAIRMAN. How long before you filed charges against him?
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%Mr B rowN. I' found 'out that he had--
The CH&IRMAN. Violated the civil service law?
Mr. 'BR~wX. I should say about'three weeks-two weeks posibly;

tvo or three weeks.
The 16R MAN. Had there been any differences between you and

Jenkit''" ip'to that time?
Mr. BROWN. Not a bit.
The QHmA . No difficulty at all?
M. Bjt6WX*,' Not'i bit..

' The ClAiRTiAN. 'And although you had heard these things about
you, you hd remained quiescent ?

Mr. BROWN. That is it exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. Had he said these things or similar things about

other engineers? " '
Mr. Bh6k*. 'Hd had;yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, wa, there any effort on the part of you

fellows who had just been asked to resign to organize to say things
against hiim and clear up the general situation ?
'"Mt. BowN. No; there hadn't.-

The CHA1RMAN. Nothing of the'kind? '

Mr. BRowN. Nothing.
The ClAIRMAN. Other than to see---
Mr. BROWN. I believe engineers as a rule are above such things.
The CQ _IRMAN. We are here just trying to find out what the situa-

tion was, whether there was an internal revolution there.., Mr. BRowN: There was on the part of a few, but not in the general
run of engineers. There was a clique in there, there is no question
about, composed of about five men.

The CHAIRMAN. But you were n6t'in any 'li~jue yourself?
Mr. BROWN. No; I was not, sir.
The CkHAlRAN. is that cli ue still there?
Mr. BROWN. There are a tew of them there at the present time

but the people that have been falsify ing the statements made here
against myself that ought to have been put out and I verily believe
they would have been put out if it had not'.been that the bureau had
so far depleted the amortization section that they could not abso-
lutely let them go. As a matter of fact, they cut down that amor-
tization section so greatly that they only here a little while ago they
had to call upon engineers in another section to (tome in ind help
out the amortization work.

Senator CoUzENs. Do you know of any dishonesty in the bureauI
Mr. BRowN. 'Well, I can not say that I do; no, sir. Somebody

said something about that. We ha'd our suspicions, but at the same
time those things are done so carefully-you take, for instance, where
one man or two men may go out into a conference room and settle
a case with a taxpayer, the rank and file are not going to know what
i§%done, as, for instance, there have been a number of cases, very
few cases, that have come up on redetermiiation, when I was not
asked to go into the conference room somebody else went in; whether
there were fixers or not I don't know.

Senator KING. Complaiidst have been made to me by quite a
Minmber, some in the department, some outside, that in settling
important matters the engineer who made the investigation was not :'
consulted and the decision was rendered by the supefisor-I have '
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forgotten his nazave-but at any rate those who passed .P.nWit iid
not confer With' the man. who knew' most about it,

Mr. BROWN. 'Oh, yes; that was often the case, because n quite a
number of instances- ,

Senator KING. That is especially where it. was settled in favor of
the taxpayer and a ainst the Government.* ' , I

Mr. BRowN. Well, that occurs very frequently becaw, tle engine'
eers, the appraisal engineers, were only in the ofice log enoughto
complete their reports before they were ready to go out on other
cases and were assigned to them. So that it might mean that some
of the engineers were away on those, cases.

Senator KING. No; but the cases that have been called to my
attention were to the effect that the engineers-who had made the
survey to determine depletion, or amortization, or depreciation, or
what-not, when they were present in the service, and in Washington,
and the matter was under consideration, were not consulted where
their report was in favor of the Government and adverse to the tax-
payer, and immediately afterwards, or a short time afterwards, a
decision was rendered in favor of the taxpayer.

Mr. BRowN. I have no doubt of that at all, because we had a
conferee there and the conferee would assign a certain number of
people to go in a hearing of the case and usually we had some of the
engineers there-that that was wholly their attitude, to go into the
conference room; and, as I say, that occurred very 6ften where the
engineer who wrote up the report -

The CHiRMAN. Do you know of any specific instance, Mr. Brown,
that you can tell the committee?

Mr. BROWN. Offhand I can not say that I do, because-
The CHAMMAN. Then of course, the simple fact that a thing of

that kind did occur would not necessarily involve fraud and corrup-
tion.

Mr. BRwN. No, indeed; but still it is proven that there was one
case there where the conferee was dishonest.

The CHARMAN;. What case was that?
Mr. BRowN. I think probaby-it seems to me that it was some

Waterbury company where this conferee had agreed, according to-
this is what I gathered from the newspapers-rn fact, I was away on
a trip at the time and I was really surprised to discover that this
man -had, according to the papers, had been conniving with the tax-
payers to make him a veriyhandsome allowance.

The CHAIRMAN. And he was dismissed, was he?
Mr. BRowN. He was brought over into this conference; that is,

the conferee was the only one when this hearing was on, because this
was a case where the taxpayer's representative said: "Your terms
are evidently satisfactory, but our president is up in the Hotel Wash-
ington to-night"-

senator KING. That is the case about which there was so much
publicity?

Senator Couzwis. It was in the papers.
Senator KNG. And the man was indicted .

Mr. BRowN. That is the only case I know of, but it shows how
things could happen.

The AIRMAN. Yes.
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i"Mr. lub*0: 'And If thereis any one'section abvei other where'
dishonesty could be practded, it is th~l~ txrtikation: action, becausechanc€ 'aI e eo gre at . " . ." ' "' "' ,

Senator COuZENS. Yet you do not know of a specific case.
M.Bat~wiv. I do not; no, sir, because' there aro a great any

cases handled there in the department.

The C tu N. Does Mr. Brown want to say anything more? If
note will ibak to-morrow morning. _ .

Mr. BfqW. Well, there are mahy things here that will help the
conumittee'and lead u to cases.'

Senator CoUz NS, You mean that will lead up to some other cases
B Mr. -ioW. Ufffortunately, these so-called" Mellon companies"

I had'ohei of their cases-I don't know that-I can't say, don't pre-
tend to say that the Secretary of the Treasury could have onnived
in any way,, 'shap,. or manner in having my report overthrown on
one of lhia pet comp.ies.

Thl CmHnAx. What case was that?
Mr. Bnowk. That was' the Allen-Davidson Co., of Pittsburgh. It

w as--• '..The CAiRMuA:. What kind of 'a comauy was it; what did they
make?"'

Mr. BNi'Wx. A steel foundries company; steel' things like that.
The CnARMSAN. Is there any objection to Mr. Brown going. on

th-morrow?
Senator CoUzNSs. Will*you be here to-morrow?

.Mr.BR6*x.' At 'your pleasure, sir. "I might suggest, Mr. Chair-
man, that the representatives of tWe departmettbe authorized to
bring over the records'of the Allen-Davidson tCo.; that is, my written
reportalopg with the written report of Engineer Schwern.

The'iArfAN. Is that one of Mr. Mellon's companies that were
mentioned the other day?

Mr.', HI sok' The name is not. familiar; I do not think it is,
Senator.

Mr. NA&SH. It is not.
'Mr. Bnowx. It is not a Mellon company
Mr. NA a. I' never head the name before.
Mr. IHAttoN. Mr. 'Mellon' volunteered to send over to the com-

mittee the filesof any company he was interested in.-
Mrb. Bnwt. One of' my Atsistants whowent out with me told me

that he had been practicall born and brought up in the steel millg
and that this was one' of Mellon's pet companies.'

Thb- iL ,io And.h6' wa.s your'assistant?
The ,Ar*MA;'. Is he still in the bureau?
Mr.'Bit6wW.' Hye is not he resigned 'from the service.
Senator COUZENS. What does he do now?
Mr. Bnow. I believe he is with the American Appraisal Co., if I

recall rightly; and, as a matter of fact, a great many of these'ap-
praisal companies have been' only tb, anxious to gobble up all the.
men they cpuld possibly get frOnM the 'amortization section.,Senate . What d-'th e'appraisal companies do?

Mr. BROwN. The appraisal companies?
Senator KINO. Yes.
Mr. BROWN. They work on claims for amortization.
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8onatorKxNG.' HiW loig has this business been organizedI
Mr. BROWN. They have been under way ever since this amortiza-.

tion law went intoGeffeeti Yo,6u wil recall that thfe witness who: just
testified said theytfought shvy of amortization case owinig to the cbm-
plex nature of them; that ,they turned these case& mostly over to.
engineer companies, requesting that they draw up the reports.'

,The: UzI?4tN,., When you were working ,on this ease-did you
understand it was a Mellon company?

Mr. BltowN. Yes; I did.
""-e CAuRumAN! At the time? e
LVI. BROWN. Yes.;

The CIUrPMAN4 From what soinebidy had told youll
Mr. BROWN. From what my assitant had told me.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he say he hadgotten any word from Secretary

Mellon about it?
Mr. BROWN . No.
The CHARmMAN., Did anybody in the department, so far as you

know, haveany word from Mr. Mellon that sifted down to you about
the case, from Mr. Mellon?

Mr. BROWN. Why, it was a case that was in the files.
The CHAiRMAN. 1 understand.
Mr. BnowN. It was simply one out of a half dozen other cases I

was assigned to at the time.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, did anybody at the time approach you,

Mr. Brown, to induce you to give a favorable finding to the com-
pany because it was a Mellon company?
Mr. BROWN. No; they cauld not have done it if they did.
The CnHAxAN. But, i say, did anybody do it?
Mr. BROWN. No, sir; only I rendered my own decision, I say.
The CuAruMAN. Yes.
Senator KING. Your claim is that the final decision was different

from yours?
Mr. BRowN. Absolutely; either Smith and I did not understand

the amortization law or else Mr. Schwaren knows all about that
law. ' That was the condition all the way through the amorfization
section; continual fighting. There was a case there that Mr. Clark
remembers,- when he first came into the department--which I Was
given to change by this man Jennings. He said, "Mr. Brown," he
said, "I want you to read this office report of Mr. Clark, allowing it
upon the grounds that this ship company was building ships for
sale and had no Government orders." Well, I. did so. When
they went before the reviewing engineer, he took this man to task
for having disallowed. "Well, 'he said, " Mr. Carlson said it should
not be 'a owed; they were not entitled to amortization." And so.
they got, into a wrangle about that, and before they got through
there were absolutely eight people in that section fighting over it,
as to whether that concern should be granted the amortization
or not; and the case itself involved only the 'amount of $36,000-yet
they talk about small cases not being itricateI Finally they had to.
come around to Mr. Clark's opinion in the end.

Senator KINo. I think the fact there was a good deal of contro-
versy shows that they were interested to get thin ight.

Mr. BROWN. They certainly were interested. There was a clique
of about five men there and they wanted things to go a certain way.
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AThe majority far overbalanced them, and those fellows were honest,
to py, way of thinking..

TKe C MAN We will adjourn until to-morrow.
Mr. Ross. May I state who I am, and ask Mr., Brown to answer

some questions with reference to what happened in the bureau I
The CH=MAi. Who are you, sir .
Mr. Ross. C. F. Rose, the man indicted in this caseby the bureau.
Mr. BRowN. I have not mentioned any names, sir.
Mr. RosE. But you mentioned a case, and you said it was brought

to your attention. I wat to know what was stated about it.,
Mr. BRowN. I stated that I saw it in the newspapers.
Mr. RosE. No; you stated that it was told to you; that it hap-

pened in the conference room. - Now--
Mr. BRowN. As to what happened in the conference room. I

said-no, no; I said-
Mr. ROSE. That" has nothing to do with the case at all?
Mr. BRowN. No; that has nothing to do with your case.
Mr. RosE. Beause the deputy commissioner testified before the

House Appropriations Committee about it, and he has already testi-
fied in the case, and I have got a copy of that report. I would just
like to have the records kept straight; so if you know anything about
it I would like to have it, because I am willing that my case should
be investigated.

Mr. BRowN. He had been in the conference room alone with this'
taxpayer; and if there was any reason, any chance, or if there was
any disposition on the part of the Government employee, that these
things could occur.,-

Mr. ROSE. Will you state what paper you got that from ?
Mr. BROWN. Why, I think it was-it occurs to me I was out in

Chicago at the time. I could not say; I think it was a Chicagopaper.p r. RosE. This just shows how ftr the bureau will go, to what

extent the bureau will go, to get rid of any employees they want
toget rid of.

Mr. BROWN. No question about that; I may have something to
show before I get through.

Mr. RosE.' I do not think it is fair on the part of the bureau to make
statements here in this committee that are not true.

The CHMIRMAN. He is not in the bureau.
Mr. Ross. He is telling about a matter that took place in the

bureau.
Mr. BROWN. Before I left.
Mr. RosE. That is what I want to clear up. 1 want to show they

stated falsehoods there.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will stand adjourned until 2

o'clock to-morrow afternoon.
(Whereupon, at 4.50 o'clock, an adjournment was taken to 2

o'clock p.m., Thursday, March g7, 1924.)
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TNURODAY, MARCH 27, 1924

UNiXTD STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMUTEE TO INVESTIGATE,

'THE BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Wahington, D. C.

The committee met, pursuant t0 adjournment, at 2.05 o'clock p. m.;
Senator James E. Watson (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Watson (chairman), King, and Couzens.
Present also: Mr. C. R. Nash assistant to the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue; Mr. N. T. Hartson, Solicitor Internal Revenue
Bureau; Mr. J. G. Bright, deputy commissioner, Income Tax Unit-
and Dr. T. S. Adams, tax expert, Yale University.

TESTIMONY OF CHARLES F. BROWN-Continued'

Senator CouzNs. How long, Mr. Brown, do you think it will take
you to finish up e

Mr. BRowN. I am sure I do not know. This has gone into a
totally different line from what I really expected to be called upon
to testify to. As Mr. May said yesterday, there was not any depart-
ment in the whole income-tax division where there were such chances
for abuses of the law as there was in the amortization section. They
say it has been abolished, but it seems to me it is functioning as a part
of the nonmetals division to-day, and will continue to function for
some time to come.

Now, I have transcribed part of my thoughts here which I would
like to read, if I am privileged and answer any questions that you
want to ask.

There was quite a good deal of talk here yesterday in regard to
tax experts, former employees. In regard to tax experts who are
ex-employees, any attempt to restrict the rights of these men to
practice before the bureau can not be of any service to anyone except
the large auditing firms who charge very large fees and Who would
like to remove the competition which tends to keep their fees within
smaller bounds.

The ex-employee of the bureau is very much in demand as he knows
of crtain points m the settlements allowed that are not made public,
due to the custom of the bureau in settling disputes by compromise
instead of giving specific rulings which would govern future similar
cases and make the experts' fees unnecessary.

These compromise settlements are always a departure from the
general practice in that the taxpayer whose case is under consideration
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is the only one who receives any benefit without some insider advises
others, because it is not publised. This does not require any specific
instance to verify it, as it is self-evident that any case settled privately
by a departure from the previous rules and not published to the tax-
payers can only be claimed by others who know or who are willing
to go to the bat.The way to remove-the expense from the taxpayer i to remove the
necessity of his having to he the expert, by compelling the bureau to
be honest in its dealings and to play no favorites. Have the bureau
employees instructed to give correct deductions whether claimed or
not. The commissioner has acknowledged that.the bureau has col-
lected taxes under rulings that were later changed to give exemptions
and that the taxpayers who had previously paid were not credited
or reimbursed for the excess paid. He has also acknowledged that
legal exemptions are not given unless specifically claimed by the tax-
payer and it has been shown that the bureau employees were forbidden
to inform them of their legal exemptions. Underthe laws governing
business and commerce this man would be classed as a common, thief
and be ostracised by honest men. Mr. Mellon denies that any favors
were asked for by hhi i for his companies, but no excuses, or exemptions
have been offered for the dishonest practices that have been acknowl-
edged by the commissioner.

an it be that Mr. Mellon condones these practices as an example
of shrewd business? And is it not possible that Mr. Mellon knows
human nature well enough to know that there are always enough
servile individuals who wdl favor his interests in the knowledge, or
hope, that the favors given Will keep them solid with the chief?
An examination of the records and reports of en eers and, auditors
who have been discharged on the grounds of inefciency as compared
with records of men retained wilf show that many of the best men
have been dismissed and the true cause of their dismissal is that they
have adhered to an honest interpretation of the law. These men have
been dismissed without an opportunity of being heard, or defended
before an impartial committee, as provided for under the civil service
laws; and their reputations blackened unjustly because they pro-
tested against what they saw was a dishonest interpretation of the
law and because they had shown their superiors that they could not
be coerced into granting special favors to anyone.

Now, of course, I can cite these different cases when called upon.
Senator CovzE.-s. What different cases?
Mr. BnowN. Well, I will cite that Allen S. Davidson case, for in-

stance--has anyone got the copy of my report and the correspond-
ence in connection with it? That is a consolidated case, if I recall.

Senator CouzE.s. What do you mean by "consolidated case"
Mr. BRowN. It means a company that has a number of different

concerns under consolidation, for instance, like the United States
Steel Corporation, which embraces a great many companies like the
great Tennessee Coal & Iron Co., and cases like that-consolidated
returns.

Mr. HARTSO.N. May I interrupt the witness? - Reference was made
yesterday to the Allen P. Davidion case and the statement was made
in his testimony yesterday that he understood from a coworker that
the Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Mellon, Was interested in that
company.
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Mr. Mellon is not interested in that company and has never been
interested in that company. So that the witness's inference in
regard to the Secretary's interest in that case is overdrawn. He did
not participate in it; does not own any of the stock in it, and never has.

Mr. BnowN. I simply drew my inference from information given
from one bureau employee to another, which they are supposed to
know about before they go on the cases and otherwise they are sup-
posed to inquire well into the different phases of the case; and as tis
engineer told me, he said:

Mr. Brown, this is one of Mellon's pet companies; it looks very fishy to me.

Nothing further concerned me, just simply what was the company
rightfully entitled to. I found out that in the examination there
was a certain portion of their claim that they were not entitled to
and I disallowed it; here is the thing: How did that information getto that company so quickly after that return of ours was :written
up before the A-2 letter was sent out I Because information was got-
ten into the department right away and another engineer was sent
to investigate that case and that engineer inunediateFly was sent right
up, post haste, to Pittsburgh, where he met the officials of this com-
pany, and he was taken by'automobile a two days' trip down to the
mines down in Virginia, and came back and allowed them everything
they claimed, and we two engineers had disallowed it. How did they
get that information so quickly 1

The incompetence of many retained employees is indicated by one
of the engineers who spent over six weeks on the case of the Quaker
Oats Co., and when his report was turned in his superior, Mr. De La
Mater, the chief of the section, found it necessary to have the entire
field work done over and reported upon by another engineer. That
is a matter of record. It is well known that a Mr. Carlson was
assigned to that case, and all the expenses and everything attached

t at investigation went for naught; yet that man is still right in the
service.

As I have already stated, this is the type of men that the bureau
has retained to adjust cases which often amount to millions of dollars;
and an investigation will show that the pliable men were the ones
that have been given the cases of the favored taxpayers.

The morale of the section is well illustrated by a conversation over-
heard between two of the old men, the principal statement of which
was: "Tht dt-mn fool, Brown, is killing the job; he handled 21
cases in the field in three weeks." Now, you see, I suppose in the
general procedure, I ought to have taken probably about two months;
and if I had been some of the men instead of going to work and using
private conveyances, for instance using the interurban lines and the
jitney buses, if I had simply consulted the time-table and hung
around in the hotel and waited for comfortable transportation, I
might have been through in about a month or a month and a half.

I trust that this senatorial investigation will also devote some
time to righting the wrongs done to many engineers and men of long
and successful experience who have relied on the honesty of their
superiors and the civil service laws and have moved their families
here, many of them; some have purchased homes, and some are
veterans of the last war.

Mr. Blair's attention has been called to the foregoing facts, and
in addition to the use of the Government funds to give joy rides to
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favored employees, copies made of taxpayers' reference cards on
amortization cases have been secured, and these are worth many
thousands of dollars to,outside parties. This information also was
given to Mr. Blair, but the man that did that, or was guilty of
this, is still retained in the service; and you can imagine-here is
a ful index of all the amortization cases in the section and a man
that had not any right to go to the file case had copied quite a
number of those cases when he wits apprehended-why, nobody
realizes what that would mean.

The CHAIRMAN. Who was he, Mr. Drown?
Mr. BRowN. If you wish me to turn over a copy of this data that

I gave to the special intelligence bureau of the Treasury Department
I will do so.

The CHAIRMwAN. What was it he did?
Mr. BRowN. We had in the department a case, possibly about 2

feet square, and in that were all the reference cards to the amortiza-
tion cases then in the department. That index card file was under
the custody of one or two people in the section and no other employee
of the department had a hght to go there; but it was never locked;
we had our file cases never locked; the rules did not permit the locking
of any files.

The CUAIRMAN. What was it this man did?
Mr. Blowx. He went to work and made a copy of these, cases;

and if you only realize what this might mean to such a man if he was
getting out of the service or what it might mean to outside auditing
firms to know cases that were before the department-think of the
vast amount of money they could save by having that information.

The CAIRSAN. I am trying to find out what it was he did; what
was it he did?

Mr. BRowN. He made a copy of these reference files.
The CHAERMAN. Then what? Just merely making a copy of that

kind would not amount to anything; what did he do with it after he
made the copy?

Mr. BlowN. We do not know; but he had no right to do so.
The CHAIRMAN. Did anybody else make a copy
Mr. BRowN. No; they were not privileged to--not that I know of.
The CHAIRMAN. This man was not privileged to, was he?
Mr. BROWN. Absolutely not; he was an appraisal engineer just

the same as I was.
The CHUARMAN. Do you know, Mr. Brown; that he made the copy?
Mr. BRowN. I do, because-
The CHAIR.AN. Did you see it?
Mr. BRowN. Because his desk was right next to mine.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; and-
Mr. BRowN. And when one of the parties that had charge of the

matter came to this file case for these reference cards and could
not find them he made the remark, he says: "Where the hell are all
these reference cards? "-and I saw he was quite excited about it-
I said: "I don't know, some of them might be in this drawer here,
in this desk next to mine."

He opened them and there they were; and this man had just
returned from the wash rcom, and he said to this man, he said:"What the hell are you doing with these cards in your desk?"

I r
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"Oh," he says, "I was making just a copy of a few cases on which
I Would like to go out on," he said, "for all the others are picking
favored cases to go out on."

The COHJRMAN. Do you know what'he did with his copy?
Mr. 1iowx. I do not know whatever became of it. Now, then,

there was a great hurrah made recently on account of these dismissed
employees going in to the tax cases tax work, while we had not
heard ny criticism prior thereto. For instance, here is a man by
the name' of Wayne Johnson, former Solicitor of Internal Revenue,
now in New Yoik as an attorney for the American Petroleum In-
stitute, and various oil companies; and we have Carl Mapes, a former
Solicitor of Internal Revenue, succeeding Wayne Johnson, his
brother-in-law, now with various oil companies, probably associated
with him in New York.

We have E. H. Batson, former Deputy Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, now representing various oil companies before the Treasury
Department.

There was a man-I don't know his initials-by the name of
Powell, formerly chief of the natural resources division now repre-
senting various oil companies.

Mr. Manning, formerly director of the Bureau of Mines, now with
the Petroleum Institute of New York.

W. N. Davis, present member of the tax simplification board,
Treasury Department, millionaire Oklahoma oil man, formerly asso-
ciated with Jake L. Hamon, friend of Sinclair, now president of the
Mid-Continent Oil & Gas. He is on the inside of the Treasury and
Revenue Bureau matters.

The CvHRMAN. Who is this manI
Mr. BROwN. W. N. Davis.
The CHAIRMAN. And you say he is in the Treasury DepartmentI
Mr. BROWN. He is in the Treasury Department; he is at present.

member of the tax simplification board.
In the criticism of the department by the National Industrial Con-

ference Board, I note ou page 2 it states"
Cases of arbit,rary and unreasonable assessments are by no means, rare, a

situation often due to immature judgment or lack of adequate knowledge on
the part of the Government official or agent.

Now, I would like to cite the case of the National Aniline Dye Co.
They put in a claim for' amortization and the case was disallowed by
the reviewing engineer. They felt that they were entitled to there
claim, but what was the result? They employed an attorney; of
course, it cost them a good round sum of money to do it; and he got
up a very elaborate brief and-

Senator CoUZENS. There was not anything wrong with that, wab
there?

Mr. BROWN. Was there anythiing wrong with thatI
Senator COUZENS. Yes.
Mr. BROwN. This National Aniline case ?
Senator Co6uzzNs. Was there anything wrong in their hiring an

attorney to get up a brief?
Mr. BROWN. Not a bit, but it shovs the expense they are put to

by the lack of knowledge on the part of some Government agents in
handling these big cases.
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When that brief came in, this engineer, after reading it, said,
"Well, I guess we will have to allow them their claim."

Doctor ADAMS. May I ask you a question?
Mr. BRowN. Yes, sir.
Doctor ADAMS. Is it your opinion, as a rule, that reviewing engi.

neers, or field engineers, decide doubtful points against the taxpayer
Do you think they r~ould, and do they, as a rule ?

Mr. BnowN. Yes, and no. I have in mind the case of a man where
I felt there was quite a question. I took it before Mr. Flournoy,
whom I consider to be one of the most fair and reasonable chief

engiers we had in the department, and I stated this case to him,
an I said, "I think, Mr. Flournoy, that this ought to be decided- in
favor of the Government." He. said "No; oh, hell, no; allow it. to
the taxpayer. We are not here to do the taxpayer." That shows
you what some of the egineers want to do how they want to treat
the taxpayer- but it is when it gets into the hands of men that do upt
understand tihe work that the harm is done.

I cited the case of where Government funds had been unlawfully
used in joy rides, yet there was nothing done about it. Ile section
was abandoned, or abolished, and, as I understand, the chief, De La
Mater, was requested to resign so as to stop any investigation.

I would like to cite a case here of how the taxpayer feels about these
things. I was assigned out on some cases up in New Jersey. One
of them was a large concern; and when I pAssed in my card I told the
attendant that I would like to see some official of the company.
That is what the appraisal engineers had to do; they were the men
who had to go out and represent the Government; the auditors never
had any occasion, as a rule, to get in touch with the heads in institu-
tions; we were the people' that had to do it. So after a while this
young lady said, "If you will go down to the end of the corridor, the
last office on the left, our president will see you."

I went in there and there was a gentleman I should judge about
60 years of age, wite hair, and plump, quite impressive. This is the
greeting I got: "So you fellows have finally got ready to take up our
amortization claim. Why ail this delay?"

And I had to go to work and give the best reason I could, on account
of delays. I told him the section was functioning at least 50 per cent
under what it 3hould be and that the taxpayers all over the country
through the press wero clamoring for taxes to be cut down and
administration affairs in Washington cut down. He had nothing
further to say or complain of on that source. So he said, " Well, what
basis are You working on?"

Well, I said, "we are taking up this case using 1916 prices, as of
June 30, as a base, and running our percentages from that, being
worked so as to arrive at a fair post-war cost. No; I see here that
you go back to the price in 1914, and that the department does not
consider."

He said "Is that what you are doing?" And he jumps up and he
said, ' " eight as well hold up my hands and let you fellows go right
through my pockets." He said, ' I guess I will have to see my Sena-
tor and see what you fellows are going to do down there."

That is the way people feel on the outside. 'I was talking awhile
ago with one of the members of the Republican National Committee
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and he told me he had an awful lot of trouble with the amortization,
claims.

"Look," he said, "I have a complaint right here in my pocket now,
from a large taxpayer out in Indiana, who said the case was investi-
gated and the report was written up, the amortization report was
written up way last January, and he said, "Here we haven't had
itaudited yet.' He said, "WhK is that; what is the reason? I want
tofind out. I am complaing, he said, "because we can not balance
our books; we don't know where we stand."

So I said, "Well, I will tell you what the reason is, that is not a
favored company; if it was there would be a little pink slip up in the
corner marked' xpedite.'P

"Well," he said, 'I will soon find out about this thing." He said,
"I had occasion to go down there a little time ago on another case
and I said to De La Mater, I said, why can't this case be audited?

"'Well, we haven't got men enough, haven't got auditors enough
to do it,' he said."

"Well, why the hell don't you get them?"
Senator COUZENS. You might just as well leave that language out.
Mr. BROWN. I am using his exact phrase, just what he used, sir.
Senator Couzrais. You might just as well leave it out.
Mr. BROWN. All right. They spoke about the activities of the

men that had gotten out from the department, but I will say one
thing, and that is, I was talking with the vice president, one day, of
the Baldwin Locomotive Work, and he told me, he said:" Mr. Brown, our firm has been pestered to death by professional
auditors to write up our claims, but I would not have anything to do
with them. We just bided car time, and one day there was a very
likely chap sent down here to go over our books from the department.
We saw that he understood his business and we grabbed him."

That is where the men go. That man, I understand was being
paid $100 a day for every day he put in at the Baldwin Locomotive
Uo.'s plant.

That shows you why the department's employees are in such great
demand.

The QARMAN. Is that all, Mr. Brown?
Mr. BROwN. That is all, sir, unless there may be something here-

of course, if there is anything that you want to know from an outside
standpoint in reference to the amortization section, I think I can give
it to you as well as anybody.

Senator COUZENS. Who designated the cases on which a pink slip
would be attached?

Mr. BRwwN. Why, they came from up above.
Senator CouzeNs. You do not know who designated them?
Mr. BRowN. No, no; somebody that had the power up above us,

over us.
Senator COUZENS. Were no cases expedited except those that had

the ftnk slip attached?
W. BROWN. No, no.

806
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TESTIMONY OF MR. A. C. RIRST, OP ERNST & ERNST, CLEVE-
LAND, CHIO

(The. witness was duly sworn by the chairman.)
Senator CouzzNs. I understand .yo ae here, Mr. Ernst, in the

interest of Mr. Mellon, or the Gulf Oil Corporation, to explain to the
committee as far as possible. the reasons for. the refund of some
three million six or eight hundred thousand dolars-I forgot the
exact figures. I think, Mr. Chairman, that he might just as well
proceed in his own way.

The CHAIRMAN. I think so. What is your business?
Mr. ERNST. 'Managing partner of Ernst & Ernst, certified public

accountants.
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you.been engaged in that business?
Mr. ERNST. Over 20 years.
The CHAIRMAN. In Cleveland?
Mr. ERNST. In Cleveland'
The CHAIRMAN. What is the other member of the firm?
Mr. ERNST. There are 9 other partners; 10 in all.
The CHAiRMAN. Under the firm name and style of Ernst & Ernst?
Mr. ERNST. Under the firm name and style of Ernst &,Ernst.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is the other Ernst ?
Mr. ERNST. There is no other Ernst; -there was a brother, who

retired some 17 years ago.
The CHAIRMAN. You just keep the firm name?
Mr. ERNST. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you incorporated?
Mr. ERNST. "We are a partnership, and always have been.
The CHiRMAN. Always have been a partnership?
Mr. ERNST. Yes; no corporation.
The CHAIRMAN. When were you employed by the Gulf OR Co.?
Mr. ERNST. Senator, if it meets your pleasure I have written out

here a chronological order of events that probably will give the whole
story. In September, 1919, I was consult by some banking
interests regarding a plan for a merger which they had in mind
which included the Gulf Oil Corporation. I should like to add
there that some publicity was given later regarding the merger
which involved the, Gtlf. This was not the matter that I was
retained in.

I went to Pittsburgh and met Mr. George S. Davison vice presi-
dent, also Mr. W. L. Mellon, president of the Gulf Oil Corporation.

''The CHAiRMAN. What relation is he to Andrew W.I
Mr. ERNST. He was a nephew, I, understand. This is W. L.

He was then, and I believe now is the president of the Gulf Oil
Corporation, the parent, controlling company. There are 13 sub-
sidianries, in addition, 14 in all.

The CHAmAN. The Gulf 'Oil is an independent company?
Mr.' ERNST. Yes; the entire discussion related to a p lan of audit

with the particular purpose in mind of ascertaining the real asset
values, net profits dividends, good will, etc. The importance of
determining the March 1, 1913 asset values was discussed at some
length. There was only incidental mention made of the Federal
tax return. In other words this was a. matter of a merger the
earning power, etc. It had nothing to do with the Federal tax
returns.
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Returning to- New York I submitted a written opinion to the
bankers under date of October 3, 1919, outlining the plan of pro-
cedure. On October 13, 1919, my firm was authorized to proceed
with the work under the program which I had recommended. We
immediately started a staff of our experts to verify book figures
and under the program we were to trace back the accounts to #the
organization of the company in 1907.
The items of goo6 will, and March 1, 1913 values were the im,

mediate considerations which we then had in mind.
In December, 1619, Mr. Davison, vice president of the Gulf Oil

Corporation authorized my firm to prepare tl 1919 Federal income
and profits tax return, and to review all prior returns, amending
such as were necessary, of the Gulf Oil Corporation and subsidiary
companies.

The 1917 and 1918 returns which covered the high tax years-
60 per cent in 1917 and 80 per cent in 1918-had nof been examined
by the Government; and Gulf Oil Corporation had prepared these
returns through their own people without outside assistance. It
had become apparent to me that Gulf Oil Corporation and subsidi-
aries had not employed a uniform and accurate basis in their book-
keeping covering such important items as depreciation, depletion,
obsolescence, etc., nor had any reflection of the March 1, 1913
values been recognized on the books of the corporation. As a matter
of fact, Mr. Davison had very definitely explained to me the policy
pursued in past years whereby a mqre or less arbitrary charge off
had been made at the end of each vear to cover all of these factors

In any report which we prepared looking forward to the basis of a
merger these elements were of great importance; and during the year
1919 the regulations of the Treasury Department had been greatly
clarified; in fact, to such an extent that definite ruling had been laid
down which it was necessary' for taxpayers to follow.. Qiite nat-
urally, then, in my several discussions with Mr. Davison, he felt that
considerable time could be gained by employing my firm to not only
prepare the 1919 return, which he understood would be prepared
under a somewhat different basis than the returns of prior years as
prepared by them, but also to revise the returns of prior years so that
these prior year returns would be on a uniform basis with the return
for the year 1919.

Senator COUZENS. Just at this point-do you mind being inter-
rupted, or would you prefer to finish your general statement first?

Mr. ERNST. Just as you please, Senator.
Senator CoUzENS. How far back did you go to revise their returns,

back to 1913?
Mr. ERNST. No, Senator; we went back to 1909, the date of the

first tax law affecting corporations.
Senator CouzEis. And did you send in revised retunis during those

periods?
Mr. ERNST. We did, sir.
Senator CouznNs. Had each year been settled independently as

you had gone along, or were they still open?
Mr. ERNST. Many of the prior year returns-that is, take for

instance, 1909; in is case we went to 1907, the inception of the
company to build up its records on the important feature of invested
capital, etc.-the date of the start of the corporation; but there was
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no tax on corporations until the year 1909, so that the returns were
amended from 1909 to date.

Senator CouzzNs. And are these amended returns in the records
that you propose to present to-day?

Mr. ERNST. Yes, sir.
Senator CouzENs. You may proceed.
Mr. ERNST. They are all here. Naturally it was quite apparent

to me that in view of the later regulations the returns of prior years
must, of necessity, be revised before-an accurate basis could be had
for the return of the year 1919 because of the changes in taxable
income invested capital, etc.

Oi January 22, 1920, I wrote a letter to Hon. Daniel C. Roper,
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, advising him that I was doing
certain work on the Gulf Oil Corporation tax return, and confirmed
in that letter a conference I had had with Mr. Roper on December 18,
1919, in which I had discussed with him in some detail the require-
ments of the Govennent in connection with the ascertainment of
the March 1, 1918, values. In other'words, I did not care to take the
responsibility of havii'g my client incur a large expenditure in the
preparation of schedules which, after completion, would not be in a
form satisfactory to thto Treasury Department. The letter to Mr.
Roper is as follows: W sJIING'rON, January 28, 18920.
In re Gulf Oil Corporation and subsidiary companies.
Hon. DANIEL C. ROPER,

Commissioner Internal Revenue, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR Sin: In our conference this afternoon with you, you suggested

that we see Mr. Callan. I am 91eased to report that Mr. Peacock and myself
did this and believe he understands the situation fully..

The Chairman. Who is heI
Mr. ERNST. Mr. Callan was Mr. Roper's chief assistant.

Following your further suggestion that a written memorandum be submitted
in regard to this matter in order to protect- the company against any penalties
which might result from the discovery of additional taxes by agents of your
office, we confirm the conference with, you on December 18, 1919, when Mr.
Peacock and myself brought to your attention the fact that we had bqen retained
by this corporation in connection'with a review of various tax features, and that
our work was now under way; also the fact that in due course of time after we
completed our work it is our purpose to file any amended returns which may
prove necessary.

In seeing you this afternoon the writer simply wished to convey the informa-
tion that we were making progress mnd we hope you have no immediate plans
whereby field examiners Will take up the investigation of these returns while
our work is still uncompleted.' We do hope, however, that when our services
are completed a field examination can be made by your examiners'so that the
whole matter can be disposed of promptly.

The writer wishes again to express his appreciation of the time and courtesies
extended by both yourself and Mr. (allan to-day. With best personal wishes,
I remain,

Faithfully yours, A. C. ERNST, Managing partner.

In this connection I may say further that the explanation of my
previous conference on December 18 1919, with Mr. Roper came
about through the fact that mu:h publicity had been given to a large
financial transaction whereby a prominent manufactuer had acquired
the holdings of certain minority stockholders in his company and I
had understood that Commissioner Roper had delegated a special

I
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staff of experts from his department to consider various phases -of
this tax problem, particularly having in mind the questions of good
will, March 1, 1913, value, which was tax free, and other matters.

I told Mr. Roper very frankly that I would very much, apperciate
the same cooperation and explained to him at some length the sihk-
tion which was confronting me which, in many respects, was similar
to this other case.
He (lid not give me any assurance of his cooperation and finally

asked me to see his chief assistant, Mr. Callan, which I did. Mr.
Callan stated that this other matter had required a good deal of the
time of a number of the chief men in the department and that they
were extremely busy and suggested that I proceed with the work we
were doing and take the matter up with him at a later date.

Mr. Callan did advise me that t e department had done absolutely
no work on the 'returns of the Gulf O'l Corporation, and that they
had no immediate plans to check up their returns in any way; and
he expressed satisfaction that we were reviewing the accounts of the
company along the basis which I outlined to him.

At no time during this entire period did I make any estimates of
tax savings to Mr. Davison, or to any other official of the Gulf Oil
Corporation or its subsidiaries. As a matter of fact, it was not possi-
ble for anyone to know what the final tax for any year would be until
all of our computations had been completed.

All of our amended returns from the year 1909, when the first
income tax law affecting corporations went into effect, up to and
including the year 1919, including all supporting schedules had been
filed with the department early in the year 1921; as I recall it, in Janu-
ary or early February. In other words, from early August or Sep-,
teinber, 1920, until the fore part of 1921 we were constantly completing
schedules and submitting them to the department in Washington fMr
examination.

Along in October, 1920, the field examiners from the department
in Washington took up the actual examination of the various sched-
ules in the returns, and as I recall it there were five on this work at
one time at the offices of the *company in Pittsburgh. The field
examiners did not complete their work until the middle of February,
1921, and there was approximately four months spent by the Govern-
ment examiners in actually checking the books of the company in
conducting the field amination. In addition to these field exam-

* iners there was a considerable force of engineers of the natural re-
sources division who had been giving their attention to the various
schedules relating to property values, location, depletion items, geol-
ogists' reports, etc. In addition to this the various representatives
in Washington attached to the audit review section of the consolidated
returns division had also been reviewing schedules and following the
work with the field examiners. As a matter of fact; after we had
completed all of our amended returns the year 1917, that is the first
high tax year, showed an additional tax liability of the Gulf Oil
Corporation and subsidiary companies in the amount of $87,002.44
over and above the tax which the coxipany had already paid.

A different situation pertained to the year 1918, however, because
the companies' officials had been working on this return which was
due to be filed in the year 1919, and on account of a new law having
been passed for the year 1918 the officials of the company decided
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to calculate the tax on substantially the same basis as the year before
without having properly considered the new provision in this law
pertainin to depletion Wllowance and discovery values. This was a
new feature in the 1918 law and no oil company was in a position to
anticipate the final result.

It should further be remembered that the law affecting the year
1918 was not finally passed by the Congress until February, 1919,
and the regulations were not promulgated until April 17, 1919; and
immediately many questions were raised regarding the interpreta-
tion of these regulations as affecting oil companies because of the new
problems which were confronting everyone.

The final adjustment of the taxes for the year 1918 showed an over-
payment made by Gulf Oil Corporation and its subsidiaries in the
amount of $1,430,931.79. This result for the year 1918 had not
been ascertained by us, however, before the return for the year 1919
was due, and the officials of the Gulf Oil Corporation, fully realizing
that we were making substantial changes in all of the prior year figures,
but not being in a position to know the effect thereof, determined
upon the policy of filing merely a tentative return for the year 1919
and paying thereon a substantial round amount of taxes.

The final result for the year 1919 showed that the arbitrary pay-
ments previously made purely as estimates were excessive to the
extent of $2,431,586.16.

These three years, therefore, 1917, 1918, and 1919, showed net
excessive payments by Gulf Oil Corporation and subsidiaries of
$8,775,515.51.

The CHARmAN. What year was that, Mr. Ernst? I did not get
thatI

Senator CouzENs. That was the total.
Mr. ERNST. 1917, 1918, and 1919.
The CHAiRMA. Did you then make the statement that that was

the total tax raid?
Mr. ERNST. I beg pardonI
The CuAIMAN. was that the total tax paid by that firm?
Mr. ERNST. May I read that again?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I was interrupted when Senator King came

in; I would like you to state that again.
Mr. ERNST. These three years, therefore, 1917, 1918, and 1919

showed net excessive payments by Gulf Oil Corporation and its
subsidiaries of $3 775,51551.

Senator KNG. That is assuming that the computations were made
different from'what you contend 4 ?

Senator CouzENs. No. I think not.
Mr. ERNST. No, Senator, this was the final result ascertained

after complete review by the Treasury Department. This was the
final report of the Treasury Department, the final communication.

The CrmAtmRm. For the years 1917, 1918, and 1919?
Mr. ERNST. Yes.
Senator KIN. There had been a change in the assessment some-

where, a rectification somewhere, as you contended.
Senator COUZENS. He said that they had changed their' whole

method of reporting for a period of years and this was the result.
Mr. ERNST. This was the net result; that is correct. In addition

to this the years prior to 1917-that is to say, the years 1909, 1910,
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1911, 1912, 1913, and 1914-showed additional taxes due to the Gov-
ernment from certain of the companies in the group; and these taxes
were assessed and paid notwithstanding the fact that all of them
had been outlawed under the statute of limitations, and" iotwith-
standing further that certain other companies in the same group had
overpaid their taxes for the same period; that is to say for the years
commencing 1909 to 1914, inclusive, and there were refunds due to
these companies from the Government, but owing to the expiration
of the statute of limitations the Gulf Oil Corporation was not in a
position to recover these overpayments and has not done so.

The CHnMAN. What is the amount of them?
Mr. ERNST. Something like $50,000. That is to say when the

final official Government letter came to us the Government took off
what was owing to it from 1900 to 1914 which had been outlawed.

The CHAIRMAN. What was the amount of that?
Mr. ERNST. Something like $60,000-less than $100,000--they

deducted that but there was no law by which they could pay us what
we had overpaid.
. The CHARMAN. The statute of limitations ran against you but
not against the Government?

Mr. ERNST. Well, it was a case where they were paying us back
money and they deducted everything that was owi to them.

The years 1915 and 1916 showed additional taxes due from some of
the companies and. overpayments as to others with net refunds for
the years 1915 and 1916 of less than $100,000 for all compares.

Claims for refund were filed in behalf of each company in the
form prescribed by the regulations prior to the date that Hon. A. W.
Mellon, Secretary of the Treasury, took office; and these claims for
refund were based upon the final audit and review previously made
by the Government officials, and were for the exact amount shown
in the Government's official communication known as "A-2" letter
dated February 28, 1921, and signed G. V. Newton, the then Deputy
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

Senator CouzENs. When were the refunds actually paid; do you
know?

Mr. ERNST. My recollecton, Senator, is that the actual payment
was made along the middle of April, 1921. •

Senator CouzENs. In one lump. sum or in different amounts?
Mr. ERNST. No, as to each subsidiary compan
Senator COUZENS. The last one was paid in the month following

Mr. Mellon's taking office; is that correct?
Mr. ERNST. I believe it was the middle of April, 1921.
TIhe "CHAMAN. What was happening from the time the allowance

was made until the same was actually paid? A period elapsed there
of a year and a half-no, not quite that much.

Mr. ERNST. No, you see the official letter, Mr. Chairman, came
February 28, that is when the Government had completed all of its
review.

The CHAIRMAN. That is February 28.
Mr. ERNST. 1921.
The CHAIRMAN. 1921. I was mistaken, then, as to the date.

Have you been the accountant having the taxes of this Gulf Oil Co.
in char e since that time?

Mr.E~RNST. In an advisory way only.

311
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The OCuAinmN. .1923?
Mr. ERNST. Yes. The ph of procedure; that is, the system and

the basis of these reports has been followed by the company in their
later returns. We have not officially made later returns.

The CHAIRMAN. You have not? •
Mr. ERNST. No; the basis established in the final communication

from the Government, February 28, 1921, has been adopted by the

The& ARmAN. That fixed the basis so that the figuring of the
tax was simply a matter of computation after that on the agreed
basis..

Mr. ERNST. That is correct.
The CnARMAN. During your consideration of this question did

you at any time have any conference with Mr. Mellon, either before
or after he became Secretary of the Treasury?

Mr. ERNST. Yes; I had just oie conference, in September, 1919,
amd that was when this merger basis had been under discussion.

The CHAIRMAN. Was that conference about taxes?
Mr. ERNST. It mentioned one feature of taxes which I took up

with Mr. A. W. Mellon, and that was the absolute necessity of our
establishing the March 1 1913, value. This was in September, 1919.
I have never talked with Mr. Mellon during the entire program of
this work, during the time it was going on, or after it was completed;
never saw him.

The CHARMAN. Have ou been the accountant for any other
company in which Mr. Mellon was interestedV

Mr. ERsT. Yes, I have.
The CmmAN. What other companies, Mr. Ernst?
Mr. ERNST. Well, the Standard Steel Car Co. is another one.
The QAiRmAN. Yes.
Mr. ERNST. We have as accountants for many years examined

soine of Mr. Mellon's banking institutions.
The C ItmAN. Yes.
Mr. ERNST. In Pittsburgh.
The CHAIRmAN. Have you at any time been directly employed by

him or had conferences with him in regard to those institutions?
Mr: ERNST. Never.
The CHAIRmAN. Never have at any time?
Mr. ERNST. No, sir.
The CHiRmAN. Who represented him in making dealings with

you, or contracts with you for your services?
Mr. ERNST. Well, as I related here really the initial interview I had

I was there alone and that was with Mr. W. L. Mellon, who was the
President of the Gulf Oil Corporation, Mr. Davison, the Vice Presi-
dent of that company, and later in the day after the program had been
tentatively agreed to by them on the merger basis, I discussed with
A. W. Mellon, this March 1, 1913 matter. That is Mr. A. W. Mellon
raised the question of the necessity of our going into matters so
thoroughly, and he asked the usual questions as to why we were doing
it, and why it was necessary.

Senator CouzENs. Can you tell us, Mr. Ernst, just what elements
entered into the change in these computations, just what factors made
the returns show overpayments?
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Mr. ERNSTr. I think unless you wanted to get into a highly technical
discussion, Senator, I could probably outline the broad considera-
tions.

This return involves about 37 volumes of typewritten matter.
It is a very large and detailed return, as you could appreciate with
all of these companies going back many years.

Under the 1.917 act, that is the law for that year and the 1918 law
as to fixing invested capital was exceedingly important. I take it
you men know that the question of the invested, capital, was to an
extent, the hub of the wheel of taxation for those years with the high
tax rate. The review of that feature was naturally important, but
probably more* important in this case. We had many concerns
citing one concern in New England whey'e it was the pride of that oZd
company that they had entirely written off their entire plant account
and equipment.

"Why," they said, "We haven't it on our books for anything,
just wrote -it off."

Well, I should say, reviewing my own experience, which has been
from the days I left school-I went into an accountant's office--so
that I have seen many cases of auditing financial matters for 25 years.
In the old days there was no policy, no rule for depreciation. The
O1 i method was that if a company had a good prosperous year with
substantial profits the board 6f directors. would probably write off a
considerable round amount. If the next year the earnings were not
so good they would write off less; and in many cases make no charge
off at all. Of course there was no uniformity going back for a pe-
riod of years so that the element--

Senator KING. You are speaking of general industrial corpora-
tions?

Mr. ERNST. General industrial corporations. Now, Senator, I
will come to the Gulf Co., just giving you that thought. In the
first place shares of the Guf Oil Co. were not listed on the New
York Stock Exchange-a few shares were sold in Pittsburgh. These
men had kept their books for years on a basis which was conservative
to them and no doubt satisfactory. That was no different than a
hundred corporations that I could tell you about. They had one
account where at the end of the year they would write off a certain
amount which meant depreciation, depletion, obsolescence, and these
other features.

Of course, when I came into the situation I immediately said:
Well, that must all be changed. For instance, here is the March 1, 1913,

value. The law permits you to establish that value, and as you are using up that
value it is tax free because you are using up and disposing of asset values you
had on March 1, 1913, which the law gives you without a penny of taxation.

In determining the position of the company that feature alone
made a considerable change in all of the figures.

Senator COUZENS. Right there, if you will pardon the interruption,
when the company made these retotrns to the Government in 1917
and 1918 before you got into the case did they use the figures that
they had set up in an arbitrary way?

Mr. ERNST. They had not set gem up in any way as to March
1, 1913; they had used these arbitrary write-offs simply as a deuc-
tion.

Senator KING. You mean for depletion and obsolescence, Senator?•

IJ
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Mr.. ERST. Yes, sir; all combined.
Senator COU0ZNS. After you got into the case then you found that

these set-ups jhad been too large; is that it?
Mr. E sT. No, we found this: .We found as to the year 1917

that the company actually owed $87,000 more taxes than they had
paid.

Senator Couzzs. But the reverse was the situation in 1918?
Mr., ERNST. In 1918 .the reverse was true, Senator, because we

had a new law which dealt on an entirely different basis with oil

Senator CouzzNs. Just explain that.
Mr. ERNkr. In 1918 there was a provision in the law which created

what we call discovery values. Are you men generally familiar with
thatil

Senator COUZENS. Yes.
Senator KINO. I do not see how it could apply to discoveries which

had been madeyears before and on which you had got your credit.
I Mr. ERNST. But, Senator, it did. You understand the larger oil
companies generally have four classes of property. There will be
an acreage that they are drilling actively, producing property; when
they have that producig area they have immediately another class
of property which they buy up surrounding it for protective pur-
poses. That is the second lasi. They have a third class which is
wilcat property; that is, exploration work, new fields. They have
a fourth class where they have determined that there are dry holes.

Supposing, under the 1918 law, that any oil company owned a lare
amount of property and had for many years, but had not developed it;
some one comes along and wildcats in the area and finds' a new well;
that is immediately met with these so-called offsetting wells. That
is, unless the other companies go in and put their own wells in that
territory the wildcatter is likely to get the oil. When we come
to the setting well there is clearly a dcovery value in the new field
which the 1918 law dealt with on a different basis than it had ever
been dealt with in 1917 or prior years.

Senator CouzEss. Just tell us now it is dealt with in the 1918 law.
Mr. ERNST. In 1918 let us assume a premise where we had some

property acquired years before; no wells in the vicinity, in the area
prescribed in the regulations, and a new man came in and drilled a
well. We immediately went in and offset it and had large produc-
tion. We are entitled under the 1918 regulations to put a discovery
value on that well; and the prices of oil were pretty high in 1918.
Now, wejput that discovery value on all of the data andwe are entitled
to a credit in our tax return on the basis of that discovery value.

Senator CoUZENS. How much?
Mr. ERNST. For the market value.
Senator OouzENs. You mean for the market value of all oil

extracted?
Mr. ERNST. Of the oil extracted.
Senator Knxo. Or for the alleged market value of the property.
Mr. ERNST. No; supposing that we had in the income of the -year

1918 a certain amount of oil. We wou4l first follow the regulations
which are very clearly set down in 1919 pertaining to those of va].n
that well. Now that means the location and the area of it and the
map, and the drilling, and all that. We have to determine, therefore,



: the basis of credit that we are alloved to take on that well against

the oil that wo tore out and sell. It is the am6lint of credit thit We
are allowed against our income'_

Senator CouzENs. Can you explain tome hoW it is possible to give
a larger credit for depletion than the earnings of the company show?
That has come up in a number of our hearings.

Mr. ERNST. I think thi- would be more clear, if it would be'f any
advantage to you gentlemen, to refer to the Government regulations
on this subject. They are quite exhaustive and quite clear and were
made in 1919.

Senator Couz.s. If you can answer that question by referring to
them, all right; try to answer it the best way you can.

Mr. ERNST. I will refer hereto Treasury Decision 2956, made in
December, 1919.

Senator CouzENs. Did that decision apply to the returns of the
year 1918?

Mr. ERNST. That laid down the basis under which these factors
for prior years in 1917 had to be detetmified as to "iaps, geologists'
reports, and other datti for the natural resources, division. Probably
I can explain your question; I think I can clarify it. You wanted
to know the basis whereby an oil company can get a greater credit
than its income; was that it?

Senator CouzkNs. That is it.
Mr. ERNST.' Supposing that in the year 1918 with the market

price of oil high that we had found the new discovery of a well, that
s, it was a new well in a new territory. We had the output in barred;
naturally we sold it, and will assume at the market price. As against
that income which wb received we we're entitled to take credit, and
there were several-

Senator KING. For the discovery value you mean?
Mr. ERNST. For the discovery value. We were entitled to take

from that regular depreciation on the equipment, on the'drilling
rigs etc. That was one credit. We were entitled to take credit for
depletion, taking that oil out of the property. 'Now, if that dis-
covery was made and valued within 30 days of the discovery on the
basis of a certain market value there, it might follow that i a year
later, 1919, if the market value of oil went down, that the credit we
were receiving might be larger; that is, the credit that had been
established under this ruling, because you make the bagis of the
credit on the facts as they then were.

The CHAmMAN. I think you are all right on your law, but I do not
agree with the law. A man comes in and pokes down a well; he
discovers oil; you drill an offset well right by it and then you become
the di coverer too, you discbver it over again, and you are entitled
to credit on that offset there for the amount of oil'taken out--dis-
covery value, but you did not discover it at all.

Mr. ERNST. But may I say-L- _-
The CHAIRMAN. You did notdiscover it. I am not quafteling

with your interpretation of the''a" ; Iam qua~eling with the law
itself.

Mr. ERNST. Of course I can' s&y 'this' in the absene of, probably
reading a rather.long Treasury Departmeint ruling 6xt the subjectt,

i.. that tie element of the diseovey valu' i ry elea~y defined as to
i9299-24--P 2-7
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what you could do. Now, in fairness to any oil proposition--sup-
posing that an acreage we owned had not been drilled and a man went
in and developed a new well, what basis of credit would you allow him ?

Senator KING. You ought to allow him-
The CA& AN. That is not the point; you have this well drilled

and you drill an offset well; then you get a discovery value to the full
amount of the oil taken out although you do not discover any.

Mr.- ERNST. That is limited by a certain area, an acreage of a
hundred and sixty acres.

The CIMAN. A hundred and sixty acres; that is my recollection.
Nevertheless that is big enough to take up your offset territory.

Mr. ERNST. As a rule-
Senator KING. Assume that you had property there which might

have cost you about a thousand dollars an acre and was carried on
your books at a thousand dollars an acre; somebody comes along, as
Senator Watson just indicated, drills a well in contiguous territory,
gets oil, and you drill an offset well and bring in oil of such volume
as to give it a value in the market say of $2,000,000, and you are
getting enormous production from that which you are selling for
cash; instead of payng any dividends upon that you begin to figure
and to say, "While it is true we only paid $160,000 for the 160 acres,
now that we have got a well there on it it is worth $2,000,000; we are
depleting it because it is running 10,000 or 20,000 barrels a dy."
You figure first the value of your land; you say that land now isworth
$2,000,000 although it only cost you $160,000, and you deduct that;
then you deduct depletion and the first thing you know you have the
Government indebted to you. Is not that the way you operate it ?

The O Mnw.AN. You left out obsolescence and depreciation on the
drilling, rig.

Senator KING. Yes; obsolescence, depreciation, overhead; is not
that the way you operate it?

Mr. ERNST. Answering your question-
Senator KING. Waiving technicalities that is the net result, is it not?
Mr. ERNST. There woud be a large credit.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I think the law gives them the right to do

that.
Senator KING. I deny that it does, Senator.
Mr. ERNST. And the 1918 law--
The RMAN. I do not think there is any doubt about that. A

Mr. ERNST. And the 1918 law provided this feature that was new,
the discovery value. I

Now, we could take the maps here of any well that might interest
you and show you exactly the geography ofit and the drilling record,
and the whole thing and the area, and date of discovery, so that the
record is very complete on each well.

Senator KiNG. The fact is that property which you regarded two,
three, or four months before you struck oil, was of smalr value, two
or. three hundred thousand doars, becomes in the market excessively
valuable and produces income of twenty, thirty or forty thousand
dollars a day, instead of there being a tax upon that of any consider-
able amount, or tax at all, by the method adopted of allowing deple-
tion and ascertaining value, and deductions, and so on, you avoid,
or rather you do not pay any tax of any considerable amount not-
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.withstanding you made a profit of two or three million dollars upon
the enteprise.

Mr. EgNST. There is no doubt, Senator, that you are entitled under
the regulations to a credit. All of these oil companies own acreage
which they had not proven, they had not drilled. Some of that
acreage may had been purchased very cheap and carried for years.
Here is another well goes up, opens up a new oil field. There is no
doubt that that element coming in there vastly enhanced that
property.

Senator Kixo. Yet if a man had a piece of real estate worth $10,000
in 1913, and, because of a boom coming along, he sells it in 1920 for
$100,000, he would have to pay a tax on $90,000, the difference be-
tween the two amounts, would he not?

Mr. ERNST. He would be entitled to the March 1, 1913, value.
Senator KiNo I am assuming it cost $10,000. Your well wak

intrinsically worth no more on the 1st of March than his house with
relation to values in 1918, but because of some adventitious circum-
sttinces you are forced to drill an offset well; then you secure all that
enormous value and claim these credits?

Mr. ERNST. Well, I think that we should consider that discQvering
oil wells in new territory involves many losses as well as profitable
vantures.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you take into consideration the loss and gains
of the whole enterprise in determining what you did with that whole
well? That is to say, the Gulf Oil Co., with all of its subsidiaries,
may have great investment, may have great losses, may have a great
deal of dry territory, but they bring in this one well, and you take
all the property into consideration of course, when you go to deter-
mine the tax of that corporation, do you not?

Mr. ERNST. Yes, Senator.
Senator CouzENs. Not what you take on that one well.
Mr. ERNST. Butyou must deal with each well.
The CHAIRMAN. You have to deal with each well.
Mr. ERNST. Each well; under the Treasury regulations you must

submit the same detail for each well.
Doctor ADAMS. What is the custom, Mr. Ersnt, or what was the

habit with respect to the losses sustained in dr) wells? Would
those losses be charged off against income from other properties, or

A would they be charged against the capital value derived from dis-
covery value?

Mr. ERNST. In the Gulf case-I an not answer your question
broadly as to any other large oil company-'but in. the Gulf case the
cost of the dry wells was charged off.

Doctor ADAMS. Charged offagainst current income ?
Mr. ERNST. Yes- as a loss.
Doctor ADAMS. i think that is the general practice under the

law and I call the committee's. attention to it because I think it is
improper and an unjust feature. Discovery values are set up pri-
maNly to recoup the producer for each discovery, and he would not
get the losses; they are not charged against the capital values ob.
tained from discovery but are charged against current income. I
think you have done just exactly what every other oil producer has
done, but I regard it as a very unfair feature of the law.
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Mr. ERNST. I have never checked up against many oil companies.
Of course I have offices in Houston, Fort Worth, Dallas,. San Antonio,-
and New Orleans, and I have seen much wild batting in oil. Texas
had quite a period when oil was the headliner and many people
went into it. They found many shallow pools. But here was a
situation, for instance, under the 1917 law with the war on and
the demand for oil very great. Supposing that an individual under
the 1917 law went in and wild catted and was fortunate enough toVet a large well and he was offered a million dollars on the ground
or it. *The tax on that proposition was so great that the hazard

the venture plus the tax practically nullified any profit to be gained
from exploiting the oil field.

The CHAihMAN. Have you been the accountant for other oil com-
panies?

Mr. ERNST. Only in a minor way, Mr. Chairman; not any of these
so-called large oil companies. We have had many of these investi-
gations in Texas of these minor companies where, unfortunately,
stockholders lost a great deal of their money.

The CHImRMAN. You applied this same law then at other times?
Mr. ERNST. These are the standard regulations I should like to

say here, if it would add anything to the bought which seems to be
in your mind, that the matter of this discovery value and the drilling
records, and area, and sands, and location of the territory is very
largely a matter of geologist work and dealt with in the natural
resources division of the department as a separate thing, and my
experience has been that thay have gone into it very minutely acting
under the Treasury regulations.

Senator KING. Is it not your experience that those oil-producin
companies, by the construction placed upon the law, have escaped
paying any amount of tax for the oil production, no matter how great
the production was?

Mr. ERNST. I think, Senator, the word "escaped"-
Senator KING. Well, they did not pay, then?
Mr. ERNST. They simply had a certain basis of credit which was

applied against their income.
Senator KING. Yes, I assumed that, that under the interpretation

placed upon the law the result was that these producing oil companies
notwithstanding the large production during the past five or six
years, with the credits which they have been allowed for discovery
value and for depletion, and for wear and tear, and for exhaustion,
and for obsolescence, and expenses has resulted in their not paying
any taxes on the product from those wells.

Mr. ERNST. I would not say they have not paid any because they
have; Gulf oil has paid taxes.-

The CHAIRMAN. What proportion of the net income of the Gulf
Oil Company was paid in taxes for the years 1917, 1918, and 1919?

Mr. i RNST." I really could not say; I have not the figures here.
Senator COuzENS. Could you take those figures out bf the records

we have here you figureI out of th. rcd
Mr. ERNST. If all the records are here--they are voluminous-I

could get those figures.
SenatOr CoZNs. Could you say offhand. whether after these

amended returns were made and the refunds granted it left ahy taxes
paid by the Gulf Oil Co. in those years?
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Mr. ERNST. Oh, yes; it left taxes that the 'company paid.,
Senator CouZENS. I hold in my hand here the amended return

for the period from January 1, 1918, to December 31, 1918.
Senator KING. 19191 1 . I I
Senator CouzENs. No; to December 31, 1918. An agreement

under section 1312 was entered into. I understood the other day
from the solicitor, Mr. Hartson, or some other member of the staff
of the bureau, that there had been no requests on the part of the
bureau to settle under section 1312. Is that right, Mr. Hartson?

Mr. HARTSON. That is correct.
Senator Couzpss. Have you a copy of the agreement that was

entered into under this section in this case?
Mr. HARTSON. Senator, I do not know that we have a copy here.

They are in printed form, and follow the language of the statute.
I can easily'get you one, if there is not one in the files here.

Senator CoUzENS; Will you see if there is one in the file here,
because it says here that:

This return has been closed by agreement under section 1312 of the revenue
act of 1921. Under no circumstances other than those outlined in that section
must any additional assessment or reduction of tax liability be made.

The agreement was dated August 11, 1923, I would like to see if
we have that agreement.

Mr. HARTSON. Yes; I think we have a copy of that.
Senator; you asked Mr. Ernst, but he was not able to furnish

you the answer, what the amount of the tax was left due for the
year 1918, for instance, after this refund had been granted, and I
am reading now from the A-2 letter, one of the schedules of that
letter, which has been testified to here by Mr. Ernst as having been
dated February 28, 1921, and which formed the basis for the final
adjustment for those years.,

The corrected tax for the year 1918 for the Gulf Oil Corporation
and its subsidiaries was $1,902,532.33. That is the amount that was
left due and remained unrefunded. It was the true tax liability of
the company for that year, as finally determined.

Senator COUZENS. And was it actually- paid?
Mr. HARTSON. And was actually paid.
Senator COUZENS. Mr. Hartson, will you give us those other

figuresT
Mr. HART5O.N. Those figures that Senator Couzens asks for cov-

ering the tax paid for the three years, 1917, 1918, and 1919, of the
Gulf Oil Corpoartion, after the refunds had been granted, are as
follows:

The tax paid for 1917 was $3,549,016.48. The net income for that
year was $18,395,219.92.

For the year 1918 the tax paid was $1,902,532.33. The net income
for that year was $11,698,267.28.

For the year 1919 the tax paid was $368,413.84. The net income
for that year was $4,613,015.38.

Senator COuZENs. Mr. Ernst, can you tell us why, in 1917, the tax
paid was between 18 and 20 per cent of the net revenue, in 1913 it
was about 15 per cent, and in 1919 it was about 8 per cent? Can
you explain the drop from about 20 per cent to about 8 per cent
which took place in the proportion of the net earnings paid to the
Government? I

81.9
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Mr. ERNST. Well, as I see the computations, Senator Couzens, the
year 1917 was slightly less than 20 per cent.

Senator COUZE S. Yes.
Mr. ERNST. Do we check there?
Senator COUZENS. Yes.
Mr. ERNST. The year 1918 was about 18 per cent, and the year

1919 was about-
Senator COUZENS. About 8 per cent.
Mr. ERNST. Yes; a little over 8 per cent.
Senator COUZENS. Yes.
Mr. ERNST. Well, I take it that 1917 and 1918 are fairly close

together; that is, about 20 per cent and 18 per cent. In 1919, the
profits, you see, had dropped from $11,700,000 in 1918 to only
$4,600,000, so that there was a heavy fall in the net profit.

Senator COUZENS. The percentage would change in proportion to
the fall, would it?

Mr. ERNST. Yes. sir.
Doctor AvAMS. These figures cover both income and profit, do

they not?
Mr. ERNST. Oh, yes; that is the total tax.
Senator CouzzNs. I asked the solicitor for a copy of the agreement

that was made with the Gulf Oil Corporation under section 1312 of
the revenue act of 1921. The said agreements were dated August 11,
1923. I show you the agreements, and ask you if you drew those
agreements, or knew anything about them?

Mr. ERNST. I had nothing to do with them, Senator.
Senator COUZENS. You had nothing to do with that?
Mr. ERNST. My work terminated when the official communication

known as the A-2 letter, came in on February 28, 1921.
Senator COUZENS. Mr. Hartson, could you'tell us why, if the final

adjustment was made on February 28, 1921, about four days prior to
Mr. Mellon taking office, it took from that date to August 11, 1923.
to obtain a final settlement under section 1312?

Mr. HARTSO.N. I think it did not take that long to obtain the agree-
ment, Senator Couzens. Having no personal knowledge of it, I can
only tell you my view of it, but I think it was probably asked for
during that interim. They only asked for the agreement a short time
before it was finally entered into.

Senator CoUZms. What was the purpose of asking for an agree-
ment as late as Auust, 1923?

Mr. HARTSON. [-can not answer that, Senator. The purpose of
entering into a 1312 agreement is well stated by the section itself.
It permits a taxpayer to, except for certain contingencies-roughly
speaking, those of fraud-have his tax finally determined through
some later readjustment by some official of the Government. It
introduces into a tax liability an element of certainty, which is highly
desirable and whith can only be obtained, ordinarily speaking, by the
running of the statute of limitations.

Senator CouzENs. Then, the Government, under section 1312, does
not ask for any settlement?

Mr. HARTSON. As a matter of policy, I think the Government has
not invited agreements under section 1312. The reason for that, I
think, is that the Government does not go back over these cases and
attempt to introduce any new elements into them.. In other words,

I EKIIN I
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the Government officials have before them these cases which are yet
unsettled, rather than those that have been once determined, and
those cases that have been determined and are closed are not again
referred to by the Government officials unless the taxpayer comes in
,with some sort of request or claim.

Senator COUZENs. Have you any files brought down here showing
requests for settlement under section 1312?

Mr. HARTSON. I have not been personally through the file.
Mr. GRERNIDGE. Yes; there is such here.
Mr. HARTSON. Is there a request filed there?
Mr. GREENIDGF. Yes.
Senator CouzENs. Please let me see it.
Mir. HARMS0N. I might say it is not at all unusual for taxpayers

to put in requests for settlement of their tax liability, under section
1312, sometimes a year or more after their case has been finally closed
in the bureau. Some taxpayers are not advised of section 1312.
They (1t not know of it untilsome time has gone by.

Senator CoUzENs. While looking up this request for a settlement
tinler section 1312, can you give me the amended returns for the
year 1919?

Mr. HARTSON. Oh, yes; they are all here, Senator. I think in the
files that the Senator has there is the copy of the meeting of the
board of directors of the Gulf Oil Corporation, authorizing the
entering into the agreement under section 1312.

Senator COuZENS. Yes; I saw that here.
Mr. HARTSON. I do not know whether the letter would be in

there or not.
The Senator has asked for the letter in which request was made

that returns for the year 1917 and 1918, inclusive, be settled on the
1312 agreement. It appears from our records that no letter of
transmittal was ever received by the company, but this resolution
the 'Senator has saked about, authorizing it, was brought here by
some official of the company and left With the bureau officials.
There was no letter transmitting it. The Senator has asked for the
1919 returns, and this is the tentative return that Mr. Ernst has
spoken of, and is the return itself which was later filed.

Senator CouzENs. In dealing with these questions, Mr. Ernst, did
You have an attorney?

Mr. ERNST. We had no attorney, outside of the company's
attorney.

Senator CouzEws. Who was the company's attorney?
Mr. ERNST. Judge Batts was tLXe leg-al counsel-of the Gulf Oil Co.
Senator CouzENs. During none of this time, did you have any

other attorney than this one whom you have just named?
Mr. ERNST. I had no conference with any other attorney; no, sir.
Senator COUZENS. Did you have any discussion with regard to

depletion allowances being made to the lessee versus the lessor, or
both, or do you know anything about that?

Mr. ERNST. Well, I liew that problem came up, because there
were properties owned in fee, as well as under leasehold, and the
legal matters in connection with that were handled by the company's
legal department.

Senator CouzExs. As I understand it, the first ruling was that
there was no depletion credit allowed to the lessee.
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Mr. ERNST. Yes; I think thav, is correct.
Senator CO UZNS. Was not that ruling afterwards changed, so

that a depletion allowance was allowed to the lessee?
Mr. ERNST. I believe it was; yas, sir.
Senator CouzENS. Do you know when that took place?
Mr. ERNST. I do not. It was entirely a legal matter, and the

basis of dealing with the company's property was established by
their legal department. Our feature was purely the accounting end.

Senator COUZENS. Doctor Adams, do you know anything about
how that was done within the bureau? You were connected with
the bureau for some time, as I understand.

Doctor ADAMS. My impression is that the lessees were first granted
the-depletion allowance in the 1918 law; that up to 1918, that was
refused; namely, up until the 1918 law, the lesse could not claim
depletion. That was the regulation until modified a couple of years
ago, I think in 1922.

Mr. ERNST. I think there was a distinct reversal, Doctor Adams,
was there not, on that previous ruling?

Mr. I.JNZEL. That was Treasury decision 3386.
Senator COUZENS. Can you read that Treasury decision into the

record?
Doctor ADAMS. The substance of that Senator, was that thu lessee

v -Y.Up until that time,might be liven depletion in the oil ".ndsty U mentls and il.,
the lessee fad been denied depletion, both for solid minerals and oil.

Mr. GREENIDGE. Here it is.
Senator Couz.Ns. When this ruling was made, did both the lessor

and the lessee receive depletion credits?
Mr. HARTSON. I can not tell you about that.
Mr. Ernst de you know whether the Gulf Oil Corporation owned

a considerable amount of land under lease?
Mr. ERNST. Yes: the had quite a few leases.
Doctor ADAMS. Did they obtain depletion on that prior to 1918?
Mr. ERNST. I believe they did; yes. I believe it was under this

later ruling.
Doctor ADAMS. What time was your case settled?
Mr. ERNST. In Febiuary, 1921.
Doctor ADAMS. Did the regulations open to the public at that

time permit the deduction for depletion of oil and gas wells to lessees?
M. ERNST. I know that the subject was under discussion with

the legad department of the Gulf Co., and that they had taken the
position, as I remember it, that they were entitled to it. In other
words, many of these early oil regulations were not as clear as they
later became, and our instructions from the Gulf Co.'s legal division
were to treat fee property 3nd lease property on the same basis.

Doctor ADAMS. That position has recently been confirmed by a
decision of the circuit court of appeals has it not; or do you know?

Mr. ERNST. I do not know. T believe that various legal phases
of this case were before the solicitor's department at that time.

Doctor ADAMS. Did you discuss lessee depletion in the course of
the settlement?

Mr. ERNST. No; not in the course of settlement. I had nothing
to do with it.

Doctor ADAMS. You do not know whether that fact was brought
to the attention of the department or not?
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* Mr. ERNST. Yes; I know it was.
Doctor ADAMS. ihe department allowed the lessee depletion?
Mr. ERNST. Yes; because our schedules clearly showed the date

of the lease, if we had leased property, and if it was fee property.
Doctor ADAMS. The printed regulations which wore given to the

public however, were to the effect that the lessees could not claim
depletion; is not that correct?

Mr. ERNST. There was something going on in the solicitor's
department on those Treasury decisions at the time. I am well
aware of that. There was considerable controversy. We had a
case which went to the Supreme Court, quite a famous mining case,
the Biwahick mining decision. We were interested in it, where that
issue was involved, and I know there was a good deal of question as
to just the basis; but ih this case the return and the basis of it were
brought to the attention of the Government.

Senator CoUzErNs. I would like to ask the engineer who handed
me the Treasury decision to come around here.

Mr. Greenidge, when did you enter the department?
Mr. GREENDGE. October 4, 1920.
Senator COUZENS. Do you remember this decision which was

approved by Secretary Mellon on August 22, 1922, dealing with the
depletion on oil andgas properties?

Mr. GREENIOE. Yes, sir; if it is Treasury decision 3386, which I
presume it is.

Senator COUZENS. According to this book, that was approved by
the Secretary of the Treasury.

Mr. GRENENGEI. On August 22, 1922.
Senator Couz.Ns. Was that the first time that you were familiar

with the allo'rance for depletion to lessees?
Mr. GREENJGE. No sir; I could not say that it was.
Senator CouzE#s. When did you first become familiar with the fact

that the Treasury Department, or the Internal Revenue Bureau,
allowed depletion to lessees as well as to hessorsI

Mr. GtEENWGE. Not until this date was it allowed, generally
speaking, unless a man-it was not allowed.

Senator CouzENs. You say generally speaking.
Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes.
Senator COUZENS. Well, just what do you mean?
Mr. GREEMDGE. I should not have interjected "generally speak-

ing." Not prior to that date was it allowed.
Senator CouzSs. Do you know of any case where it was allowed

prior to that date?
Mr. GREP.NIDGE. No, sir; there might have been cases that I did

not know of but I personally have no knowledge of any cases. I
night amplify that a little, if I may. The discussion of that allow-
ance had been going on before I entered the department, and because
of the language of section 214 (a) of the revenue act of 1918 the last
sentence of which reads as follows:

In the case of lessees, deductions allowed by this paragraph shall be equitably
apportioned between the lessor and the lessee-

It became quite evident that this point would sooner or later be
raised, and it could not be acted upon by the department the con-
sensus of opinion being that there would be no means of denying
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such deduction to the lessee in view of the clearness of the statute on
that subject.

Senator Couz s. The statute provides that an equitable allow-
ance be made between the lessor and lessee. How is that equitable
allowance arrived at?

Mr. GREENWGE. Well, ordinarily the lessor owns one-twelfth of
the production of the property. The one-twelfth is not fixed, how-
ever. In some instances it is one-sixth, in some instances one-eighth,
and in some instances it runs up as high as 40per cent, the lessee own-
ing the remaining amount, and if an equitable apportionment is to
be made within the limits of the statute, of course, the lessee would
be entitled thereby to an allowance.

Senator CouzENS. Mr. Ernst testified, as I recall-and if I am
not correct, Mr. Ernst will correct me--that depletion was allowed
the lessee in the Gulf Oil Co. case for the years 1917, 1918 and 1919.

Mr. HARTsON. Now, Senator I think Ishould interrupt there to
call the Senator's attention to tIe A-2 letter, bearing date of Febru-
ary 28, 1921, which is the letter Mr. Ernst testified to, and call the
Senator's attention to the last paragraph in it, which reads as follows:

The amount of the over-assessment above mentioned is subject to an amend-
ment upon the final determination as to the deductibility of loss, exhaustion or
amortization of useful value based on the March 1, 1913 values of the lease-
holds allowed in the above computation for the years 1916 and 1917.

In other words, the question apparently at that time was still in
the air, although the letter had settled it on the basis of the allow-
ance, subject to later alteration, if the question was raised.

Senator COUZENS. What have you to sa in connection with the
years 1918 and 1919, Mr. Hartson? This letter that you have just
referred to does not refer to the years 1918 and 1919.

Mr. HARTSON. And the law itself, which Mr. Greenidge has already
made reference to, specifically allows it for those years. In those
earlier years, there was no reference in the law to depletion on
leaseholds.

Senator COUZENS. Will you tell me why this decision of the
Treasury Department of August 22, 1922, was made, if it was clearly
understood that the settlement was made with the Gulf Oil Cor-
poration?

Mr. HARTSON. The decision merely publishes to the public
generally that that is the decision.

Senator COUZENS. In other words, the Gulf Oil Co. knew what the
decision was in 1921, when they made their settlements, and it was
allowed in 1916, 1917, 1918, and 1919, although the public did not
know it until August, 1922?

Mr. HARsON. I think, Senator, the Treasury decision which hqs
been referred to should be read. It covers the years. 1916 and 1917,
which the law did not cover.

Senator COUZENS. Yes; but it was not approved until August 22,
1922, and I would. like to inquire how the public is going to know about
these decisions if they are published years after the allowance has
been made to certain corporations.

Mr. HARTsO N. I do not know any way, Senator, for the public to
know until there is some form of publication. After the publication
is made, however, those who have become informed by reason of the
publication may reopen cases and take advantage uf the ruling and
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the Treasury decision. Why that was delayed, I do not know. I
was not here then, and I can not explanM that; but the mere fact that
it was finally published, everybody Waving notice of it then and being
able to take advantage of it, I can not see that anybody has been
prejudiced.

Doctor ADAMS. Can a Treasury regulation, Mr. Solicitor, be re-
voked by letters sted by a deputy commissioner?

Mr. [ATSON. It can not.
Doctor ADAMS. What was the existing Treasury regulation at the

time this letter was written
Mr. HARTSON. At the time the letter was written?
Doctor ADAMS. Yes.
Mr. HARTSON. The existing Treasury decision?
Doctor ADAMS. Yes.
Mr. HARTSON. At the time the letter was written, the Govern-

ment made no allowance for depletion of leasehold.
Doctor ADAMS. Formally speaking, that was the law; until this

other Treasury decision was issued, that was the formal interpreta-
tion of the law, was it not? .

Mr. HARTSON. Thit was a formal interpretation of the law up
until this Treasury decision was issued.

Senator CouzNs. In making up your schedules, Mr. Ernst, in
these amended returns, can you tell us what additional allowance
was received by the Gulf Oil Corporation for depletion allowed to the
lessee?

Mr. ERNST. I could not say offhand, Senator, no. That would be
a matter of computation, and I should have to go through the entire
depletion and segregate it.

Senator COUZNS. Is there axny member of your staff here, Mr.
Hartson, who can tell us from these records that you have brought
down the amount of allowance received because of depletion al-
lowed to the lessee?

Mr. HARTSON. I think it ca4 be shown, yes, Senator.
Senator COUZENS. I wish you would have some of your staff look

it up, please.
Mr. HARTSON. I would like to have the Senator restate his ques-

tion, so that we can understand thoroughly what is wanted.
Senator COUZENS. My question was that, after it was determined

to allow the Gulf Oil Corporation, as lessee, a depletion credit for the
years 1916, 1917, 1918, and 1919, how much, in dollars and cents,
did that mean to the Gulf Oil Corporation.

Mr. GRE IDWGE. Senator, I will have to answer that question by
saying that while we have a number of figures before us on the gen-
eral subject, we have them as totals. We would have to segregate
them to show what was allowable to fee ownership and to lessor
ownership.

Senator CouzENs. Well; Mr. Ernst testified thai he made up all
of these scheudles, and you checked the schedules. Certainly, the
schedules must sh - what was allowed by the lessee depletion.

Mr. GREFN-DGE. Yes sir; the schedules do show it.
Senator COUZENS. Where are the I
Mr. GREENIDGE. They are here, Sut we have not computed it to

show that particular item which you have requested.
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Senator Couzzs. Well, in making up* the schedules, how could
you arrive at a schedule without havIng in the schedule such an im-
portant item as an allowance for depletion to the lessee?

-Mr. GaEzmmhoz. We have that, sir.
Senator COUZENS. Well, where is it ?
Mr. GBEENmiDGE. I have it before me, but it is in grand totals, and

it does not show what proportion of actual production came from lessee
property. They were owners in fee, lessors, joint operating owners,
ancl lessees.

Senator COuzENS. Yes; but when you came to arrive at these
claims made by the corporation, you had to have a set of figures.

Mr. GREENuDGE. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENS. To prove these totals.
Mr. GREiMDGE. Yes, sir.
Senator Coumas. Where are the set of figures that proved these

totalsI
Mr. GRzENDmG. They are in the files here.
Senator COUZENS. Well, that is what I want.
Mr. GREENDGE. Well, we would have to take the entire files----
Senator CoUzNs. Well, that is what I want. I want the files.

I want to show just what the allowance is on lessee depletion.
Mr. H-RTSON. Senator, if you have no objection to our having

the necessary time to segregate those figures, we can segregate them
by to-morrow.

Senator CouZNSN. Well, they are all here, are they not?
Mr. HAnTsoNq. The engineers tell me that it could not be done by

to-morrow.
I would like to ask Mr. Ernst whether, in the schedules that he

has brought with him and has in his own files, he has such a segrega-
tion. . %

Mr. EnNST. I think, Mr. Hartson, that we may get a little better
picture of this in considering that there are about 37 very large type-
Written volumes covering these schedules, and that each company
has its own schedules, and there is a mixed ownership in each company.
Now, all of the data that Senator Couzens is inquiring about is there.
I woula not care to give any figures until I reviewed that and checked
it off, L cause the plan of operation might be clarified, when I say
that, first of all, these depletion schedules for various companies and
in different territories were built up; they were constantly sent into
your natural resources department, because of the location, the
territory, and the conditions. As they checked them off and reviewed
them, parcel by parcel, we depleted them, and naturally altogether
for one company; that is, to bring the returns of one company to-
gether, so that in this return that the Senator has referred to is simply
the total which is given; it is what the return calls for.

Now, all of these individual returns, by each of these companies,
of course, are segregated.' This is the consolidated return of all of
the figures grouped-together. The Government has received the
entire detailed information on each company, and has reviewed it.

Senator COUZENS. I understand that, and that is all I am asking
for-the figures that they checked when they 0. K'd your claim
for depletion. That is perfectly simple.

Mr. ERNST. Yes.
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Senator CouzNs. I should not think there would be much dif-
ficulty in getting that.

Mr. ERNST. I say, Senator, the figures are here, but there is an'
amount of labor involved in resegregating them, as you have. put
the question. We have segregated them, as the Government return
was printed, as required.

Senator COUZENS. But to substantiate these figures, the schedules
have been submitted.

Mr. ERNST. Exactly so.
Senator CouzENs. Now, these schedules are here.
Mr. ERNST. They are.
Senator CouzENs. So as not to unnecessarily delay these pro-

ceedings, I will ask the auditors and engineers Ythey can pick out
just one case of one corporation, from the many subsidiaries that
are a part of the Gulf Oil Corporation, and show how much was
allowed for depletion to the lessee.

Mr. IANZEL. From this volume that you are working on, I think
we can got it for 1917.

Senator CouzNs. While the engineers are looking that up, I
will ask Mr. Greenidge if he knows of any other case, not comected
with the Gulf Oil Corporation, where the depletion was allowed the
lessee prior to the rulings promulgated in August, 1922?

Mr. GREENIDGE. I could not say that I personally do, Senator,
although there is a possibility that there were. To my knowledge,
I can say that a great many taxpayers delayed making an effort to
settle their returns until after a decision was rerdered on this im-
portant point, because of the time and expense they would have been
put to in revamping, so to speak, their systems, and rtt that time,
in the department, we were fearful that we would be called upon to
do a vast amount of work because of the settlements which taxpayers
had requested, wherein their depletion had not been claimed as
lessees; but we found that a comparatively small number had so
settled their cases, the larger number having apparently preferred
to let the matter remain open until a final decision had been rendered.

Do I make myself clear, Senator?
Senator COUZENS. I think so. Prior to this allowance to the lessee

for depletion, did the bureau allow full credit for depletion to the
lessor?

Mr. GREENIDGE. Oh, yes, sir.
Senator CoUzENs. But in this case the depletion allowance was

divided between the lessor and lessee?
Mr. GREv vDOE. Yes, sir.
Senator CouzEs. Have you figures here to indicate what division

was for depletion allowance between the lessor and lessee?
Mr. GREENIDGE. In this particular case?
Senator COUZENS. Yes.
Mr., GREENIDGE. Yes, sir; we have the figures here, but not in

such concrete form as we could hand them to you at this moment
and give you the information you request.

Senator CouzEss. Mr. Ernst, in arriving at the valuations for de-
pletion purposes, was.& percentage of return allowed so as to get at
the valuation ?

Mr. ERNST. Yes; I believe it was.
Senator COUZENS. What percentage of return was figured in basingthe valuation of these compies .
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Mr. ERNST. I would have to look that up. That wa something
over three years ago. The basis had been worked out with the
Government department, where they were handling all of these cases.

Doctor ADAMS. You are referring there to the rate of interest used
to get the present worth?

Mr. ERNST. I presume the Senator does, yes.
Senator COUZENS. Yes; that is it.
Doctor ADA. %s. That is the percentage you have in mind i
Mr. ERNST. Ye.
Senator CouzENs. Well, from all of your work on these accounts,

which you did for the purpose of ascertaining Federal taxes, for the
purpose of amalgamation, and for the purpose of combination, you
must have used some figure, and you must be able to recall some
basis of percentage return that you used.

Mr. ERNST. I do, Senator. Of course, I simply said what I did,
because I am in personal touch with a vast number of cases,, and I
have not particularly referred to any of those points in this case, and
that is, to refresh my memory. I have a rather vague impression
that it was 5 per cent. The department can verify the facts. I would
like to put that in with the qualification.
. Senator Couzz S. That is all right. Now, I would like to ask
if you think 5 per cent on a hazardous business like this is, and I
understand it is called hazardous; at least the Government so
-treats i'0 by these munificent allowances, is a rather low figure?

Mr. ERNST. I think, Senator, on the face, it might look low. On
the other hand, I am dealing with many of these problems purely
from the banking side; that is, the security of income from an invest-
ment standoint. Now, on the basis of the value of the property of
the Gulf O Corporation, which 1 believe was exceedingly low and
conservative, if that is true, and it is my opinion that it is true, then 5
per cent on a low and conservative valuation would really be
equitable. However, if the valuation had been very large, I should
say 5 per cent might not be so low.

Senator C(OUZENS. Yes; but if you will figure back, for instance,
when you say that you will use 5 per cent return as a basis, a corpo-
ration earning $50,000 would be valued at $1,000,0002

Mr. ERNST. Yes.
Senator COUZENS. And a corporation earning $50,000 on a 10

per cent basis would be valued at $500,000?
Mr. ERNST. That is very true.
Senator COUZENS. Then, I will ask you if, in figuring the valua-

tions of these properties, in using a 5 per cent return basis, you were
giving them double the valuation that you would have if you had
allowed them a 10 per cent return?

Mr. ERNST. Only this, Senator-
Mr. ERNST. The initial premise of the value itself. The Gulf Oil

Corporation had been an extremely conservative corporation. Its
property values had been very low. I have in mirA the records of
many of these wells, where they had been valued c-A a certain basis
of value, and the oil actually taken out and sold and extinguished the
entire capital value on the books, indicating that it was extremely
conservative-

Senator CouzzNs. I know, but-
Mr. EvrsT. Therefore, 5 per cent on such a conservative capital

value must be considered in relation to the capital value.
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Senator COUZENS. I do not got you at all. It seems to me-1 do
not charge that you do it intentionally, but you evade the question..

When I start out to buy a newspaper, for instance, and r ask the
value of the newspaper, the owner will say, "I will sell you this news-
paper on an earning capacity of 5 per cent;" and if, as I said before,
that newspaper is earning $50,000 a year, he will charge me $1,000,000
for his newspaper. If he says, "I Will sell it to you on a 10 per cent
basis," I look up the earnings, and if it is earning $50,000 per year,
he will only charge me $500,000 for the newspaper. Therefore, no
matter how conservative he may have been in hii own bookkeeping,
it made no difference in fixing the value of that property- and, there-
fore, your statement that the conservatism of the Gulf 6 il Corpora-
tion was a factor in determining the value of the property has no
weight whatever.

Mr. ERNST. Well, except, Senator-and your statement as to my
trying to evade the question is one that I would like to differ from you
on, because I am not trying to evade anything here.

-Senator COUZENS. I did not say you did it intentionally, but I
asked you a specific question.

Mr. ERNST. Yes.
Senator COUZENS. If, in fixing the value of the Gulf Oil Co.

properties on a 5 per cent return basis, you were not fixing it on a verylow return I
Mr. ERNST. Yes; but, Senator-
Senator Couzzxs. Why put in a "but"? Just say yes.
Mr. ERNST. Well, I might simplify the proceeding if I could say

yes, but.I assume you want the benefit of my frank judgment.
Senator COUZENS. Yes; but I thought "yes" was the benefit of

your frank judgment.
Mr. ERNST. It is not, because when you come to compare a news-

paper with an oil company, we can well determine the pool and the
quantity of oil in a given area, where it is a proven field. It is a
matter of the company's geologists and the Government geologists,
together with expert opinions of other people. Now if we value that
oilin the ground as a million barrels, blit it is only based on 600,000
barrels or 750,000 barrels, or 500,000 barrels for conservatism, then
5 per cent on that conservative value is not out of order.

Senator COUZENS. I still evidently do not make myself clear,
because what the Gulf Oil Corporation estimated as the content of a
well had no bearing whatever. If the well contained 1,000,000 bar-
rels of oil, and the Gulf Oil Corporation said 750,000 barrels, it had
no weight with the Government in fixing valuatiQn, did it?

Mr. -ERNST. Well, I think it was an element for consideration.
Senator Couzims. Well, I do not see why, because, under that

theory, any corporation, then, can value or estimate its contents of
wells at a low estimate, so as to receive a lower or a higher valuation,
as the case may best be for the corporation. Now, I understand you
to say that, as your recollection serves you, the 5 per cent basis
was ubed I

Mr. ERNST. Yes; I have qualified that.
Senator CoUzss. Yes. Well, I understand from the information

I have that that basis was used, but, as I say, I may not have any-
thing that is any more accurate than what you have.
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Mr. ERNST. I assume that you meant the department would know
the facts.

Senator CouzENs. Does the engineer knowI
Mr. GREENnOGE. We will look that up for you, Senator. Offhand,

I Would not like to attempt to state it exactly.
Senator CouzENs. Wed, these records here show, do they not I
Mr. GREENiGE. Yes. We will look that up.
Doctor ADiks. Mr. Ernst, for Senator Kings' benefit, won't you

tell him how this rate of return enters in?
Senator KiNo. Yes; I have been compelled to be in attendance

on two committees to-day.
Doctor ADAMS. In general, it first becomes a measurement of the

oil in the ground, or an estimate, and then you estimate what that
will, in future years, yield; then, to get the value, you have to dis-
count that back to the present, and it was in discounting back to the
present in that manner that you used the 5 per cent; is that the
tact?

Mr. ERNST. Yes.
Senator KiNG. That is what I thought.
Doctor ADAMS. And larger values come with lower interest rates,in general.
Senator Couz Ns. Now, I want to point out this, that the man

who received a valuation based on a 5 per cent return was twice
as well off, so far as valuation was concerned, as the man who re-
ceived 10 per cent as a basis; is not that so?

Mr. ERNST. Oh, surely. Yes, I agree with that.
Senator COUZENS. Do you know of a case where 10 per cent was

used?
Mr. ERNST. I do not. There were not many decisions published.

Offhand, I know of none bearing on that subject. The department
files would show, of course. It was a matter that was both carefully
checked by the department itself, and their conclusion was final.
It was done in 1920 and 1921.

Senator COUZENS. Mr. Greenidge can you tell us the basis of
return that was used in computing the values of these oil properties
generally?

Mr. GREENWGE. The ultimate reserves as estimated and approved
by the department* that is to say, the estimate of the ultimate amount

oil that'would te produced from the various fields in question.
That is the basis.

Doctor ADAMS. Mr. Greenidge, what is the usual rate of return, or,
as I think of it, the interest rate, that is employed in making these
valuations in this field?

Mr. GREIENIDGE. Well, it is a' different rate for practically every
field and different rates for different operators in the same field,
depending, of course, upon the peculiar circumstances in each case.

Senator CuzrNs. Now, in that connection, please give us a
typical case where you allowed a 5 per cent return and a typical
case where you allowed a 10 per cent return.
. Mr. GREENWJE. Suppose a taxpayer claimed a 500,000-barrel

ultimate reserve 'in his field and claimed 5 per cent as his discount
rate, and another nan in the seme' field claimed 1,000,000 barrels
ultimate production. The department, if it accepted the first esti-
mate of reserves and discount value, would not accept the same
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discount factorfor the 1,000,000-barrel reserve, the conditions being
approximately equal, because the basis of value being the ultimate
reserve would be twice in the lesser case what it was in the former
case, and naturally the hazard or improbability of the 1,000,000
barrels ultimate production would be much greater than the ima-
probability of the 500,000-barrel ultimate production, and, for that
reason, a higher discount factor would have to be applied.

Senator COUZFNS. In other words, you say that because a man has
1,000,000 barrels of oil--

Mr. GREENIDGE. Because he estimates that.
Senator CouzEs. Well, because he estimates the 1,000,000

barrels of oil, he might be charged a 10 per cent discount rate, and
because a man estimates 500,000 barrels he might be allowed a dis-
count rate of 5 per cent. On just what theory do you arrive at such a
conclusion?

Mr. GREENIDGE. Well, the probability of the larger estimate
approaching more nearly inaccuracy than the smaller estimate.
.Senator CouzENs. What is the use of all of this work on the part

of the geologists to determine the contents of wells, if you are going
to use the basis that you have described of inaccuracy, of overestimate
or underestimate? What is the use of all ok this work of the geolo-

ists, if you are going to use a theoretical conclusion, such as you
have just indicated 1 _

Mr. GREENIDGE.- Of course, we all know that honest differences
of opinion exist among geologists, as they exist among other classes
of people. Some have very conservative ideas; some have very
inflated ideas of value. The fact is that value is a thing which is
not easily determinable on commonplace articles, much less oil
fields, which are, as you know, under the ground and invisible.

Senator CouzExs. Then, it would pay an oil company to under-
estimate the contents of the wells, thereby getting a lower discount
rate and raise the value and be credited with a further depletion
charge, rather than to estimate the fair and equitable contents of
the wells, and thereby be compelled to accept a higher discount
rate, and therefore a lower valuation :of his property and a lesserdepletion charge? tht entrMr. GREENIDgE I would not say yes or no tothat, Senator. I

would want to resolve that into figures, to be sure. I am inclined
•. to think that the ultimate reserves are the governing factor, and not

the discount rate.
Mr. ERNST. May I interject a thought there, Senator?
Senator Couz.Ns. Yes.
Mr. ERNST. I would like to hear Mr. Greenidge on it.
Is it not true, Mr. Greenidge, if we estimate a relatively low

reserve of oil that, as Senator Couzens has put it, there is imme-
diately a higher value; that is, the reserve being low and conserva-
tive, that area of oil is measured by its market value after the cost
and everything is deductedI

Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes.
Mr. ERNST. Now, that establishes immediately a depletion rate

on every barrel of oil; if the production of that well is much higher
than the original estimate of oil in reserve, then the company exhausts

92919.-24-p 2---8
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entirely its charge for depletion, and it suffers in lateryears, because
it has no depletion of that well I
" Mr. GREENImoE. Yes; because the regulations do notpermit us
to raise the value. A value once fixed may not be changed. We are
not allowed to do that.

Mr. ERNST. The point I would like to make clear to Senator
Couzens, andI am not sure whether I have, because his questions
about the first value, and so forth, indicated that possibly it had not
been made clear; but assume that I had 1,000,000 barrels of oil,
reasonably well known, but a conservative owner put it in at 500,000
barrels. Your geologists knew all of the facts; they had the drilling
records, the location, the area, and other welfs in that territory. I
was on a 500,000-barrel basis. That established my depletion rate
for 500,000 barrels, but the minute I exhaust the 500,000 barrels my
depletion for Government tax deduction would be entirely used up?

Mr. GREENIDGE. That is correct.
Mr. ERNST. And every barrel of oil beyond the 500,000 barrels

which were initially established were then taxable at the entire rate,
without deduction

Mr. GRancmDwE. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. ERNsT. Now, I am just wondering myself, because I would

like to answer Senator Couzens's question, whether you can tell
whether a man would profit by having a low estimate or a high esti-
mate. I think it would be a ver difficult question to answer, but I
would like to have an answer to Senator Couzens' question.

Mr. GREENIDGE. That is what I said to Senator Couzens. I
would want to submit that to a mathematical calculation before I
would anstver it, because a generalization on it might be dangerous.

Senator CoUZENS. Just how far did the question of valuation,
arrived at through the percentage discount, enter in as a factor of
fixing valuations, do you know, Mr. Greenidge?

Mr. GREENJGE. Yes sir; it enters into every one.
Senator CoUzENs. What other factors enter into arriving at the

valuations, than the percentage and discount?
Mr. GREENIDGE. The lifting cost and the drilling campaign; that

is to say, subsequent wells drilled after the first well, and, of course,
any discoveries, for the market price of the oil at date of discovery.

Doctor ADAMS. What is the effect i. that connection on the life
of the property, Mr. Greenidge*

Mr. GREENIDGE. A very great one.
Doctor ADAMs. The shorter the life, the larger value given the

production record?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes; because your discount factors increase as

time goes on.
• Doctor ADAMS., With a low reserve established, then, assuming a

production record, it is a matter of experience, and nbt so much of
estimate, and the low reserve would tend -to increase the valuation,
would it not, in that aspect, leaving aside for the moment the ques-
tion of rate of return ?

Mr. GRE ENIDGE. Yes; it would increase the value of that partic-
ular tract.

Doctor ADAMS. One other question there: Is not the measurement
of the oil in the ground susceptible of reasonably:exact estimate?

Mr. GREENIDGE. No, sir.



Doctor ADAMS. No, sir. I want to get you straight on' that, be-
cause, while I do not think it will have much importance in this
case, it will have very much importance with'respect to discovery
value. You say it is not susceptible of a reasonably accurate esti-
mate?

Mr. GREENIDGE. No, sir.
Doctor ADAMs. Do you usually check the taxpayers' estimates of

the oil in the well or in the ground?
Mr. GiRpcNmoE. It is not unusual. We always do.
Doctor ADAMS. Independently?
Mr. GRwMDGE. Yes, sir.
Doctor ADAMS. So that whether he estimates that he has much or

little, it is not a question of his estimate, but of your check on your
estimate?

Mr. GRENMDGE. No; because the bases he uses for arriving at his
estimate are very important, and if he has used what one would call
in ordinary business, reasonable judgment and conservatism, and
has taken into proper consideration the surrounding elements, his
estimates of reserves would be very much more valuable as a check
on the Government's figures than the man who had not taken those
pains to really arrive at his ultimate recoverable oil.

Doctor ADAMS. Let me see if I understand you exactly. In the
beginning, I understood you to say that you varied your interest
rte a little, in accordance with the conservatism of the estimate of
the oil in the ground.

Mr. GREEM1JGE. And the peculiar conditions surrounding it.
* Doctor ADAMS. And the peculiar conditions surrounding it. All
right.

Mr. GREENIDG. Yes, sir.
Doctor ADAMS. Now, if the taxpayer then sends in what you

regard as a very excessive estimate of the oil in the ground you would,
first of all, reduce that estimate, would you notI

Mr. GRuENmEWG. Oh, yes.
Doctor ADAMS. If you are going to impose your estimate of the oil

in the ground, why greatly vary the interest rate in accordance with
that estimate; why not make your estimate of oil in the ground that
which seems to be fair, right and equitable, and then use a stable
interest rate?

Mr. GREENIDOE. The taxpayer wants to be heard on that subject.
Before we could set up a fixed discount factor for any one fiel3 we
would have to examine all of the estimate of the taxpayers in that
field, and that would result in our being further behind in our work
than we are now.

I hope I have made myself clear there, because the peculiar con-
ditions under which each taxpayer operates are so peculiar that I do
not think the word "peculiar " is strong enough.

Doctor ADAMS. Well, I can well understand how you might vary
the rate of return in accordance with your judgment of all the con-
ditions.

Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes.
Doctor ADAMS. That to me is very clear, but apparently when you

check and use your own estimates of reserves, I am not certain that
I do see why you should adjust your interest rate merely to vaiy with
the reserves, because you can make that estimate as you want to; you
can be very liberal or very conservative or intermediate.
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Mr. Gviw m . I do not want to take up the committee's time'.
with a discussion ,of this, but let me illustrate, and if the committee
thinks I am carrying it too far, they can just say so.

Let us say we have two operators on one side of the line in a dan-
gerous field; that is, a field- on which the drop off is very rapid or
regular. A man on one side drills in a well and it is producing

nicely. His rate of decline is normal. The man who owns the ad-
oining property, we, first of all, use a 10 per cent discount factor on
in. After a month or two of production in this first tract.the owner

of the adjoining tract can come in, and he drills another well in what
is known as an offset well. Certainly, the same rate of discount
should not be applied to this second man as has been applied to the
first man, because of the differences in his risk. This first man has
gotten the benefit of the gas pressure, which is pushing his oil out.
The first man has gotten the benefit of the rapid travel of the oil
toward his well. The second man comes in, and he has to take his
chances, first of all, of finding oil, with a reduced gas pressure.

Senator CouzFNs. Therefore, you fix a lower discount rate?
Mr. GREEzNIoI. No; higher. He is taking the risk in there.
Senator CouzENS. I know; but the lower the discount rate, the

higher the valuation; is not that it?
Mr. GREENIDGE. No; not necessarily. The valuation is based on

the ultimate recoverable oil.
Senator CouzieNS. Yes; but in fixing the value of the property, the

higher you get the value of the property, the bigger percentage of
depletion alowed.

%. GRmcEN . All things being equal, yes; because you are dis-
counting at a less rate.

Senator COUZENS. That is what I say. So it is more desirable for
an oil-well owner to have a low discount rate than a high discount rate.Mr. G.RENIDGE. Personally, if I were called upon to make a valua-
tion of that kind for an oil operator, I would be very much inclined
to use as small a discount factor as possible, if not disregard it.

Doctor ADAMS. What do you mean by "as small a discount factor
as possible"

Mr. GREENImQE. Well, drop it down to the 4 or 5 or 6 per cent class.
Doctor ADAMS. Do you refer to the first owner or the second owner?
Mr. GREENIDGE. The first owner.
Doctor ADAMS. And in both cases you would estimate the quantity

of oil there?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes; there is where I would do most of my work.
Doctor ADAMs. And consequently, in the case of the first well, the

more rapid production would tend to shorten the life?
Mr. GREWNGE. Oh, yes.
Doctor ADAMs. And the effect of shortening the life usually is to

increase the value?
Mr. GSiUNWeiE. Yes; it is.
Senator, KIN. Have you not adopted this policy where, sales of

oil have taken place: Suppose a man acquired land say, for a hun-
dred thousand dollars. -He drilled a well and sold it immediately
after it came in for a million dollars or a million five hundred thousand
dollars or two million dollars-and many wells, by the way, have
been sold to the Standard Oil Co., aswelL ao some independent com-'
panies, which have been brought in by private persons. That istrue, is it not?
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Mr. GRzeNDGz. Yes, sir.
Senator" Kmo. Is it not & fact that you woud allow the

who drilled the well and who told it for 10 or 20 times what t dot
him* a value Wholly disproportionate to the cost of the property to
him?

Mr. Gaznzmwz Yes.
Senator Kni. As a result of which he paid practically no tax.
Mr. GR mmDG. Of course, he is entitled to 20 per cent limitation

under the statute if he made a discovery. I think I am correct in
that.

Mr. ERnsT. Would you amplify that a little, Mr. Greenidge?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Wel--
Mr. Ra1qsT. That means 20 per cent of the profit in that transac-

tion?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes sir.
Mr. ERNST. So that te law fixes the amount of the tax that would

be paid in that transaction ?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes.
Senator KjNo. What would be the maximum tax?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Twenty per cent of what he got, less what it

cost him.
Senator KiNG. Assuming a case where he paid $100.000 and drilled

a well, his expense being $100,000 or a total of $200,000, and he sold
it for $1,000,000, you would only tax him, then, 20 per cent of
$800,000?

Mr. GRIEENIDGE. Yes.
Mr. ERNST. That is in the law.
Mr. GFmNDGE. That is in the law. I think that is section 10

or 12 of the law.
Senator CouzENs. Do you know what the theory is of any such

law as that, Professor Adams?
l)octor ADAMS. The theory of that limitation on that?
Senator COUZENS. Yes.
Doctor ADAMS. I know that very well, sir. It is meant merely

to encourage prospecting and reduce the taxes on property derived
by fortunate wild-catters who discover oil and sell it. I have that
before me if you want it read.

Senator COuzENs. I do not think that is necessary.
Mr. ERNsT. What is that section ?
Doctor ADAMS. Paragraph B of section 211.
Mr. EinST. That is the 1918 act?
Doctor ADAMS. Just a minute. I want to check that. That is

correct.
Mr. ERNST. Of the 1918 act?
Doctor ADAMS. In the 1921 act it is found in tl~e same place as in

the 1918 act, and for the years following 1921 it is limited to 16 per
cent.

Mr. ERNST. Doctor, may I clear up this point? That was a new
provision in the 1918 act limiting the tax on oil discoveries.

Doctor ADAMS. Yes; that was quite new in 1918, and was done
with the deliberate purpose of encouraging prospecting.

Mr. GazzNrXDwE. It does not limit it. to oil only. It limits it to
mines also.

Senator KING. Who has charge of these records here?

I



Mr. GuEENIDGE. I have. ... . ::,' .
Pator Kum, The committee- i. discuss g the, propriety and

wisdom of impouti those records (by the Sergeant at Arns
Mr. HAaRso. May, it please the chairman, [would like to object,

to that. ' The committee's authority is to inspect the returns, made
so by reason of the amendment tW the regulations promulgated
under, an Executive order. Now, the companies have waived the
right of privacy of these returns, and the bureau-I am. speaking
fof the bureau now-feels that it must insist on retaining possession
of its own records, permitting free inspection of them at any time
when the committee is in session or at any other time- but certaily
the bureau feels that we can not relieve ourselves of the responsi-
bility of retaining possession of these records, and under the law
which makes these returns public records, subject to inspection
only under certain regulations..Senator KG. The committee will go into executive session.
We will send for Senator Watson and the other members and try to
get a full committee here.

Senator CouZBNs. Before we do that, I would like to ask Mr.
Ernst another question.

He illustrated a case where an oil operator estimated the contents
of a well at 500,000 batrels, for example, and the estimate was under
the real contents of the well; so that when the 500,000 barrels had
been exhausted, he would got no further depletion charge; is that
correct?

Mr. ERNST. That is correct.
Senator COUZENS. That would act in this way, if I got it correctly:

He would then get the benefit of his depletion charges (luring th e
high taxes, and take a chance of having a lower tax after the depletion
had been all absorbed.

Mr. ERNST. That might reasonably follow with the changed tax
rates.

Senator COUZENS. Yes; so that it would be good speculative
judgment to make as low an estimate of the contents of the well as
e could reasonably get away with.

Mr. ERNST. Well, Senator, I should not like to enter into a specula-
tion. I wish to add here that the value schedules of each of those
wells in the country are probably kept in finer detail bv 4he Gulf Co.
than by any other company it has been my privilege to know anything
about, and we have had wonderful records in connection witi their
properties.
I Senator COUZENS. 1 would like to ask Mr. Greenidge a question.

When the Gulf Oil Corporation, as lessees, was allowed a depletion
charge, were they allowed a hundred per cent of the depletion credit?

Mi. GREENWGE. I do not get your question, Senator. .
• Senator CoUxicts, When the .Gulf Oil Corporation was allowed a

depletion charge, as lessee, was it allowed the full depletion charge,
or -was it divided between the lessor and the lessee?

Mr. GREENIDGE. Oh, only such portion of it as applied to their.
ownership; that is, if they owned seven-eighths, or a half, only such
portion as applied to them. ..

;Sebatdr .Cotzis. Then, the other was allowed .to the !essor-
Mr. GREENIDGE.' Yes; the other part of it.



Senator CouzENs. In other words, there was no opportunity' for
for allowing a full depletion charge Wo the lessor. and to the lessee, too?.

Mr. GREENIDOE., Oh no, no; the statute stating that the depletion
must be divided equitably.

Senator COUZENS. Mr. Hartson, how far have you got the returns
of the Gulf Oil Corporation here; I mean up to what year?

Mr. HARTSON. I qan -not answer that.
Mr. LINZEL. Up to and including 1919.
Senator COTZENS. You have not the returns then, for 1920, 1921,

oil 1922? .
Mr. HARTSON. I doubt if the audit has been completed on those.
Mr. LINZEL. 1920 was not completed.
Mr. HARTSON. The portion that has been brought up is the portion

that has been completed and the settlement closed.
Senator COUZENS. And which has reference to the refund which

was discussed? -
Mr. HARTSON. Yes; that is correct. There has been no refund

since that time, as far as I know.
Doctor ADAMs. Mr. Ernst, this particular audit of these cases

was rather hurried and rushed to get it out of the way before Secretary
Mellon entered the Cabinet, was it not?

Mr. ERNST. I think there might be something of that considered
here, but I wish to call your attention to the fact that I had arranged
with Mr. Roper and Mr. Callan to hurry these cases through on
purely the financial matters that were involved' and our work was
speeded up with that thought in mind solely; that is to say, I had
absolutely no intimation that Secretary Mellon would become a
member of the Cabinet, or anything else. It did not come into mywork. I was employed to hurry those cases through special arrange-
ment with Mr. Roper to have it done.

Doctor ADAMS. Who was the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
when the A-2 letter was sent?,

Mr. ERNST. I believe it was Mr. Williams. I may be wrong
about that..

Mr. HARTSON. I think it was Mr. Williams.
M ERNST. Yes; it seems to me that Mr. Roper had left, and Mr.

Williams was in theri for a short time.
Senator COUZENS. Answering Doctor Adams, I do not* think there

is any question about that, because Colonel Drake either testified
before the committee or told me personally that every effort was
made to dispose of the matter before Secretary Mellon came in.

Doctor A-&Ms. My interest in it was due to the fact that it
seemed to be a rather short interval, a three-year tax adjustment
after the auditors finished the work, but Colonel Drake had so stated.

Mr. ERNST. In answer to that point, Doctor Adams, an oil com-
p any, taking oil out of the ground and selling it, is quite different
from a manufacturing business. I mean, if you get your basis
established for depletion, depreciation, and all the other factors, it is
not very difficult to carry that work through. So far as my work
was concerned I had been employed to hurry this matter and get it
settled. Personally, I may say that I never was approached .about
hurrying it because of Secretary Mellon ,taking hii position in the
Cabinet. I hurried it from early in 1920.

Senator ING. You will not be here to-morrow, Mr. Ernst?
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Mr. Exisf. I was very hopeful that I could go to New York
to-night. There are some people from Ri6hmond, Va. who are
going there to see me, and I told them I would meet tihem there
to-morrow.

Senator KING. You can come backI
Mr. ERNST. Oh, yes; I can, come back.
Senator COUZENS. But it will not be necessary to come back this

week.
Senator KNG. No.
Mr. ERNST. I am perfectly willing to phone them and say that it

is necessary for me to stay here.
Senator KING. I would -refer not to do that because the Finance

Committee meets, the full committee, and I have two other com-
mittees. As I have had to be in attendance on those committees
to-day, I have not had time to hear your testimony and I must have
a transcript of the reporter's notes before I can cross-examine youintelligepny1. .

Mr. ERNST. I regret, Senator, that you were not here, because
I am afraid that in reading these minutes you will find that Senator
Couzens, possibly, has created the impression that I was evasive
sometimes, and Wish to say to you that my instructions have been
to be absolutely frank and to give you everything, and that is my
earnest desire.

Senator KNo. Well, if the record creates a wrong impression, you
can easily dissipate it.

Mr. EnNsT. Well, with that word, I know you will keep it in
mind.

Senator Ko. We will excuse you, gentlemen. Mr. Hartson can
remain in the room for a moment.

Mr. ERNST. May -I ask whether it is entirely agreeable, Senator
Couzens, that I go away to-night V

Senator COUZENS. Oh, yes; we will let you know some day next
week. I am not quite ready to go ahead with your examination
myself. We will give you plenty of notice.

Mr. ERNST. I thank you very much.
(Whereupon, at 5 o'clock p: m,, the committee went into executive

session, after which an adjourment was taken until Monday,
March 81, 1924, at 2 o'clock p. i.)
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, MONDAY, MARCH 81, 1924

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE

THE BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Waa8hington, D. C.

The committee met pursuant to adjournment at 2.30 o'clock p. m.,
Senator James E. Watson presiding.

Present: Senators Watson (chairman), Ernst, and Couzens.
Present also: Mr. C. R. Nash, assistant to the Commissioner of

Internal Revenue; Mr. N. T. Hartson, Solicitor Internal Revenue
Bureau and Mr. S. M. Greenidle, head engineering division,
Internal Revenue Bureau, and Dr. . S. Adams, tax expert, Yale
University.

The Ci \IzRMAN. The committee will be in order.
Senator COUZENS. I would like to have Mr. Greenidge tvake the

stand and be sworn.

TESTIMONY OF MR. S. GREENIDGE, HEAD ENGINEERING
DIVISION, INTERNAL REVENUE BUREAU

(The witness was sworn by the chairman.)
Doctor ADAMS. Mr. Greenidge, had you not better state again, for

Senator Watson's information, your position at the Bureau of Incernal
Revenue?

Mr. GREENvDGE. I am head of the engineering division of the
Income Tax Unit.

The CHAIRMAN. How long have you held such position?
Mr. GREENIDGE. I have been head of the engineering division

about 10 months, and I have been in the bureau about three years
and a half.

The CHAIIMAN. In the same division?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes, sir.
Senator COUzENS. Are you a civil-service employee?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENS. You went into the bureau under the previous

administration, then?
Mr. GRPENWIGE. Yes, sir; I came in on October 4, 1920, I think,

to be exact.
Senator COUZENS. When we adjourned on last Thursday, you were

to look up some figures in particular showing the gains by the Gulf
Oil Corporation -as a result of allowing the lessee depletion.

Mr. GROMENIDGE. Yes, sir- I think Ihave those figures for you.
The amount allowed in t1e year 1916 on account of the leasehold

was $1,750,000, and on fee properties, $268,000. The round numbers
are sufficient, I take it?'

339
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Senator CouzENs. Yes.
Mr. GREzWGE. And in 1917, $1,690,000 for leaseholds and

$234,000 for fee properties.
Senator ERNST. For what kind of property?
Mr. GREENIW.g. For fee proper rtes-properties that are held in fee.
Senator ERNST. Oh, yes.
Senator CouzENs. Will you proceed and give us the figures for the

rest of the years?
Mr. GREEKIDGE. Did you wish them for other years?
Senator CoUzENs. We wanted them for the whole period.
Mr. GREENIDGE. For 1918, it would become allowable under the

law.
Senator ERNST. As I understand you, that is the method that was

pursued'in 1916 and 1917, which was enacted into law in 1918; is that
the idea?

Mr. GREENDGE. It was authorized by a Treasury decision in 1922.
Senator ERNST. How about 1918? 1 thought your statement was

in reference to that.
Mr; GREENIDoGI. Yes; it was enacted into law in 1918. The

revenue act of 1918 carried that provision.
Senator CouzENs. How do you account for the lapse of time be-

tween the 1918 law and the promulgating of the rule by the depart-
ment ib 1922?

Mr. GREENIDGE. The matter had been under discussion for some
time prior to my becoming connected with the department, and I
think was submitted to the Solicitor's Office sometime during the
year 1921. Perhaps Mr. Hartson could give you the detailed history
of that better than I could, Senator.

Senator COUZENS. We will delay that answer then until Mr.
Hartson comes on, because we want to ask him some more questions.
, Will you proceed now and tell us what the depletion charges on

leaseholds were during the years 1918 1919, and 1920, etc.?
Mr. GR E @NGE. In 1918, on discovery, $10,400,000; 1919,

$10,590,000.
The CHAIRmAN. Let me ask, you this question, please: Between

1918, when the previous policy had ripened into law and 1922, when
that policy was promulgated by the Treasury Department, what
policy did you pursue?

Afr. GREENIDGE. Some of the cases were closed allowing depletion
to the lessee. Some were closed disallowing it, and the very -large
majority were held pending decision.

The CHAIRMAN. Are they still pending?
Mr. GRE NIDGE. No; they were pen ding, sir.
Doctor ADAMs. May I interrupt right there?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Doctor ADAMS. The law in 1918 and thereafter plainly allowed the

lessee depletion. The only years really involved are prior to 1918.
That is, the Treasury decision of August, 1922, was a retroactive
decision in its effect, applying to years earlier than 1918, but as to the
year 1918 and thereafter, there was no legal question.

Senator CouzENs. As I get it from these fires, during the years
1916 and 1917, and prior to the law fixing a depletion charge for
leaseholds, you allowed the Gulf Oil Corporation some $3,500,000 for
depletion on leaseholds; is that correct?
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''Senator ERNST. Are you mak ay objection., to that, it the.

same rule were followed with regard to other companies?
Senator CouzENs. I am coming to that, if you do not mind,

Senator EwisT. All right. -

Senator Couzzws. Can you tell us how many cases in which you
pplied that same rule for the years 1916 and 1917, other than the
NOR Corporation l
Mr. GRrNWDGE. Iean not tell you all of them, Senator, because.

our search has not yet been completed. It has been a rather big
piece of work, but we have found a number; up to now, we have
tound' twenty-odd, some of which were allowed and audited, passed
through the audit process as well as the valuation.

The CImWAN. What was the nature of those cases?
Mr. GREBNIDGE. They were oil cases.
The ChUAIMN. All oil cases?
Mr. GRjENwGE. Yes, sir Ohio, Oklahoma, California, Pennsyl-

vania, West Virginia, and New York,.
The CUAM AN. Can you give us the names for the record?
Mr. GREENwDE. Wit- your permission, I will consult with the

solicitor.
The CamaMAN. Yes.
Mr. GREENIGE. As to whether the names should be given?
Mr. HARTSON. I think there is no objection to giving the names if

the amounts of the taxes are not referred to.
Mr. GREENIDGE. Well, I have not the amounts of the taxes, any-

way. I purposely avoided recording that until it was asked for.
Tfhe CIMRMAN. Yes.
Mr. GRtE:ENDGE. Shall I give you the names that we found so far,

sir?
Senator COUZENS. Yes, sir; that is, that have been settled on this

same basis and according to this same policy.
Mr. GREENIGH. B. F. Whitehill, Columbus, Ohio.
Doctor ADAMS. That is an individual, taxpayer?
Mr. GREENJoE. An individual; yes, sir. Dorris Oil & Gas

Co., Tulsa, Okla. Those weice complete in their entirety. Lasoya
Oil Co., Altoona, Pa.; Jacob Stelzer, Spencerville, Ohio; Hyde
Carbon Black Co., Ridgway, Pa.; Paul Lovell, Marietta, Ohio; W.T.
Hastings, Marietta, Ohio; Nevada Petrolemn Co.. San Francisco,
Calif.; Dental Oil Co., Sistersville W. Va.; Premium Oil Co., Franklin,
P6.; Big Fifty Oil Co., Tulsa, Okla.; D. T. Andrus, Rixford, Pa.;
Boston Petroleum Co., Boston, Mass.; Warner Oil Co., Titusville,
Pa.; Paraffin Oil Co., Bakersfield, Calif.; and Southwestern Petroleum
Co., Buffalo, N. Y. t . •

That is the statement of those which were completed, even through
the process of auditing and sending out the final assessment letter or
over-assessment letter, as the case may have been.

Senator ERNST. They were completed when?
Mr. GREFNIDGE., Prior to the promulgation of Treasury Decision

38K- August, 1922.,. . I
Senator ERNST. Were not most of those cases, if not all- of them

settled while Mr. Williams was Commissioner of Internal Revenue and
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while Mr. Houston was Secretary of the TreasuryI I am referring
to those that you have named.

Mr. Gm rnwez. All but two, sir.
Senator EIa s T . That is all.
Senator Couzzxs. The case of the Gulf Oil Corporation was also

settled by the administration prior to Mr. Mellons assuming office,
too, was it not I

Mr. Gmmwou. Yes, sir.
Senator CouzEss. Now, can you tell us how many cases there

were in which depletion for leasehold was denied I
Mr. GPmENLou. No- I could not tell you that, Senator, without

a considerable search of the files.
Senator CommzNs. Well, it is a fact that there'were quite a number,

is it notI
Mr. GEENImDE. Oh yes
Senator COUZENS. That were denied.
Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes.
Senator CouzENs. Can you explain why the Treasury Department

should deny a depletion to leaseholds in some cases and allow it in
others?

Mr. GR=,EN1DO. At that time, prior to the middle of 1921, the
department was in its formative stage, and some difference of opinion
existed among the employees as to the correct determination of the
depletion allowance and. its application to the ultimate tax settlement.
The revenue act mentioned the decline in flow method as being the
one to use in determining depletion, that had caused a great deal of
comment, and had not yet been decided. The allowability of it was
partially decided. The amount of the depletion was also determined,
but its application had not been entirely decided upon by those in
authority or those in a position to do so, and that I think will explain
better than any other thing tha tI can say, according to my knowledge.

Senator Couzzis. In cases where there was no depletion allowed
to thoi lessee, was the entire depletion allowed to the lessor?

Mr. GREENIDm. No.
Senator COUZENS. Was there any controversy that developed in

the department when a division of the depletion charge was arranged
between the lessor and the lessee?

Mr. GRNmz GE. Yes; a very considerable controversy, even among
the employess themselves-men Who had nothing whatever to do
with the amounts involved.

Senator COUZE S. As a matter of fact, then, outside of this some
twenty odd cases. in which the lessee was allowed a depletion credit
the lessor got ali of the depletion credits?

Mr. GRiErNwG. No; he only got his proportionate part. Sup-
pose the lesser got a royalty of one-eighth of the production, he only
got one-eighth of the depletion allowable.

Senator CouzoNs. Then, the Government retained for the Treas-
ury the seven-eighths of the depletion credit that belonged either to
the lessor or to the lessee?

Mr. GihEEmwiE. Yes; until the taxpayer made protest.
Senator CoUzENs. And if the taxpayer had made no protest, then

he was out I
Mr. GRzUEDoz. Yes, sir.
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Senator COUZFNS. The depletion credit for the proportion that

would ordinarily have been allowed the lessee; he was out that
amountI

Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENS. And no notice was served on these oil companies

of the change of method or of the division of opinion that existed
in the Treasury DepartmentI

Mr. GREENIDGE. No notice was served on them, but it was so
generally known that notice was unnecessary. All who were inter-
ested, I might say, knew that it was a mat-ter under discussion, and
they did not, for that purpose and other purposes, present their
final request for that settlement.

Senator CouzENs. Now, inall of these cases where the depletion
credit to the lessee was denied, have these companies since made
claim for depletion?

Mr. GREENIDGE. Oh, yes; I should say practically all.
Senator COUZLA. Ana are those cases settled?
Mr. GREENT DGE. Most of them.. Yes; nearly all. All except a

few of the larger ones.
Senator COUZENS. What is holding up the larger ones?
Mr. GREENDGz. The settlement of other points in controversy.

This point is no longer in controversy, of course.
The CHAIRAN. What do you mean by that? What is your

policy now in reference to that ? You do not hold up the taxes now?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Oh, no.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you notify the person interested?
Mr. GREEiNWGE. Yes. Whether he has claimed it or not, he is

allowed it.
Doctor ADAMS. You would not notify the taxpayer?
Mr. GREENIDGOL No; we simply allow it, and it goes on to audit

as if the taxpayer had claimed it.
Doctor ADAMS. If the taxpayer who was denied lessee depletion,

does not raise the question, you will not raise it on his behalf?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Not at that time.
The CHAIRMAN. No; at this time.
Mr. GREENIDGE. At the time his taxes are being readjusted for

another year, and it is evident that he has not gotten credit for it,
of course, he would be granted it.

The CHAIRMAN. Whether he makes claim or not?
Mr. GREENIGE. Whether he makes claim or not.
The CHAIRMAN. But it did not use to be that wayI
Mr. GREENIDGE. No.
The CHAIMAN. In other words, he was out, if he did not make a

claims?
Mr. GRM]XIDGE. Yes.
Doctor ADAMs. Unless the taxpayer himself makes claim, it is not

practicable to give him his rights, is it ?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Oh, yes; it is; and we are trying to do it in

nearly every case we can. Of course, some deductions are so vaguely
specific in. a taxpayer's return, that we can not know what they are
for; but where we know what they are for, we see that the taxpayer is
granted what mi coming to him; and in the later days, we are even
iviting a claim where they do not know of their rights in regard to
such claims

I I
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Doctor ADAMS. You said a moment ago that a number of tax-
. payers who were denied lessee depletion have later received it. Can

you name some of those companies who were denied it in the first
instance, and later received it?

Mr. GRzmDGoE. Offhand I could not; no.
Doctor ADAMS. I was wondering whether you had a list of those

claims, of those who had been denied lessee depletion.
Mr. GREENimDE. No; I have not.
Doctor ADAMS. Their your statement is one of general policy?
Mr. GREENM . Yes. To get such a list, Doctor Adams, would

entail a great deal of work which, of course, we are quite willing to do
and anxious to do, if necessary.

Doctor ADAMS. Well, I would like to bring out this point: My
experience is that the department is ready and willing to grant a
claim, if the taxpayer does not make one, when the department is able
to discover it; but, in general, you can not discover all such things forthe taxpayer.

Mr. thENIDGE. No; we can not discover them all.

Doctor ADAMS. Well, you can not discover any large proportion
of them, can you?

Mr. GREENIDGE. I think we do. I think we discover the major-ity-the large majority.
Doctor ADAMS. I mepr he has to get expert aid. If he does not

himself raise the question, it is not raised for him-not because the
department is not willing to raise it for him but because it doo, iot
discover it.

Mr. GRFENiDGE. Yes; that is true.
Doctor ADAMS. That is the point I want to make.
Senator COUZENS. Do you know who drafted the oil regulations

for the department?
Mr. GREqENmoE. A large group of experts were brought here, I

think, in the latter part of 1918 or the early part of 1919, from all
over the country. If my memory serves me correctly, there were
some ninety of them Senator, and, as a result of extended confer-
ences, they got up wat was known as the first oil and gas manual,
and some of those men assisted in the drafting of the first and second
regulations.

Senator COUZENS. You refer to the first and second regulations.
How many sets of regulations were drafted?

Mr. GREENIDGE. We have 33 here; 45, 45 amended, and 62; 33
under the 1917 act or regulations for the 1917 act; 45 and 45 amended
for the 1918 act and 62 for the 1921 act.

Senator COUZENS. Do you know who the guiding spirit was in the
formulating of those oil regulations ?

Mr. GREENIDGE. I could not sa with definiteness, but I think a
man by the name of Ralph Arnold, of California, was the chairman
of the committee. I am not sure about that, but I think he was;
at least, he was among the leading spirits.

Senator CouzEis. Did he work with the employees of the depart-
ment in formulating these rules and regulations?.

Mr. Gw~i wzx. I think so, sir. That was before my time, but
from what I have -heard of it, I am pretty sure that he did. Then,
in conjunction with that, a number of these men had been brought
on or were asked to come on here to do it as a patriotic matter. '1
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do not think they were paid; I am not sure about that, but I do
.not think they were paid for their services.

Senator CouzzNS. Was Mr. Wayne Johnson in the department
when you came here?

Mr. GREENIDGE. I think not, sir. I could not state with certainty.
Senator CouzEws. Do you know Mr. Wayne Johnson?.
Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes, ir.
Senator CouzrNs. What does he do now?
Mr. GREENIDGE. He is an attorney in New York.
Senator COUZENS. Is he anything else besides an attorney ?
Mr. GREENWGE. Not as I know of, Senator-representing a variety

of clients, I suppose.
Senator COUZENS. Did vou work with the staff of the Gulf Oil

Corporation in getting this settlement which was closed up prior tq
Mr. Mellon's taking the secretaryship?

Mr. GREENIDGE. No, sir; I did not know them, even. I had not
become acquainted with them.

Senator COUZENS. Do you know who, in the department, worked
with theofficials or the experts of the Gulf Oil Corporation?

Mr. GREENIDGE. Who are now in the department, Senator?
Senator Co0UZENs. Yes.
Mr. GREENDGE. I do. not think there are any, Senator. I am

pretty sure there are not.
Senator CouzEN.s. In other words, you are pretty sure that all of

the employees of the department who aided in the settlement of the
Gulf Oil 'Corporation case have since left the bureau?

The CHQwmAN. Heis his brother-in-law, is he not?
Mr. GREENDGE. I think that is it. It is some such relationship,

from what I have heard. I do not know of my own knowledge.
Senator COUZENS. Does Mr. Mapes practice before the depart-

ment now?
Mr. GREENIGE. He does.
Senator COUZENS. Does Mr. Johnson practice before the depart-

ment?
Mr. GREENIDGE. He does.
Senator COUZEN8. Do both of these gentlemen practice before the

department mostly in oil cases?
Mr. GR mcwMDI. I do not think either of them has appeared in oil

c. ss; at least, not as far as I know. Neither of them has appeared
before the Engineering Division in an oil case.

Senator Couzzms. Who succeeded Mr. Mapes as solicitor?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Mr. Hartson.
Senator CouzENs. The present solicitor?
Mr.* GREENIDGE. The present solicitor.
Senator COUZENS. Have you any record showing when and how

the Gulf Oil Corporation asked to have. their claims closed under
section 1312?
. Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes; I have knowledge of their having asked it
at some time, I should say, last summer.

Senator COUZENS. What do you mean by "last summer?" About
what-time?

Mr. GIREENDGE. I could not be exact, Senator.
Mr. GREEMDGE . As regards the engineering end of it, Senator.
Senator CouzENs. You think that is correct?
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Mr. Gaimoz. I am pretty sure that is correct.
Senator ERNST. Do you know their names? Can you state them

for the record?
Mr. GiwEwwo&. Of those who had-
Senator ERNST. Those who you think had something to do with

it and who have since left.
Mr. GREzNIDGE. Yes; Mr. C. F. Powell was acting chief'of the

section, and Mr. Burr McWhirt, I think, was the engineer who
checked the figures. I do not think any other engineers had any-
thing to do with it.

Senator ERNST. But you had nothing to do with it?
Mr." GREENWGE. No, sir.
Doctor ADAs. Was this refund submitted to the then SolicitorI

*Mr. GREENIDGE. I presume so. •

Doctor ADAMS. You do not know from the record whether it was or
not?

Mr. GizEN1unE. I am pretty sure it would have been, though,
because every other refund was submitted to him, above a certain
amount.

Senator COUZENS. Who was the then SolicitorV
Mr. GREENDmoE. The first Solicitor, Senator Couzens, that I

remember anything about was Mr. Mapes.
Senator COuzzEs. Is he any relation to Wayne Johnson, that you

know of?
Mr. GREENIMOE. Not that I know of, but I have heard it said

that he is related to him.
Senator CouzENs. Was it not the fact that this application for

closing the Gulf Oil Corporation case under section 1312 was after
Mr. Harding's death?

Mr. GREENIDGE. It was thereabouts. It was either after or
shortly before. I could not tell you with certainty, the exact date.

Senator CouzENs. In other words, nearly a year had expired
before the closing of the case?

Mr. GREENrOE. Oh, yes; a considerable time had expired after
the closing of the cases.

Senator COUZENS. Does Mr. Hartson remember offhand what the
other things are that the bureau was to submit?

Mr. HAItsoN. Yes; Senator Couzens. I would like to have Mr.
Greenidge, if agreeable to the committee, explain with reference to
those sums of money he testified to as having been the amount allowed
in depletion, how they affected the tax, if he has those figures.

Mr. GREENIDGE: Yes we have those figures. I will have to call
on the auditor to furnish that information.

Mr. HARTSON. I do not want the committee to get the impression
that the sums of money referred to by Mr. Greenidge are the amounts
of money refunded because of the allowance for depletion to the
company.

Senator ERNST. I think that is the impression that was created.
What is the fact about that?

Mr. HARTSON. I will ask Mr. (reenidge to explain that.
Mr. G.RENwIDGE. That these' sums that I have mentioned were

refundable sums?
Mr. HARTSON. Yes.
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Mr. GRJCJNME. No; they were not. They were the amounts
allowed as deductions from gross income.

Senator COUZONS. That is the way I understood it. Perhaps the
other Senators did not understand it that way.

Mr. HARTSON. Now, Senator Couzens, there was some discussion
here last Thursday afternoon as to that 5 per cent basis that was
used in connection with the Gulf Oil Corporation in this settlement,
and there was some criticism of that. I think Mr. Greenidge has
something on that that may be of interest to the committee.

Mr. GREENWG . You asked for some information to be supplied
the committee on that point, Senator Couzens, and I thought we
would make an effort to present it in such a way that it would be
easily understandable. I . I

Senator COUZENS. Before you go into that, could you say how many
eases were settled on a 5 per cent basis?

Mr. GREENIDJE. No, sir; I could not.
$enator COU&-N8. Were there many of them?
Mr. GREENr)oE. Very few that I know anything of.
Senator COUZENS. Were not most of them settled on a 10 per cent

basis?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Where the analytical appraisal method is used;

yes, sir.
Senator COUZENS. Does the information that you propose to give

to the committee, as suggested by Solicitor Hartson, show the relative
benefits to the taxpayer from applying the 5 per cent basis as con-
trasted with the 10 per cent basis?
,Mr. GREENIDGE. I think so, Senator. I prepared it with that inView.

Senator COUZENS. Then you may proceed.
Mr. GREENWoE. More as a matter of general information, which

may tend to Clear up the ideas f the committee, as I understand
them. I think in the last session I tried to stress the fact that the
estimate of ultimate recoverable'oil was the important thing in oil
reserves and not the discount. actor.

Now, Senator King, in his discussion, paentionedthat a well coming
in at 5,000 barrels per (lay should be multiplied by the 365 days in a
year to show its ultimate production, and I have prepared this curve
to show the committee that that is not the CaSe.

A well comes in at 5,000 arrels per day, we will say, starting here
tnd its drop off is very rapid, so, we will say, it is 5,000 hqre, and at
the end of the year it is probably less than 2,000.

Senator COUZENs. Because of the lack of gas pressure?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Because of the lack of gas pressure. This is

purely a general curve. It has been prepared for the purpose of
demonstrating what actually (toes happen, and it has been specially
prepared to snow a well whose ultimate production is 500,000 barrels.
That is all the oil that you can commercially get out of this well on
tis curve will be 500,000 barrels, and it willlast 10 years. In the
first year it will produce 240,000 barrels- the second year 120,000
barrels; the third year 60,000 barrels, and so on down as the curVe
drops down.

Senator COUZENS. Do you consider a well that produces a thousand
barrels of oil per year a commercial well?
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Mr. GAtai- Nmo E. In some fields it'is what we know as the economic !'limit, Senator, but in a great many fields they go below that. For
instance, some of'the we&ls in the Bradford field, Pennsylvania, pro-
duce as little as one-tenth of a barrel per day, or less than 40 barrels
per year and still they pump them. Of course, with deep wells, and
a low quality of oil, you can not carry them to that extent.

Senator Covzr.rs. Is this all of the information that you have in
that connection?

Mr. GREENJDGE. I have two sets of figures which I have prepared
for the 500,000 barrel well and for the million barrel well to which
I referred the other dav.I A compound discount of 5 per cent on that well shows a composite
discount factor of 9.66 per cent. I would like to explain there-

The CNAmT1Ax. What does that meanI
Mr. GREENIDOE. That is what I was coming to now, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. GREENJDGE. If you were to loan me money, and if at the

end of a year I were to return you a dollar, you could not afford to
loan me a dollar. You could only afford to loan me 95 cents, and if
I would likewise return you a dollar at the end of two years, you
could only now loan me 90 cents, and so on. If I am going to return
you $1 at the end of 10 years, you can only afford to loan me 61 cents
to-day.

The CHAIRMAN. That is calculated on the 5 per cent basis.
Mr. GREENIDGE. Five per cent compound.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. GREENIDOA. The first year's production of these wells, as

I have shown you, is likewise ?arger than any other year, except in
one instance only, in Mexico. The production of the first year is
multiplied by 95 per cent, or the 95 cents on the dollar to which
I have just referred.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. GREEMDGE. In the second year your production is very much

less, and the present worth of that dollar is very much less. It is
90 cents. That is carried on down until the last year's production of
a thousand barrels is only worth to-day 61.4 cents per dollar. The
summation of the results of value, multiplying production by the
present worth factor, gives you a total present worth of the value of
the oil at the date on which you are doing your valuing.

The CHArMAN. For taxable purposes?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Or for loan purposes.
The CHAIRANA. I understand, but we are talking about taxable

pur poses now.
mr. GREEMDGE. Yes. That is income. Now, if you had 500,000

barrels of oil in the ground at the date of estimate, or at the date on
which you started into the business, either as a loan, or to extract it,
or otherwise, if your yield was 500,000 barrels at that date, you may
have sold it for $500,000 and that would have been your present
worth; but you are getting a lessening proportion from that well per
year, which is also worth a less amount of money every year, and the
present worth of that 500,000 barrels, extracted at that rate, as I have
shown by the curve, is only $451,682, and your reduction there, your
composite discount there is 9.66 per cent.
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The CHuARomAi. Do you use that arbitrary formula in determining
the taxable value of every oil well

Mr. GREENWGE. Oh, no. That is 6nly for the analytical appraisal.
The CHAMuN. Do you take into consideration the quantity of

oil actually produced? .
Mr. GREENWGE. Yes, sir.
The CumxtuwN. And the value of it?
Mr. GREENIDGE., Yes, Sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You have to do that?
Mr. GREIDGz. Yes. That is the important thing.
The CHA. RMAN. Yes.
Mr. GREENIDGE. That is why we raised that question at the last

estate of the recoverable oil.
The CHAIRMA,. When you use this formula, and when you get,

the actual value, of what use is this formula to you in arriving at
the basis of taxation in regard to an oil well?

Mr. GR'EEN GE. It sets up a value of the present worth of oil,
estimated in the ground, for the purpose of figuring the depletion
unit. It is nothing more or less than the application of a banking
principle. I

Senator ERNST. On this curve which you have been talking about
of 240,000 barrels the first year, you have filed a statement, which
I will read: The first year, 240,000 barrels; the second year, 120,000
barrels; the third year, 60,000 barrels; the fourth year, 36,000
barrels; the fifth year, 20,000 barrels; the sixth year, 12,000 barrels;
the seventh year, 6,000 barrels; the eighth year, 3,000 barrels; the
ninth year, 2,000 barrels, and the tenth year, 1,000 barrels. Is that
correct?

Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes, sir.
Senator COuZENS. Is that your experience in actual practice, or is

that a hypothetical case ?
Mr. FiREENIDGE. It is a hypothetical case.
Senator CouzEss. And it does not follow the practice ?
Mr. GREENIDGE. It does not follow exactly the practice, because

each well has a different curve, or each area has a different curve, I
should better say.

Senator CouzENs. That is not a standard, then, of what might be
experienced?

Mr. GREENIDGE. You could not call it a standard exactly, but
it is a good indicator.

Senator ERNST. Then, you change your figures in accordance
with the character of the oil well, do you not?

Mr.. GREENMGE. Oh, yes. For instance, in the Ranger field in
Texas the production the first year would be more nearly 90 per
cent, while. with this well the production is approximately 48 per
cent in the first year.

Senator ER.sT. That is what I wanted to get.
Mr. GREENIDGE. Some wells drop off much more rapidly than

others.
Senator CouzENs. Now, in this particular hypothetical case which

you have presented, what is the credit for each of those years on a 5
per cent basis?

Mr. GREENIDGE. The depletion unit for this well will be approxi-
mately 90 cents. I do not suppose you are interested in the exact
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figures. It was 90 cents per barrel. Now, in the first year, the
depletion that would be allowed to the taxpayer would be its pro-
duction that year, 240,000 barrels, multiplied by 90 cents.

Doctor ADAMs. What year are you referring to there?
Mr. GRzzeENoE. The first year's production. He would be allowed

$216,000 depletion.
Senator CouzENs. Right at this point, in order that we may get

it clearly in our minds, assume that you were using a 10 per cent
basis. What would be the depletion and credit for that year?

Mr. GUEENIDU. The depletion unit first wculd be 82 cents-I
am only carrying it to cents-and that would be 240,000 times 82,
or $196,800.

Senator CoUzES. Against how much on the 5 per cent basis?
Mr. GREC019OE. $216,000.
Senator CouziNs. SO that when the department fixes a percentage

basis of 5 per cent, the oil operator, the taxpayer, in the 5 per cent
case, would receive a depletion allowance of $216,000, and if you
insisted on 10 per cent he would receive a depletion credit of only
$196,000?

Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENS. So that there is quite a large advantage to

have the department allow a 5 per cent basis, instead of a 10 per
cent basis; is not that correct?

Mr. GREENIVIGE. Other things being equal.
Doctor ADAMS. Your illustration applied to the first year?
Mr. GREENMDGE. Yes. We were just talking about tie first year.
The CHARMAN. Well, would the same proportion of advantage

apply all the way through for the various years?r. GREENIDOE. Practically; yes, sir.'
The CHAIMAN. How'do you determine whether to use the 5 per

cent basis or a 10 per cent bsis.?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Depending on the circumstances surrounding the

valuation of the property, the amount of risk, and the various factors
that enter into the valuation. There are instances in which we do
not usb any discount factor Whatever.' Where the taxpayer presents
a reasonable valuation, there is no discount factor applied. A great
many taxpayers do not apply" a discount factor at all.

The CHAIRMAN. In the Gulf Oil Corporation case that you have
been talking about, you applied that factor?

Mr. GR= Ic. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What was there peculiar in that case that caused

you to apply that basis and not to apply it in other cases?
Mr. Gi R nIoG. Their decline curves-I am speaking now from

what I have heard from engineers who worked on the case before
they left the department-were so conservatively constructed that
the 5 per cent or 10 per cent, or any other discount factor, was not
a material point in the case.

Senator ERNST. So that, after all, each case has to a greater or
less extent to stand on its own bottom?

Mr. GRENmIGE. It has to. The law so specifies, Senator.
Senator ERNsT. That is what I understood.
Mr. GR ENIDGE. That is why I have prepared two sets of figures

showing the 1,000,000-barrel estimate: and the 500,000-barrel esti-
mate, because the 1,000,000-barrel estimate shows a returnable cap-
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ital sum of $903,000 and the 500,00-barrel estimate only shows a
capital return of $451,000, or ust one-half.

Senator CouzENs. Is the Gypsy Oil Co. a subsidiary of the Gulf
Oil Corporation, do you know

Mr. GR tENIDE. Yes, sir. I file this chart simply as illustrative.
The H MAN. Yes; surely.
Mr. GREENWOR. We purposely took no special case.
Doctor ADAMs. Did you apply the 5 and 10 per cent factors to

these particular reserves in any year, particularly in 1916 and 1917?
Mr. GREJNIDoE. In all years they were applied; yes, sir.
Doctor ADAMS. Did you apply both, so that you could measure

the extent of the difference? 1
Mr. GREENIDGE. No; I have not. You are referring now to the

Gulf Oil Corporation case?
Doctor ADAMs. What difference would it make for 1916 and 1917

if a 10 per cent basis or the 5 per cent basis were used?
Mr. UREENIDOG. In 1916 it would have made an immaterial differ-

ence because of the 2 per cent tax.
The CHAIRMAN. Did the Gulf Oil Corporation have an amortiza-

tion claim?
Mr. GREENIDOE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What became of that?
Mr. GREENIDGE. That was disallowed. They made it as a claim,

but it was not substantiated by the 'data that the department calis
for to be submitted in connection with the allowance of such a claim.
That claim amounted to 61,108,490.89.

The CHAIRMAN. Was there any portion of it that was allowed?
Mr. GREEN-D11GE. None of it.
Mr. NASH. May I ask Mr. Greenidge*a question thereI
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. NASH. Could that claim have been substantiated, in your

judgment, if the case had not been expedited?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes. I do not think my judgment needs to be

taken on that, either. It is a fact. 'It could have been.
Mr. NASH. Well, if it could have been substantiated, why did they

not submit it ? Was there anything said about it when they filed it?
-Mr. GREENWdE. To my knowledge, I could not answer that, but

I understand it was in order to get the matter settled up and out
of the way.

Senator COUZENs. Before Mr. Mellon became the Secretary of the
Treasury?

Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; that is what I understood.
Mr. NASH. What relation did the amount of amortization bear to

the difference that was made in that tax as a result of this depletion
charge?

Mr. GREENIDGE. I would have to refer to that.
Senator COUZENs. Have you the record of that amortization charge

here'?
Mr. GREENIDOE. Yes, sir. I have the total figure. I have not

the claim before me, but the total figure is $1,198,590.89.
Senator CouzENS. You mean that is the amount of the allowance

claimed?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Claimed.
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Senatoi' CouzEkis. Whiteffet w'Ud that' Alonveinb'have had upoi
the tax hqd the amortization not been all6wd
" Mr. GriiEk i :'It would have meant a material reduction. I

do not know according to what surtax brackets 'the Gulf Oil taxes
were finally figured, but I presume' they were high. I could not say
offhand what per cent.

Mr. NAsn. What I want to bring' out is thi1, and 'I will put ny
question in this way: Would 'the amount -recoverable, the amount
that could have been recovered& had thiS limortizatioti been pressed,
been greater or less than the amount bf 'credit -that the company
received as a result of the deduction on the depletion of leaseholds? .

Mr. Gxn.EMDxOE. To be conservative about it, I had better say it
would hhve been approximately the same, because the leaseliold
depletion was $1,690,000, and this is $1,198,000.

Senator CouzENs. That only covers one year of the depletion.
Mr. GREENJIDOE. Yes, sir.
Senator CouzEPss. There were two years allowed on depletion.
Mr. GREENDGE. Oh, yes, sir; and there are subsequent years also.
Senator Couznns. So that it c6uld not be said that the failure to

press the amortization charge offset the depletion credit?
Mr. G E CNMGE. I could not say entirely or more or less.
Senator Couzp.Ns. I mean for ,over the two-year period, the two-

year period of allowance, your depletion credit on leaseholds was
much more than the amortization claim for 1916.

Mr. GRNFrICDoE. Yes.
Doctor ADAMS. For what years would the amortization credit be

applied V
Mr. Gim'EIVIDOE. In 1918.
Doctor ADAMs. In 1918 '
Mr. GREENIDGE. And subsequent years.
Senator Couzpms. Is there anything else, Mr. Hartson, that we

asked you to get?
Mr. HARTSO. I do not recollect, Senator, that you asked for any--

thing further about the Gulf matter. I have here a list of those things
about which you did inquire.

Senator CouzENs. Is there anything else that this witness can
testify toI

Mi. HARTSON. I think not.
Mr. GREENIDGE. Senator King asked that a problem be worked

out for him, and it is ready if t e committee wishes it, or shall we
wait until the Senator is present?

The ChAIRtmA. What was the problem?
Mr. GREENIDGE. On a well that came in with 5,000 barrels per

day, hewanted to know what the taxes would be on it.
The C..uRMA.. I think you might put that in the record, because

the Senator might not be here to-day.
Mr. GREENIDGE. All right, sir.
Here is another curve, Senators. You see how much more rapidly

the fall off of that well is. That is the average curve of the Santa Fe
Springs, Calif. You see how very rapid the 7all off is.

Senator K asked that the initial production of the well be taken
at 5,000 barrels, and its first year's production would be 465,000 bar-
rels, approximately-not in excess of a million barrels, as the Senator
thought. It has been worked out allowing $40,000 for drilling ex-
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pense and.a t hosand dqllarsps the cqst,.of the property It shows
the tax on that well,: if the taxpayer had ng other income, would hive
been $25,744, or he would have paid approximately 30.8 per cent of
his net income in tax.

He also asked that it be computed without depletion, which' we
have done, and it shows that his tax would have been 45 per cent of the
net income, instead of 30.8 per cent.. . . . I

These papers will go into the record, as I understand it.
(The statement showing the computation above referred to is as

follows:)
Computation of tax without benefit of depletion and assuming there is no

other income:
Gross income ----------------- ------------------- $203, 437. 50
Drilling and expense... .----------- --------------------- 40, 000. 00

Taxable net income-- 163, 437. 50
Less exemption 2 000. 00

Amount subject to normal tax:
At 6 per cent ------------------------------ ------------ 161, 437. 50
At 12 per cent ------------------------------------ 4,000. 00

157,437. 50

Tax for 1918.- - -------------------------- -- J 240.00
I 18,892.50

Surtax on $161,437.50 --------------------------------- 55, 91. 00

Total tax ----------------------------------- 7, 047. 50
Percentage of net income paid in tax, 45.9.

Senator CoUzzNs. Hardly think thit that quite answers the ques-
tion. that Senator King had in mind, because you point out that,
under a certain statement of fact, the percentage of income he would
have paid would have been some 30 per cent and a fraction.

Mr. GRE mwozI. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENS. And then, under another statement of fact,

it would have been 45 per cent?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENA. But that statement does not show the relation

of the income to the investment. In other words, he complained.
as I recall it, that these depletion charges and credits are so large that
they leave an enormous profit as related to the investment.

Mr. GRimEEIDGE. Well, we included the depletion charge, Senator,
in the first computation. Perhaps I do not understand your ques-
tion, Senator.

Senator CouzNs. I mean, in the case that Senator King referred to,
the hypothetical case-

Mr. GREENMGE. Yes.
Senator COUZENS. Where there was $41,000 invested'
Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes, sir.
Senator COUzERNs. And this discovery was made, as you have stated,

of 5,000 barrels per day-
Mr. GREEMDOE. Yes, sir; 5,000 barrels per day.
Senator CoUZENs. How much would his income have been that

year?
mr. G~tEr&N3,DGE. $203,437.50.

L
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'Senator CouzmNs. So that in the first year h would have had a
0per cent returnxon his investment of some $41,000.,
W. GnNwO. Approximately; yes.

Senator CoTzizws. And in spite of that 500 per cent return on his
investment, he received a depletion credit of how much?

Mr. GREmEiDi. $79,910. I
Senator CM -ems. In other words, his depletion credit was twice

the amount of his investment?
Mr. GRzzmDmO. Approximately; yes. sir.
Senator CouzENs. That is a justifiable criticism, I think, of the

whole system of depletion. There is an exact and definite case.
Doctor ADAMS. You mean the discovery depletion? A

The CHAIRMAN. The discovery depletion.
Senator CouzpNs. Yes; the disovery depletion.
Mr. GuEENwIoE. I am glad you covered them all. Both of these

figures are in here, both with and without depletion. I
Senator ERNST. How would that work out in the course of 10

years ?
Mr. GiF:NMcoE. His production in the second year would be only

150,000 barrels.
Senator ERNST. What about the third year?
Mr. GiazENJME. It would be 68,000 barrels, and in the fourth year

37,000 barrels, and so on. This was pertty close to a typical well in
the Santa Fe Springs field, California.. We took their general curve
average. ~enator King happened to mention that name in his dis-
cussion, and of course I thought of it, and I am sure this covers the
figures that his line of questioning seemed to bring, out. ' ..

Senator ERNST. And there are a good many cases of that kind?
Senator CouzzNfi. -Oh, Yes; and this is a' typical case that Senator

King is justifiably complaining of. This W1o e'sygtem of depletion
credits on discoveries is ridiculous and absurd.

Mr. GwEENDE. This also becomes a part of the record.
Doctor ADAMS. Mr. Greenidge. would it be practicable to illustrate

the rapid decline of this Gulif il Co.'s properties by curves, and
comparing them with the general curves for the district?

Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes, sir.
Doctor ADAMS. Do you want that in?
Senator COUZENS. What was that, Doctor AdamsI
Doctor ADAMS. I suggested that curves showing the decline of

the Gulf Oil Co.'s properties be compared with the average for the
same district, to show the more rapid decline of the Gulf Oil Co.'s
properties. rap

Mr. GRzNIDGE. Curves are shown in the new oil and gas manual.
Cwuryes for all districts are there, published in book form.

Senator COUzENs. I hardly think that is necessary, if it is already
available.

Mr. GREENDOE. Yes; it is obtainable there.
Senator ERNST. Does that also show what the Government gets

from each of those each year?
Mr. GREENroE. Yes, sir; in taxes.
Doctor ADAMS. I think Mr. Greenidge might be in a position to

give you, in reference to the oil industry, the ratios of the tax to the
gross income, etc. He might give you general figures, answering
the same question to which this particular illustration applied.
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The CHAIMAN. What do you mean by that, Doctor I
Doctor ADAMs. He might be able to show you for particular years

what percentage of gross income the oil industry pays in income and
excess profits taxes.

The CAIMAN. Yes.
Doctor ADAmS. And what the depletion amounts to in reference

to it.t
Mr. GimNWeG. I am not sure that I have those figures with me,

but we may have.
I think;.Senator Couzens, I should mention to you the number of

dry holes that are drilled, in comparison to the producing wells.
That has no particular be af on this case, I realize, but I have some
figures on that, If you think it* would be of any interest to you, I
will submit those figures in the various fields.

Senator Couzzis, I did not hear the beginning of your statement.
Mr. GnEENLUwo. I have some figures on the number of dry wells,

the percentage of dry wells that are drilled in the various fields in the
United States. If you think it would be of any interest to you, I
will be glad to submit them.

Senator COUZENs. What do you intend to demonstrate by them?
Mr. GRENnID . Nothing, other than the fact that although this

was a producingwell, it would be only ono of so many dry wels. .
Senator COUzENs. It would ,only demonstrate the two parallel

businesses, where one might succeed and the other might not...
Mr. GRE&NNDOE. Yes. Senator King asked, some queqtMous,. and I,

of course, prepared these figures.
Senator CWiZNs. 81 far as 1 am concermd, I am not particulaly

interested in them. I do not know about the other Senators of thecomzmittee.,... . . . ,.
The CHAIRMAN.. I do not think so.
Mr. GREzNDGE. All right, sir. If Senator- King wishes it at any

time, it is ready for him.. , -... I .. ,
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. If you should put it in the record for him,

he would probably not read the record, and in addition he might
want to. hear it.,

Mr, GEINNWGE. .Yes.
DoctorADAMS. May I ask Mr. Greenidge this? It is relevant to

one point in his testimony, as to whether the 30-day period within
which valuation for discovery wells must be made is such that it is
really practicable to get the data to make a sound valuation within
that period?

Mi. GREENJIDGE. No; it is not. It is absolutely impossible.
Doctor ADAms. In other words, that feature of the present law is

thoroughly impracticable?
Mr. GRZEEMDOF.. Absolutely.
Senator COUZENS. When these valuations are fixed within the time

period just referred to by Doctor Adams, is the price of oil. for that
particular year figured as the basis?

Mr. GREENWG1D. At that date, it is used as the basis.
Senator COUZENS. The date of the discovery?
Mr. GzNzmnoz. The date of the discovery; yes, sir.
Senator COUZENS. Then the price of oil may rise or fall, and yet

the depletion charge would not be affected ?

$46



Mr. GREENmWOi.' Yes,;sir. It, has a, sort of balancing effect. If
th mian who discovers oil, at'i gets a depletion charge of 50 cehts,
and' the oil goes to, $3.50, he still gets a depletion charge of 50 cents
If the price of oil is at $3.50 when he discovers it, he gets a'depletion
unit of $2, and if it goes to $1 he gets that.Senator COuZENS.' In other Words, he gets-twice as much depletion
charge as the oil is worth on the market? Can you not conceive of
any better method of arriving at it than in such it ridiculous way as
that?

Mr. GRE]. mEa. To, attempt to use the average price of oil,
Senator Couzens, over a period of years, drifts us into a mass of
argument with everyone who comes up with a tax case, as to the
price that you may use and after a great deal of thought and dis-
cussion it was decided that the price at date of discovery should be
used-, although it did injury to some and granted others,; perhaps, a
little more than they should have. In the long run it balances itself,
which is what 'yu would. attempt to io'by -an average price of oil,
anyway.

Senator CouzENs. You spoke awhile ago of 90 men called in to
arrange the oil regulations. Is that correct?

Mr. GRUENWOE. Yes; but I should have said they were called in
for all natural resources, timber$ coal, metals-I think for the entire
natural resources industries, here were 90, and I am only speaking
from hearsay on that, but I do know 'that there were a large number,
because I have met 15 or 20 myself who were there.

Senator CouzENs. Were there any recommendations made by
that board' as to a bettor, method of simplifying the question of
depletion v
'Mr. GREEIDGE. No, sir; their recommendations were made to

initiate, rather than to simplify or to modify. They were here in
1918 or 1919. It was 'before my time, anyway.

Doctor ADAMS. May I ask Mr. Greenidge another question about
prices?

The CIAMMAN. Yes, Doctor.
Doctor ADAMS. In making valuation for discovery depletion, you

use the price of oil prevailing in that district at the date of discovery
Mr. GRzismGE. Yes, sir.
Doctor ADAMS. Or within 30 days thereafter, which, or both?
Mr. GRitENmDE. We generally take it at the date of discovery of

the oil.
Doctor ADAMS. Has that same thing been done with respect to

the March 1, 1913, valuations?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENS. You have not been able to determine whether

or not any other companies were required to fix it at the 5 per cent
basis, have you?

Mr. GRF oENIDG. No, sir. I did state, however, that some com-
panies did not use any.

Senator CouzviNs. Why was that?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Because their valuations, as set up, disregarding

any discount factor, were so reasonable, or so nearly within the
limits of reasonableness that a discount factor became -an unim-
portant phase. In fact, as I testified at!a previous hearing, I per-
sonally would not introduce the discount factor. I think, as a matter
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of act,' the present worth applies more closely to banking and tngible
convertible collateral, than it does to an "intangible thing like oil.
However, that is personal opinion.

Senator COUzENso Have you had any case paralleling the case of
the Gulf Oil Corporation depletion, in regard to the depletion of coal
,r other minerals?

Mr. GREJ NIDOJ. No, sir. You see, coal is more easily measurable,
and values of coal lands are much more easily determinable, because
they are bought and sold by the acre, and records are easily accessible
in the courthouses, or from the taxpayer's records. "

Se1atort (?ouZENS. When a coal company leases the property and
takes a royalty of 10 cents a ton or 50 cetits a ton, or whatever the
case might be, do you divide the depletion credits between the lessor
and the lessee in that case?

Mr. GREENIDOE. Oh, yes. The operator gets a certain proportion
for depletion, and the lessor also.

Senator CouzwxS. Do you have the baqis of the cost per ton?
Mr. GREENIDOE. Yes.
Senator CoUZENS. At the time it was sold?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes, sir.
Senator CoutZE.Ns. And you fix the cost of the coal at the time of

the discovery, just the same as you do at the date of the discovery
of oil?

Mr. GREENIDGE. Pardon me, but discovery is not allowable, and
has never been allowable in coal, because tlie coal fields have been
treated as being known by our geological bulletins or by other pub-
lications, such as the Bureau of Mines, so that the discovery factor
does not apply to coal.

Senator uo'L'zEN.s. Does it apply to any other minerals?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes, sir; it does to copper, zinc, lead, mercury,

etc. It does not, however, applv to timber, which is another natural
resource on which depletion is allowed.

Senator Couzs. Would it apply to iron ore?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes, sir.
Senator Couzms. Do you have the s"me depletion in arriving at

depletion charges in those cases as you have in the case of oil?
Mr. GREENIDGE. No, sir; I can not say that we have.
Senator COUZENS. No such controversies ever existed or do now

with respect to these minerals as they do with respect to oil?
Mr. GREENDGE. Not as great controversies, I should say; no.
Senator CouZENs. Have you formulated in your mind any plan of

arriving at discovery depletions which might be better enacted into
law than the plan which now exists?

Mr. GREENIDGE. I have given a great deal of thought to the sub-
ject, and have my mind mae up definitely on some of the phases of it,
but not on all. I

Senator COUZENS. Your office does not agree, does it, with the
recommendations that are now before the Finance Committee of the
Senate, or perhaps, rather, in the revenue bill sent over from dhe
House ?

Mr. GREENDGE. I could not answer that question yes or no,
Senator, because it would be criticizing what a superior officer had
done, and I would rather ask to be excused from answering that, if
you would permit me.
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Senator Couzzis. Well, the inference, of course, that we get from
that is that you are not in accord with it..

Mr. GREIRNIDE. As I stated before, on the 30-day principle, the
Valuation at date of discovery or 30 days thereafter-

Senator COUZENS. And you are not all agreed on the blanket
allowance of a maximum of 50 per cent return

Mr. GRINwIDGE. I have not been called upon to express an opinion
on that by the department.

Senator COUZENS. And you would rather not do it here I
Mr. GREENIDGE. I would prefer that your question be withdrawn,

Senator, if you will please do so.
Senator ERNST. Expunge that from the record. You do not think

that you men are not allowed to have an opinion on those proposi-
tions, do you?

Mr. GREENIDOE. Oh, yes; we are allowed to have them all right.
The CHAIRmAN. And to express them, I mean.
Mr. HARTSON. I am very sure that the Secretary would have no

objection to Mr. Greenidge expressing his own opinion.
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly not. Because the Secretary or the

bureau formulates the policy that should be followed, that does not
mean that you are to have no opinion of your own about the proposi-
tion, as to whether it is a right or a wrong policy. Otherwise, we
never would be able to get any expert opinion from anybody inside
the Treasury, and that is what we are trying to get now.

Mr. GIREENIDOG. I have not been instructed along those lines.
Remember, I am not objecting to it. I am quite willing to do it,
but, as a matter of ethics, I have refrained from answering the
question, because this policy has been laid down by a superior officer.
However, on the advice of counsel of the department, that I should
progress. I will (1o so without hesitancy.

Senator COUZENS. The point is that the Finance Committee and
other members of the Senate are not all going to agree upon the
section in the revenue act as it came from the House, in dealing with
this matter, and I thought you might have some expert advice to
give us as to what others thought than those who were successful in
having it put in the act.

Mr. GREENIDOE. Yes, sir. I am at your service, gentlemen, as
far as I am permitted to be. I am very anxious to do everything
I can, because I believe in simplification and practicability, if possible.

Senator CouzEN%. Tell is- ow you would proceed to deal with
this thing, if you were the chief? o

Mr. GaE9NIDGi. First of all, I would eliminate the 30-day clause,
the date of discovery, or within 30 days thereafter. The inininun
that I should possibly take would be 72 days, and preferably a year.
I mention 72 days because if a man brought in a well at the end of
a year he would have January, February, and half of March to figure
his possible output of the well before the filing of his tax return for
that year. That is why I place that limit, but that is the minimuti
that should be considered.

Doctor ADAMS. May I ask Mr. Greenidge this question, because
I am interested in this: With respect to the division of the discovery
depletion between the lessor and the lessee, Mr. Greenidge, do you
think that a lessor, under ordinary circumstances, has any real

A
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claim for a Dart of this discovery depreciation, or, from the standpoint
of equity, does it actually belong to the lessee, the real discoverer?

Mr. GR1,EzIDGE. Yes. My ideas on that, Doctor Adams, are
very decided.

Doctor ADAMS. In other words, that the lessee is really entitled to
it, and the lessor, being the passive agent, is not entitled to it; is
that correct ?*

Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes; I fully agree with you. The lessee is
entitled to practically all of it, in my opinion. -

Doctor ADAMS. Will you call the attention of the committee to
the very difficult problem that exists in the present statute? For
instance, the statute now gives this discovery depletion only in case
the taxpayer is the discoverer, has made the discovery, and yet,
for reasons, the department divided the discovery depreciation
between the lessor and lessee.

Senator CouzENs. The statute requires it.
Mr. GREEN DOE. Yes.
Doctor ADAMS. Well, the statute does both things. The statute

says that discovery depletion shall be granted only in case the dis-
covery has been made by the taxpayer. Apparently, therefore, the
benefit of discovery depletion should go only to the discoverer, and
vet there is another provision of the statute, as you say, which says
that this allowance shall be equitably divided between the lessor and
the lessee. My question is, is it possible to amend the statute in a
way that would simplify that situation T

ir. GnEENxDGE. '1 am quite sure that that should be done, in my
opinion. Let us take an instance like this: Oil is discovered, and the
market price of it is $1. The lessee gets by with a depletion unit of
2.5 cents,°and it is quite possible for the lessor to get by with a deple-
tion unit of 75 cents. The lessor has not expended one penny in
money or one hour in energy to discover it. Nevertheless, he is
allowed it in a greater amount. Of course, he does not aet as great
an amount of income, but he takes no risk; that is, the lessor takes
no risk.

Doctor ADAMS. Mr. Greenidge. with respect to that 30-day pro-
vi ion and with respect to the division between lessor and lessee, does
the revenue bill as it passed the House make any change in the ex-
isting lav?

Mr. GREENIDGE. I think not. From what I have seen of it, I
should say no.

Doctor ADAMS. One further question. Is it not highly desirable,
from a practical standpoint, io avoid valuation, if possible, or to the
extent possible?

Mr. UREENIDGE. No; not to the extent possible, but to the extent
practicable. "Possible" is a little too great a limit to introduce
there.

Doctor ADAfs. Other things being equal, then, any depletion pro-
vision which satisfied the requirements of equity and sound policy
and avoided evaluation would be far superior to one that included
the necessity for valuation, would it not?

Mr. GREENIDGE. I should say so, sir. Wherever you can avoid
taking another step in a procedure necessary for tax collection, I
should say it wouldbe a good thing.

.80
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Doctor ADAIMS. From your investigations of the subject are you
convinced that a depletion discovery based on gross income, thus
avoiding the necessity for it valuation, could be devised which would
do ever thing that thie present statutory provisions do?

Mr. UREENIDOE. It has been along those lines that I have been
thinking for a long time and have not had time to get enough figures
together on that subject to answer it directly yes or no, but it is my
opinion that that is a proper line to pursue.

Doctor ADAMR. The present statutory provision for discovery de-
pletion permits a discovery to be made and the benefit of this dis, ov-
ery valuation to be taken by the man who drills a well, even 100"0ards
from another well, provided the field was not proven when he bought,
does it not?

Mr. GREENIDGE. It does.
Doctor ADAMS. In short, fsetting wells are treated, in many in-

stances as discovery wells, are they not?
Mr. GREENIDGE. They have to be under the statute.
Doctor ADAMS. Is that regarded by the experts on this subject as

a fair and reasonable carrying out of the intent of the statute-and,
by the way, let me say that, so far as I know, you are interpreting
the statute correctly.

Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes.
Doctor ADAMS. But it is a question of whether the main purpose

of the statute at that point is logically carried out.
Mr. GREENDOE. That is the place where the discovery clause of

the revenue act is abused; that is, in my opinion.
Senator CouzENs. Mr. Hartson, who is here, knows most about the

Gulf Oil Corporation case?
Mr. HARTSON. Do you mean the auditors who have actually been

working on the figures, or the history of the case?
Senator COUZE.S. Yes; the auditor who has been over the figures.
Mr. HARTSON. Mr. Mattson.
Senator CoUzENs. If you are through with Mr. Greenidge, I would

like to have Mr. Mattson called to the stand.
Mr. NASH. I would like to submit an exhibit here, before Mr.

Greenidge leaves the stand, which shows the amount of tax paid by
the Gulf Oil Corporation, with the depletion deduction, and com-
puted without the depletion deduction. For 1916 it makes a dif-
ference in the tax of about $32,000, and for 1917 it makes a differ-
ence in the tax of $817,000, or a total of $849,000.

I want to ask Mr. Greenidge again if, in his opinion, had that
amortization claim been pressed it would have resulted in a refund
of more than $849,000?

Senator CozENs. I do not think that matter is relevant. You
are bringing in something entirely outside the question. The ques-
tion is not what might have happened. The question is not what
was waived to get uder the gateway before Mr. Mellon came in, but
what was allowed and what actually happened.

Senator ERNST. Senator Couzens, I would like to know, because
a good deal has been said about the Gulf Oil Co. here, and I think it
shows that the Gulf Oil Co. has acted in a rather fine way, rather than
in a way which would make it open to any sort of attack. There was
a claim the could have pressed, and I would like to know just the
answer to this question.
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Senator CouzENs. I want to say right here, Mr. Senator, that no
one on this committee has made any charges against the Gulf Oil
Corporation.

Senator ERNST. They were being mad on the floor of the Senate
to-day.

Senator CoUZlNS. That has nothing to do with the proceedings of
this committee.

Senator ERNST. Yes; because every time the Gulf Oil Corporation
has been mentioned you have asked questions about it.

Senator COUZENS.'I want to say right here that I shall object to
this, because it is not. a part of the record.

Senator ERNST. You can object to it, but I have a right to have it
in, and I am going to ask the question.

Senator CoiftENS. You may have it in, but I am going to object to
it, because it is not relevant to this case.

Senator ERNST. You are undoubtedly right in making your objec-
tion, but I watnt the question answered.Senator CouzENs.But it can not be answered because they have

not the figures, and I object to the answer, because he has not the
figures.

Senator ERNST. Have you not the figures here?
Mr. GR1ENIDOE. Not exact figures to show what the offset would

be, but if it does not equal that, it very nearly does.
Senator ERNST. Then, give it as nearly approximate as you can.
Mr. GREENIDGE. That additional'deduction would have thrown it

in the 80 per cent bracket, which would be approximately $960,000.
I am giving those figures in round numbers, Senator.

Senator COuZENS. Less tax, you mean?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes, sir.
Senator CouzENS. That would have been paidI
Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes; less tax, that woul{ have been paid.
Mr. NASH. The point to bring out is that the amountr ecoverable,

or that could have been recovered by pressing that amortization claim,
would have been greater than the amount by which the tax was de-
creased for 1916 and 1917 a a result of the use as a deduction the
depletion of leaseholds.

Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes: approximately.
Senator CouZHNS. I want to point out, of course, that we have

no evidence that the amortization claim was justified, and no report
has been made that it would have been allowed had it been pushed.
I want to say further that this information is not relevant to the
question of depletion of oil wells. There is a great difference between
the depletion of oil wells, and they are not comparable at all.

Senator ERNST. But still that shows the spirit of the Gulf Oil Co.
to have everything cleaned up before Mr. Mellon came in. There
has been so much talk about him, and I am very glad to have that
in this record.

Senator COUZENS. The Gulf Oil Corporation is not under investi-
gation. The Bureau of Internal Revenue is under investigation.

Senator ERNST. The Gulf Oil Corporation is not under investi-
gation, but, at the same time, it is made to look as though the com-
pany were trying to get the best of the Government.

Senator COUZENS. This happened during the previous adminis-
tration, and no charge has been made against the Gulf Oil Corpo-



ration. The whole question is as to why the bureau might allow
depletion credit in certain cases and not in other cases.

Senator ERNsT. Yes; btt every time Secretary Mellon s name is
mentioned there is a very keen desire to find cut all about it.

Senator COUZENS. I do not know whether you were here or not
when Mr. Mellon volunterred this information. Nobody asked
for it.

Senator ERNST. But when we can find out any fact which shows
that the company in which he was interested has acted in any way
in an effort to defraud the Government, I want that also shown.

Senator CouzENs. You are assuming, then, that they attempted
to defraud the Government?

Senator ERNST. No; I think I have heard enough said about that
company to know that it has not many friends Where it ought to
have them.

Senator COuZENS. Well, I am glad to see that you are among the
friends of the interests.

Senator ERNST. I certainly am.
Mr. GREENIDOE. Before leaving the stand, if I may be permitted

to state it, there were two other large allowances made for depletion
on lessee value prior to the promulgation of Treasury Decision 3386.
In one instance it was close to $2,000,000 to one concern.

The CHAIRMAN. Which concern is that?
Mr. GRgiENrOE. I do not think, Senator, that I properly--
The CHaRMAN. All right.
Senator Couzi-s. I do not think that kind of evidence, Mr.

Chairman, has anything to do with the case. We can not, try this
case on that kind of evidence, because we have no way to prove it.
They are reading from the record figures that have nothing to do
with the case at all. They are being put into the case, and we can
not find anything about them, and they do not offer any testimony
about them..The CHAiRMAN. I think the mere statement that some other
company was treated in the same way would not be applicable here.

Senator ERNsT. I do not think that that does the slightest bit of
harm, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. We are talking about oil companies, and unless
it was to make a comparison of this oil company with other oil
companies, it would not be particularly advantageous, but if it be
with regard to any oil company, I would have no objection to his
making the statement:

Mr. GimENIDGE. And the other one thing that I think I should
call to the attention of the committee before I am excused from the
stand is the fact that during the past year the average production
of all the oil wells in the United States was 5.7 barrels per well per
da. Senator King asked a question that led up to that request.

nator ERNST. know some wells that have brought down that
average.

Doctor ADAMS. The witness has given the names of about twenty
companies that have received this lessee depletion. He now says
that he has the names of two other companies. Does the committee
want the names of those two other companies?

Mr. GREENIDGE. That was omitted.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. What are they?
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Mr. GREE.znIE. The other companies are the Southern Pacific
Oil Co. of California-

The CHAIRMAN. Is that an oil company?
Mr. GREENDGE. Yes; and the Associated Oil Co. Neither of

those cases was closed, although the allowance was made prior to the
promulgation of the Treasury decision.

Senator CouzuNs. What year did that accrue?
Mr. GREENIDGE. In 1916 or 1917. I have those figures, 19 per cent

dr holes.
he CHAIRMAN. Of all of the wells drilled 19 per cent were dry

holes?
Mr. GREENMGE. Yes, sir.
The CiRmAN. Covering what period of time?
Mr. GRzENDGE. Ten years, I am told.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know how many wells have been drilled

in the United States in 10 years?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes.
The QAIMAN. How many?
Mr. GREENIDGE. I can not tell you offhand.
The Ci M,&N. Have you a record of all of them?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Oh yes-240,589.
Senator ERNST. For how long a period does that cover?
Mr. GREENIDGE. From 1910 to 1920.
The CHAIRMAN. Nineteen per cent dry?
Mr. GRZENMGE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And those wells are producing an average of 5.7

barrels a day?
Mr. GREENIDGE. An average of 5.7 barrels per day. That has

been increased very materially through flush production of the Cali-
fornia field and the Powell field of Texas. In the years prior thereto
it probably ran down below 4 per cent. I know it ran below 4 per
cent. I will submit these statements for the record at this point.

(The statements referred to are as follows:)
Estimated ultimate recovery, 500,000 barrels oil.
Market price of oil at date of estimate -------------------------- $1.25
Drilling, pumping, overhead, and all other cost ------------------- . 25

Net value of oil --------------------------------------- 1. 00
Present worth computed at 5 per cent compound discount for deferred

receipts.
First year's production, 240, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.9524 ------ . $228, 576
Second year s production, 120, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.9070 ----------- 108, 840
Third year's production, 60, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.8638- - 51, 828
Fourth year's production, 36, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.8227 ....- 29, 617
Fifth year's production, 20,000 barrels X$1 X$0.7835 ----------- 15 670
Sixth year's production. 12, 000 barrels X$l X$0.7462 ----------- 8, 954
Seventh year's production, 6, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.7107 ----------- 4 204
Eighth year's production, 3, 000 barrels X$1 X $0.6768 .... 2,030
Ninth year's production, 2, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.6446 ----------- I 289
Tenth year's production, 1. Ci barrels X$1 X$0.6139 ------------ 614

5 1 1 451, 682

Composite discount factor, 9.66 per cent.

Present worth of 500,000 barrels at date of estimate.

92919-24--PT 2- 10
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. Prsept worth of same number of barrels of oil of same net value per barrel
computed at 10 per cent compound discount for deferred receipts:
First year's production,
Second year's production,
Third year's production,
Fourth year's production,
Fifth year's production,
Sixth year's production,
Seventh year's production,
Eighth year's production,
•Ninth year's production,
Tenth year's production,

240, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.9091----------
120, 000 barrels X$1 X $0.8264.._-....-...
60, 000 barrels X $1 X$0.7513 ...........
36, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.6830 ------------
20, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.6209 -----------
12, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.5645 ..........
6, 000 barrels X $1 X $0.5132- ....
3, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.4665 .........
2, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.4241
1, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.3855 ------------

500, 000
Composite factor, 17.6 per cent.

$218, 184
99, 168
45, 078
24,588
12, 418
6, 774
3 079
1, 400

848
386

1411,919

Estimated ultimate recovery, 1,000,000 barrels oil. Per barrl.
Market price of oil at date of estimate --------------------------- $1. 25
Drilling, pumping, overhead, and all other costs ----------------------. 25

Net value of oil ----------------------------------------- 1. 00
Present worth computed at 5 per cent compound discount for deferred receipts:

First year's production
Second year s production
Third year's production
Fourth year's production
Fifth year's production
Sixth year's production
Seventh year's production
Eighth year's production
Ninth year's production
tenth vear's production

480, 000 barrels X $1 X $0.9524 ---------
240, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.9070 .........
120, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.8638--------
72, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.8227--------
40, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.7835........
24, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.7462 ----------
12, 000 barrels X$1 X $0.7107 .........
6, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.6768 .........
4, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.6446 ---------
2, 000 barrels X$1 X$0.6139 ---------

1, 000, 000
Composite factor (discount), 9.66 per cent.
Present worth of same number of barrels of oil of same net value per barrels

computed at 10 per cent compound discount for deferred receipts.
First year's production
Second year's production
Third year's production
Fourth year's production
Fifth year's production
Sixth -car 's production
Seventh year's production
Eighth year's production
Ninth year's production
Tenth year s production

480,000 barrels X $1 X $0.9091 -----------
240,000 barrels X $1 X $0.8264 .----------
120,000 barrels X$1 X $0.7513 ...........
72,000 barrels X$1 X$0.6830 ------------
40,000 barrels X$1 X$0.6209 -----------
24,000 barrels X $1 X $0.5645 ...........
12,000 barrels X $1 X $0.5132 ...........

6,000 barrels X$1 X$0.4665 ------------
4,000 barrels X$1 X $0.4241 ------------
2,000 barrels X$1 X$0.3855----------

$436, 368
198, 336
90, 156
49,176
24, 836
13, 548

6, 158
2, 799
1, 696

771

2 823, 8441, 000, 000
Composite discount factor, 17.6 per cent.

Senator CouzENs. I would like to have the auditor that you
referred to come on the stand now.

The CHAIRMAN. Just as you want, Senator.
Senator CouziNs. Will you swear the witness?

Present worth of 500,000 barrels at date of estimate.
Present worth of 1,000,000 barrels at date of estimate.

$457, 152
217,680
103, 656
59,234
31, 340
17, 909
8, 528
4, 061
2, 578
1, 228

2 903, 366

UR
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TESTIXONY OFXi ,CURLIS J. MATT4O1, AUDITOR BUREAU
OF; INTERNAL REVENUE,

(The witness was sworn by the chairman.)
The CHAIRMAN. State your full name for the record.
Mr. MATTsoN. Charles J. Mattson.
The CHAIRMAN*. YoU at employed in the Internal Revenue

Bureau?
Mr. MATrsoN. Yes, sir.
The CAIRMAN. What branch of the service?
Mr. MATTSON. Auditor.
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you been so employed?
Mr. MATTSON. Since 1919.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you been in the bureau since 1919? Were
you in before that time?Mr. MATTSON. No.

The 0. 1AIRMAN. You have been auditor, then, since you entered
the service?

Mr. MATTSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRiMAN. Very well, Senator (ouzePs.
Senator COUZE-NS. Have you audited the accounts of the Gulf Oil

Corporation?
Mr. MATTSON,. No, sir; I was just called in to prepare this one

phase of it.
Mr. HARTSON. Senator, as to auditing the accounts of the Gulf

Oil Corporation, I am inclined to believe that there is nobody in the
service now who, at that time, in the year 1921, audited those books.
I think those auditors have all gone. That is subject to verification,
but that is my present understanding, that all of the auditors who
checked over the schedules submitted by the taxpayer, have since
left the service.

Senator CouzENs. What have you reference to that Mr. Mattson
could testify about?

Iri. HARTSON. Mr. Mattson is the auditor who has assisted Mr.
Greenidge, in computing these schedules and these depletion allow-
ances which the Senator asked for on Thursday afternoon.

Senator CouzENS. You do not know anything personally about
these records that have been presented here as the complete records
of the Gulf Oil Corporation, do you?

Mr. MATTSON. I have not 'verified the records. I merely made
the computations as to what would be the result- by the allowance
and by the disallowance of certain depletion al. -he percentages.

Senator COUZENS. Have you gone over thesL .'i, *)rds that we have
now here in our possession?

Mr. MAirrsox. Not all of them. That would be impossible in
such a short time. It was just taken from the assessment letter and
the income and the taxes shown; applying the depletion to the various
operating companies; reducing that back; recomputing the tax;
and determining what difference there was in percentage.,

Senator COUZENS. In doing so, did you go over the original re-
turns made by the Gulf Oil Corporation and also the amended
returns?

Mr. MATTSON. I did not verify any differences between those,
because the case was closed on the basis' of the amendIed returns.

pI
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Senator Comzs. I 'would like to askMr. Harteon if there is' any-
body in the bureau that knows, from an'examination of these records
what the difference was in taxes as between the original returns and
the amended returns?

Mr. HARTSON. That can very easily be obtained, Senator, *and I
think it might expedite the production of the information which the
Senator wishes, if he would state just exactly what is required, so
that, without having a man go through the whole records, with no
definite point in mind, we can direct him to some specific line. Now,
Mr. Mattson can do that very easily.

Senator CouzEss. I will propound the question and see if you
understand it. I would like to have submitted to this committee
the difference between the original returns of the Gulf Oil Corpora-
tion and the amended returns, with respect to the items of amortiza-
tion, depletion and other credits, and the difference between the total
taxes, by each year, as shown on the original returns and on the
amended returns. Do you get that, Mr. MattsonI

Mr. MATrsoN. I do. "And other credits" is rather indefinite.
That about covers the whole question. It would mean a complete
reaudit.

Senator COuzENs. Other relevant credits. What other credits
are there that might be taken than those I have enumerated?

er. MATTsoN. There might be any number of adjustments in the
audit of the books that would have no reference whatever to deple-
tion.

Senator COUZJNS. Oh, I understand that. We are not only check-
ing the question of depletion. That question of depletion was an
after thought. It was a matter of development. When the case was
brought before the committee it was on the question of a difference
in returns as originally made and the amended returns, which brought
a refund of $3,600,000. Is not that correct?

Mr. HARTSON. As the Senator will recollect, Mr. Ernst testified
that it was brought about by the allowance in the years 1918 and 1919,
pursuant to the law on this discovery depletion, aid which had not
been sufficiently taken care of by the taxpayer at the time he made
his original return.

Senator COUZENS. Well, if you will point that out, that will cover
it, as far as I am concerned.

Mr. HARTSON. The Senator will recollect, too, Mr. Ernst's testi-
mony in regard to .the practice of the company, the Gulf Oil Corpora-
tion, apparently was, and the only fault was that in keeping their
books, as well as in making their return, there was a single account,
against which was charged in prosperous years these allowances for
depreciation and depletion, anl I think Mr. Ernst put also amortiza-
tion in that. It was a sort of arbitrary charge-off, according to the
conservative manner in which the company was managed at that
time, and we had to go back and reconstruct the books, open new
accounts, and get basic values as of the date of organization on March
I of the company.

Senator COUzENS. I recall Mr. Ernst's testimony to that effect.
Mr. HARTSON. So it is in the light of that that this evidence will

have to be produced. The original returns were prepared on that
basis.

I
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Senator CouZENs. I do not want to ask Mr. Mattson any further
questions.

The CHARMAN. Do you want to have this incorporated i the
record, as best it can beI

Senator COUZENS. I think so.
The CHARMAN. Do you want to offer any supplemental remarks

concerning it? y

Mr. MATToN. I have nothing to offer. The statement speaks
for itself, unless there are some questions about it.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you want to ask him any questions, Doctor?
Doctor ADAMS. I just want to ask him in regard to one figure.

I think that is the 1916 tax, and you had better put it in.
Mr. MATrSoN. Yes, sir; that is the 1916 tax.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)



Gulf Oil Corporation ------------.--------------------------------

Gulf Pipe Line Co .................................................

Gulf Refining Co ...................................................

Gulf Production Co ................................................

Gulf Refining Co. of Louisiana ...................................

Gulf Pipe Line Co. of Oklahoma ..................................

Gypsy Oil Co .....................................................

Mexican Gulf Oil Co ..............................................

Gulf Cooperage Co ................................................

Gulf Comcary Co -----------------------------------------------

Indiana 01 & Gas Co ----------------------------------------------

Year

1916
1917
1918
1919
1916
1917
1918
1919
1916
1917
1918
1919
1916
1917
1918
1919
1916
1917
1918
1919
1916
1917
1918
1919
1916
1917
1918
1919
1916
1917
1918
1919
1916
1917
1918
1919
1916
19171918
1919
1916
1917

Net income
with all deple-tion deductionsGross Income

1,492,361.06
4,916,225.59
1,209,519.43

'16216,523.70
4,106, 96. 49

40,885,771.47
34,816,789.65
39,081,755.58

7,829,004.96
71,766,951.78
69,280,242.16
79,760,596. 75

631,995.97
6,710,967.73
6,043,364.61
8,120,787.01
5,642,244. 53

15,140,659. as
13; 784, 863. 07
13,637,3n5 70
5,273,271.43

19,529,057.02 1
8136,273.94

12,246,165.17
9,4A 30L 71

11, 008, 253. 08
12,281,434. 82
10,611,002.11

549,918 22
95,632.59

1,977, 22. 08
5,371,374.62

38,992.25
1. 316,124. 33

18, 843.87
149,48. 49
61,765.94

461,752.25
83,80& 54

110,093.22
34 633. 88
488,763.27

Net Income
with Mar. 1,

1913, deduction T
for 1916-17 an Tax colmn
excluding dis- 2
covery deple-
tion 1918-19

1,135,905.92
4,491,094.59

503,676.68
580,93& 73

2,757,041.80
1,615,921.04
1, 441, 413.29
1,362,941.20

923,89847
1,295,642.10
4,255,013.76
4,391,857.34

(466, 884.5)
1,414,245.48

359,946. 75
(5,128.794.20)
2,246,737.61
3,192,109.40
, 353, 51 32

5,517,262.86
3, 968, 431. 10
Z,8A3,431282
2,368,540.72

351,891.02
3,837,716.57
3 807,359. 85

(0,90,0O6.27)
239,505.71
(155,630.37)
(653,001.20)
(a8,089.65)
(48,178.80)
23,327.75
96,65602

115,675.89
82,233.46
13, O 40
21,629.91
17,9f4.06
36, 55 1.9

124,307.21
242, 714.50

1, 135,905.92
4,491,094. 59

50 ,676.68
580,935. 73

2,757,04W 80
1,615,921.041,441, 413.2
1,362,941.20

923, 898. 47
1,295,642. 10
4,255,013.76
4,394,857.34

(300,658.62)
I, S5,347.04

2513,479. 11
1,43,843.02F
2, 96W356L.521
4,047,858. 76
3,307,169.01
1, 615, 557. 24
3,98,431.10
2,898.432.28
, 38,540. 72
351, 89L 02

4,553,274.934,346,540.31
6,Oag, 226. 32
4,347,692.17

(I1&% 630. 37)
(653,001.20)
(474,88L 97)

157,15 76
3,327.75

96, 56.02
115,675.89
82,233.46
13,034.40
21, 629. 91
17,904.06
38,551.7-9

276,973 77
396,396.09

I-- -- - A

22,718.12
749,820. 46
446,904. 85

25,133.10
55,146.84

321, 00.78
100,763.98
31, 130. 97
18,477.97

257,906.41
12 ,99L 09
24,97&346

None.
261,49. 14140, 797.3

44,93C 76
635,302. 91
317,72.90
61, 52.11
79,30& 62 1

575,661.98

55,7410O
76,754.33

757,518. 66
378,79 19
73,35L 20

None.
None.
None.
None.

19,3%6. 41
9,702.91
1,67. 91260.69
4,220.88
Z092.79

40&.26
2,486.14

48,311.12

1Percentage Pwneentsm
Tax column column 4 colmn

3 tocolumn to Columan
2 3

22,71&12 .
917,92 a@+ ... +

....------i-- 8&73 ............
- 4.32 ----------

381,932.76 1. 71+ .2. 64
IL15 .... ........ i - 2.28...... .....

28 -.........

343946.92 19.90+ .04
.. . ... . .* 39.11 ,. . . . . .

9,3.1 3- --
O0,8..5.3 19.90+ 19.91

-- - -- - -- L.35 - - - - - -

...- i 1Ls8.........

9--,26-15 19.89 -2.46 --- - ------ ..... -----------.,,4

, . ..........

--- 3-39--------2-
None 2.........

22,99.6 1D.0 2.81-------------- & 39 . .--------.

----- 11.09 ...........

,66,614.71 19.90 1& 80

0

0'

Q

w

'fJ

'-S

U



iull! Oil co ---------------..........-............................

South American Gulf Oil Co ......................................

Eastern Gulf Oil Co ...............................................

Totals ..........................................................

Intercompany eliminations .......................................

Consolidated .......................................................

1918
1919
1916
1917
1918

1919
1917
1918
1919
1917
1918
1919
1917
1918
1919
1918
*1917
1918
1919

469,4419S
442,132.53
115,073.39
106,396 70

None.
--------- N -one

None.
None.

176.92
5,566.19

308, 249.02
173,285,731.76
148,275,373. 34
186,055,561.23

None.
96,711,950. 83

115,110, 825. 74

173,285.73L 76
51,563,422.51
70.944,735.49

28, 54. 31 282,56L 31
2%,787.44 259,787.44

91,82L 45 91,821. 45
47,662.18 47,6(. 18

(.66) (.66)
(23,64Z149) (23,642.49)
(35,51L 35) (35,511.35)
(22, O. 41) . (22,0 141)
(9,089-2) (90,089.02)
(4,644. 88) (34,644.88)
(96, 480.07) (40,90. 01)
52,110.85 264,505.18

18,395,219.92 20, 0&% 9U 89
9,905,54.72 20,306, 815.10
4,613,015.38 15,208,245.33
2,89,437.66 2, 899, 437.66

969,77&56 99, 773. 56
1,394,197. 34 1,394,197.34

1541,82 17,186,49&.238, 95, 77. 16 19,337, 041. 543,218,81& 04 17,,814,04799

24,1 2.18 J ............
4,878.86 1 ----------
1,8&43 1,83.43
9,14 M .00 11291.Ol
4,75. 33:----------.

2L. Ne..
None. None.None. None.None - -----------
None --------

None. N None.
None - --------------
None -I-------

----C -- - - -

302,44K.45 3 34 , l2 L 2 4 J
3, 66, 0. 84 4,477.206.181,90 5 33 8, 777, 6K. 52

307,01.531 2579,127.14

8.S ...... 
L88 ......

19.941-------. - -I:5 " ------------------- -------
... .6. ..

21.3----
-- -- -- --

-i
41
11

05+
L39

L7
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Mr. HARTSON. You asked for the returns of the Gulf Oil Cor-
poration for subsequent years, 1920, 1921, and 1922. Those are
here if the Senator wishes them now.

Senator CouzENs. Were they accepted in the original form, or
were they amended?

Mr. HARTSON. I think they are now in process of audit. I do
not know that there have been any amended returns for them.

Senator CouzENs. You might show us what you have here.
Mr. HARTSON. Yes; they are the returns for 1920, 1921, and 1922.

The 1923 return, of course, is not available as yet.
Senator CoUzNs. I would like to ask Mr. Hartson a question

or two.

STATEMENT OF MR. N. T. HARTSON, SOLICITOR INTERNAL
REVENUE BUREAU-Resumed

Senator Cou7ENS. In this letter, Mr. Hartson, thatyou presented
to the committee, from the Secretary of the Treasury, dated March
25, the Secretary wrote, as I understand the letter, to the effect
that it was from newspaper stories and not from anything that was
requested by this committee. Is that your understanding of it?

Mr. HARTSON. I was not present at the time that that was pre-
pared, and never heard of the letter, nor knew of its contents, until
it was read here to the committee, Senator Couzens. You will
recollect that the day before that letter was produced, I told the
committee that I thought the Secretary would have no objection at
all to presenting the records in the Gulf Oil case, and upon returning
to the Treasury I so informed the Secretary that I -had told the
committee to that effect.

The next day that letter came out. Now, I do not know what
the letter does say in regard to newspaper reports.

Senator COUZENS. I will just read it to you.
The CHAIRMAN. Was that letter addressed to you, Senator?
Senator COUZENS. No; it was addressed to you. It was turned in

here at the hearing.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; that is right. I remember it now. Was it

incorporated in the record?
Senator COUZENS. Yes.
In the hearing before your committee yesterday what purported to be a copy

of a memorandum delivered by an ex-employee to a member of your committee
was introduced and has been made the basis for headlines in the newspapers
which might lead the public to believe I had sought to influence the Bureau of
Internal Revenue in its consideration of the tax liability of certain companies
in which I am interested as a stockholder. As I have already stated, I have
never interfered in any way with the Bureau of Internal Revenue in any tax
matter, least of all would I do so in cases in which it might be charged that I
was personally concerned. I feel, hoi ,ever, that it is due to me and to the com-
panies involved that your committee make an immediate investigation in order
that you may throughly satisfy yourself and the public whether or not these
companies have received any favors from the Government.

You will see that he refers to the companies in which he is a stock-
holder.

Then the letter goes on and says:
Three companies which have been mentioned are the Gulf Refining Co. and

its subsidiaries, the Standard Steel Car Co., and the Aluminum Co. of America.
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Each of these companies hits advise" the Commissioner of Internal Revenue

that it waives its right to privacy under the statute.

At that point, I would like to ask you if you have any copy of the
waiver of that notice?

Mr. HARSON. I have none. I am informed by Mr. Greenidge
that these companies have submitted proper waivers, executed by
their duly empowered officers. I did not know that personally.

Senator COUZENS. Do you know of any other companies in which
the Secretary is interested besides those three?

Mr. HARmSON. I do not know the Secretary's companies.
Senator COUZENS. In view of the suggestion of the Secretary that

the companies that he is interested in be investigated, would you
mind asking, the Secretary to submit a list of all the corporations and
companies that he is interested in?

Mr. HARTSON. I will be very glad to.
Senator CouzENs. I think that will probably be more convenient

than to subpoena the Secretary to produce his records.
Mr. HARTSON. Yes, sir; I shall be glad to do that.
Senator COUZENS. I would like to have you bring down here a

list of the companies, including the one that is in trust in the Union
Trust Co. of Pittsburgh, namely, the Overholt Distillery Co.

Senator ERNST. Mr. Senator, in view of your remarks a little
while ago, what will the summoning of those companies have to do
with getting at any constructive methods to better conduct this
bureau? Why take his companies rather than some other companies?

Senator COUZENS. The Secretary suggested it.
Senator ERNST. I know, but you seem eager to have those compa-

nies. Why not suggest some others?
Senator COUZENS. I will be delighted to do so, if they will waive

their statutory rights.
Mr. NASH. Mr. Chairman, I have some replies from companies

whose names have been mentioned by some 6f the witnesses, who
have indicated that the will waive their rights also.

Senator COUZENS. ill you enumerate those companies to the
committee, please.

Senator ERNS" Tl. e point I am trying to get at is this: Can you
find out how these results are arrived at from figures, without naming
the companies, in order that we may find out just what you are
endeavoring to ascertain? Why is it necessary to go into the par-
ticulars of each of these companies when these gentlemen have all
of the books and figures, and can tell you just the manner in which
they arrived at their results? Why should we hunt up some par-
ticular company, rather than take these facts that these gentlemen
can give us and then form our opinions from them?

Senator CouzENs. But we will have no concrete case.
Senator ERNST. They have given you all of the concrete cases you

want, without the names of the companies.
Senator COUZENS. Well, we will have no opportunity of checking

the figures to see how it is done, if you do not have concrete cases.
We will only have hypothetical cases then.

Senator ERNST. No; they can give you the cases based on the
actual facts and tell you exactly how they arrived at the facts, with-
out giving the name of the company
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Senator CouzENs. I have no objection to that. I am investigat-
ing the companies which the Secretary requested us to investigate.

Senator ERNST. I think that would muke it all right. It would
not look as if we were after Mr. Mellon and his companies. Then
our work would look as if it was really constructive, but now it
looks as if we were after the Secretary of the Treasury.

Mr. HARTSON. Mr. Nash, have you thoqe letters?
Mr. NASH (handing letters to Mr. Hartson). Yes.
Mr. HARTSON. These, Senator, are photostatic copies of letters

that have been received by the commissioner.
Senator COUZENS. Will you read them into the record, please?
Mr. HARTSON. The first one is from the Berwind-White Coal

Mining Co., Philadelphia, Pa., and is addressed to Hon. D. H.
Blair, Commissioner of Tnternal Revenue, Treasury Department,
Washington, D. C., dated March 26, 1924:
My DEAR SIR: Answering your courteous inquiry of March 24, we not only

have no objection to your disclosing to the investigating committee of the Senate
any information which it may require in connection with the matter to which
you have referred, but we shall be pleased io have you submit also to the com-
mittee any other data affecting our relations with your bureau which may seemtoyou pertinent to pending issues.
The adjustment of which criticism has been offered was accomplished by the

writer after negotiations extending over a period of practically two years, dur-
ing which he rarely came twice in contact with the same representative of .the
department. You may rest assured-if assurance be required-that the results
so accomplished were consistent with the laws of Congress and with the regu-
lations promulgated by the department in pursuance thereof, and were favorable
to the Government rather than to ourselves, as the concessions which we were
thereby obliged to make were preferable only to the protracted litigation which
would have been required to secure to us tie full measure of relief to which we
felt we were entitled.

We have no desire to augment the volume of testimony now being adduced
before the committee; but we are duly mindful of the high principles governing
your administration of the bureau, and if you should so desire we shall be pleased
to acquaint the committee with the details of the instant case, and to attest to
the unimpeachable character of the officials by whom our amortization claim was
finally adjusted.

With great respect, we are, very sincerely yours,
THE BEitWIND-WHIITE COAL MINING Co.,

H. 0. MIDDLETON, Treasurer.

The committee will recollect that that company was a company
referred to by a former employee of the bureau in his testimony, to
the effect that the amortization claim in this case was unduly favor-
able to the company. I think this discharged employee had turned
in a report which had not been 100 per cent concurred in by the
bureau officials, and he testki.Ptc that the settlement of this case
ought to be the subject of inqa:ry. This is a waiver of that company
of their right of privacy of their returns.

The next letter is from Lee S. Smith & Son Manufacturing Co.,
dental products, Pittsburgh, U. S. A., dated March 26, 1924, and
addressed to Mr. D. H. Blair, Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
Washington, D. C.:

DEAR Si: Referring to your letter of March 24, we grant you our permission
to submit any and all papers and data pertaining to our case, should a request
be made on you by the investigating committee to do so, as we have absolutely
nothing to withhold from the proper authorities.

Respectfully yours,
LEE S. SMITH & SON MANUFACTURING CO.,
CHARLES PETERSON, Treasurer.
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That is another case similar to the case just referred to, where a
former employee of the bureau testified that an amortization claim
had been allowed in excess of what properly should have been allowed
under the law.

Senator CouzENs. Did the department write to any other concerns
whose names'were mentioned in the testimony, outside of those two?

Mr. HARTSON. I believe the department wrote to all of those com-
panies that were referred to here in the testimony by those who dis-
agreed with the adjustment made by the department.

Senator COUZENS. And those are the only replies you received?
Mr. HARTSON. So far as I know, these are the only two.
Mr. NASH. Those are the only two that have been received and

sent over to my office, Senator.
Senator COUZENS. In other words, there was some bag company,

the Standard Oil Co., and a number of others mentioned in the
testimon , from which you requested the same waiver?

Mr. MARTSON. We sent out a form letter to all of the companieswhose names have been mentioned in the course of the inquiry.

Senator COUZENS. I think that is a very excellent idea.
The CITAIRMAN. How many of them were there?
Mr. HARTSON. There must have been a dozen or some such number

as that. I have no definite recollection of it.
Senator COUZENS. Will you furnish the committee a list of those

to whom you wrote letters?
Mr. HARTSON. I shall be very glad to.
Mr. GREENIDME. I think you meant the Standard Steel Car Co.

when you said Standard Oil Co., did you not?
Mr. HARTSON. The Standard Oil Co.'was referred to by Mr. Ross-moore.
Mr. GREENIDGE. The Standard Steel Car Co. has already waivedits right.
Senator CouzENs. Pursuant to Mr. Mellon's letter, I think we

ought to have the records of the two companies that he refers to,
the Aluminum Co. of America and the Standard Steel Car Co. He
specifically referred to those two.

Mr. HARTSON. They are here. We have been bringing them up'
here every day.

Mr. GREENIDGE. Those particular ones are not here, but they can
be brought here.

Mr. HARTSON. They are subject to the committee's wishes.
They can be brought.

Mr. NASH. Senator Couzens, iay I say that the files in those cases
are quite voluminous, and it is quite a task to bring them down and
haul them back. If we could get a little advance information as to
when these cases are wanted, we could bring them down at that time.

The (YTAIRMAN. What advantage is there in the bringing of all
of these books here?

Senator CouzEN.s. I do not think there is any advantage in it.
The CHAIRMAN. No; we will never look into those.
Senator COUZENS. I would like to suggest, in view of the fact that

the officials of the bureau have submitted the original returns and
the amended returns of the Gulf Oil Corporation, if they were to
bring the original returns and the amended returns, with a statement
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attached of the credits and allowances, that might answer the pur-
poses of the committee.

The CHAJMAN. I think so, and it would not be necessary to bring
all of these books, because we will never look into them.

Mr. HARTSON,. When the Senator speaks of credits and allowances,
I assume he has particular reference to allowances for depletion and
amortization?

Senator COUZF.NS. Yes.
Mr. HARTSON. Now, there are a great many others, as Mr. Mattson

indicated here. There is the one of depreciation, which the Senator
might also wish, and which, on the face of the returns, might appear
as a separate item, and it might not, and there are also certain other
credits and deductions, for instance, for expenses or for losses or for
contributions. There are many of them, and on the face of a return,
numbers of them are grouped together.

Senator COUZENs. I think if wou bring those down, making a
memorandum and attaching it to'these returns, showing the credit
allowed for those major items, it will be satisfactory.

Mr. HARTSON. Yes.
Senator COuZENs. For example, I think the returns themselves in

a good many cases, show the credits for a good many of these things,
do they not?

Mr. HARTSON. That is true. Most of these returns of the b!g
companies have schedules attached to them. They all come in
many sheets that are attached to the original form return, and those
contain itemized statements.

The CHAIRMAN. You can bring the information we want, without
having all of these books.

Mr. HAUTSON. I think so.
The CHMPMAN. Bring the original returns and any amended

returns.
Mr. HARTSON.. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you will have no objection to their not

bringing these books?
Senator COUZENS. Not a bit. As far as I am concerned, that is

all I have to-day, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Nash has one or two things he -wishes to

present.
Mr. NASI. I have some exhibits the committee has asked for.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, tell us what they are, Mr. Nash.
Mr. NAsh (reading):

MARCH 27, 1924.
Hon. JAMES E. WATSON,

Chairman Special Committee of the United States Senate to Investigate the
Bureau of Internal Revenue.

My DEAR SENATOR: Under date of Monday. March 24, at the meeting of the
special committee, Senator King made the following request:

"I would like Mr. Nash to furnish me information as to the number of cases
Wayne Johnson, Carl A apes, and Angevine and others in that office had, and what
disposition has been made of those cases, what refunds have been secured by
officials of that firm, and how many of that firm have been in the office of the
Internal Revenue Bureau."

As to the question as to how many of that firm have been in the office of the
Internal Revenue Bureau, there follows a copy of an announcement card gotten
out by the firm referred to under date of January 1, 1924:

Johnson & Shores, 100 Broadway, New York.

IJ
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"The firm of Crocker, Johnson & Shores having dissolved, Messrs. Wayne
Johnson, Lyle T. Alverson, Fred R. Angevine, A. G. Maul, and C. A. Buckley
announce that they have formed a partnership for the practice of law at the
above address under the name of Johnson & Shores.
"' A. J. Shores, Esq. will be of counsel.
"Carl A. Mapes, isq., will be associated with the firm with offices in the

Federal American Bank Building, 1317 F Street NW., Washington, D. C."Telephone Rector 5560-5564, inclusive.
"January 1, 1924."
Of the names mentioned on the announcement card quoted, Messrs. Wayne

Johnson, Lyle T. Alverson, Fred R. Angevine, and Carl A. Mapes were formerly
connected with the Internal Revenue Bureau. The other men mentioned in the
announcement have never been connected with the bureau in any capacity.

The records of the bureau as to the number of cases handled by tax representa-
tives do not go back to a date later than July, 1922. This record shows that
since that time the firm of Crocker, Johnson & Shores filed powers of attorney
in 81 cases; that Mr. Wayne Johnson filed powers of attorney in 18 cases; that
Mr. Carl Mapes filed powers of attorney in 22 cases; that Mr. Fred R. Angevine
presented powers of attorney in 27 cases; and that Mr. Lyle T. Alverson had
powers of attorney in 20 cases.

With reference to the request for information as to what diposition has been
made of the cases handled by the persons mentioned and what refunds have been
secured by officials of that firm, you are informed that section 3167 of the Revised
Statutes prohibits the bureau from giving to the committee information of this
character. It would sdem, however, that the members of the firm could give
such information, with the acquiescence of the taxpayers they have represented.

Sincerely yours, D. H. BLAIt, Commissioner.

The CHAIRMAN. There is one piece of information that you might
have given; but did not; that is, when those men of that partner-
ship became engaged in the Internal Revenue Bureau, and when
they severed their relations with it. It would be of some value to
know that.

Mr. NASH. I can only give that by recollection, Mr. Chairman.
I believe that Mr. Wayne Johnson resigned from the bureau in
1920.

The CHAIRMAN . How long had he been there?
Mr. NASH. I do not know. Mr. Hartson, do you know?
Mr. HARTSON. I haven't any idea how long he was solicitor. He

was solicitor for less than a year.
Senator CouzE s. Let me suggest that they prepare that and

,deliver it to us at another hearing.
The CHAIRMAN. You can get that?
Mr. HARTSON.' Oh, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You may do that.
Mr. NASH. Senator Couzens asked for the testimony which had

been taken by the commissioner during an investigation in the early
part of 1921. 1 have that testimony, with letter of transmittal
dated March 31, which reads:

MAtPH 31, 1924;
.lon1. JAMES E. WATSON,

Chairman Committee Iniestigating the Burean of
Internal Retenue, United States Senate.

My DEAR SENATOR: I am sending, herewith, the testimony of 24 witnesses
taken in 1921 in an investigation which I caused to be made because of certain
vague rumors that were afloat at the time I became Commissioner of Internal
Revenue.

There was a condition of unrest existing at that time and there were many
charges of collusion, and I made the best effort I could to ascertain whether or
not these charges were well founded. After carefully considering the testimony
as taken I caine to the conclusion that the rumors in the main were without
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foundation. As a result of the investigation two employees, who had been most
active in circulating report-i both inside and outside of the bureau, were (us-
ini"sed from the service, ' 11(1 one other ws transferred to another tinit and
refused to return to his v irk and was dropped froin the rolls onl that account.
The investigation, I belie, , had it wholesome effect.

The records were later urned over to the committee on enrollment and dis-
barment and they have been in the possession of that committee until Called for
by your commnittee.

Sincerely yours, 1). H. M1AUI, (7oiniis~oner.

rhe ("HAIRIMAN. We (do not want to inludl(e that whole transcript
in this record.

Senator (CouzENs. No.
The CHIAIRAW'. You can ,just. look it over and -satisfy yourself

about it and uise avs much of the contents as vou desire to uise.
Senator (COUZENS. That is correct.
The CHATIOMN. And then return theni.
Senator Cox'zrENs. Yes.
Mr. NASH1. In the testimony of Mr. May a. few (lays ago he re-

ferredl to a rvneagrent, Kendin the a(!of the WeAst Virginia,
Pulp & Paper Co.

'I he CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. NASH. Who had mentioned this ca-se to ain outside attor-ney.
The CH~AIRMsAN. Yes.
3Mr. NASII. The bureau invest.igated that case, and I have a brief

summary of the case, if the committee (desires it to go into the record.
Trhe 61AIRMAN. Yes; r'ead it -in, because it was. mentioned before.
Mr. N.%sii (reading):

NMAJwI 27. 1924.
Mr. BLAIR:

A review of tile file in i hie case of Mr. George B. Kienniely, formerly an audit or
in thle Incomne rax I nil, concerning charges preferred against iiizxi by ant employee
of the wVc~t Virginia Pulp1 & Puaer Co., diselosc~i thle following:

It wats (hal'gc(l that Mr. Kenuledly, 11pon1 c'oniplotioii of his examination of i
books oif thle comlpanly inl questions. stated there would be a considerable anhru't
of additional tax due and suggested that the ('1)lipally get, ill touch with .Juidge
TC. 1P. Ansherry, anl attorney ii Washington. nhe finves.tigationi disclosed that
Mr. Kennedy, who was it personal friend of Judge Ansberi'y, requested the coin-
pall)' ilk question to cii-si it lpesunld cheek made inl his fav'or by Judcge Atisljciry
s~ifi time after the ('oilfleltioii (if the( iuive~tigiitioii. KvllC~ly -taledl that iii
iuking this .'equest lie mayt have remarked at tihe timie that Judge Ansherry

was 11ll right anld probably would he it good mnan to know if the e'omipany ever hlt
any legali inatters it) Wa:iligtouu, but that lie had iever JIMle aniy ixient ionl to
the representative of I he eoznpatiy of tax matters. A review of all of tile eases
handled b)% Auditor lFetnedtv dise-loseul that iii not caLse' had .lid(go Anslw'r.' or
anyone els e LIsSoiatedl wit Ii hi in a appeared ais repre wutat iv~e of the taxp~ayer,4.
In view of this, 1111d the further fact that thle request, for the cashing of the check
ii'as Sha1de after ci' 'ipletioii of the audit of the book., and tlt v'oniphainut of tie
taxpayer was not made uint ii almost two years after tile incident conjplatiule. of,
anid there was simply a quoettion of the word of the representative of the taN-payel'
against that of the audit 4 r as to t he actual st atCHIits madeW bV the htI or, it
was decided that thle bureau would not be juistifiedi inl removing the aulditojr.
Hie was rep)rimandied and1( cautioned that he should tiot ask taxpayers, whon hie
was investigating or had1( invlestigaitedl, to ('ash personal checks for hint.

EL~Mjin L. Iimv
Chief, $pecial Intelligence U"nit.

Senator Corm.-Ns. (Can you tell inc when the law fist providIed
for allowances for amiortization?

Mr. NASHf. I think Mr. llartson can answer that more specifically.
.Mr. HARTSON. For amortization allowances?,
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Senator COUZENS. Yes.
Mr. HARTSON%. Only since the 1918 act. That was upon amortiza-

tion of facilities erected or maintained for production of articles which
contributed to the prosecution, of the war. It was specifically a war
measure, and was put into the 1918 act.

Senator COuZENS. In what year did amortization accumulate to
the Gulf Oil Co.?

Mr. NASH. Expenditures on which amortization might be allow-
able would have to be made after the beginning of the war, which was
on April 6, 1917, and had to be terminated: that is to say, there
could not be any further expenditures after the signing of the armis-
tice, except. such expenditures as were necessarT to protect any in-
vestment that had been started before the signing of the armistice.
Do I make myself clear?

Senator COT-ENS. Yes. When (lid this amortization claim accrue
as to the Gulf Oil Corporation?

Mr. HARTSO.N. It was a properly deductible item from gross in-
come for the year 1917, if they made any expenditures during that
year, 1918, and a part of 1919, providing that those expenditures--

Doctor ADAMS. Is the solicitor correct about 1917?
Mr. HARTSON. I think I am not correct, as Doctor Adams calls

my attention to it. As a matter of fact the 1917 act was also a war
measure act, and it provided for the allowance.

Doctor AiA:Ms. No; I think you could not use amortization al-
lowances prior to January 1, 1918. I am not absolutely certain, but
I think you will find it is not a deduction applicable for the year 1917.

Senator Couz-Exs. Mr. Hartson, Cal von bring to tli,, committee
the amortization claim of the Gulf Oil Ci;rporation. showing the type
of construction that was done, what the amortization claim was on,
the particular years, and the items. I do not ask for the original
records, but bring us a synopsis of the record as it applied to the
aInortization claim called'for as I understand. b% the Gulf Oil Cor-poai toll.

rI'. HAoTSoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. Nsi. Mr. May. in his testimony also mentioned an income

tax expert by the imme of I). E. Townsend. I have his personal
history and Iils connection with the bureau.

le 'was appointed in the Internal Revenue Bur(au on March 26,
1918. at a salary of $5,000 per year. ie aPpareftly left the bureau
filld was reappoiinted for three fonliths at $5.000 on August 22,. 1918.

and resigned from the bureau on March 15, 1919.
You W ill recall that this was the gentleman that Mr. May testified

he had found had received a $60,000 fee from one of his c'elits.
Senator C(uzi.ENs. Do you know whether that is true, that he did

receive that? Have you any record of it?
Mr. N.%sh. I have not hetrd of it. except in Mr. Mac's testimony.
Mr. IAuRrsoN. I would like to correct that amortization point

there. The first statement was correct. Tie first allowance for
aimortization wits in the 1918 act, which was not made retroactive.
It was only effective beginning with the 1st of January, 1918.

Senator'CoVzENs. So that any investment nade in'1918S, that was
made for war purposes, was the only investment which was allowed
to be amortized ?

Mr. (311ECNIXD;E. No.
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Mr. HARTSON. Roughly speaking, that is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us find out about that.
Doctor ADAMS. Only for articles contributing to the prosecution

of the war.
Tie CHAIRMAN. That had better be straightened out.
Mr. HARTSON. Mr Clack can explain that to us, gentlemen. He

is one of our amortization engineers.

STATEMENT OF MR. J. K. CLACK, AMORTIZATION ENGINEER,
INTERNAL REVENUE BUREAU

The CHAIRMAN. State your full name for the record.
Mr. CLACK. J. M. Clack.
Senator COUZENS. How long have you been in the bureau, Mr.

Clack?Mr. CLACK. Since January 1,1922.
Senator CouzENs. Proceed and give us the method used in arriving

at amortization.
Mr. CLACK. Well, I assuine the committee is familiar with the

revenue act providing for amortization, and which, briefly stated,
provides that the taxpayer, in computing its net income, take a loss
or a deduction for facilities, buildings, equipment or other machinery
installed or erected or acquired for the production of articles con-
tributing to the prosecution of the war and the difference between
cost and- value in use in their post-war business. Those expenditures
are limited from April 6, 1917, until the cessation of the taxpayer's
war work, but amortization allowed on 1917 expenditures is a
deductible item from 1918 income only.

The CHAIRMAN. Only from the 1918 income?
Mr. CLACK. Yes, sir; it is not deductible from the 1917 income; but

on expenditures made in 1917, if the taxpayer bought facilities in
1917 on which he afterwards suffered a loss, he is allowed to take a
deduction on his 1918 return for the amount of that loss.

Senator COUZENS. Was there any amortization allowed for land?
Mr. CLACK. Sometimes, if a loss is proven. If land was clearly

acquired in connection with the building of a factory, for instance,
for war work, and it is clearly proven that it was necessary to pay a
larger price for it than its postwar value, fAmortization is sometimes
allowed on that.

The CHAIRMAN. Was amortization allowed after the signing of
the armistice on November 11, 1918?

Mr. - CLACK. Yes, sir; in a number of cases. In the cases of ship-
yards, for instance, if a taxpayer had a contract for building a ship
that was not completed until 1919, or even in 1920, and in order to
complete that contract it might have been necessary for him to make
expenditures in 1919 he could be allowed amortization on those
expenditures.

Doctor ADAMS. Is that applicable to other corporations than to
shipbuilding concerns?

Mr. CLACK. That applies to any contract under which the con-
tractor, in effect, had obligated himself, prior to the armistice, for a
contract which he did not complete until after that.

The CHAIRMAN. It had reference to war production?
Mr. CLACK. Yes; war production.
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Doctor ADAMS. Even though it was known that it could not be
completed before the close of 1918?

Mfr. CLACK. At the time the contract was given, of course, it was
not known when the war would be completed.

Doctor ADAMS. The expenditures made in pursuance of contracts
made in good faith, before the war ended, can be amortized?

Mr. CnACK. Yes, sir.
Senator CouZENS. Do you know of any number of chses where

land was allowed to be amortized?
Mr. CLACK. I (10 not recall any definite cases, Senator. There

were. comparatively few of those.* As a general thing, the depart-
[Ient takes the position that unless it is very clearly shown that the
pot-war value of the land is equal to its cost---

Senator Co zmxs. In the claim that the Department of Justice
had against the incoln Motor Co. of )etroit, I understand that
there was a considerable portion of the claim allowed for amortiza-
tion of land. Is it in the law that that might be given, Mr. Hartson?

Mr. HAUTSON. Oh, yes. The law is -broad enough so that it
does not confine it to any specific character or type of property.

Senator COuZENS. What I1 mean is, may you give the allowance in
the case of the lincoln Motor Co.?

Mr. HARTSON. 1 would not think so, unless we had some waiver
of some kind.

Senator CouzE.Ns. It was in the suit that was filed by the Depart-
ment of Justice for claim of some $9,000,000 made. against the
Lincoln Motor Co., and that was settled eventually on the basis of
$1 .550,000.

Mr. HARsON. If it is a matter of a public record in a court of
law, I see no objection to it. I was not familiar with that suit.

,enator Couz=Ns. Will you look that up for us?
Mr. HARTSON. Yes, Senator.
Senatoi' COt'zENS. That is all.
The CAIRNMAN. Then we will adjourn until 2 o'clock to-morrow

afternoon.
(Whereupon, at 4.35 o'clock p. m., the committeee adjourned until

to-morrow, Tuesday,.April 1, 1924, at 2 o'clock p. m.)
92019-24-PT 2-11,
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TUESDAY, APRIL 1, 1924

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE

TIlE BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Wash ington., D. V.

The committee met at 2 o'clock p. in., ,Senator James E. Watson
presiding.

Present: Senators Watson (chairman) and Couzens.
Present also: Mr. C. R. Nash, assistant to the Commissioner of

Internal, Revenue: Mr. N. T. Hartson, Solicitor Internal Revenue
Bureau; and Mr. S.. M. Greenidge, head engineering division, Internal
Revenue Bureau: Dr. T. S. Adams, tax expert, Yale University.

The CHAMAN. The committee will be in order.
Senator COUZENS. Mr. Hartson, as I recall it, the information

that was asked for in connection with the Gulf Oil Corporation.
will not be ready to-day. Have you the information as to the
other companies?

Mr. HARTSON. Yes; we have, Senator. We have, for instance,
the Berwind-White Coal Mining Co. and the Lee Smith Manufac-
turing Co. Those are the two that were mentioned, and we have
now the Aluminum Co. of America and the Standard Steel Car Co.
Those can be taken up in the order that the Senator desires.

Senator COuZENS. Suppose we start in with the Berwind-White
Coal Mining Co., if you have that.

Mr. HARTsON. I will ask Mr. Clack to present that.

STATEMENT OF MR. J. M. CLACK, INTERNAL REVENUE
BUREAU-Resumed

Senator COuzENs. What papers have you with you here, Mr.
Clack I

Mr. CLACK. I have all of the files, Senator. I have here a mem-
orandum of the amortization claimed and the allowance.

Senator CouzENS. I would like to see, if you have the returns that
were made, how the criticism was directed by the witness.

Mr. HARTSON. If you recall it, Senator, the witness was criticizing
the amortization allowance and made no reference to any other allow-
ance granted to the company. That is my recollection of it.

Senator COUZENS. That is correct, but what year was that?
Mr. CLApk. 1918 or 1919. I have a memorandum here, Senator,

of the amortization deduction that was taken in the original return
in 1918 or 1919 and the subsequent allowances that were made.

The CAAI MAN. Who was that witness, Mr. Hartson?
Mr.* HARTSON. That was the witness by the name of Adams.

381
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"fhe CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes; I recall.
Mr. HARTSON. He was formerly an employee of the bureau.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. CLACK. I think, Senator, this memorandum will give you the

information. We have the returns there.
Senator COUZENS. You may proceed to make your statement, and

we will see.
Mr. CLACK. The amortization claimed in the original returns of

the Berwind-White Coal Mining Co. was, in 1918, $257,668.16, and
in 1919, $66,966.10.

Senator COvZFNS. So as to have some continuity to your story,
just tell us what the character of the properties was on* which this
amortization was claimed, and when they were constructed.

Mr. CLACK. The property on which the amortization was claimed
-onsisted of a power plant. The Berwind-White Coal Mining Co.

engaged in the operation of a number of coal mines, during the war,
(luring 1918 and 1919, they built a large power plant for the opera-
tion of those mines, and Also for supplying power for various com-
mercial uses to other corporations in that vicinity.

Senator CouzENs. What was the cost of the plant?
Mr. CLACK. The cost upon which amortization is claimed was

$825,722.44.
Senator CouzENs. And from those figures previously given, they

have claimed amortization of approximately $500,000.?
Mr. CLAcK. Well, in the original returns, the two returns, the

total was $324,634.26.
Senator CouzP..NS. That was the total on their $800,000 invest-

ment?
Mr. ('LACK. Yes, sir; claimed in their original returns.
Senator CovzExs. Yes: I understand.
M1r. CLACK. They afterwards submitted a revised claim in which

they claimed $575,591.31. They increased the amount of the claim.9'enator )Lz-Ns. What a's the purpose of filing that amended
olaim in inc.asing the deduction from something like $300,000 to
sol1e $500,000(?

Mr. CLACK. For one reason, the 1918 revenue act limited the
aliount of amortization that coull be deducted to 25 per cent of
the cost. Some taxpayers claimed greater percentages of deduction
than that in their original returns. They did that in a great many
cases. When the returns were audited, the taxpayers were required!
to submit supporting data to substantiate their claims, and in a
great many instances when that was done they increased the amount
of the clain.

Senator COUZENS. Yes; but it was limited by law to 25 per cent.
Mr. CLACK. The law limited the amount to that--not the allow-

ance that should be made, but the amount that they could deduct
from their 1918 return only, a somewhat tentative allowance. It
w a apparently the, intention of the law. It did not appear to be
the intention of the law, and I do not think it was the law, that the
total deduction should be limited to that amount.

Senator COUZENS. Mr. Hartson, will you please tell us what your
interpretation of the law is with respect to that I

Mr. HARTSON. Senator, I was not following the testimony of the
witness up to that point. I was reading a statement here, and I
would like to have the stenographer read what the witness said.
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Senator COUZENS. Perhaps, I can state it more briefly -than the
stenographer can read it. It was this: The witness stid that the law
of 1918 limited the claims for amortization to 25 per cdnt of the
investment, but he placed a different interpretation on that. He
said he did not think that that was the maxiinum that was intended
to be put on it. What is your understanding of it?

Mr. HARTSON. My understanding is that the regulations were
what limited the amount thau. might be allowed. Am I not correct
in that?

Mr. CLACK. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. There was no such limitation in the law.
Mr. CLACK. No.
Mr. H1ARTSON. I am inclined to think that there was not.
The CHAIRMAN. It was purely a matter of regulation.
Mr. HARTSON. Of course, the regulations could not limit the

amount claimed or that might be claimed. The best that could be
done under the regulations, as a regulatory measure, was to prohibit
the bureau from allowing anything in excess of 25 per cent of the cost.

Mr. CLACK. I may state, Senator, our section s understanding of
the law. The 1918 returns were filed early in 1919, and t that time
it was impossible to determine the amount of amortization to which
a taxpayer might be entitled eventually; so that the regulations
limited the amount that he might take at that time to 25 per cent
of the cost; but there was no provision to prevent him from claiming
a larger amount than that, of course, and larger percentages than that
were allowed in many instances, and were justified.

Doctor ADAMS. W as that the basis of the increase? Was that the
reason for the increase in this case?

Mr. CLACK. I could not answer that question, as to what the
reason for the increase in the claim was.

Doctor ADA'MS. Was not your previous explanation given as an
explanation of the probable increase in the claims?

1r. CLACK. Yes, sir; it might have happened that at the time
the 1918 return was filed, the taxpayer, where large amounts were
involved, was unable to determine the amount of its loss. The
revised claim would be filed a year later, and at that time the tax-
payer's idea of the amount that he was entitled to might be entirely
different from what it was at the time he filed his return. That, 'I
think, is the real reason for the difference in the claim.

Doctor ADAMS. You are then offering no explanation of this
specific increase in the claim? You say it may have happened in
several ways, but you do not say in which way; is.that correct?

Mr. CLACK. Yes, sir; I do not know. The deduction taken in the
returns as a general thing did not carry full supporting data, and in an
investigation of the claim, the department would call on the different
taxpayGrs for supporting data, and in probably 90 per cent of the
cases the revised claim was larger than the original deduction. In
1921, you will remember, it was a very bad year, and in claims that
were filed at that time the taxpayers had a, very low opinion of the
value of their property, in many cases.

Doctor ADAMS. The 25 per cent limitation that you speak of
applicable to amortization claims for the year 1918 was a temporary
and provisional limitation, was it not?

Mi. CLACK. Yes, sir.
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Doctor A -Ms. 11i aarto &adjusedlqt~ r on.',S6 :. x''otat the re e.camoteB n-h, ito"Coa! :":

Mininig vo. was ed ' Oc, 6ot. 1, . 1Q2 1, ta'10kid.. AtCo1o0b 0, and Wap' for $57.99 on
a cost of i2522.441 That'claim was investi'ted byqEhiners
Woolson and'Moore, and in a report dated Miy 12, i922.
recommended that theclifm bi -bs-allow4 in full.' '

Senior Covz sg. 'For Whatreason?.
M,. CLACK. The disallowance apparently was based-- have

read over the report-on the viewpoint of the engineers that the
amortizedproperty, which, as you will- remember,. consiited 6f a
power plant, had [urnished power for the operAion.0f several mines
and also for commercial purposes. The engineers took the position
that when' all the mines were in operation at one time and the com-
mercial demand was also ot. its peak, the plant was no larger than
necessary, that no excess capacity existed. The mines at that time
were only in operation about three days out of a week, or an average
of about half time. . The subsequent allowance that was made-was
based', upon the average production of the mines throughout the
year; and since .the nines were only in operation a part of the time,
that ,the power plant was only in partial use. '

Senator CoUzF.Ns. Then you took the worst year that there was
before the ,war and used that as the basic_ in arriving at the' average,
use of the6'j1nt?-', Mr. LACK'. It, was nt' based on 1921; Senator.

Senator CovZENS. You just stated the year, the average fo the
year 1921.

Mr. CLACK. Well, if I did, I-did it unintentionally.. I spoke
awhile ago about 1921 being a bad year, just -as an instance; but in
these cases, the amortization allowances, in general, are based upon
the average production. of 1921, 1922, and 1923. Considering the
average of those three years as an iidex of normal. post-war
business--

Senator COUZSNS. You could not take 1923 to any extent, because
the 1923' report has. not yet been filed. -

Mr. CLACK. I could not in thiscase; no, sir.,
Senator .Co0UZNs., But iye are talking about this -case! and ,not

what you miglithive u.d.in other.s.' "
Mr. CLACK. Well,, the. ailowabqew t!at was subsequently made,

Senator, was made on..October, 21,. 1922, At that time, we took
92A,..922 to date, and made an estimate. for .1923
"Senator CO6vZ'NS. And. whit, did' you ar$ve, at?.'

Mr. .CLAc. Th e ,coA' investigation. was rnade by Engineer
Swrei.m, nd 'in a, report dated October: 21, 1922, Mr. Swarem recom-
mended a n aowance .pf $1,76jQ53,25;, That,, ison, the, amqcost..

Senate ouz. V1S.Qn tbq -Sam 0~s,

SenatOr CouzwNs, It rlatedI, o tliq samne cl~im, of S575,000? ,
saMr. o f, sir; pr. pt!coly he, same claim for exactly,.he

same claim that wa' disallowed,.i.h, fjnst ea1., in jhe';.seo4d
inveqtigatiqn, thpM was. ak,llowani ,mde of $17600.., 'boe-
quenthlys th ti sxpayeA Poe s~d . ow inee Ps ,fl4' snbptted.
additinal data to show that tbO p exitage w l~ower,.tit. 'the engineer computed, and, on e basis of t Wlaterd t. that:ras
filed, an allowance was eventually made. The total alowance that
was made was $373,401.12. I have'that date, I think.
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i*port:
Senator CoTZENs. What pasued Him 'to ake th t

iftr 'helhid ageed dfk $16,A0'? "$' 7" " t
.'+Mr.' Ckicx. His report states'-thgt'it WaS addibe4'4""
data submitted-at the conference.-IDo0tlo0 ADA3iS.. 'a D64 I understand that tat *allowacfiee *a# ;1/6
on excess capacity? ,' wa fI . L
.; '- f. * - ' The -fial aifwanoe Was 'made ' in .pirt on excess
cipa',ity, 'and"'in. part -6n replacemeits. Originally, the 1918 a6t
provided for allowances only on the basis of* excess capaety. Th
1921 'ct also added to thitt au allowaneon ' the basii bf post-War
replacement cost.

Senator CoUzENs. Was that made retroactiVe?
Mr. CLACK. It was applied to amortization; yes, sir.
Mr. HARTsoN. Mr. Cigack, when you refer toy the act. you mean

the regulations, do you not?
"Mr. CLA K. 'I mean the regulations.
Mr. HAIRTSON. The act does not go into tliat in detail..
Mr. CLACK. No.

"Doctor ADAMS. Those were changes in regulations in the statute,
in the language.

The CH AIRMAN. You had nothing to do with the figuring of this
aid making this final decision, had you?

Mr. C0LACK., No, sir. "  "
The CRAIRMAN. As you have looked it over or haveiivestigated

sinei. do ou think it was just or unjust, fair or unfair?.

Mr. CLACK. Of course, Senator, several engineers were employod
for severall woe ks in making up the claim. On'e of our efigineers
wnt over and'riadea 'phyical'examination-of the property, and
any statement that I caf m'ake about that would be without a very
solid foundation.

The Cn AIRMAN. I am merely asking your opinion about it, without'
reivard to whether you consider it sol d" or not.

lir. CLACK. Well, in my opinion-'
The CuAzRMA-x. You are in the department?
Mr. CiAcK (continuing). Judging from the reports sab-,nitted. the

allowance does not appear to be out of line.
Senator COUZENS. I do not think the chairman can expect that

the witness w6uld make a statement against his own ddpartmeht.
The CHAIRMAN. I do^ not'kiio*¢. I would exliect himh togi-Ve an

opinion that would reflict hi ' honest thouhfon the subject.
Mr. CLACK. Senator, I will say this: Tis case contain a number

of complicatioiis from thevery nature of the case.' Thbpwer plant
which operates the taxpayer's ties alsosells power . 'It is a some-
what technical proposition to fix its rapaCt and the value of it mse.!

Senator Couz Ns. Right at that point,' let" me; ask you what was
the reason for this extension at this time? '

+ Mr.. CLAoOK. Of the building of the plant I .

Senator CotTz s. Y' es.  t I , . ."
Mr. LACK. -The. taxpayer had a pre-war power plant, Which wa

too, sma!, ,ngi which, was' somewhab- deteriorated from age. On
account of tho great demand and ,urgnt need'for coal during the war
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period, they found itnecessary to build a new plant, in ordpr to meet
that situation, to take care of their part in helping twin the war.

S6niator'CouZENs9. Did they have a contract with the Government ,
Mr. CLACK. I do not remember.
Senat&r CounzNs, Do we understand that the policy was or that

the law was that a demand for business, of no matter what kind,
w'o0dd enable °the taxpayer to 'make a clain Upon the Government,
,because he saw great profiti in the business and built extension to his
pla t, 'no m atter w h at it m ay be ? . . . . .. .

Mr. CLAcK. On certain articles, such as coal, the department has
Ka~ctically taken the position that it is not necessary to show a direct

Government contract.
The CHAIRMAN. How is that? You say they had a direct Govern-

ment contract?
Mr. CLACK. No; I say the department has taken the position that

it is not necessary to entitle a taxpayer to amortization, a taxpayer
producing such an article as coal, to-have a direct Government con-
tract, in order to be entitled to amortization,

Senator COZENS. Then that whole matter you contend was dis-
cretionary with the department?

Mr. CLACK. Well, the uniform practice has been to allow all coal
producers who claimed amortization of facilities which they put in
during the war period to increase their production.

Senator CouzEs. I understand that, but you contend that it'was
discretionary with the department to select such trades or businesses,
that it deemed wise, to allow these claims on; is that correct?

Mr. CLACK. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENS. Do you know what lines of trade were thus

selected on which amortization was allowed ?
Mr. CLACK. The line is still somewhat vague, Senator Couzens.
Senator CozUEs. I think that is a very great weakness in the de-

partment. In other words, if I make a good show i by going and
getting a tax expert, I could probably show that I was justified in
extending may brewery, if I had one, so as to put pep into the men
building ships, and I would thereby get jAn allowance for extending
my beer plant during the war.

Mr. HARTSON. Now, Senator, I think possibly the law itself should
be called to your attention, and the specific terms pointed out.

Senator CouzEws. I am talking about the witness's statement, as
I understood him.

Mr. HARTSON. I think the witness did not intend to say that for
any costs expended by the taxpayer during vhe war, it was amorti-
zable at all. The law restricts it to certain things.

Senator CouzEs. What are they
Mr. HARMTON. It allows the department to determine whether

under a certain set of facts a taxpayer expended money for those
things authorized by the law.

Senator COQUzE Ns. Just what does the law say?
Mr. HARTSON. The law says:

In the case of buildings, machinery, equipment or other facilities, constructed,
erected, installed, or acquired on or after April 6, 1917, for the production of
articles contributing to the prosecution of the present war and in the case of
vesseli constructed or acquied on or after such date for the transportation of
articles or men contributing to the prosecution of the present war, there shal be
allowed .a resimntble deduction for the amortization of such part Of the cost of 01

p
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such facilities or vessels as has been borne by the taxpayer, but not agAin includ-
ingany amount otherwise allowed under this title or previous acts 6f Congress as
a deduction in computing net income.,

Now, the essential thing that must be pointed but'there is that
the law limits it to expenditures made for the production of articles
contributing to the prosecution of the war. -t

It is true that coal has been ruled upon by the department to have
been an article which, in its production, contributed to the prosecu-
tion of the war against G&many, and many other articles.

Senator COUZENS. Can you name them?
Mr. HARTSON. The list would be too long. I can not name them

out of mind, but, for instance-
The CHAIRMAN. Well, all munitions; powder plants, if I remember

Correctly, and plants manufacturing arms. Those things have been
up in the Treasury Department, as you know; for a long while.
. Doctor ADAMS. The question of coal, Senator,' -was specifically
considered by the committees in connection with this, and it was the
thought of those Senators who expressed themselves as being included
within this definition.

Senator COUZENS. I am not questioning whether the allowance of
amortization was authorized. I am raising the question as to
whether the allowance throughout was equitable between the indus-
tries. 'Suppose I were a farmer, for instance, having 100 acres of
land, and that I know of another hundred acres of land that needs
draining, cutting, and fixing up, and I buy that hundred acres at a
high price and put it in shape for growing wheat. Does the bureau
allow the farmer amortization on the extra hundred acres he bought?
Do you know of any such case as that?

Mr. CLACK. No, sir.
Senator COUZENS. Then, the farmer has not been able to amortize

the land that he bought at high prices, or whatever implements he
night have bought to increase the wheat production, with which to
win the war, as 1 understand it. Is that correct?

Mr. CLACK. That is correct.
Senator CouzEks. I therefore bring up the question that this

matter of amortization has not been equitably allowed amongst the
taxpayers. That was my reason for raising the question.

Mr. HARTSON. Does the Senator compare the expenditure that a
farmer would make in acquiring additional land for the raising, of
wheat, which has a commodity value and an economic use, quite
separate from the production of articles contributing to the prose-
cution of the war?

Senator COUZENS. I should say it was on a parity with coal, at
least."

The CHAIRMAN. When that statute was passed, as I remember it,
the one thing pointed out was to get immediately the munitions of
war, and the question of food did not enter into consideration. Just
read the language of that statute, Mr. Hartson.

Mr. HARTSON (reading):
In the case of buildings, machinery, equipment, or other facilities, constructed,

erected, installed, or acquired, on or after April 6, 1917-

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

1*
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. or0 6OuZENS. ,i asked: a: question the other day about amorv
tization that has been allowed on land, and,,it.was;admitted by the
witness that amortization credits on land had bpen, allowed.

Doctor Ap his, I would seem. imlosile, under he language of
the statute. Lest the Senator's mind may not be clear on it, I want
to, say, that, in the, deliberations! preqedig the adoptionop. of this actagriculture wais spcitlca ly mentioned,.by those who. were efining
the meaning, of .the phrase.,' contributing to the prosecution ,of. the
war." In other words, the language there is as to buildings, equip-
ment, etc. I 4oubt if land would be capable of amortization, under
the provisions of that statute; but while, we are; on this subject,; I
thought it should, be mentioned that coal and agrculture.were specif-
ically mentioned, and 'they are on record[ as., being mentioned. In
other words, the farmer who, put up buildings for the production of
grain during the war would unquestionably, in my opinion, be en-
titled to, amortization, if he met the other requirements.

senatorr CovzENs,.,Would le not as to the land, too, because it
was allowed in the Lincoln Motor Co. case and other cases as specified
by the witnesses here, for the purchase of land?
... DoctorA Ams. I did not know that, it had ever been allowed onland .. . . ., , , , ' . . . . . .

The , AIRMA-N. That ,is a strange thing. I did not know that.
Mr. ,HARTsQO. I would like to supplement my own lack of knowl-

edge. I did. not know until it was -brought out here yesterday. that
the cost of land could be amortized, but- have sin(e been informed
that, in' the vepy few, cases in which it was allowed it was limited to
cases where the land was obtained for the specific purpose of erecting
thereon these facilities necessary for the production of articles for
use in the ,prosecution of the, war. I think it is a very limited allow-
ance, Atit Ais ;only in, specific, eaesj where, it could ,be definitely

vroen ,thst the, land s was. acquiredfor the purpose of erecting one
facilities for the prosecution of the war., nti, yesterday I did not
know that that had been done.

Doctor AjDAs., Has the solicitor's: office'passed'on that ?'
Mr. HARTSONS lan, not answer that., I do. not know.,'
Senator CouzxNS. Tke'this Berwind-White case, I would.like

to .knowv, if y:ou, can toll me -here, -and if noi, at some future hearing,
justthe ateIw that were taken, and who took the steps from the first
time, that) the, caim, was ,disallowed, -which then amounted to some
$575,OO, ;to -thef;next, step, by,,.which $170600, was -agreed to when
the taxpayer objected, and the next step that was, taken, where 'it.
wASTujunnod toisome $375,000, if I remember correctly.

Now, that is 'a procedure in the department that I think this Con-,
mritte$shotild ikiiw.something about, because itiundoubtedly pltees-

une.Ogormous rPspdnsibil ty upon the department, with, an ,equal
opportunity for favoritism, for influence, an4 even for' graft, which
I (1o not for a moment claim, bat I dopoint out that 'it js a kind .of
procedure that the Congress should be able t o, legislate against.

Doctor ADAM. Senator, !o you not want 'a list of articles for the
Pi lcdU'ti6fi of W"hich 'n mprtizat iOi l hs bce'i granted? Is, not that,
what you have in mind?

Senator CouzENs. No; I do not care partihldrly't0 go into 'tat,'
but I (1o point out that there is so much discretion left with the
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department; as Shown by the stepsitaken to change, in one casefrom
the entire disallowance of 'the claim, by A set of engineers, to another
step, allowing $175,000 by another set of engineers, andt't0ainother
step allowing $375,000 by another set of engineers,, that I think it is
entirely wrong for Congess'to place in'the hands of the department
s.o gmeat a responsibility and opportunity'for favoritism and the
unjust treatment of one taxpayer as compared with another..

Mr. CLACK. If the Senator will permit mi to say just a word there
in regard to the general policy along that line--

Senator CouzEs. Yes.
Mr. CLACK. It" quite ofter hopes-it happens in the majoirty of

cases-that in the investigation of a claim the engine will be of the
opinion that the taxpayer is claiming more than he is entitled to.
While we endeavor to be fair with the taxpayer, we ordinarily, and
naturally, are on the other side of the matter, and we quite often
disallow a larger amount than the taxpayer thinks should be done.
-The taxpayer then protests, and comes in and produces additional
facts, perhaps, or suIbmits additional arguments, at a conference of
two or three engineers and an auditor, usually, and is' able to convince
the department that he is entitled to a lager allowance thAi the
engineer first thought ho was entitled to.

Senator CouzEWs. I am not finding fault W h that. I am saying
that the law places this power where it is, and it gives suchk ap oppor-
tunity for'dissatisfaction among the taxpayers, beciiuse they are not
all treated equally. It has been deduced in the evidence here that
the taxpayers who htAve been urgent and who have been expert
enough and able have been enabled to get an allowance that previous
taxpayers did not get in the same kind of cases, and no opportunity
was given the previous taxpayers to, have,secured an allowance, even
Un1ter like conditions, becausetlerewas no way iuwhich the depart-
Rent coild "notify the.taxpayer :hat it lid been influence to mace
ani allowance An aluke kind of claim.

Swhile we are on this point, have you any, suggestion to mak
i to how Congress'shuld proceed to amend the'law so as to make
mo re ' rigid the handling of *iese matters, and. thereby reeve the
dpari*npof iqmuch rei ability .

'Mr.,' 'ACKd Iam afraid not,. Senator. YoU must realize,, of
rurA6 that iil aif tee claims, one man is gig to think that he is

entitled to a larger amount than another, and he clauins a lrg'
amount. Onp man will claim more than lie is entitled to, end another
not s4" nich'"s he is entitledd to. The department elwavors, in
these different cases, to sit, to sgme extent, as,a loAird'of equalization
ihd to allow all of them a fair am6uht...

The C1muWA. How did, this happen to be subiiteic' t0 'three
difrent iets 6f engineers.Mr, CLACK. Because of the prtests Of the t payer..

The CNAIRMAN. And whe he taxpayer prbsts under the :pro-
cedure, and practice of the department do you always refer the
latter to another Set'of engineers.

CLAcCK. No, sir.,
(~LACK1 Jo As. Ii trf d lackj1o, the same, ongine
. :AS.I aUsual thFg, aftea protest the .

was on the' oriina1 claim and another, perhaps an older or, .ore
ex prienced engineer, will sit in with him sometimes, and the chief
himself.
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The CJIAIRMAN. This was referred originally to two engineers, and
then to two others, and then to two others- is that right T

Mr. CLACK. No, air, it was originally referred to two engineers.
The 0IAI1IMAN. Yes.
Mr. CLACK. And later to a third, a single engineer.
The CHAIRMAN. After the protest was made?
Mr. CLACK. Yes. - -
The COAIRMAN. And an appeal was made?
Mr. CLACK. The third time to the third engineer, who made a

seco(il determination, and had a conference. I think the record
shows that the chief, Mr. De La Mater, sat in the conference in
Which the final allowance was made.

The CIAWIMAN. A conference with whom?
Mr. CLAck. The taxpayer and his representatives and the engineer.

The conference simply refers to the fact that they requested to he
allowed to come in andi submit additional data an(I their arguments.

Senator CouzENs. Do your records here show who participated
in that conference, outside of Engineer Swarem? I

Mr. CLACK. Yes, sir.
Senator CoUzNS. Have you them here?
Mr. CLACK. Yes, sir.
Senator CouzpNs. Will you please find then for us?
Mr. CLACK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask Mr. Nash, while we are

waiting for that, whether that is the usual course of procedure, that
first the engineer makes out his estimate, and then the taxpayer
comes in and files his protest. Then, what have you to do univer-
sally?

Mr. NAsH. In this case, as in hundreds of other cases, the engineer
goes out and makes his examination, and submits his report as to
what he sees from making a physical examination. Then, if the
taxpayer does not accept the engineer's report, under section 250-D
of the law, he is entitled to a hearing before a conference committee
in the bureau. The taxpayer brings in additional evidence or
data and which he thinks the engineer may not have considered
at ail, or considered improperly, when he made the investigation,
and usually.the engineer who made the investigation the head of
the engineering section, or amortization section, possibly an auditor
the taxpayer and his representatives sit (own around a table and
thresh it out.

The CHIRMAN. The taxpayer can bring a lawyer in, if he wants to?
Mr. NASH. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You say that is usually done. Was that course

pursued in this particular case?
Mr. NASH. I should imagine, from the testimony of this witness,

that that was the procedure in this ease.
The CHAIRMAI- Then, may another protest be filed after that

second hearin by the taxpayer? ,
Mr. NASH. -he taxpayer then has the right to take his case to the

committee on appeals and review.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand the witness to say that it has been

referred to two engineers, then t6 another engineer, ai-A then to
another engineer before it came to the committee on appeals and
review ?

4

RFIVENUE
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Mr. NAS1. I do not know that this case went to the committee
on appeals and review at all. That has not been brought out; but
there were two engineering examinations of the property, the first
one by Moore & Woolson ant the second one by Swarem, and the
third a4ljustment of taxes was in the conference, and not as a result
of a third examination of the property. .

Senator CoUZENs. In that connection, Mr. Nash, if the engineer
who makes the first examination satisfies the taxpayer, that ends it,
(toes it note ?

Mr. NAsh. Providing it involves less than $50,000"of refund. If
the refund is more than $50,000, the case is reviewed by the solicitor.

Senator Q'ouzims. Yes; but no question of refund enters this case.
lHe' makes his claim for amortization, anti the engineer goes out andi
p)ises4 u)on it, an4 if the taxpayer does not protest that ends it?

Mr. NASn. No; the entire case is subject to review in the bureau.
Senator CouzrENs. Who reviews it in the bureau?
1Mr. NAsal. The engineering section.
Senator CouZENS. How many engineers review it in that case?
Mr. NAsH. Two.
Senator CouzENs. In their review, though, they are required

praeti'ally to take the word of the first engineer, because of lis having
v'isited thi property kid being familiar with it; is that right?

Mr. NAsal. I es, sit'; that is, they take into consideration the whole
,.ase in the departhiuent and the data -umlnitted by the taxpayer, 11s
wll is the 4Intikliu biflitted by the engineer.

Doctor ADAMS. Now, Senator, I invite your attention to the fact
thit, in respect to anortizittion, il special exceptioil was tmadoby
the statute, and both in behalf of the -Government and in belalf of
the taxpayer, the cases were hel oe)n deliberately until Marcl 3,
1924. Now, with respect to all of these adlowances, if I1 may be pet-
illittei to say so, all of these amortization claims should have been
checkedd up, with respect to the atiouwt of extra, capacity ilnd in
respect to the differerce in cost at the dgh prices actually paid' ami
those which would have been paid under stable post-war condi-
tions, and that ought to have been adjusted back to the losses on
those things prior to Marehi 3, 192.1, either in the taxj'alyer's favor or
against him. That was the design of the statute. fl rationalk of
the whole thing was that the taxpayer entitled to amortization
should get the difference between the Jigh prices he paid during the
war and. the stable post-war prices, and the Government was giving
him until three years after tle close of the war to ascertain what
stable post-wal conditions are; so that, unler all ordinary circum-
stances; these cases would all be subject to recommendation and
review as to conditions prior to March 3, 1924.

Senator COUZENS. I would like to ask Mr. llartson how much
trouble it would be to tell us how much, from the beginning of the
war up to March .3, 1924, was allowed for amortization, both as to
excess capacity and increased cost?

Mr. GRmEmENom. Senator Couzens, I might say that, anticipating
that, from 15 to 20 peolle worked on it for two weeks, and it is .being
typed to-day, and we hope to have those figures for you ly to-morrow
covering every case that has been in the division, the number of
reekaminations that have been made, the amount originally claimed,
anl the amottits allowed.
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Senator CouzEws. I want to compliment- tl~e department for
anticipating the requests of the committee.".

'Docior kbAUS. lr. Greenidge, has any. case, to your knowledge,
been reopened -n the Government's side under that provision?
' Mr. GRnsm~a. I am infon'ed that there have been three.

Doct(r AA1MS. And may I ask this question, and I will put it in
pretty long shape in order to get you answer: .My'impression is that
there was a considerable change in the attitude and, interpretation of,
the amortization division from the beginning of its work until the
close.. That is natural and probably necessary. Now, certain ad-
veee rulings to *the taxpayers must have been, made in rather large
numbers in the begining of the work.. Later on, in particular cases,
some of-'those 'adverse attitudes were reversed by the bureau of
amortization, but such reversals would not be published. Am I not
right about that?

'Mr.'GRtmENior. 'All of them would not; no.
Doctor ADAMS. Would any of them?
Mr. GREENI E. I do not know why they should not have been.
Doctor ADAMS. How could they be? The only things that are

published are the decisions by the commissioner and the decisions of
the"'committee on appeals and review.

Mr. GRExENIQE. Nearly all of the memoranda of the board of
appeals and review are published.

Doctor ADAMS. I meant that it you did not ask the solicitor for
im opinion, and if you did not go to the committee on appeals and
review, it would not be published, would it?

Mr. GREXEIDGE. NO.
Doctor ADAMS. As a practical proposition and not as implying any

censure at all-I do not mean to do that, of course-has the amortiza-
tion division in any case gone back to the taxpayers and said to them,
by a later ruling, "Your case, originally decided adversely, would now
be ruled upon favorably?"

Mr. _GREEW1O. I do not know of any such case, but it is possible.
that information would have become public through contact with
other taxpayers; from what we have done in a particular case you
can easily see that it might have become generally known.

Doctor ADAMS. It wold because of the special privilege of the
expert working continuously with the amortization section.

'Mr.' GREEnWGE. Yes, sii; I should imagine that would.
Senator COUZENS. That was the place where the tax expert really

gt'in his work, was it not, because of his inside knowledge of thesefacts'? ...

Mr. 'GR EENIDGE. 'Well, any other professional man, handling com-
mercial problems of any kind, who gets inside information, naturally
has that advantage.

Senator'CotizNs'. Oh, yes; 1 recognize that; but I' tried to dis-
tinguish between the Government and prifte undertakings.

Mr. GnEPNiimE. These problems, Senator Couzens, are not mi
secret as a great many people would have some of usbe!ieve. Fromn
the coinmefits that I.hear on them from the outside, there is not a
grokt deal of secrecy.

Doctor'ADmus. Mr. Greenidge, could you tell the chairman ap-
proximately' how many cases and the aggregate- amounts involved,
which'raise ambrtizatnn claims, now remain in your bureau to bo
settled ? ' ; I
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Mr. (ltEENIDVGO. Yes, sir. On Friday, at noon. twre were 399.
Doctor AVAMS. Cases?
Mr.. GR MI)OHm. Yes, sir.
Senate 'CovzrNs. For all years? "

"Mr., GREENiDG. Yes, sir; thkir is the grand total.,
The CHAVAN,. Can, yougive me the aggregate nwnber that have

been settled or adjusted up to the'present time?
Mr. GREENIDGE. Probably several thousand, but I will have thtt

figure for you to-morrow.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes..

" Doctor AAruM. Can you Answer this final question: loes that
limiting date of March 3, 1924, mean that the Government can not
or may not make revaluations after that date, or thInt it only may
not make revaluations as to all conditions existifig after that date?

Mr. Gimm mEN . I take it that .that is as to conditions after that
date.

SDOctor A.ix.s. They may now make revaluations, but they must
be made on conditions existing prior

Mr. GRIEENIDGE. That is what these 399 cases have been.
Doctor AnAMS. Then you could revive cases on your own initiative

if you had any reason to believe that some of these allowances had
been excessive in the past 01
' Mr. GREENIfDGE. Yes; we could.
Mr. HARTSON. There has been a recent ruling on that.
Mr. GREENWME. As the solicitor has said, the solicitor has recently

ruled on that point, and we have some other points coming up before
him in the next few weeks.

Doctci ADAMS. The only exception to what you have said would
be in the case of a final settlement under section 1312? ' I

Senator COUZENS. For the purpose of getting this case on concise
form, I wish the witness would tell us, first, when the claim for amor-
tization was made by the Berwind-White Mining Co., when the
amended claim was made, who the first engineer was who physically
examined the property, who the second engineers were, who exam-
ined the property, and who took part in the conference when the
filial adjustment was made?

Mr. CLACK. The origintil claim was in the original returns., There
was -a deduction taken in the original return-

Senator CouzENs. When.
Mr. CLACK. In the 1918 returns, there was a deduction taken of

$257,668.16.. That ws at the time the taxpayer filed its tax return
for 1918. In its 1919 return, it took a deduction of $66,966.10, a
total in the two years of $324,634.26.

"On October 1,1921,.the taxpayer filed a revised claim for $575,591.31.
That claim was assigned to Engineers C.J. Woolson anid j. P.
Moore,: who made an investigation, and under date of May 12,
1922, submitted a report recommending the entire disallowance'
of the claim. .

The Taxpayer, on. August!21, 1922, -filed a. protest.to the disallow-
ance,. and Engineer J.W. Swarem was assigned, to make, a secondinvestig tion.. .. .. .. ,.

Under date of October 21, 1922, Mr. Swaremisubmitted a report,,
recommending an allowance of:$176,953.25. .
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Under date of November 18, 1922, Mr. Swarem filed a third report.
Senator ClouzENs. Because of the protest of the taxpAyer?
Mr. CLACK. No, sir; not because of the protest that I previously

referred to, but apparently a third protest, or a later protest, The
third report states that it is based upon the previous report and upon
conferences held in this unit, October 30 and 31, and November 7
and November 13.

Senator COUZENs. 1922?
Mr. CLACK. 1922.
In the third report, based upon data submitted at those con-

ferences, Mr. Swarem recommends an allowance of $364,482.45.
I stated that we had a memorandum of that conference, Senator,

but I find that I am mistaken. The files have a record of a previous,
conference, but I have had no connection with this case, and was
assigned this morning to get the facts together for the committee:
but in looking over it, there is a record here of a conference, which I
took as a record of the conference referred to, but I find this is a pre-
vious conference, and has nothing to do with the last allowance.

Senator COUZENS. What did that conference have to deal with?
Mr. CLACK. This conference was held on September 5, 1922, and

refers to the disallowance of the first claim. At that conference,
there were present H. C. Middleton, treasurer of the company;
F. A. Uhner, J. E. Philbrick, engineers of the firm of Ernst & Irnst;
Mr. Walter W. Bond, conferee of the unit, Mr. A. H. Flournoy,

chief of engineers, and Mr. S. T. Do La Mater, chief of the amortiza-
tion section.

Senator CoUZENS. What were the conclusions reached by that
conference? Have you the record of the conference there?

Mr. CLACK (reading):
Matter presented: Engineer's report on amortization is dated May 12, 1922.

Amortization claimed of $519,077.55 was disallowed in full on the basis of coin-
plete and continuous use in the going business.

Taxpayer had not requested, and therefore had not received, a copy of the
engineer's report prior to the conference.

Engineer's report went to consolidated returns subdivision on May 20, 1922,
and auditors from that office are now engaged in examining records of the cor-
poration and its subsidiaries, and it was from the copy of the engineer's report in
their hands that the taxpayer became aware of the disallowance of amortization.

Taxpayer at once prepared a brief, in which it stated the engineer's report con-
tained a distinct misrepresentation of the tax as to the value in use in the going
business, and that the data compiled by the engineers as a basis for their con-
clusions were incomplete and in no sense a proper basis on which to determine
the actual value in use, and that the engineers did not discuss the points before
leaving the taxpayers' office.

Owing to the absence from the office.of the engiheers who made the investiga-
tion and to the questions of fact involved, it was agreed that an engineer would
be it once assigned to the case, and that he would, if possible, proceed to tho
plants sometife during the week of September 11th'

The taxpayer is to be informed in advance of the probable date of the engineer's
arrival.

* Senator CouzErs. Whq signed that report? I
Mr.' CLACK. Signed byWalter W. Bond, conferees; A. H. Flournoy,

" chief of engineers; S. T.1 D La Mater, chief fimb'timation section.
Senator CouzMs. Now, in that case, the two engineers, Woolson

and Mo~re were not in the conferent6? -
Mr. CLACK. No, sir; they were not. It states 'that they were

out of town.

I~.
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Senator COUZENS.. They were out of town?
Mr. CLACK. Yes, sir.
Senator Couzxs. At any time after that, were their conclusions

discussed with them?
Mr. CLACK. I find no record of it.
Senator COUZENS. In other words, that is rather a condemnatory

report of the engineer who made the first statement, is it not?
Mr. CLACK. Yes, sir; that is not at all unusual.
Senator COUZENS. The engineers are condemned quite frequently?
Mr. CLACK. Yes, sir.
Senator CouzENs. Whether they take care of the taxpayer or the

Government,, I suppose?
Mr. CLACK. Yes, sir.
Senator CoUZENS. Then, you have no record of the conference

which was finally had when the case was settled?
Mr. CLACK. No, sir. This states that there were conferences on

four different dates. I find no records of those conferences in the
files.
. Senator COuZENS. Is it customary to have a record made of those

conferences?
Mr. CLACK. Yes, sir; it was customary, but it was sometimes

omitted. Conferences were sometimes somewhat informal. The
taxpayer would come in and submit additional data to support its
claim, and no action was taken at the conference at all. Sometimes,
in those cases, there was no record made of them, but it was cus-
tomary, where any distinct change was made in the allowance to
keep an absolute record of it.

Senator CouzENs. In this case, there were three conferences of
which yOu have no record? %

Mr. CLACK. Four, apparently.
Senator CoUzzNs. Four conferences of which you have no record?
W. CLAcx. Yes, sir.

Senator CouzUNs. Is not that an unusual number of conferences
to have without a record?

V Ir. CLACK. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENS. Have you any explanation as to why no record

was taken of those conferences in this case?
Mr. CLACK. None whatever. I haven't any idea, Senator.
Senator CoUZENS. Has Mr. Nash?
Mr. HARTSON. Senator I think it should be pointed out that the

witness has testified that he could find no record in the files, It may
be that there is such a record, and it may be in some other files.
Maybe it is misplaced.

The CuAinMA. Is that an ususual number of conferences to have
in a case?

Mr. HARTSON. No.
The CHAIRMAN. When there is a conference held, is a stenographer

there to take down what is said?
Mr. JJATSON. No sir.
The CHaRiuN. ifow do they make up the records, then?,
Mr. HARTRON. The basis for making up the record of the con-

ferences is that after the conference is over, to; have the.man who
either sat in it or conducted it to dictate to his stenographer his recol-

9WI9--24---lr 2-4 2 " .. . . :
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lection of what occurred, and then have the others present onthe part
of the Government to initial it or sign it. There are not any facilstie
afforded for taking down, by way of stenographic notes, the record of
a conference. It is not done; there are too many of them going on,.
to do that.

Doctor ADAMs. Could Mr. Nash give us a rough estimate of the
number of conferences taking place each day? I think that has a
very direct bearing on this question of possible publicity.

Mr. NASH. There are hundreds of them every day.
The CHAIRMAN. Hundreds?
Mr. NASH. Yes, sir.
Senator CouzENs. Getting back to this case again, where would

these references to these conferences be, if they are not in these files?
Mr. CLACK. I looked through those somewhat hurriedly. It may

be that they are in hose files there. If not, they may simply have
been misfiled. I think We have there all of the files in this case. In
any filing system, it is, of course, possible for papers to get in the
wrong jacket, and when they do, they are pretty hard to find..

Senator Couz!Ns. I recognize that, but the charge has been made
that cases disappeared from the files, and therefore anything that was
not wanted in the files might be purposely gotten out of the files.

Mr. HARTSON, I think this would be the proper place to point out
that the man who referred to this case, in this instance, was the man
who refused to answer my question as to whether he had taken any
other copies of reports out of the files in these cases. He did admit,
in answer to the Senator's question, that he had a copy of his own re-
port that he filed in this very case.

Senator CouzKNs. Yes; he only had a copy, as I remember it.
Mr. HARTSON. Yes; I think that is true.
Senator CouzENs. Not the original.
Mr. CLACK. If the Senator will pardon me, so far as the conference

report is concerned, any action that may have been taken on the
case at a conference could have been very easily set forth in a con-
ference report, and, frankly, I am very strongly -inclined to believe
that a memorandum of the conference reports have gotten in the
wrong files, rather than that no conference report was made, particu-
larly -because of the action that was taken. The increased allow-
ance of from $170,000 to over $300,000. would, of course, have been
recorded in that conference.

Senator CouzENS. -Would you have had to save the Solicitor's
opinion onsuch an allowance as that

Mr. CLACK. No, sir.
Senator COUZCNS. I will ask you to make a search of the files and

see if you can not present to the committee a record of the last
conference that you had, where the amount was finally determined
upon.
* Mr...)AcK. Yes, sir.
Senator CouzENs. I have no further questions to ask this witness.
Mr. HARTsoN. I would like to ask Mr. Clack one que,,on.
The CaH"=AN., All right.

- Mr. HA.Ro. Do you know whether there was any further review
of this case that was taken as a result of this conference, by anybody
in the bureau? , -

Mr. CLACK. Pardon me. You mean of the conference report?
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Mr.,ATsoN. No; I do-not mean of the report,--* the 4owemce.
Was there any further review in the bureau ot' the action of this
conference in allowing this amount?

Mr. CL&cx. The engineer's report, the third report, in which the
allowance is made, based upon that conference, is signed by Mr.
Swarem and approved by the reviewing engineers, J. R. Boiling and
S. T. De La Mter, chief of section. Mr. Swarem s action, of course,
was reviewed and approved by :he reviewhig engineer cud the chief
of section.

Senator CouzErJs. Was that done after tho conference or before
the conference?

Mr. CLACK. After the conference.
Senator COUZENS. After the conference?
Mr. CLACK. Yes, sir.
Mr. HAnTSON. Did the result of this allowance by this con-

ference take the form of a certificate of overassessment or refund,
or what, do you know?

Mr. CLACK. No, sir; I do not know.
Mr. HAITSON. How would you think it would be reflected?
Mr. CLACK. Not knowing what the other disallowances were,

the total allowance finally made of $373,000 is only slightly in
excess of the deductions that were taken in the original return of
$324,000. If there were no other allowances, that would cause a
refund to the taxpayer. There was about $50,000 addition amortiza-
tion allowed, making a possible difference, depending upon the
bracket, of $25,000 or $30,000.

Mr. HARTSON. If there is a refund in a case of a substantial
amount would there be any further check on this action?

Mr. CLACx. Yes, sir,
Mr. HARTsON. By review by the solicitor, of the refund?
Mr. CLACK. Yes, sir.
Doctor ADAMS. Mr. Clack, all amortization cases, unless the

statute of limitations has run, r' e open to review with respect to the
allowances, are they not V

Mr. CLACK. I beg your pardon.
Doctor ADAMS. A amortization questions are open to review

and reexamination, to be recomputed, prior to the date on which the
statute of limitations applies?

Mr. CLACK. That ism-y understanding of it.
Doctor ADAMS. And all of these returns are, in a 'peculiar sense,

open to revision if the statute of limitations has not run?
Mr. CLACK. Yes sir.
Doctor ADAms. b you know whether the statute of limitations

has run on these cases this year?
Mr. CLACK. No, sir; I do not. It has not run, of course, on the

1919 deduction allowances.
Doctor ADAms. It probably would have run on the 1918 returns,

would it not?
Mr. CLACK. Unless a waiver had been filed, I presume it would

have.
Doctor ADAMS. Was there any effort made to reject these amortiza-

tion cases before the statute of limitations ran ?
Mr. CLAoK. No, sir; the section was at that time working under

considerable pressure to close out as many of 'the 1918 cases as
possible, in order to avoid having to take waivers.
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Doctor AiAMS. A great 'Imount of amortization has been taken !

for the year 1918, has it not? -

Mr. CLAcK. Yes, sir.
Doctor ADAMS. In other words, owing to the pressure of work and

lack of force, the major precaution talen by the statute has been
ignored, apparently

Mr. CLACK. If may say just one more, word about this additional
allowance, there was one feature that I spoke of a while ago regarding
the 1921 act providing for replacement--allowance of amortization
onl replacement cases.

Senator CoLziNs. Are you referring to the law or to the regula-
tionis?

Mr. CLWcK. rho regulations.
Senator CouzENs. You ought to make that straight.
Mr. CLACK. Pardon me. 'The regulations provide that the

allowance for amortization might be made on the basis of replace-
ment costs. That regulation was issued some time in the spring of
1922. That is my recollection, and that feature was not given any
consideration by anybody in determining this claim.

Senator CouzElqs. Then, in other cases that were settled, where the
taxpayer was quieted, he got no allowance for excess costs, did he?

Mr. CLACK. No, sir.
Senator CouzEms. I think we are ready to take up the case of the

Standard Steel Car Co. now. Have you the papers in that case?
Mr. HfiRTSON. They got an allowance for it, if they claimed it,

did they not?
Mr. CLACK. Yes, sir; if they claimed it.
Senator CouzENs. I said if the taxpayer had been quieted, and

if he did not make any claim, of course, he did not get it.
Mr. HARTSON. Senator, if you now want to take up the Lee Smith

Son Manufacturing Co. case, I will call Mr. Newbury.

STATEMENT OF MR. C. B. NEWBURY, ENGINEER, BUREAU OF
INTERNAL REVENUE

Senator CoUzENs. Will you state your full name for the record?
Mr. NewpuY. C. B. Newbury.
Senator CouzpNS. How long have you been in the department?
Mr. NEwBuRY. Two years and five months.
Senator Cotrzrms. Are you an auditor?
Mr. N~wnxmY. No; engineer.
Senator CouznNs. What was the discussion in regard to this matter,

do you know, Mr. Hartson?
Mr. HARTSON. This is another case that wasreferred to by either

Mr. Adams or Mr. More, both of whom were discharged engineers
from the bureau."Mr. NEwBunY. Wdolson and Mr. Moore made the original deter-
mination in this case the same as they did in the Berwind-White
case. ' Before proceeding on this case, would it be out of place for
me to make a remark on the last case?

The CuAm nw. No.
Mr. NpownBUY. The question of c0l land was brought up. We

have a solicitor's opinion that coal lands' acq'red, are not' subject
to amortization: That is in answer to the question lit was brought
up about land. or t th qusto t i w brought
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-Senator Couzims No; the master o( the land, came up more in
connection with the purchase of land for expansion for plant purposes.

Mr. NEwBuRY. Lee Smith & Sons Manufacturing Co., of Pitts-
burgh, are engaged in the manufacture of dental supplies.' Prior
to the war they had rented quarters in Pittsburgh. The lease
eXzpired, and they. had to get a new building to continue their opera-
tions. They purchased an .old building in Aspinwall, expended
$19,355 for the acquisition of a building, and in 1918, they expended
$38,122.54 for alterations and inprwevwmts.

Senator Couz~s. What did trey do I
Mr. N~wuy. They manufactured dental' cement under con-

tract with-
The CIANIwA. Dental cement?
Mr. NEwBURY. Yes.
The CRAMIMAN. NQthing but that.
Mr. NElwBuay. Thbir business consisted of selling false teeth and,

things like that, in addition to manufacturing cement. They are
wholesale dental supply people.

The CHArMamAN. That is what I understood, but I thought you
said they confined themselves to the manufacture of dental cement.

Mr. NaWmUmy. In this building
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, in this building.
Mr. NEWBUtY. Yes, sir.
The OJAXMAN. This building was erected fOr that particularpurpose?
Mr. NzwB y. The building was acquired. They purchased an

old four-story building, which had been previously used as a place
for the manufacture of pianos. It was in a run-down condition and
they had to expend twice as much as the building cost them to put
it into shape so that they could use it.

Senator OouzENS. Just what did they do to promote the prose-
cution of the'war?

Mr. NEwBu Y. Manufactured dental cement under a direct con-
tract with the Medical Department, the. Dental Corps.

Senator ComzmNs. Of the Army?
Mr. NEwBURY. Yes air Their business with the United States

Government amounted to some $350,000.
Senator COUZENS. Just proceed and tell us what they originally

asked for, and, what was allowed, etc.
Mr. NEwBURY. On the basis of this expenditure of $38,122.54,

they claimed amortization to the amount of $18,546.-
Senator COUZErs. That was for one year, though?
Mr. NEwnuiY.'Yes sir - It is a small cftse. •
Senator Couzns. Then, there was another year, was there not?
Mr. NeWBURY. No sir; that is all therewas.
Senator Couzms. I thought you called off two amounts that they

had added to their plant.
Mr. NzWBURY; They spent $19,355 for the acquisition of the

building, and then expended further $38,122.54 for alterations and
repairs to make it useful.

Mr. CHAUMAN. That is $58,000?
Mr. NicwBURY. Yes.:,
Doctor ADAMS. Was that all in one yearly
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Mr, Nzwuaiy. No;- the land and building was acquired in, 1917,
and the improvement, were made in 1918.

Doctor ADAs., After thewar, in '117?
Mr. NzwBuity. Yes, sir. On this cost, they claimed an amortiza - ,

tion to the amount of $18,546, which was oiinally disallowed by
Woolson and Moore, on the ground that the building was in full
use, and that the replacement cost was no less than the cost oft
acquisition. ' The taxpayer took ian exception to the report and
wvr6te directly to Secretary Mellon. 'Do you wiih to see that letter?
One letter here is addressed to the Treasury Department.

Senator COtuzxSw That. letter was dated June 8, 1922. 1 'just
mention that, in case you want to look it up later. Now, there was
one addressed to the Secretary?

Mr. NEWBURY. On July 10. That is the second letter.
The CnAInirSAN. What was the first letter that you handed out

there?
Mr. RNBuRY. That isa letter addressed to the department?
The CRAiRmAN. By this company?
Mr. NEwBuRY.. By the taxpayer; yes, sir.
The Cn&xn w. Y&es.
Mr. NEWBURY. That is the letter to Mr. Mellon personally

[producing letter]. The taxpayer was very much incensed when he
wrote that letter.

Senator CouzLNar' Can you tell me What that is which has been
rubbed off of that letter to Mr. Mellon, by the taxpayer, or partly
rubbed offU I can not read it.

Mr, NEWBURY (reading):
No reply required. Matter been taken up. P. F. C. file with case.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you want that letter in, Senator?
Senator CouzENs. I do not think it is necessary. I just want to

read this comment from the letter to Mr. Mellon from this taxpayer,
dated June 6, 1922:,

Owing to. the growing spirit of unrest on the part of decent business men
throughout the country, arising from conditions similar to this incident, I am
forwarding a copy of my letter on the subject to the President for his information,
and remain.

That is just an evidence of the discontent with the department.
The CHAIzRMA. Who wrote that letter?
Senator Coxzms. The taxpayer in this case.
What was done with this case after the first engineers disallowed

the claim?
Mr. NBWBUtRY. This letter was replied to, stating that:

I have directed an examination to be made for the purpose of sonoidering the
complaint made by you relative to the examination of the returnof ti. Lee S.
Smith &Sqns Manufacturing Co.

The case was referred to the committee on appeals and review,
who referred it back to the unit) with the recommendation, that it be
reexamined in the field. - Another enpu"eer was assigned: to the case
named E. P. Quirk, who is no longer with us, and in a report submitted
on May 15, 1923, he recommendedan allowance of $12,645.06, based
upon ficts which he discovered in his examination. ; '

Senator CUZErS. What were the facts? I *

I:
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' Ms. N Wnn. That the pro-war, building which it supplanted
was about two-thirds of the size if the buil ding the wr; that
the War-time building w s not used to the.'extent that the pre-war
building had. been, that excess capacity existed, and amortization
should be allowed....

Senator CouzENs. Was that allowance concurred in by the com-
mittee on appeals aid review_

Mr. NEWuirk. They did not take the matter up after he made
this report. This report was then submitted to the auditor to make
their adjustment for arriving at the tax. This report was dated
May 15, 1923, and it went out of our section and,; as far as I know
now, the case has been closed. There were some adjustments made
in 1917 and 1919, and there was very little tax involved; I think
possibly either an additional tax or an over assessment of a thousand

Senator CouzENs. Was this claim settled in conference
Mr. NzwBuaY. No, sir; there was nothing unusual in this case

at all.
Senator COUZENS. The engineer's word was taken? After he

rejected it, his conclusion was taken?Mr. NEWBURY. He was given a very coniplete and comprehensive
report, with figures and tabulations.

Senator COUZENS. So it was accepted?
Mr. NEWBURY. Yes sir.Senator CoUzENS. That is all I want to ask this witness.
Mr. HARTSON. It was reviewed was it not?
Mr. NEWBURY. It was reviewed by the reviewing engineer.
Mr. LrARTSON. In other words, his report, as such, did not allow

the claim itself? " , I
Mr. Nr.WBu y. No; it disallowed about $5,000.
Mr. HZATSON. But subject to the review, it was allowed, with

that differm9el
Mr. NEWBURY. Yes, sir.
Mr. HAzrSON. That is all.
S The C AmMAN. That is all.
Senator COUZNS. Have you the papers in the case of the Standard

Steel Car Co. now?
Mr. HARTsON. Yes, sir; we are ready with that case.

STATEMENT OF MR. W. S. TANDROW, APPRAISAL ENGINEER,
BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE

The CHAIRMAN. What is your name?
Mr. TAN)Iow. W. S. Tandrow.
The CAMIvN. Are you i the department?
Mr. TANDROW. Yes, sir.
The CHAMIL". How long have you been there ?

TA e Uw Eighteen months.
MAN. In what division are you?

Mr. TANDnoW. Appraisal engineer of the Income Tax Unit.
The CHAi-KN. Have you been such all the timeI
Mr. TAND190W. All the time.
The CHAIRMAN. All right,.Senator.
Senator CUZZNS. Just what is it that you propose to review in

this connection, Mr. Hartson?
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M. HARTO.. I 1hd ,in mind, Senatorl a sysosis of thelstoy of
the case 'ind the file whidk accompanied the returns. We have
retuits'of the years starting from 1917, 1 believe.

Mr. TAx)Row. Yes, sir.
.Mr. HERTSON. And these schedules of allowances for those years.
Senator Couzfts. Wil you proceed with the case ?
Mr. TmROW. ,Do you wish me to read the history of it?•Senator Comzgss. Yes.
Mr. TANDROW. On June 14,'1919, the original return for the year

1918 'was received. A deduction for amortization in the su n of
$1,220,047.45 was taken.

The CnAn AN. What was that date?
Mr. TANDJOW. That was on June 14.
The CrawtAN. What year?
Mr. TANDROW. 1919.
The CamMAN. '1919?
Mr. TANDROW. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENS. Was that the calendar year or the fiscal year?
Mr. TA&NvROW. That was the calendar year.
Senator CouzEivs. I thought they were supposed to file those

returns by March 15. How is it that this return was not filed until
June?

Mr. TANDROW. I can not answer that question.
Mr. HATSON. It was probably due to an extension of time,

Senator. It may be so.
Mr. NAsH. In this particular" case, Senator Couzens, the act was

passed on February 24 1919, and it was impossible to get blanks
printed, get them distributed, and get the returns filed before March
15, and there was an automatic extension to June 15 in which to file
returns.

Mr. TANDROW. On May 15, 1920, an amended return for the year
1918 was received, and amortization in the sum of $1,220,047.45 was
taken.

The CHAMMAX. That is what was claimed?
Mr. TANDROW. Yes; that is what was claimed.
Senator COUZENS. In other words, it was taken off?
Mr. TANDROW. Taken as a deduction under Schedule A-19. on the

taxpayer's return.
I may omit reference to the correspondence which relates to this

case, and which has no bearing.upon ,the return I
Senator COUZENS." You may just recite 'them year by year as you

have them, until you finish, and then we will go back to that other
later.

Mr. TANDROW. On May 3, 1923, a final amended return for the
year 1918 was filed, showing a deduction for amortization-that is,
for the year 1918-in tlW amount of $157,535.58. . ' I I

On May 3, 1923, a final amended return was filed for the yer '1'49,
showing a deduction for amortization in the sum of $2,686, 37.06,
and on that same date, May 3, 192, the final amended return Was
filed for the year 1920, showing a deduction of $195,690.80, as
amortization.

The CRAUMAN. Just what happened with that claim ?
Mr. TANDROW. I will just make a summation- here.
The CA&Mm&x. Yes. .

fl.
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Mr.- TANDROW. Th total cost on which amortization was claimed
wis $4,915,714.69, and the.. total ,amortization claimed was
$%;071,451.14. . ,. .,

Senator COUZEF1s. What do you mean by that last statementI
You say was allowed I

Mr. TANDROW. No; was claimed.
Senator CouzENs. What was the first figure that you gave us? .

Mr. TANDRoW. That was the cost on which the amortization was
based; that is to say, the taxpayer submitted costs, and on those costs
were claimed the percentages. I

The CHARMAN. Can you tell us briefly what those costs consisted
of?

Mr. T A ow. Principally they covered the installation of facili-
ties used in the manufacture of cars, which were delivered to the
Government under Government contract. The total contracts
amounted to $200,000,000.

The CHMMMAN. That is to say, this company had a contract with
the Government to make cars to be delivered to the Government?

Mr. TANDRoW. To the Government?
TheCHMMAN. Yes; the contract amounting to $200,000,000.
Mr. TANDROW. In the aggregate; yes.
The CHAMMAN. And in order to meet that demand, they expended

some $4,000,000 plus for increased facilities?
Mr. TANDROW. Well, yes; I would say they probably spent

$10,000,000, but they only claimed amortization on half of that-
about $5,000,000.

The CHA IMAN. Yes; that is what I want to get. Do you know
how much they spent altogether for increased facilities to meet this
new contract ? I

Mr. TANDRoW. Well I could not tell you the exact amount. I
know that they claimedamortization on approximately $5,000,000

The CaLniw. Yes; that is amortization.
Mr. TANDROW. Yes.
The CMURMAN. But that had no reference to how much they ex-

pended ?
Mr. TANDRow. No;. but that would represent, I. :would say,

roughly 50 per cent of what they expended.
The (5 AJRMA. And approximately 50 per cent of what they

expended they asked to be amortized?
-Mr. TANDROW. Yes, sir.
The C umaN.. There was amortization claimed for .that?
Mr. TAlDRow. Yes.
The Ca1RMAN. Can you give the successive steps, and what was

donewith each claim when it was filed ?
Mr. TANDROW. Yes; I have it set up chronologically in this state-

ment.
Senator CouzzNs. In this statement here?
Mr. TAND)w. Yes.
Senator CouzENs. I just Want to read from the last page here,

the memorandum under date of July 2, 1923. It says:
Bngineer's report on claim for amortization of wr facilities. The following, i

taken from the summary of the report:
"Cost on which amortization Ug allowed, $4,915,714.69.
"Amortization allowed for tax purposes, $3,039,763.34."
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In other words, nearly 75 per-cent of the total cost was allowed?
I i+"Mr. TANxD wW. No; about'0 per cent.

Senator CouzNSq. Well, between 60 and 65 per cent; yes. Is'
j,' that correct?•'

Mr. TANDROW. Yes; that is correct.
Doctor ADAMS. What is the equipment that was amortized?
Mr. TANDROW. Principally machinery andsome small expendi-

tures covering steel frame biildinp, but it was largely very heavy
machinery us d in car manufacturing ,

Doctor ADAoMs. And the basis of it was, high price, or reduction
in, use?

Mr. TANDRiow. Yes; there were three factors. It was excess cost
during the war and depreciation during amortization period, whichthey normally do not get, and lowered value in use; and, of course,

there was a loss of the income producing capacity of the money
invested in equipment during the post-war period.

Senator Corzms. Do you mean that you allow for losses suts-
tained'during the post-war period f

Mr. TANDROW. Yes; that is to say, we took the average produc-
tion for the years 1921, 1922, and 1923, and compared that' with
proven capacity to ascertain a value in use ratio and applied that 'to
the cost, whiel gave them the amortization write-off.

Senator CouziNs. How could you take it in 1923, when this case
was closed up in the middle part of 1923? -

Mr. TANDROW. I had four months in 1923, and I estimated a year
on the basis of four months' production, and in order to make an
estimate I went to the car service division of the American Railway
Association to get the relation of cars manufactured in the first four
months of each year as against the total for a year. I based it on
experience, and 'estimated the actual production of this company for
the entire year.

Senator'CoUZENs. Then this memorandum here shows a cleaning
up of the tax year of 1918?

Mr. TANmDRow. Yes, sir.'
Senator CouzE.Ns. 1919?
Mr. TANDROW.' 1919 and, 1920.
Senator COUZENS. And 1920?
-Mr. TANDROW. Yes. '

Senator COUZE&S. For three years?
Mr. TANDROW. Yes, sir.
Senator Couzmqs. And for 1921 and 1922 they are not cleaned up

yet ?
Mr. TANDIOW. I do not believe so. I do not believe effect has

been given to any amortization in 1921'. It Was spread in the years
1918, 1919, and 1920. s edi•h er

Senator CouzENs. On this memorandum you say here:
Letter from consolidated returns'subdivison through Mr. S. T. D6 La Mater.

T.!ese axe memoranda fro., ono section to another section within
the bureau, arethey?

Mr. TANDROW.' " Yes; referring to various matters.
The 'CHAVMAN. Now, let us find out the date when the first claim

for amortization was filed, the amount of it, and what disposition
was made of it. '.

+ ' I
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Mr. TANDROW. The firt claim was filed with the return fled on
June 14, 1919. As I stated before, $1,220,047.45 was deducted on the
taxpayer's return.

The CHAIRMAN. That is what the taxpayer claimed?
Mr. TANDROW. That is what the taxpayer claimed.,,,
The CHAIRMAN. Then what was done with that ?
Mr. TANDROW. Nothing was done with that.'
On May 15, 1920, an amended return for the year 1918, was filed,

claiming amortization in the sum of $1,220,047.45.
The CHAIRMAN. How did there happen to be an amended return

filed when nothing had been done on the first one that was filed ? •
Mr. TADRow. You must understand that these deductions are

taken on the tax return, and at the time the original return was
filed there may be some auditing features or accounting features that
were not cleaned up, so that the amended return would probably not
alter the amortization.

The CHAIRMAN. What was the difference there?
Mr. TANDIow. The figures are exactly the same as on the original

return.
Senator CouzENs. Just why would they make' an amended return

if the figures are the same?

Mr. TANDtow. I am speaking now in reference to amortization.
The amortization is exactly the same, but on the return there might
have been some other figures which would be different on the later
return as against their first return.

Senator CouzNs.. That is just what we want to know. We are
not going into this ease looking for amortization, but the whole
return. Why was the amended return made?

Mr. TANDnOW. I am sorry I can not tell you that, because I 'only
handle the amortization. We have the returns here.

Mr. HARTSON. We have the auditor here. I think Mr. Leary can
tell you the reason that they filed the amended return. It. made
no difference in the claim for amortization.

Mr. TANDROW. No. I. should say in the majority of corporate
cases amended returns are filed.

Senator CouzENs. .I understand that, but what I want to know
is the reason for it.

Mr. TAmNDROW. I am sure I could not tell you.
Senator CouzEms. While he is going on with this, will somebody

look that up?
The CHAIRMRAN. What was done with that amended return?
Mr. TANDROW. Well, it was assigned for field investigation; that

is, sQ far as the amortization claim was concerned, by a memorandum
from the chief of the section.

On September 24, 1921, an engineer visited the plant of the tax-
paWe CAIRMAN. What is the name of that engineerI

Mr. TANDRow. Mr.. Kalm.
He visited the plant of the taxpayer on September 24, 1921, and

he wired to the chief of the section, Mr. De La Mater, that the
taxpayers' schedules were so incomplete that it would, nbt be possible,
to make an examination of, the claim, -and' suggested that they



"'F be advised to amplify -he information supporting their claim for
amortization.' They did that and--

The CHAIMAN. That is, they file-
Mr. TANmRow. Yes; they filid new schedules
The CMAUWAN (continuing). A more complete return, then?
Mr. TAxDRow. They filed a more complete return.
The C MAMAN. WheU?
Mr. TANDROW. I do not know. I have not the date.
Mr. HARTSON. That was not a return, was it?" Those were addi-

tional schedules ,. I
Mr. TANDROW. Those were additional schedules in support of

the amortization.
The Cn~ iuMw, Supplementing the original return?
Mr. BHATsoN. Yes.
The CuAnimu., And supplying what they had omitted before?
Mr. HAuTaON. Yes.
Mr. TANDROW. And, as I say, that was assigned for field investi-

gation on December 14, 1921, to Engineers W. H. Cully and M. B.

Then, on December 19, 1921, the assignment was withdrawn.
Senator CouzENs. Why?
Mr. TANDRow. I have not the explanation-possibly because the

amended schedules were not in proper form. I see a reference to a
latter here.

Senator CouzzNs. You will remember, Mr. Chairman, the Cully
was the man who submitted the information that this is a Mellon
company, and there was to be no additional assessment made.

I understand that in this case the assignment was withdrawn; is
that correct?

Mr. TANDROW. Yes; the assament was withdrawn, but as I
remember the details, that was-because the taxpayer had not sub-
mitted suitable schedules, showing thzt an examination could be
made. That was the only reason for the withdrawal of it.

.Mr. IauTsoN. There was not any substitution of other engineers,
was there I

.Mr. T&"wow. No. Assignments were just made at random.
Mr. HAzTsoN. In other words, the objection was not because of

the persons assigned to the investigation?
Mr. TANDROW. No.
Mr. HAuTSON. But it was a criticism because the investigation at

that time was not deemed necessary, due to the fact that the infor-
mation had.not come in in sufficient quantity.

The CAMUKAN. When were they assigned, and when were they
withdrawn?

Mr. TANDROW. On December 14, 1921, the assignment was made,
and on December 19, 1921, it was withdrawn.

The CaAmAN. Five days afterwards; is that right ?
Mr. TANDROW. Yes; that is correct. Complete schedules were

filed on May 3, 1923 and on May 13, 1923, the case was-
The A. What happened between December, 1921, and

May,1923? What was going on in the meantime.
Mr. TAmWsow. There was mieceilaneous corrmsondence passing

between the amortization section and the consolidated returns sec-
tion in regard to the case.
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Senator Couzms. Where is that correspondence
Mr. TANDROW. That is in the files.
Senator CoUZNs. I wish you would get it for us.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you give us the gist or the substance of that

correspondence ?
Mr. TANDROW. As I recall it, the consolidated returns division

was working on the audit of the case, and, of course, in the case of a
large corporation, there are a great many matters that must be
questioned in an audit, and until the amortization was settled or
until the audit was settled, as I read it, it did not appear to be of
advantage to go ahead with the examinations of the amortization
claim.

The C|IAIRMAN. Was any of that correspondence referred to you ?
Mr. TANDROW. No.
The CUAIRMAN. And you did not answer any of it?
Mr. TANDROW. No.
The Ch1AIRMXAN. Who did answer it?
Mr. TA.NDROW. Various section heads.
The CAIRMAN. Various section heads answered the correspond-

ence ?
Mr. TANDROW. I am just speaking from my knowledge of the

correspondence. I know nothing about it.
The CLAIRMAN. From December, 1921, until May, 1923, there was

correspondence about this case?
Mr. TANDnow. Yes; running correspondence relating to the efse.
The CHAIRMAN. Then what happened in May, 1923?
Mr. TANDROW. On May 3, 1923, the taxpayer filed a very com-

prehensive and complete claim. •
.On May 13, 1923, the case was assigned, so far as the amortization

was concerned, for field investigation.
On June 20-
Senator CouzENs. To whom was it assigned?
M .TANDROW. Engineers W. T. Jennings and W. S. Tandrow.

On July 2, 1923, the engineer's report covering the amortization
was submitted.

The CHAIRMAN. What was that report V
Mr. TANDROW. Do you mean the text?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; what was the report made by Jennings and

yourself?
Senator CouzoNs. You and Jennings did the job?
Mr. TANDROW. No; I did the job.
Senator Couzms. You said the job was assigned to you and
Mr.1TANDRow. It was assigned to Mr. Jennings. .He was acting

as reviewing engineer.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you made a report?
Mr. TANDRow. Yes; we made a field examination and report.

Mr. Jennings had practically nothing to do with the case.
The OHAIaBAN. Was he out there With you V
Mr. TANDROW. He made a trip to Pittsburgh with me. He is the

senior engineer, quite an elderly man very experienced in amortiza-
tion work. He made ,a trip through tie Butler ,plant, which is a very
large plant, and we discussed the case both in particulars and in
genera. Fie then returned to Washington and I continued on with
the examination on the 13 plants.
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Senator Couzzs. You, say Mr., oenningiwas a competent and
expenced engineer? /
-Mr. TANDSOW In my opinion, he was a competent engineer.
Senator CouzEs. You were not here when the other testimony

was offered in connection with Mr. Jennings, were you?
Mr. TANDROW. Well, of course, it is a matter of opinion, you

know.. Senator CouzENs. Proceed and tell us what you found out when
you made your report later.
. Mr. TaNDiow. I made a very careful examination. It required
four weeks in the field and two weeks to write the report, and it was
to my mind, a very difficult case to handle. For this reason, at the
outset, I felt that the taxpayer had not claimed as much, probably,
as they could have claimed, and I natural, fought the field investi-
gation. I had considerable trouble. My attitude was this, that I
felt if I was at all conciliatory, it might ?et them feel that they had
gotten the allowance very easily, that they could come back and
claim more; so I opposed them all I possibly could, hoping that when
my report was made they would be perfectly satisfied, and would
not come in and request a redetermination and ask for more amort-
ization. It was 'very obvious to me at the outset that they couli
have submitted a much larger claim.

The CHAIRMAN. For amortization?1
Mr. TANDROW. Yes.
Senator Couzurs. Just what was the difference between their

claim and your findings or conclusions?
Mr. TANDRow. About $31,000.
Senator CouziNs. In other words, according to this memorandum

here, on the last sheet, all of their claims for amortization were
allowed, with the exception of $31,687.80.

Mr. TANDRow. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How much did they claim, and how much was.

allowed ?
Mr. TANDROW. They claimed $3,071,451.14, and they were allowed

$3,039,763. 34.
Doctor ADAMs. On an investment cost of how much?
Mr. TANDROW. On an investment cost of $4,942,151.80.
The CHAIRmAN. What was the basis of the claim?
Senator CouzENs. Just a minute. That is not according to the

report that you have here. The cost as set out here was $4,915,714.69.
Mr. TANDROW. $4,915,000?
Senator CoUziNs. Yes.
Mr. TANDROW. I am reading from my report. Of course, this

may, be wrong. That is not correct, Senator, because I have my
report here, and I am reading you the exact figure.

Senator COuzENs. Anyway, there were, allowed approximately
three-fifths of the cost?

Mr. TANDROW. Approximately three-fifths of the cost.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the basis of, their claim? Let us get

at that and see what they claimed and wh t they put it on. .
Mr. TADR0W. They claimed largely on the basis of lowered value

in-use.. That. is to"y, durwg the -war peiod, they installed facilities
that were. used in the production of articles contributing to the pro-
secution iof the, war, and during that period of maximum operation
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they, established a proven. capacity, -Now, as. you have been told,
in determining amortization, you measure the post-war operations bY
taking. the average of the ye im 1921,1 922, andI 923,oto comparee withthe proven capacity, to \stablish value in use. Now,,that valuein use
must not be lower than the sole or salvage value of the property,

In this, particular case, .their value in use during the -postwar
period was' very nearly 40 per cent. It was slightly less then 40 per
cent, and they stated their claim on the basis of' sale or salvage yVlue;
that is to say, if they would break down the component parts that
were added to the plant during the war for production of cars, etc.,
under Government contract, they would not realize more than 40
per cent of the cost, and, in my report I accepted that.

The CHaIRMAN. Could they Sell it as a unit?
Mr. TANDROW. Well, the only measure you would have to find the

unit value would be the market value of the stock-making a stock
and bond valuation of the property, and, of course, on a capitalization
basis, it would be less than 40 per cent.

Doctor ADAMS. Do you usually take a breakdown cost for such
purposes? Do you not use the term "break-down"I

Mr. TANDROW. No; I would not say that that would prevail.
Doctor ADAMS. Do you think it justifiable to take a sort of dis-

membered cost for that purpose?
Mr. TANDROW. It woid all depend upon the nature of the in-dustry. If you were dealing with a plant that was exclusively en-

aged in the manufacture, for example, of shells, and that plan t had no
utility value for any other purpose, without being converted at great
expense to salvage, then you would have a breakdown cost; but if the
property was retained for use in the going business of the taxpayer,
and possessed utility value for use during the postwar period, [ think
you should let the amortized cost retain the utility value.

The CHAIRMAN. How much of this cost was for additional building
and how much for additional machinery?

Mr. TANDRow. I have not it assembled in that way. I have the
details, if you wish me to read you all the figures., I

The CHAIRMAN. I thought maybe you could give it roughly.
Mr. TANDROW. I cold not tell you offhand.
The CHAIRMAN. Was that machinery and building valuable for the

manufacture of carsI It was car-manufacturing machinery, was it
not?

Mr. T&ND ww. Yes; very largely. I would say so.
The CHAIMAN. After the war was over, they could have used it ?
Mr. TANDROW. They could have used it.
The CHAIRMAN., But because of the decreased demand for cars and

the fact that their contract had been filled, then you figured that they
were entitled to that amortizationI

Mr. TANDROW. Yes.
The C AIMAN. Because there was no 'demand for the product

that that particular factory Was making?
Mr. Tn)N w. That is it.
The C mNa. And because those facilities were not required to

meet that demand or any other demand ?
Mr. TA;MROW. Yes, sir.- . course, 1 judgedthe Cas on the con-

ditions that were known to me before .1 made 'the investigation; that
is to say, I could not project into the future and render any judgent
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on the basis of what I assumed might develop. J just took conditions !
ab they were. .

The CHAIRMAN. And you say that during the years 1921 and 1922
it was used only to 40 per centV Q

Mr. TAxWRow. No; 1921, 1922, and 1923.'
The CnAnmuA. Used to only 40 per cent of its capacity?
Mr. TANDROW. Approximately.'
The QU RWNu . Why are the years 1919 and 1920 excluded?
Mr. TANDROW. Of course, I can not speak for the department,

because I am only an engineer, but there were a great many war con-
tracts that were not canceled immediately following the signing of
the armistice and production was continued, and so you do not get
a true reflection of the normal condition in taking those years.

The kAIRMAN. Do you think the three years 1921, 1922, and
1923 give a fair measure of the postwar conditions?

Mr. TANDROW. Yes, sir; because you are limited there, as the law
states up to March 3, 1924.,

The CHAxitMAN. What prices did you use in getting the estimate
on the excess cost?

Mr. TANDROW. I did not reduce this to an excess cost basis, for
the reason that it was not submitted on that basis; but I can say,
from a very broad experience, that the excess cost on the installations
would range around 20 per cent.

The CHaIRUAN. The excess cost over what?
Mr. TANDRow. Over normal post-war replacement costs.
Th6 CHAIMRm. What, in our opinion, is the normal post-war

replacement costs based on what years? f
Mr. TANDROW. Well, I would only take the years in which.the

prices were had for the period of years subsequent to the war period.
The CHAIRMAN. That is to say, from 1921 to 1923, inclusive?
Mr. TANnRow. Yes.
The CHAMiMAN. You would take the average of those years?.
Mr. TANDROW. I would take the average of those years. How-

ever, I do not believe that a normal post-war period has yet become
apparent.

The CEHUMAN..Well, but the known post-war period must be
taken for that period prior to March 3, 1924.
Mi. TANDROW. Yes; we are required to do that.
The CHARMAN. And your figure on excess cost on that basis is

about 20 per cent ?
Mr. TA"Row. Yes; I would say that that is the reasonable esti-

mate to cover the excetss cost.
The C AmmAN. From An excess capacity' of 20 per, cent' to 40 per

cent?
Mr. TANDROW. You get down to a very low figure. Then, it

would run far below your salvage value. First, you would have to
Wite f20 per cent to cover your express cost. That would

grin it down to a normal cost or normal value, assuig that the
facilities were in full use. There you have 80 per cent: During the
'amortization' period the taxpayer does not get depreciation. ' A
conservative allowance for depreciation would be' 5per cent a year.
'That would'bringitd0wn, to 10- per cent. You hav6 two years and
then youi have a lowered'value in use equivalent to 60 per cent; so
that 'you would have 'about 95 per cent.
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Senator CoUzENs. In other words, this estimate shows that ,60
per cent of their investment was allowed through those methodalMr. TANDROW Yes. It. is not unusual.

Senator COUZENS. Do you know whether the company got any
refund from the War Claims Board?

. Mr. TANDROW. They did in their Hammond plant, but they did
not again claim amortization on any facilities upon which contractual
amortization had been allowed by the War Department., I have had
every opportuity to go into that feature, because at the various
plants I noticed mafesm marked "U. S. No.--., Ordnance Depart-
ment," and I stepped aside, in many cases, and inquired of the various
foremen of the plants if those machines were used on ordnance work,
I also checked each machine with the machines upon which they were
claiming amortization, and I did not find in any case that they had
duplicated the machines.

Senator CouziNS. Do you know what claim -was allowed by the
War Claims Board?

Mr. TANDROW. I think it was in the neighborhood of $1,000,000.
Senator COUZENS. It is not in the record there.
Mr. TANDROW. No; it is not in the record.
Senator COUZENS. So that there was no chance, all through this

figunn~of amortization, to get credit both ways ?
M.ANDROW. No; I was very careful about that feature, because

it is specifically treated in our regulations.
Senator CouzENs. Have you found that correspondence"

Hartson?
Mr. HARTSON. Mr. Leary is ready to produce lit. Before hA do..

that, I want to ask Mr. Tandrow a question, and that is whether,
in the light of his experience as an appraisal engineer m the depart.
ment, the allowance for amortization to the Standard Steel Car CP
wos disproportionate to the allowance to similar companies engagedin like 6~usiness? + , , • ,

Mr. TANDROW. I should say, when the case was first assigned to
me, of course, the question came up to me as to whether or not a car
company was entitled to amortize its facilities, and I went into every
car company case that had claimed amortization, and I say that this
claim is very reasonable and lines up very well with allowances
made to other car companies. In fact, there is one very large car,
company that had its entire claim allowed.

Mr. HArTSON. Mr. Leary, have you that correspondence now?
Senator CouzENs. I would like to ask the witness before he leaves

the stand, this question:
Did you see in any of that correspondence that passed between one

unit or one section and another, that this was for a Mellon company,
and that the case was to be expedited?

Mr. TANPROW. Yes, sir; I did. The case was assigned to me, of
course, like any other case is, and I knew absolutely noting about the
Standard Steel Car Co. One of the engineers came over and showed
me this letter. lie told me that he had been employed by the
Standard Steel Car Co. in Hammond, and he arged against them
very strongly, and claimed that I had better make a very careful
examination of the, claim, which I usually do in handling all 61aims.
He carried on a little campaign with me for several days against the
company, which of curse, Igave no weight, because it was not
material to the determination. I saw the correspondence though.

92919-24--r 2-18
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Senator COizm-s. What was the correspondence that you Saw? '
Mr. TANDROW. It is in that file. Do you wish to see it?
Senator CouzicNs. Well, I wish you would tell us it as you

remember it;
Mr. TANDmOW. In substance, it stated-there was a deletion.

That was the first thing that caught my attention.
Senator COUZENs. A deletion of what I
Mr. TANDROW. From the text of the memorandum. A section of

it had been stricken out, with a blue pencil, and I could not irake"
out the words; but, in substance, it said action was being deferred on
the investigation of the amortization claim, for the reason that-
now T just can't get the sense; in fact, it did not--

ir. HMTSON. I do not think his recollection should be imposed
upon there. I

Mr. TANDROW. No; I would not like to go on record--
The CHARMAN. Yes; the letter is the best evidence, Senator.
Senator Couz=NS. I have no objection to that, but I just asked

him if he recalled the correspondence that I put in the record the
other day.

Mr. TANDRoW. /Yes. Before I ever looked at the taxpayer's sched-
ules this engineer came around with this correspondence and told
me that somebody tried to bring some pressure to bear to get the
claim through.

Mr. HARTSON. Who was this engineer?
Mr. TANDROW. Mr. Cully.
Mr. HATsoN. I would like to have you state what he told you.
Mr. TANDROW. He told me that he had worked for the Standard

Steel Car Co. in Hammond, Ind.
Mr. HARsoN. Before he came into the service?
Mr. TANDRow. Yes sir; before he came into the service.
Mr. HARTSON. At that time he was an employee of the Bureau of

Internal Revenue?
. Mr. TANDROW. Yes, sir; andhe had found them to be "a bunch

of crooks." Those were his words, and when I was making the
investigation of the amortization claim I had better be very careful
to go into all details and particulars to see that nothing was admitted
to amortization that they were not entitled to. He took several
opportunities to express his opinion of the company to me. Well.
I was perfectly open minded about his suggestion, and I, in fact,
did give it some weight because I did go into the claim very carefully.

-Mr. H&ARTsoN. Did iie make any statement to you about taking
records from. the files I

Mr. TANDRoW. Yes; he had this little memorandum in a personal
file.

* Mr. HARTSON. What memorandum have you reference to now?
Mr. TANDROW. That was the basis of his statements to me.
Mr. HARTSON. Did he have the original, or did he have a copy?
Mr. TANDROW. No; he had the original.
Mr. HARTSON. That was separated, then, from the files in the case?
Mr. TANDROw. Yes% that was separated from the files in the case.,

in a personal fie that he had in his desk.
Senator Couzics. I would like to know how thewitness recalls all

of this correspondence, and yet he can not tell us what it is.
Mr. HAnTSONr. He is starting to tell you what it is, Senator.
Mr. TANDROW. I can not quote it verbatim to, you.
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Senator CouziNs. What was the substance of it ?
Mr. TANDROW. The principal reason why I do not remember it is

this, that it related to an auditing matter. Now, I am an engineer;
I handle amortization, and my interest only goes to questions -bearing
upon amortization; so that I read the memorandum and paid no
more attention to it. -

Senator CouzENs. What do you remember of it, as you read it?
;Mr. TAPDROW. Well, chiefly that some one was trying or had tried

in the past to bring pressure to get this case promptly handled. I
absolutely disregarded it, because it meant nothing to me.

Senator CouzENS. I am not asking you that, and I wish you would
stick t6 the question. Do you remember just what the correspond-
ence stated?

Mr. TANDROW. The text of it?
Senator COUZENS. What was the substance of it? , Whether you

have the toxt or not is not important. What impression did you get
from the correspondence?

Mr. TANDROW. That the consolidated section wished to have the
final handling of the amortization disposed 9f, in order that the case
might be closed out. That is my recollection. I may be wrong.
The memorandum is in the files.

Senator CouzENs. Have you got those files here 4
Mr. HARTSON. Senator, you interrupted the witness in regard to

his statement about Mr. Cully's reference to taking so'pething from
the files. I would like to have the witness continue on that. I do
not know what it is he had in mind'

Mr. TA.NDROW. Well, he had this memorandum with the initials
of the acting chief of section on it, in his personal file.

Mr. HARTSON. Had he had this Standard Steel Car Co. case as-
signed to him?

Mr. TANDROW. He had this Standard Steel Car Co. case assigned
to him previously, and it was wthdrawn.

Mr. iAnTSoN. He has extracted, then, from the files this original
memorandum which has been discussed?

Mr. TANDROW. In respect to that, I would not like to say that he
had taken it. r

Mr. HARTSON. He had it in his personal file, had he not?
Mr. TAxnDROW. He had it in his personal file, but I have not a

clear enough recollection of all the papers to say that it was his per-
sonal file. It might have been a part of the file of the Standard Steel
Car Co.

Mr. HARTSON. I would like to have this in the record: Did Mr.
Cully make any statement to you about taking the original of copies
of this correspondence,, about which there has been testimony, from
the files?

Mr. TANDROW. Well, I asked him what he was doing with it. I
have a distinct recollection of inquiring why he was holding that
correspondence.

Mr. HARTSON. What did he say?
Mr. TANDROW. He told me that, in many cases, employees had

been boosted out of the section, and that if he had any trouble, he
was going to hold that and use it against them.

Mr. HARTSON. One other question,- Mr. Tandrow: When did you
have this conversation and see this correspondence? Look at it and
tell us as nearly as you can in reference to the time.
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v Mr. TANDROW. About the' 7th of May or the 8th of May.
Mr. HARTSON. Of what year I
Mr. TANDROW. Last year, 1923-just a few days before I went into

the field examination. 1 i
. Mr. HARTSON. At the time you saw it about a year ago, there was

this deletion on the face of the memorandum which you have referred /
to?

Mr. TANDROW. Yes; there was this deletion., That is the point
that Mr. Cull called my attention to. He held it up to the fight,
so that I could get the words that were deleted.

STATEMENT OF N. FRANK R. LEARY, CHIEF, SECTION A,
CONSOLIDATED RETURNS DIVISION, INTERNAL REVENUE
BUREAU

The CHAuMAN. What is your name?
Mr. LEARY. Frank R. Leary, Senator.
The CHMWWAN. Are you in the employ of the bureau at this time I
Mr. LtAY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you been I
Mr. LEARY. Five years.
The CHAIRMAN. What particular division?
Mr. LZARY. I am chief of section A, consolidated returns division.
The Cnu a&N. How long have you been in that position?
Mr. ARf.Y I have been in there for three years, a little bit longer,

I guess.
The CAIRMAN. What did you do before that?
Mr. LEARY. I was an assistant chief. in the same division.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you under civil service?
Mr. LPARY. Yes, sir.
The CEwjnAN. You are familiar with this Standard Steel Car

Co. case, are you?
Mr. LEARY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Senator, do you want to ask him about

this ?
Senator COUZENS. I was just wondering what he was to testify to.

Is it about these letters?
Mr. HARTSON. Mr. Leary is chief of the section that had charge of

the audit in this matter about a year ago; is not that correct?
Mr. LEARY. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENs. This correspondence as I understand it, goes

back, because I notice that there are some letters here of 1923, and
they go back to 1921.

Mr. LEARY. They do not file those in chronological order, Senator.
Sometimes they take different files, and I try to make the men, as
far as possible, put tabs on them, so that they become a permanent
part of the file, or else they are liable to be torn out.

The CHAIRMA N. When was your attention first called to this par-
ticular case?

Mr. L ARY. Some time during the summer of 1923.
The CuAinXAN. You were not familiar, then, with any of the pre-

ceding steps up to that time?
Mr. Lwy. No, sir' I was not.
The CHAIRMAN. Before Mr. Tandrow had made this visit?
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Mr. LEARY. Well I had, in this way, that I knew that it was in the
division, and that tIe auditor who had it assigned to him for audit
could not; from the report that was submitted by the examining offi-
cers make an audit of it.

Te CHAIRMAN. Why?
Mr.. LrAuy. Well, the first reason was that there were a number

of things in the report that he admitted himself that it was not
possible for the department to substantiate; that is, in making a de-
cision.

The CHAIUMAN. Who was that man I
Mr. LEARY. I think there were two men making that examina-

tion- McCann and somebody else.
The 0 tcAIRMA ". When was it assigned to them?
Mr. TANDROW. I just made a memorandum of that, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. LEARY. But as near as I can recollect it was sometime in

1921 that McCann made his examination.
Mr. HARTSON. Was he an engineer making an appraisal for

amortization purposes?
Mr. LEARY. No, sir; he was an auditor.
Mr. HARTSON. He was an auditor?
Mr. LEARY. He was a traveling auditor.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he make a personal visit to the works?
Mr. LEARY. He did; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And then afterwards made a report?
Mr. LEAItY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And that report, then, was afterwards cast aside,

was it?
Mr. LEAT. Well, it was not cast aside, Senator. We saw, in

looking over the schedules attached to it, that he stated that it
could not possibly be used; that is to say that he made several
adjustments that were obviously incorrect. It was the best he could
do under the circumstances apparently, and took that viewpoint, to
put it down that way and practically'leave it up in the air or us to
decide about it.

The CHAntMAN. Is that man in the department now?
Mr. LEARY. I do not believe he is; no, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Was this case called to your attention at that

particular time?
Mr. LEARY. No. sir; it was not.
The CHAIRMAN. Who wfts it that made the decision that this

report was not in all respects justified by the facts f
Mr. LEARY. Well, I could not say who made the decision, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Then, somebody else was sent out, and these other

reports followed?
Mr. LEARY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You were not familiar with the correspondence at

the time it was being had, between December of 1921 and May of
1923?

Mr. LEARY. No, sir; except up to the time that I personally
ordered the last examination on it.

The CHAIRMAN. When did that occurs
Mr. LEARY. That occurred in, I think it was, May, 1923.
The CHAIRMAN. Did it come to you in the regular course, or was

it specially handed to you?
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Mr. LwIay. It came to me in the regular course.
,The CHAIRMAN. Just like All other cases similarly situated?
Mr. Lzeiry, Yes.
The (aQnRMAN. In your section?
Mr. LEARY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And when it came to you, what did you do with

it?
Mr. LEARY. I assigned it to a man by the name of Putnam, and

told him I would like him to go through it and prepare a memoran-
dum, so that it could be intelligently handled by some man other
than himself, who would be able to-take advantage.of the things he
saw in the papers and make that the subject of a memorandum, so it
would be comprehensive to somebody that would not have the papers
available to him, and I sent that to the head of the division or the
subdivision at that time.

The CPAIRMAN. Who was that?
Mr. LEARY. Mr. Bird.
The CAIRMAN. Then what happened?
Mr. LEARY. He, in turn, approved my recommendation on it (that

it be reexamined) and it was turned over to the chief of the traveling
unit.

The CHAIRMAN. Who was he?
Mr. LEARY. His name is Lang.
The CHAIRMAN. What did he do?
Mr. LEARY. I believe he held it for about possibly two or three

weeks before he had a man available whom he could end out there.
The CHAIRMAN. Whom did he send out?
Mr. LEARY. He sent Mr. Jay O'Brien, I think his name is, and

Mr. Frank Murren.
The CHIRMAN. The two men together?
Mr. LEARY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Did they make a reportI
Mr. LEARY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. After a personal visit?
Mr. HARTSON. Senator, bear in mind that Mr. Leary is with the

auditing branch of the bureau, and this field investigation had
reference to a field audit.

The OJAwmMAN. All of which I do have in mind. I was just
wondering whether these men were on the ground personally.

Mr. LEABY. Oh, yes: they were there personally. They visited
the plant.

Doctor ADAMS. Are these men still in the service?
Mr. LEARY. Yes.
The CMRMAx. They are in the service yet?
Mr. LEARY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. When they came back, did they make a report?
Mr. LEARY. Yes.
The CAIRMAN. To whom did they make that report?
Mr. LEARY. They make their report to the commissioner.
The CHAIRMAN. 'Then, when, in regular order, and in due course,

did they come into your hands?
Mr. LEARY. I think they completed the report sometime in the

early part of 1923.
The CmAIRMAN. In May, was it, or along in there?
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Mr. LARv. I think it was finished in April, Senator. .I think I

got it in May.
The CHAIRMAN. When you got it, what did you do with it?
Mr. LFARY. I immediately assigned it to an auditor in that section.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you personally go over it at any time?
Mr. LFARY. I always keep in touchwith every one of those cases.
The CHAIRMAN. I know, but in this particular case, did you go

over it yourself?
Mr. LEARY. Only in so far as one or two items are concerned-
The CHAIRMA. ."By the time it reached you, with all of these

various reports, you were satisfied as to the truthfulness and authen-
ticity of the statements made and the substantial basis upon which
the amortization was allowed and everything connected with it?

Mr. LEARY. Well, I did not go into the amortization feature
of it.

The CHAIPMAX. You did not go into that?
Mr. LEARY. No, sir; I (lid not. All I was interested in was the

allocation of the amount that the engineer allowed in computing
the tax.

The CHAIRMAN. Up to that time. had you seen this letter that is
talked about here?

Mr. LEART. No, sir: I only saw that here a week ago, I guess.
The CHAIRMAN. You never at any time during the progress of this

matter had heard that this was a Mellon case, and should be expe-
dited, or something done with it?

Mr. LEARY. No, sir; I never heard of it until this investigation.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Senator.
Senator CozEws. Did you say you have never seen this cor-

respondence?
Mr. LEARY. Yes. I have seen the correspondence.
Senator CouzENs. When?
Mr. LEARY. About a week ago. You are referring now to that

memorandum?
Senator CovzENs. This file of correspondence which you have

passed over here to me.
Mr. LEARY. Yes, sir.
Senator CouzEs. You have seen all of this correspondence?
Mr. LEARY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You have not read all of this and all of that

[indicating).
Mr. LEARY. Well, I picked it out at random. I picked out some

of the correspondence, so that I could hit the high spots.
Senator CouzE -s. In the letter that I read into the record, which

was handed to me by Mr. Culley, and which was claimed to be the
original copy, there was deletion, as appears in the files. In this
letter in the files dated December 9, 1921, with reference number
4175, memorandum to Mr. B. L. Wheeler, Chief of Engineers, in re
Standard Steel Car Co., Butler, Pa., it says:

With reference to the case of the above taxpayer, I am niow told by Mr. Bird,
chief of consolidated returns subdivision, that several of his auditors are engaged
in the above ease.

Then, I wish to draw the attention of the committee to the fact
that it has a blue pencil drawn through a part, after a period. Evi-
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dently it was' intended that a new sentence be started, in blue pencil
mark:i, It Is reqe thlat "

e formation necessary be compiled as q%;ickly as possible
The part which is deleted is the part which we read into the

V. record previously as to its being. a Mellon company. At this time,
I. am asking why is this deleted.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you remember the exact language, the
deleted language

Senator COUZENS. I do not remember it, no. It is in the record
here, but I can not quite see it here. It is too well deleted to read it.

Mr. HAsRTON. I have no explanation to offer at this time as to
why that was done. Mr. Tandrow, the man who was just on the
stand, testified that that deletion was there when the original was
shown to him by Mr. Culley, the man who furnished you with a
copy, or the purported written original of this same memorandum,
and who, while he was in the employ of the service, told Mr. Tand-
row that he was going to save a copy for use, in case he were ever
put out.

Now, we can call, and I think the committee should call, Mr.
Kischpaugh, the man who signed the original memorandum, and
also call Mr. De La Mater, who was then chief of the amortization
section. Both of those men should have knowledge of that.

The CHAIRMAN. If you will give Senator Couzens the names we
will have them subpoenaed.

Senator COUZENS. Do La Mater is not in the service now?
Mr. HARTSON. No; 1,either of them are in the service now.
Doctor A1Ais. Mr. Do La Mater, is in town. Is Mr. Kisch-: ~Pauh ?

r. LEARY. I do not know.

Mr. NASH. Mr. Kischpaugn is in Philadelphia.
Senator, CouzvsN. Does anybody know his address?
Mr. NASH. I do not know his address.
Senator COUZENS. Please get it, and we will subp una him.
Then, you do not know that these memoranda had any influence. on the case?
Mr. LEARY. No, sir.
Mr. HARTSON. Well, you know that they did not have an influencer on you, do you not?

i', Mr. LEARY. I know this, that I did not see them until the other
da .
we CHAIRMAN. He said he did not know of them until about a
week ago.!

Senator COuzENS. Were you in cilrge of the audit of the case?
Mr. LEA . Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. In order to get this in my mind, you signed it as

J, the man who had charge of the audit of that particular case?
Mr. LEARY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And then afterwards, what happened to it; what

became of it?
Mr. LEARY. After I assigned it to 'him, I believe he worked quite

awhile on it.
The CaIAN. Who?
Mr. LARY. This man, the auditor -that I assigned it to. -His name

was Pike.
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The CHAIRMAN. Pike; yes.
Mr. LJEARY. I can not estimate the time, but I should say it took

him probably five or six weeks, I guess.
The CHAIRMAN. Then what?
Mr. LEARY. In working it up, he prepared what we call in the

unit an assessment letter. This letter, generally speaking, makes
certain changes in the income, one way or the other; that is, from
either the books, or the returns, or whatever basis may be, and it
gives our reasons for making such disallowances or such additions
as we see the regulations provide, both to invested capital and
income. It likewise follows that after getting these figures, which
are merely matters of principle, we reduce them to a computation,
and those letters were prepared during, I believe, July, 1923. Now,
when I speak of July, 1923, I mean that they had been typed up
int4 shape.

Doctor ADAMS. How long did it take to type it, in a case of that
sort, Mr. Leary?

Mr. LEARY. I would say in this particular case, Doctor, giving
due consideration to the volume of the work at that time, it probably
took a typist 10 days to do it.

The CHAIRMAN. Then when you finally sign it, you turn it over
to whom?

Mr. LEARY. After I approve it, it goes along to the review section.
The CHMIIAN. Do you know that that happened in this case?
Mr. LEARY. I do; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How long did the review section have it, and

what (lid they do with it?
Mr. LEARY. Well, I must say that I can not answer that question.
The CIA1RMAN. Because you did not keep track of this particular

caseo?
Mr. Lr iAt. No, sir.
Mr. HARTSON. What did they (1o with this ease?
Mr. LEARY. Generally speaking, the procedure is that as soon as

they get it from us, they assign it to a man in the section.
Mr. IIARTSON. What does he do?
Mr. LEARY. He goes through the papers. He gets the letter that

we have prepared and he takes up those adjustments that we make.
He also checks it against the audit and report of the revenue agent,
and if there are any working papers from the attorneys of the company
or the accountants for the company, he cheeks those, and ties them
up, if possible. He goes over the adjustment, together with all of
the correspondence in the case that may have passed between the
unit -and the taxpayer.

Doctor ADAMS. Neither your section nor the review section checks
the fundamental figures on amortization?

Mr. LEARY. No, sir.
Mr. HARTSON. You take the figures that are given him and work

them into the computation?
Mr. LEARY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you any idea how many men in the income-

tax unit or in the Internal Revenue Service, anywhere along the
line, including engineers, auditors, and everybody else, touched this
case from the time it Was started until it was completed, in some form
or other?

419
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Mr. LEARY. I should say that there might have been a hundred
Senator CouzENs. I would like to ask Mr. Nash this question

In view of the fact that we have had some discussion concerning the
closing of these cases under section 1312 of the revenue act of 1921.
why is this memorandum Ji the files dated- November 13, 1923,
which says:

The attached letter from the solicitor for the Comptroller General requesting
information relating to income and profits tax returns filed by the Standard Steel
Car Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa., is referred to you for attention. The records of this
office fail to show that an agreement in" accordance with section 1312 of the
revenue act of 1921 has been entered into by the taxpayer and the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue in this case.

That is signed by W. T. Sherwood, head records division.
Mr. HARTSON. I know that the Comptroller General has been

interfering with the allowances in some of these cases. I do not know
with regard to this particular case; I never heard of this case with
reference to the Comptroller General. I assume that that letter
would have reference to some objections that may have been raised
by the Coinptroller General.

Senator COUZENs Are these letters in the files?
Mr. H11ATSON. I doubt that the Comptroller General made any

record specifically with regard to this Standard Steel Car Co. case.
It was his interference in cases generally that prompted the solicitor
at the time that these certificates for overassessment came over for
review, that our office made some observations with regard to what
the Comptroller General would do. I have no personal knowledge
of that.

Doctor ADAMS. Has this case been settled under section 1312?
Mr. HARTSON. It has not. I think this memorandum indicated

that it had not been.
Senator COUZENS. While you are looking into that, on January 5

of this year, 1924, you wrote a letter to the Standard Steel Car Co.,
attention of Mr. B. P. Newton, in which you say:

Reference is made to your income, excess and profits tax returns filed for the
years 1909 to 1920, inclusive, and to a recent field investigation of your books
and records in connection therewith.

It appears that you have filed a claim in connection with the payments of your
tax liability by ;Which several points have arisen which will require a further
explanation from you. It is deemed advisable, therefore, that an informal con-
ference should be arranged at the earliest possible moment in order that the
question may be definitely decided.

It is anticipated that you will be in position to advise the unit by return mail
ss to what date will be agreeable to you for conference.Respect fully,f 

J. G. BRIGHT,
Deputy Commiqpioner.

By F. R. LEARY,
Chief of Section.

What was the purpose of that i
Mr. LEARY. The purpose of that, Senator, as I recall it now, was

this matter that you speak of with the Comptroller General.
Senator CouzENs. What was this matter in connection with the

Comptroller General?
Mr. LPEAY. It seems that there was a letter sent to the unit, which

was brought to my attention, that there was some claim filed by the
Standard Steel Car Co. I do not remember the details of it, in which
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the Comptroller General wanted to know if the company overpaid
their taxes. I wrote that letter to try to clear it up, because r did
not know the facts in the case, I just wanted to get some idea as to
why the Comptroller General was interested in it and also to try to
find out where the overpayment took place.

Senator COUZENS. You mean an overpayment by the Treasury
to the company?

Mr. LEARY. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENS. What was the amount of that overpayment?
Mr. LEARY. There was not any overpayment.
Senator CouzENs. There was not any overpayments?
Mr. LEARY. No, sir.
Senator COUZzNS. Why did you have to write the company for the

records? Did you not have them there?
Mr. LEARY. No; I wanted to know. I saw the letter from the

Attorney General.
Senator COUZENs. From the Comptroller General, you mean?
Mr. LEARY. From the Comptroller General. Pardon me. I was

rather vague about the thing, and I wanted to know just exactly
what it was, because I did not know whether or not it had been over-
looked in the audit.

Senator COUZEIS. What has happened since you wrote that letter?
Mr. LEARY. I believe-I did not get this directly-that the claim

was withdrawn, whatever it was.
Senator COUZENS. Well, who does know?
Mr. LEARY. I haven't any idea. I presume the attorneys for the

company.
Mr. IlARTSON. 1 Call inform the Senator, but it will take me until

to-morrow to get the information.
Senator COUZENS. How did the Comptroller General get in on

this?
Mr. HARTSON. Tile Comptroller General is attempting, and I

think quite properly, to see that there are no refunds or over-assess-
ments to taxpayers, when the taxpayer may, on account of some other
branch of the Government, owe the Government something, and they
are trying to tie that in. We are sort of pioneering with the Comp-
troller General. We have received letters from the Comptroller
General on several cases which are more letters of inquiry than any-
thing elae, and certain of our allowances are going over to the Comp-
troller General for adjustment with regard to records which might
be there covering other governmental departments. There is a
question of law involved in it, as to whether lie has the right to go
over these refunds. I do not know that there was any refund in
this case.

Senator COUZENS. That is something entirely new?
Mr. NASH. Senator Watson, the Comptroller General has requested

us recently to have all of our refund schedules routed through his
office before disbursement, and all of our refund schedules are now
routed through his office.

Doctor ADAMs. I think I should call the attention of the gentlemen
to the fact that at the present time refunds in certain branches of
the Bureau of Internal Revenue are not permitted to offset overas-
sessments in other branches. A case of a very strict hardship of that
kind has recently come to my attention. An additional tax, in the

421
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estate bureau has been called for and' collected, when it entkiled an
offset refund in the Income Tax Bureau; both depending upon pre-
cisely the same questions. The man has to pay an additional tax
and gets no refund.

Mr. HARTSON. Do you not agree that that is a defect in the law
itself?

Doctor ADAMS. Yes; I believe it is. I do not see how you can
comply with the wider suggestion of the Comptroller General, and
yet leave this particular situation untouched.

Mr. NASH. We have to comply with the suggestion of the Comp-
troller General, because he insists on it.

Mr. HARTSON. The 1921 revenue act says that these allowances
shall not be subject to review by any other administrative officer of
the Government. Now, the Comptroller General says that he is not
an administrative officer, and although this 1921 act was passed sub-
sequent to the act which created the position which the present
Comptroller General fills, he is taking the position that his office is
not an administrative office, and that he can pass on these adjust-
ments made in the bureau. But that is a disputed matter now.

Senator CouzNs. That letter was written to the Standard Steer
Car Co.?

Mr. IARaY. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENS. Did you get a conference?
Mr. LEARY. No, sir.
Senator COUZENS. Where is the reply to this communicationV
Mr. LEARY. There was not any reply to that, Senator.
Senator COUZENS. They never replied to it at all?
Mr. LEARY. No, sir.
Senator COUZENS. Where is the information that showed that the

matter was closed?
Mr. LEARY. This matter?
Senator COUZENS. Yes.
Mr. LEARY. So far as the department is concerned, we are not

interested in it.
Senator C0uzpNs. Well, you seemed to be interested when you

wrote him in January last.
Mr. LEARY. Because I got that memorandum. I did not know

what the solicitor's office had to do with adjusting the matter of
procedure with the Income Tax Unit. That was out of my juris-
diction. I could not question that. I wanted to know about that,
and apparently, from what Mr. Hartson said just now, it has been
taken up through his office.

Senator CouzEws. But you said a while ago that the matter was
closed, and there was not any excess payment, and therefore there
was not anything further. How do you know that if you did not
know this when you wrote the letter on January 5?

Mr. LEARY. I knew there was no excess payment because at that
particular time I had before me the last assessment we made against
the company. As a matter of fact, I had the entire administrative
record at that time.

Senator Couzwis. Why did you write the letter if you had it all?
Mr. LEARY. I wanted to know what the Comptroller General had

in mind when he asked us as to whether or not'there was any excess
payment when the record showed that there was not anly excess
payment.
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Senator CoUZNS. But this letter does not say anything about
this. He says:.

It appears that you have filed a claim in connection with the payments of your
tax liability.

That has nothing to do with the payment by the Standard Steel
Car Co. I do iot get this straight in my mind yet. When you

* wrote this letter, you expected something to come out of it, did you
not?

Mr. LEARY. I expected to get an explanation of some claim that
they had apparently filed with some other department.

Senator uOUZENS. Well, did you?
Mr. LEARY. No, sir.
Senator CouzENs. The matter is, then, not closed, as far as you

are concerned?
Mr. LEARY. It was, in this way. If they were not interested to

explain to me the reason why they made a claim, I was not interested
to see that they got it.
'Senator COUZENS. So, as long as they paid no attention to your

letter, you dropped the matter?
Mr. LFRiy. No, sir. '

Senator CouzENs. And you have had no information since that
time at all?Mr. L-EAnY. No, sir; it was not anything to me. We had to tell
them something, and I was interested to-see that they got it promptly,
if such was the case.

Senator COuZEN.S. So, in your interest to see that they got it
back promptly, you wrote the letter, and they ignored it?

Mr. LEARY. Yes, sir. I
Senator COUZENS. And it was only suggested by what? What

suggested this letter?
Mr. LEARY. This memorandum that you read here of Mr. Sher-

wood's.
Senator COUZENS. Then, it took from November 13, 1923, to

January 5, 1924, to follow up this matter that was sent to Mr.
Lohmaun head of the Consolidated Returns Division. How did
you get Mr. Lohmann to suggest that you write to the Standard
Steel Car Co.I

Mr. LEARY. He is my immediate chief of division', and it was
eventually passed along to me to look after it.

Senator CouzENs. So you are satisfied that it was because of this
memorandum from Mr. Sherwood, head of the records division, that
caused your writing to the Standard Steel Car Co.?

Mr. LEARY. I feel quite sure that that was it, Senator.
Senator CouzEw.s. It is a very disconnected correspondence.
Mr. LEARY. That is the reason I wrote the letter, Senator.
Mr. HARTSON. I would be glad to run that down and find out just

the occasion for the letter, coining out of my office with reference to
this case, and referring to the C6mptroller General.

Senator COUZENS. Is Mr. Wheeler still in the department, to whom
this letter was addressed, regarding the Mellon Co. ?

Mr. NAsH. Mr. Wheeler is not in the department.
Senator CouzENs. Do you know where he is?
Mr. NAsH. He is in New York.
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Senator CouzEics. That is the man that we ought to have in con-
nection with that correspondence. Will you try to get me his address
also?

Is Mr. Bird still in the department, chief of the consolidated re-
turns division?

Mr. NASH. No, sir.
Senator COUZENS. Ile is not in the department?
Mr. NASH. No, sir.
Senator COUZENS. Here is the letter signed by you, Mr. Leary,

which is addressed to Mr. McLean, dated April 2,1923, and which
says:

Attached herewith are requisitions for returns covering the Standard Steel
Car Co. and subsidiaries for 1909 to 1916, inclusive. Mr. Lang intends releasing
the traveling audit men. Therefore, may we expect these returns not later than
April 3, 1923?

What do you mean by that?
Mr. LEARY. That is a memorandum addressed to the chief of the

administration section, who has charge mostly of the files, and I
found that there were a number of returns that had been filed by
these companies that were not in the files. That was called to my
attention in due course, and I had the auditors prepare requisitions
for those returns, to which I attached that memorandum, asking
him that, ihasmuch as those men had finished the explanation, I
would like to be in at positiop to anticipate them by that date, so
that we could go head.

Senator COUZENS. Who is Mr. Laing?
Mr. LEARY. He is chief of the administration section of that

division.
Senator COUZE N-s What audit men was he intending to release,and why?
W.d h f.ARY. Mr. Lang was intending to release him.

Senator COzEXS. That is what I am talking about.
Mr. LEARY. Ile wats chief of the traveling audit. He has at num-

ber of men in his unit who make these examinations, and these men
brought the ease in in connection with all the papers, and he was
intending to k lease them and put them on 1nother examination.

Senator COUZEJNS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to suggest that we
adjourn, and that if these gentlemen here will bring down this cor-
respondence, say, at half past 1 to-morrow, we will go through it so
as not to delay the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. HARTSON. Mr. Nash has some additional information that he

wishes to present to the committee. I
Senator COUZENS. Yes; we asked for some information through

Mr. Nash at the last hearing.'
Mr. NASH. I was requested yesterday to submit a memorandum

showing the dates of appointment and the dates of resignation of
the meinbers of the Johnson & Shores partnership, who had formerly
been employed in the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
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I have a letter from the commissioner to the chairman of the com-
mittee, which reads:

APRIL 1, 1924.
Hn. JAMES E. WATSON,

Chairman Special Comnmittee of the United States Senate
to Investigate the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

My DEAR SE1NATOR: At the request of your committee there was furnished
you, under date of March 31, the names of the members of the firm of Johnsot &
Shores. together with a statement indicating which of the members of the firm
have previously been emloved in the Internal Revenue Bureau:

The committee in its meeting of March 31 asked that. a statement be furnished
it indicating the date of appointment and the date of resignation of those mein-
bers of the firm who were former employees. The information requested follows:

a)te of Date of

Wayne Johnson ............................................................. Apr. 10t, 1919 Sept. 15,1920

Lyle T. Alverson .......................................... ............... Nov. 3,1919 1 Sept. 30,1920
Fred. 11. Angevine ....................................................... Aug. 16, 192) A 24,1I2
Carl A. Mapes ........................................................... Apr. 1,1920 De. 31,1922

Sincerely youirs,Si l D. H. LAIR, Comnissioner.

Mr. NASH. Senator Couzens requested a list of the companies whom
we had written asking for waivers of privacy, in order to submit their
returns to the investigating. committee. We have written to the fol-
lowing companies:

Lee S. Smith & Son Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. (Reply received.)
Colorado Fuel & Iron Co., Denver, Colo.
Lionel Manufacturing Co., New York, N. Y. (Reply received.)
Rub-No-More Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. )
Aluminum Co. of America, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Standard Steel Car Co., Butler, Pa.
Berwind-White Coal Mining Co., Philadelphia, Pa. (Reply received.)
Gulf Oil Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Allen S. Davison Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Replies have been received from Lee S. Smith & Sons Manufac-

turing Co. and the Berwind-White Coal. Mining Co., which have
already been submitted to the committee.

The replies from the Gulf Oil Corporation, the Aluminum Co. of
America, and the Standard Steel Car Co., are in the possession of the
Secretary, and he was before another committee of the Senate to-day,
and I was unable to get them.

I have a reply froxn the Lionel Manufacturing Co., in which they
have not completely acquiesced in the submission of their case. Their
letter reads as follows:

WASHINGTON, D. C., March 29, 1924.
COMMISSION I OF INTERNAl, REVENUE,

Washington, D. C.
Attention Deputy Commissionier J. G. Bright.

in: The amortization claim of the Lionel Corporation was recently disal-
lowed by the committee on appeals and review. The decision of the committee
in substance Is based upon an engineer's report prepared by Mr. J. F. Adams
under date of September 14, 1923, stating, among other things, that the taxpayer
had been allowed $40,359.41 by the War Department as compensation for
increased facilities and equipment.

In view of certain testimony recently given by Engineer Adams, now dis-
charged, before the Senate Committee investigating the Bureau of Internal
Revenue, on March 24, 1924, you asked the consent of the corporation to submit
its returns and other data supporting Its claim to the said committee.' Before.
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acceding to this request, on. yesterday I requested that you assign engineers to
examine the Wailr epartmiit 'records for tie purpose of verifying Mr. Adams's
findings. You anted this request, assigning Mr. J. T. Keenan, Mr. 0. B. New.
bury, and Mr. f. Furlow to make the investigation. Your investigators found
that Mr. Adams's report was incorrect and that the maximum possible amount
allowed by the War Department as amortization of the facilities in question
was $12,113.76. The 'corporation spent $55,952.01 for increased facilities, or
$43,838.25 more than was allowed by the War Department.In view of the developments of the reinvestigation of the claim it is respectfully
requested that the recent decision of the committee on appeals and. review be
recalled and the case submitted to the said committee for reconsideration and
allowance of the claim. Since it is clear that this corporation has been done
an injustice by the unwarranted Adams's report, and his testimony before the
Senate committee, it is requested that this application be given immediate
consideration.Respectfully,

CLAUDE A. HOPE, Attorney for Taxpayer.

The CHAIRMAN. That is not in answer to your letter.
Mr. NAsH. It is an answer to our letter.
The CHAIRMAN. It is an answer that does not respond.
Mr. NAsH. I might say, for the information of the committee,

that this attorney came to the office, very indignant that his case
had been mentioned by Mr. Adams, and it appears that the bureau
and the committee on appeals and review instigated Mr. Adams's
report. You will recall this i the case, that Mr. Adams testified
thit their total investment was $67,000, that the War Department
had allowed somewhere around $50,000, and that their clain to the
department was around $20,000. If they had been allowed that
claim, they would have received $3,000 more in amortization than
their entire investment.

*PBased on the statement of the attorney, Mr. Greenidge sent three
of his engineers to investigate the War Department records, and they
have verified the statement that the taxpayer makes in his letter,
and we have requested the committee on appeals and review to
reopen this case, and froqi the showing that has been made thus
far it appears that the company is entited to their claim.

Senator CouzENs. Where is this company located?
Mr. NAsH. Newark, N. J.
Senator COUZENS. But their attorney is here in Washington?
Mr. NASH. That letter was written in Washington on the day

that the attorney was here. He came down here.
The CHAMMAN. Were those figures as given by him correct?
Mr. NASH. In his testimony?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. NAsH. I have not checked them up, Senator.
I will say, Senator Couzens, that I left your request for a list of

the Secretary's companies with the secretary to Mr. Mellon this
morning. Mr. Mellon was not in his office, and I was unable to get
the list.

Senator COUZENS. You will try to bring them to-morrow, will you?
Mr. NASH. That is all.
Senator CouzmNs. Is that all you have, Mr. Nash?
Mr. NASH. That is all.'
Senator CouzENs. All right.
The CHAMMAN. The committee will adjourn now until to-morrow.

afternoon at 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 5 o'clock p. in., the committee adjourned until

to-morrow, Wednesday, April 2, 1924, at 2 o'clock p. m.)
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UNITED STATES SENATE,
SoECIAL' OMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE

THE BUREAU 'OF INTERNAL REVENUE, '
Waskington, D. 0.

The committee met at 2 o'clock p. m., Senator James E. Watson,
presiding.

Present: Senators Watson (chairman), King, and Couzens.
Present also: Mr. C. R. Nash, assistant to the Commissioner of

Internal Revenue; Mr. N. T. Hartson, Solicitor Internal Revenue
Bureau- and Mr. S. M. Greenidge, head, engineering division,
Internal Revenue Bureau.

Present also: Dr. T. S. Adams, tax expert, Yale University.
Senator CouzEis. The chairman and the other members of the

committee are now engaged in other work. They have requbsted
me to proceed with the hearing at this time, and have advised me
that they would get here as soon as they possibly could.

TESTIMONY OF MR. A. C. ERNST, OF ERNST & ERNST, CLEVE-
LAND, OHIO-Resumed

Senator CouzENs. Mr. Ernst was requested to come back here
to-day largely at the suggestion of Senator King. Senator King
advises me that he has been unable. as yet to read the record, an5
has not prepared any particular questions which he desires to ask
Mr. Ernst; but in going over some of the records and hearing the
testimony since Mr. Ernst was here previously, some questions ave
sg sted themselves to me. I think that, when we have finished
with those matters, we will be able to excuse Mr. Ernst for the tinte
being at least. In case we need him further, he will be later advised.

I the testimony that you gave here previously, Mr. Ermst, you
referred to the fact that from 1909, as [ recall it, up until 1916 or
1917, you were called in to go over the books for a-lgamation pur-
poses and incidental matters involving questions of revising the tax
returns. Is that correct?

Mr. EftNST. Substantially. We were called in in connection with
a merger. That was late it 1919, and later we took up the tax
work, going back to 1909, and filing amended retuzAiis.

Senator CouzENs. You testified that you built up the com-
pauy's records so as to arrive at a new basis from their old so-called
antiquated methods of keeping their records and making their
returns. Is that correctly
, Mr. ERNST. Yes. They had kept their books very conservatively,

and I believe I explained to you they had treated various elements
.92919-24--T 2-14 427
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in connection with write-offs, depletion and depreciation in one
account, and dealing with the matter as a total at the end of the year.

That involved the making of an analysis of all of the property and
capital assets to comply with invested capital, which I spoke of as
the "hub of the whee,' in connection with the 1917 law.

Senator CouzENS. When you arrived at this invested capital, did
you use the March 1, 1913, values, or did you use the costly

Mr. ERNST. We used the cost. The law prohibits the using of the
March 1, 1913, values as invested capital.

Senator COUZENS. Can you sa thing from memory as to
wnat the difference was between the invested capital as you built it
up, and as it was carried on the books?

rMi. ERNST. My recollection is that our figure of invested capital
was less than shown on the books.

Senator COUZENS. Was it the law oi the regulations which pre-
scrlbad the cost rather than the 1913 basis?

MJ!. ERNST. Well, the law very clearly gave the taxpayer the right
to use the March 1, 1913, basis for depletion purposes, but not as
invested capital.

Senator CoUzENs. So that you arrived at two sets of figure.s-one
for invested capital and one for depletion?

Mi'. ERNST. That is correct. In fact, it was necessary to do so
under that law.

Senator COUZENS. The testimony on the part of one of the wit-
nessmi since you have been here was to the effect that in arriving at
the oil regulations, there were some ninety nen, as I recall, who were
brought to Washington from all sections of the country to arrive at
a set of regulations dealing with oil properties particularly, and per-
haps mineral and gas properties as well. Were you among the

Sple who were cal ed here for that purpose?
t r. ERNST. I was not. I knew that something of that kind had
taken place. It was a sort of an advisory group. I had no active
part in it, nor did I have an advisory part in it, and was not attached
to it in any manner. Neither was any member of my firm.

Senator CouzENs. Did that happen before you took up the Gulf
Oil Corporation matter, or afterwards?

Mr. ERNST. I am not sure. We took up the case of the Gulf Oil
Corporation about September, 1919. The difficulty, Senator, under
the regulations of the 1918 law was great, and there was much pres-
sure for a long time to have rulings and regulations. I knew that on
account of this feature of discovery value, there was much planning
being done in order to lay out the work of the department to meet that
situation. I have no doubt that it was in that connection that they
called in the experts.

I also remember very distinctly that the early forms which the
department issued, covering geologists' reports and data as to each
well and tract, the date, andwliether lease pr fee, were very materially
changed later. That is, taxpayers found themselves in the position
-of having done a good deal of work, and then having to do it over
again. Jhey were learning about the regulations and what hat to be
done under the law; so that all oil companies-and that applied to
minerals as well'--were following every move in the department, inorder that they zight proceed to meet the requirements of the law.

Senator CouzENs. When did it first come to your attention that
consideration was being given to allowing depletion to the lessee?
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Mr. ERNST. Our work, having started at the end of 1919, was pio-
gressing through 1920, and these schedules on all of the wells, of
course, were a large feature of that work; that isi it was one part of
the return. All matters in reference to the handling of various
features dealing with the legal side of the problem were referred to the
legal counsel of the Gulf Oil Corporation, Judge Batts... We were
advised as to what Judge Batts decided to do, and we followed those
instructions. That was more or less continuous on many questions
that came up in connection with consolidated returns and many
features of intercompany investments, etc.; so that there was practi-
Cally a continuous relationship there in one form or another. The
legal department of the Gulf Oil Corporation was studying the law
as to what had to be done, and we were following up the accounting
side of the proposition.Senator COUZENS. You do not remember when you were advised
by the legal department of the Gulf Oil Corporation to take credit for
depletion on leaseholds, do you?
• -Mr. ERNST. No; I could not fix a date. I do remember that the

decision was very prompt; that is, Judge Batts was very definite
about it; that that would be the basis that they would go in on, and
the Government examiners were so advised, and they got the details
from the schedules.

Senator COUZENS. If I remember correctly, you dealt with no
other oil company than the Gulf Oil Corporation. Is that correct?

Mr. ERNST. I modified that to this extent, I believe, that I said,
"No other large oil company." We handled a number of oil, com-
panies in the southwestern field, .as I mentioned, among which were
many of these promotion companies. We had been called in in those
cases. A large amount of stock had been sold through various
brokers, etc. There were some rather bad losses down in the Texas
field; but if you have in mind any of the large companies, no-we
handled none. The Gulf case was one of the earliest, if not the
earliest, large oil company that went through the department.

Senator CouzENs. So that the first time the question of depletion
on leaseholds came to your attention was in the Gulf case, then?

Mr. ERNST. Yes, sir. I might say that the same question had been
up in connection with a number of mining companies that were clientA
ofmine.

Doctor ADAMS. How did the act treat leaseholds in connection
with a mining company?

Mr. EINSsT. My firm does no legal work, Doctor. We work with
the counsel of the client. They were actively taking it up, and they
were watching that mining case that I told you about, which went
through the Supreme Court--the Biwahick case. That dealt with
depletion.

Doctor ADAMS. Do you happen to recall the attitude of the depart-
ment toward depletion on leaseholds in the case of solid minerals at
that time?

Mr. ERNST. All I know, Doctor, is that the question was under
considerable discussion in the department.
. Doctor ADAMS. You do not kfiow of any mining company pro-

ducing solid minerals that claimed depletion on leaseholds, and took
it up at that time, do you ?

429-
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Mr. ERNST. I do know that this is the first large case that did go
through, and this went through with the specific reservation, as you.
know, that went into the A-2 letter; that is, the Government reserved
the right in connection with depletion for the lessee. That was a
part of this A-2 letter.

Doctor ADAMS., Had the revenue act of 1921 been passed when the
A-2 letter was sent out? It had not, had it?

Mr. ERNST. No. I think it had been well matured, however,
That is, it was generally understood, through publicity.

Doctor ADAMs. That case was decided m February, 1921?
Mr. ERNST. On February 28, 1921.
Doctor ADAMS. What was the statute of limitations on the 1917

cases, then?
Mr. ERNST. Our case came under this, and there was a provision

that said where the question of invested capital adjustments, prior
to January 1, 1917, occurred, the right was given to go back and
make the adjustment.

Doctor ADAMs. You say the right was reserved in the decision to
change the valuations. Now, if the statute of limitations would run
in a few months. I do not know that that reservation would amount
to much, and I wondered whether the statute of limitations on
assessments for 1917 did run. My memory is a little hazy on that.
I think it was substantially June, 1921,

Mr. ERNST. As I said, I a.m not a lawyer. Mr Hartson is here,
and he could probably advise us on that; but I do remember that on
the point that you raised there was a question of discretion in the
Natural Resources Department about the regulations and how tax-
payers could be advised to prepare this data. I think it is probably.
explanatory to say here that there was a large amount of work in-
volved in meeting the requirements of the 1918 law in the filing of
schedules. Naturally, the taxpayers were all clamoring to find out
how they were to do it.

Doctor ADAms. My impression is that the statute of limitations
at that time was three years after the tax was due. The 1917 tax
had been due substantially on June 15, 1918, and that would make
the statute of limitations run as of June 15, 1921; but, as I say,
my memory is a little treacherous on those points. I am not certain
whether that is correct. I am informed that it had been extended
by the 1918 act; so that my first statement was not correct.

Seliator CouzI.Ns. Did you take credit in making these returns for
the cost of dry wells that had been charged off ?

Mr. ERNST. If I understand your question, we wrote off dry wells
each year.

Senator CoUzENs. And they were allowed by the department?
Mr. ERNST. They were.
Senator CouzENs. Do you think that that is a sound theory,

Doctor Adams?
Doctor ADAMS. To write off dry wells?
Senator COUZENS. Yes.
Doctor ADAMs. I think, if discovery depletion is allowed, the cost

of dry wells should certainly be charged off on a corresponding basis.
If one is a capital loss, and one is an allowance, certainly a correspond-
ing loss should be charged against it.
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Mr. ERNST. I think that possibly you and I would agree on :his,
if I may amplify the question, Senator; that the law which laid down
the basis of invested capital clearly defined what invested capital
should be. Here was money spent on a dry hole; it had no value;
it was a loss; it had to be cleared out; it had to be charged off. That
was a loss, as there might be a loss of any other venture. There Were
many different kinds of losses on different business. The amount of
depletion credit that came through oil on the discovery value was a
credit for income. That ,was quite aside and had been on an entirely
different basis. If you want to go into some detail, aid possibly the
Doctor has not thought of this point in connection with dry holes,
and I merely suggest it, you have the thought in mind that in the
natural resources division, in their calculation to get at the total
depletion credit, there were various deductions taken. You, Senator,
have discussed with me the deduction of 5 per cent, for example,
and thttre were other deductions as to the cost of lifting, drilling, and
various expense factors. Now, in that calculation, Doctor Adams, as
a deduction from the total depletion credit, there was a factor taken
out of that total depletion credit for dry holes.

Doctor ADAMS. I do not exactly understand that, Mr. Ermst, if the
Senator will permit you to continue that for a moment. How?

Mr. ERNST. Well, I do not want to be in the position of saying
what Mr. Greenidge has done. Is Mr. Greenidge here?

Mr. GREENIDGE. Yes.
Mr. ERNST (addressing Mr. Greenidge). Would you care to am-

plify that?
Mr. GREEmIDGE. No; not unless asked the question directly. I

must confess that I did not follow you on it.
Mr. Ernest. Well, see if I agree with what the Government

policy is.
Mr. Greenidge made an example here of, we will say, an estimated

quantity of oil at $1, using that as the market price. If it was
1,000,000 barrels, it would be $1,000,000 gross credit. Then, from
that, you said last week when I was here, that you made various
deductions for lifting expenses, etc., and: itemizing them. Then
you figured in there the element of so many wells and what that
would cost as deductible items from the total depletion credit.

Now, so far as the Gulf Oil Corporation was concerned, in our
schedules to you, we took as the element of deduction from the total
depletion credit an element for the percentage of dry holes. Whether
that was done generally I do not know. Ours was the first ease
going through, and the Gulf Oil Corporation had always conserva-
tively figured those things. They had figured a definite element,
Doctor A-dams.

Doctor ADAMS. I catch your point now, and it is quite clear to me.
Mr. ERNST. So that our depletion credit had already been reduced

by the margin of safety that the Gulf Oil Corporation put in there
for dry holes, because they knew that dry holes were an element.

Doctor ADAMS. What you mean is that, starting out with the
gross price received for the oil, in order to ascertain a valuation,
you must take a deduction for corresponding cost and expenses I

Mr. ERNST. Exactly.
Doctor ADAMS. And among the corresponding costs and expenses

were recognized the expenses of dry holes?
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Mr. ERNST. Exactly so and I might add further, for clarification,:
-that the policy of the Guif Oil Corporation, as I recall it, was that
.they figured this way, for, instance. Take a tract that took eight
wells. They figured in one extra for a dry hole, and that total cost
of that one extra was taken out of our reserves, and our depletion
credit from the Government reduced thereby. Now, to the extent
that you have said that you think the dry holes should come out of
the depletion credit, I simply wanted you to know what the Gulf
policy had been, and the Government people can confirm it that
that was the basis of the Gulf Company.

Doctor ADAMs. That contributes to a clearer understanding of it.
Senator COUZENS. Do you remember the names of the employees

in this particular unit that you dealt with when you were settling
this matter?
. Mr. ERNST. All I know, Senator Couzens, is that Mr. Powell was
the head of it. So far as my personally dealing with any of them is-
concerned, I did not. Schedules went in after we had determined
the exact form in which they should go in. They were submitted to
the Government geologists and experts, and the records thrown
open to them.

Senator CouzENs. Do you know whether this 5 per cent basis
was used in any other case outside of this ?

Mr. ERNST. I never handled any other case, and I have not in-
_quired, Senator. I would like to add this word on the 5 per cent
basis-and I have in mind a question you asked last week as to the
advantage between the 5 an( 10 per. cent basis. I think, Doctor
Adams, you engaged in that discussion with Mr. Greenidge, an I
notice that Mr. Greenidge has submitted some tables which indicate
that there would he no advantage to the taxpayer as between the
5 and 10 per cent basis, as I read his tables. That clears up a question
that you asked me.

Senator COUZENS. As I understand it, that was proved by the
table you produced, Mr. Greenidge. I forgot, but the tables are in
the records here somewhere.

Mr. ERNST. I have them here..
Senator CoUzENs. While you are looking that up, who were the

ex-Treasury employees that assisted you in preparing this table, Mr.
Ernst?

Mr. ERNST. Who were the ex-Treasury employees?
Senator COUZP.Ns. Yes.
Mr. ERNST. I do not know of any, offhand, that assisted me.
Senator COUZENS. Were there any of them in your employ or in

the'employ of the Gulf Oil Corporation that helped you on it
Mr. ERNST. There were none in my emplo ; no, sir. If the Gulf

Oil Corporation had any in their employ, I diJ not deal with them.
Senator CoUZENS. You had no workings with them?
Mr. ERNST. Not any. .
Senator COUZENS. flave you ever employed any former employees

of the bureau?
Mr. ERNST. I believe there was one, Senator. I would like to

ex lain that, if I may.
Senator COMzENS. Yes.
Mr. ERNST. If my memory serves me correctly, there was an

advisory commission in regard to the 1917 and 1918 law, composed
of business men, was there not, Doctor Adams?

I
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Doctor AzAMS. Yes,
Mr, ERNST. And as the secretary of that advisory tax board, there

was a J. C. Peacock. Do you happen to recall M. Peacock, Doctor
Adams?

Doctor ADAms. Yes.
Mr. ERNST. His work in connection with that board was purely

administrative, as I recall it. He handled no tax cases whatever.
He came with me in 1919. I believe it was early in 1919, and he
stayed a year, and then left to take up the practice of law. He had
handled no tax cases for the Government. It was not his line of
work. -Am I correct in that?

Doctor ADAMS. No; I think you are not correct about that, but
you mentioned Mr. Peacock yourself before in your testimony.

Mr. ERNST. Did I?
Doctor ADAMS. You are slightly incorrect about his not handling

tax cases.
Mr. ERNST. Well, I remember that he had handled none that we

were interested in or had any contact with. I remember that. My
impression was that he was purely an administrative secretary for
this board, which was working on an amplification of regulations,
and so forth.

Senator COUZENS. Do you remember the circumstances under
which you employed him?

Mr. ERNST. Yes; I remember it quite well. I looked the ground
over to find a man who could keep in touch with new regulation
so that we could be advised more accurately than through news-
paper reports and this bulleting service. I never knew Mr. Peacock,
but he was highly recommended, and I took him.

Senator COUZENS. Where (lid you locate him to have this inside
information, so that you would not have to rely on newspapers?

Mr. ERNST. If I may differ as to the inside information, I think
that may be misunderstood. There was no inside information. The
Treasury Department had been putting out bulletins and rulings,
and it w*as in order that we might have some one in Washington,
immediately that those bulletins came out, who could send them to
each of our offices, so that we would be advised in Detroit and wher-
ever we had offices, that he was employed. There was no confidential
information from the inside. The law had been passed. This was
purely an amplification of regulations through this committee.

Senator COUZENS. When you began to talk about Mr. Peacock,
you said you employed Mr. Peacock so that you would not have to
rely upon bulletins and newspapers, and afterwards you qualified that
statement, so that it appears you did rely upon the bulletins. Is that
correct?

Mr. ERNST. Yes; the bulletins were officials. Sometimes there was
difficulty in getting them through the mails and in getting an int'r-
pretation of them, and we used Mr. Peacock solely for distributing
the bulleting service in our own organization. He was with me about
a year.

Senator COUZENS. What I have not been able to get clearly in my
mind yet from the statement of anybody is how it was that on Feb-
ruary 28, 1921, you settled the Gulf Oil Corporation cases and took
credit for leasehold depletion, and yet there is no evidence, appar-
ently, that there was any regulation issued by the department deal-
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ing with that matter, as applied to 1916 and 1917, until August, 1922.
I was just wondering how it was that you were able to get that before
any order was p)rom 0 acted as to 1916 and 1917 returns.

Mr. ERNST. Well, I might say, so as to have it clearly understood,
at least by you, Senator, that, so far as I was concerned, I dealt
with it purely as one matter of policy among many. We were
working in conjunction with the legal department of the Gulf Oil
Corporation. I might say to you further that in hundreds of cases
we had a very serious question as to items in affecting invested
capital, where the legal counsel for our clients insisted on the returns
going in on a basis, with an amplification of the return explaining
the facts, counsel stating that they were prepared to go to court on
that question.

Now, the legal side was absolutely nothing to' me, beyond having
the return clearly state the fact, because we all knew then, in prac-
ticing before the department, that there were many disputed points.
between able counsel. In the meantime, these returns had to go
in to the Government. They could be delayed a certain time, but
you had to go in and make a return and calculate your tax and pay
it. - In order to get the thing moving and settle it with the Govern-
ment later, legal counsel would advise me what to do, and the return
was made on the basis of their legal opinion, and the return so stated.
So that when you particularly question me about the Gulf depletion
basis, it was no different than a hundred cases that I could cite you.

For instance, I had many cases where legal counsel insisted on
taking as a deduction contributions -made by corporations to the
war chest, to the Red Cross. They said, " his is a war measure;
the Government is back of it; this should 'be allowed, but the regu-

lations say no. Well, we do not think they are right. We want
that deduction made." So attention was called to it.

Now, I think lawyers, Senator Couzens, generally recognize that
the 1918 act was far from being a perfect model of a -tax bill. -It
was an act put through under great pressure, with many disagree-
ments. It was a brand new thing, in so far as this invested capital
feature was concerned. Then, the 1918 act followed, which was far
more drastic as to the 80 per cent; and many new features were
incorporated, so that many very able lawyers whom I, dealt with
simply said, "This is all very nice, but there are going to be some
Supreme Court decisions later; we are going to have a chance to
be-heard."

Senator COUZENS. I would like to ask Mr. Hartson or Mr. Nash,
whichever one can answer it, if there is any record anywhere in the'
department showing the development of the considerations given to
this question of lessee depletion for the years 1916 and 1917?

Mr. HARTSON. Yes; I have something on that, Senator.
Senator CouzzrNs. Can you give it to us?
Mr. HAuRTSO. Yes.
Senator CouziNs. All right; when we get through with Mr. Ernst,

we will take that up.
Mr. IiARTSON. All right.
'Senatorj Couz=Ns. Mr. Ernst, do you know anything about 'the'

history of section 1312. of' the act, permitting the closing up of these'
r e t u r n s ? .. • . I • ' . 1 1 1 1 -
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Mr. ERNsT. I know that there is a section 1312, and that the

purpose of it is to definitely and finally close the tax cases, which,
m principle, Senator, I think is very sound. Many: corporations
have not availed themselves of section 1312, because of th6 thought
in their minds, and even on the part-of their legal counsel, that there
would be subsequent decisions, probably through the Supreme Court,
that might permit reopening their cases. So that if a corporation
signs 1312, it settles it, in spite of any readjustment later in favorof the corporation. I think most corporations have a very ditinct
belief that for 1917 and 1918 they paid too much tax. I am quoting
you this just generally from my own clientile.

Senator CouzExs. Are you still doing work for the Gulf Oil Cor-
poration V

Mr. ERNST. We have done no work since these returns.
Senator COUZENS. You had nothing to do with the filing of the

request to close the Gulf Oil Corporation case under Section 1312?
Mr. ERNST. No.
Senator CoUZENs. During our discussions while you were away,

and I guess probably the day that you were here, thee was stated,
I think by Mr. Greenidge, that in arriving at the contents of the wells
and the basis for depletion, geologists worked on the job to determine
the contents of the wells, and that was used as a basis, in addition to
the estimates of the taxpayer and the 5 per cent basis. What other
element was there that entered into that in arriving at it, besides those
two that I have mentioned?

Mr. ERNST. Well, there were a great many elements. If I may
'say so, there was purely the historical information in the field. Then,

there was the question of state of all of the different properties, as to
whether fee or leasehold.

Senator CouzE.Ns. Yes; but that did not have anything to do with
the contents of the well, whether it was fee or leasehold.

Mr. ERNST. No; but developing of the data, that is, establishing
those figures, and whether it was March 1, 1913, or subsequent, etc.
There was a vast amount of work that had to be done, not only the
field work, but the office work in handlim leases and properties, and
nany legal questions arose as to the different arrangements under
different policies, between lessor and lessee, where there was a joint
operation, etc.

Senator COUZENS. In considering this case, did you come in con-
tact with Mr. Darnell?

Mr. ERNST. I never did.
Senator Couz.NS. Do you know of him?
Mr. ERNST. Yes; I think he is an ex-department employee. I

knew that he was doing work for other oil companies, some of the
larger companies, I think, but not any that I was associated with.
I know that he was very much interested in the basis that was being
used by the Gulf Oil Corporation, because he was doing a great deal
of field work in this same territory. .... - .

Senator CouzENS. Was he in the employ of the department when
you say he displayed this interest in the Gulf Oil Corportaion case?

Mr. ERNST. No; I never came in. contact with Mr. Darnell during
this -ork, but some 9f my own men, who were down in the Texas
field, getting these records, costs of drilling, and all of that, had come
in contact with him down there and said that he had other work that
was going on.

p
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-Senator Co)UZENS. Was he in the employ of the Government then?
Mr. ERNST. No; he was then practicing himself.
Senator CouzzNs. He was then practicing himself I
Mr. ERN9T. Oh, yes. He was down there on work, because -somne,

of my own field men said that other oil companies were apparently
going through this same process. They would see those men staying"
at the same hotel there.

Senator CouzENS. 'Did you come in contact with Wayne Johnson,
an attorney in New York, ft this time?

Mr. ERNST. No.
Senator COUZENs. Did you ever meet Mr. Johnson?
Mr. ERNST. Yes; he has been in several cases with me, where Ie

represented clients that were my clients on the accounting side.
Senator COUZENS. He represents them on the legal side
Mr. ERNST. Yes.
Senator COUZENR. And you on the accounting side?
Mr. ERNST. No: I might say, Senator, that our work was com-

pleted with the A-2 letter, and so far as anyone advising with me on
this case is concerned, there was no one outside of the CGuf Oil Cor-
poration's own representatives.

Senator COUZENS. I think that is all.
Doctor ADAMS. Mr. Ernst, do you recall what division was made

between lesors and lessee of the discovery values in this case?
Mr. ERNST. I remember, Doctor, that, as I tried to tell Senator

Couzens, there were many different parcels here which had different
arrangements, and there was a division there made, whatever the
arrangement was, as to the depletion.

Doctor ADAMS. You do not know whether the lessors at that timewere given the advantage of discovery depletion on their propor-
tionate share, do you? Do you happen to know that? You might
or you might not know it. t

Mr. ERNST. I know I had many clients where the lessor came in
and was advised of the basis and hiow much he would take and what
the lessee would take, and I know that in other cases letters were
written advising them. That, however, was liandled in the legal
department of the Gulf Oil Corporation, and my memory is that it
did not come up to us; that is, our schedules for the Gulf Oil Cor-
poration carried the full information and the portion that the Gulf
Co. was entitled to take.

Doctor ADAMS. And at that time. when the discovery valuation
was made, you only took such proportionate part as youi interest in
the property would suggest? I am interested in this because we had
some question about the right of the lessor to share in the discovery
depletion as compared with the right of the lessee to take it.

Mr. ERNST. That is right. •
Doctor ADAMS. And I want to know whether in your case that

question had been settled. That is my sole interest in it.
Mr. ERNST. Generally speaking, in mining cases, Doctor, there was

a good deal of question between the legal counsel of the lessor and
the lessee.

Doctor ADAMs.'Well, Mr. Hartson has answered my question sat-
ifactorily, that it had been decided before your case was settled.

Mr. ERNST. Yes.
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Senator CouzEnws.. Do you recall offhand what Treasury Decision
2956 was, of Decembqr, 1919, that you referred to when you were
here before?, .... r o

Mr. ErmsT. I referred to that Treasury Decision, Senator as givig
exact detailed instructions as to discovery valuation in the final form
in which it had to go in and the basis of it, etc..

Senator Couz ENs. When you attempted to arrive at this discovery
depletion allowance of credit, what period did you use in arriving at
the oil value; that is, as to the price per barrel

Mr. ERNST. The price was fixed according to the market value of
the oil at that time; that is, there-was a 30-day period of discovery
provided. The Government had its own basis there of taking the
price, that is, the market price in the different fields.

Senator CouzENs. So when you went back to prepare these returns
over again, you went to the market values that existed at the time
that these oil wells were discovered?

Mr. ERNST. O course, the discovery value came in only under the
1918 law, and we fitted in with the Government regulations as to what
we had to give them. Those prices in the different fields were pretty
well posted and were a matter of public information.

Senator COUZENNS. When you were dealing with the Gulf Oil case,
I understand that there was a contemplated or actual-I forget
which-claim for amortization of some one million a hundred and
some odd thousand dollars. Do you recall that case ?

Mr. ERNST. Yes; I recall it've " distinctly, Senator. The amorti-
zation provision was very vague in 1919, and it was still vague in
1920. The engineers were working on the historical data and forms
of reports. Engineers were leaving the department; new ones were
coming in, and it was very difficult to know just how to meet the
amortization provision; because there were no definite rules that had
been laid down. I remember that Mr. Roper, the then commis-
sioner, issued some statement in relation to it, anl I think one state-
ment was to the effect that the taxpayer.would not be permitted, in
the 1918 return, to take over 25 per cent of the amount of amortizable
property. That is, he just issued some bulletin because it was so
vague, saying that all you could take was that much. I remember
that he made a restriction.

In connection with the Gulf case, we realized that they had spent
a. pretty large sum of money during the war period, and there was
undou tedly a large claim in their favor. Just how much it was, we
were not i a position to say. They had made a rough estimate, so
as to have something in their return as a protective 'feature, which
was being done generally by most corporations, under legal advice.
We started to get the data'together. I was satisfied that the claim
would be far in excess of what they had put in temporarily, but it
meant sending another crew, of men through the fields, and a great
deal of engineering work. Then, the department finally told me that
they ould require every voucher, with all the details and all the
pro pertv earmarked, and so forth, which involvul a vast amount of
work, and the result was that the Gulf Oil Corporation asked me not
to go ahead with it, and I never completed it.

Doctor ADAMS. The amortization claim, then, was in no sense
complete.

S Mir. EuxsT. Oh, no, absolutely not, Doctor.

I I
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* Senator CoUzENs. None was ever made, thIi. ,

Mr. ERNST. Yes; a claim was made, just in the same way 'as an0y
other corporations were doing. I mean that we might put in at flht
amount." It was, say, $10,000,00, under the Treasury Department's
notice to the taxpayers; we might take a round figure of $2,500,000,
and in some cases we have not that settled to-day.

Senator CotzENs. Just what did you take in this case?
.-Mr. ERNST. As I remember it, the company took only two million

dollars and something.
Senator COUzNs.-That was rejected, however, was' it not?'
..Mr. ERNST. Yes; they rejected it, because we did not complete all

of these elaborate schedules.
Doctor AmAMs. The case was not in a postion to ask you to pass

judgment on it.
Mr. ERNST. Yes. In other words-
Senator CouzENs (interposing). Just a minute. Doctor Adams

asked you whether the case was in a position to pass judgmenton it.
Mr. ERNST. No; we had not complied with the vast amount of

detailed data that was requested. The department had many cases,
and we were in the same situation, the taxpayers not knowing what
to do, or how the department required it, and they had made a
deduction, which Mr. Roper's bulletin clearly indicated could be done.
Then, the engineering department; in reaching those cases, would
request you to comply with their regulations and submit it. That
meant in many'-cases a much larger amount of work, and it came
some time after the war had ended atad business had gotten more or
less to normal. So in this case the taxpayer simply did not comply.

Senator CouziNs. And the tentative amount put in that return
wa,. then rejected?

Mr. ERNST. Yes; there was not a cent allowed. It was all throwft
out. I

Senator CouzENs. So at no time during your auditing of the books
was anyproper claim filed for amortization? .

Mr. ERNST. Well, I would like technically to say this, that when
the claim was made, this taxpayer, the Gulf Oil Corporation, did
what every other taxpayer did.

Senator CouzENS. Oh, yes; I understand that.
Mr. ERNST. But later on, Senator, a complete schedule, with all

of the exhibits, was not filed.
Senator COUZENS. And that was the proper way -in which to file

a claim, after the regulations came out.
Mr. ERNST. Based upon the final rules promulgated by the amorti-

zation section; yes, sir.
Senator CouzENS. Did you ever analyze that to see what it might

have been had it been carried through?
Mr. ERNST. I remember discussions on it, and as I recall it, the

lowest estimate I made was over $2,000,000. I just have a recollec-
tion of that figure.

Senator COOzEss. When arriving at these credits for lessee
depletion, can you, offhand, say what the relation would be between
the lessor and the lessee as to allowance or'credit?

Mr. ERNAT. We did not deal, Senator, with the lessee. Where a
leasehold was involved, the computation would be made on that par-
ticular property, and if the lessor's part of it was otie-eighth, what-
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ever the arrangement wasi the, schedule showed, which was filed here
in Washington._

Senator COUZENS. So that you do not think there was any oppor-
tunity for both the lessor and lessee to be allowed a depletion credit?

Mr. ERNST. I do not see hQw it could happen, because the Govern-
ment had the full information.
Senator COUZFNS. I think that is all I have, Mr. Ernst.
Doctor ADAms. I would like to bring out this point that the Sena-

tor has just been speaking about, speaking now df lessee depletion on
the basis of 1913 values, and not speaking of discovery depletion.' It
follows that if a depletion is given to a lessee it would -have to be
withheld from the lessor, does it not?

Mr. ERNST. Well, not as I understand it.
Doctor ADAMS. I really want to know about that.
Mr. ERNsT. Because it, in our schedules, we took a given property,

and our interest was seven-eighths, the March 1, 1913, value of that
property would be checked to establish the fair market value. Our
share of the depletion credit based on the March 1, 1913, value would
be sevein-eighths. I

Doctor ADAMS. I am not certain on this paint myself and I want
to bring it out, The regulations in effect at that time provided that
the lessee was Ziot entitled to depletion. lht is correct, is it not?
I am referring to the printed regulations which were in effect.

Mr. ERNST. Yes.
Doctor ADANS. Yes. That .is, I take it, unquestioned. It is un-

questioned, because I note that the circuit court of appeals, in Lych v.
Alworth-Stephens Co., in a recent decision, upheld the right of lessees
to depletion. The regulations provide that lessee oil and gas corpora-
tions are entitled to no allowance for depletion; that is, prior to
this Decision 3386, of August 22, 1922.

So we can assume, therefore, that the printed regulations did not
entitle the lessee to depletion at that time.

Mr. ERNST. Yes.
Doctor ADAMS. Now, somebody was entitled to depletion under

the regulations on the 1913 value, is not that correct?
Mr. ERNST. Yes; undoubtedly.
Doctor ADAMS. That somebody must have been the lessor, must

it not?
Mr. ERNST. Well, it might have been.
Doctor ADAMS. My sole purpose is to bring this out-and I am

not certain of it--that by allowing the depletion to the lessee you
take it away from the lessor, and that correspondingly the lessor
would be entitled to that amount that had not been granted to the
lessee.

Senator CouzENs. I think, Doctor Adams, that Mr. Hartson ought
to have that, because he says he has the history of the depletion
records here. If it went along to 1921, and the lessor was auowed
depletion for 1916 and 1917, and then the rules were changed to allow
it to the lessee, it must have been a duplicate allowance, or else the
lessor was not allowed it in the first instance.

Mr. ERNST. With regard to the Gulf Oil Corporation, I might add
this, that Judge Batts was most positive in his opinion as to the posi-
tion between the lessor and the lessee, and he had taken this position,
that the lessee we3 entitled to it.
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Senator CouzmNs. Oh, yes; you testified to that.
Mr. ERNST. Of course, he knew the March 1, 1913, situation,

because that had been dealt with.
Senator COUZNS. But we are trying to get at what the depart-

ment did.
Mr. ERNST. Yes. Of Couie, I Would not ani 1 do not know what

the department had or what the record would show as to the general
development of that question.

Senator CouzNs. Do you want to ask Mr. Ernst anY qu estions,
Mr. Chairman?

The CHAIRMAN. No; I do not know the line of the examination.
Senator COUZENS. We are through with him, then.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.

STATEMENT OF N. T. HARTSON, SOLICITOR, INTERNAL
REVENUE BUREAU-Resumed.

Senator COUZENS. Mr. HIartson, while on this depletion uestion,
I would like to have you give ns the history of this depletion for
Iessees#

Mr. HARTSON. While this question is fresh in your minds, the last
question that you asked Mr. Ernst in regard to the allowance to
lessors during the time when the printed regulations prohibited lessee
depletion, let me say that the allowance that was made to lessors
during that period was only in proportion to their share of the
royalties from the well. In other words, if they had a one-eighth share
in the production of the well, the depletion allowance to the lessor
was only one-eighth; so that when, later on, the lessees were given it;
they took the other seven-eighths. They took nothing from the
lessors, when allowed it later on.

Senator Couzpws. In other words, then, the Government saved
the depletion credit during the years 1916 and 1917 uitil they
reversed their decision, and gave credit to the lessee?

Mr. HARTSON. I think that is a fair statement of it. The Govern-
ment got the benefit of it during the interim, when they were not
allowing it to the lessees.

Doctor ADAMS. Was the same thing true of mines and solid
minerals?

Mr. L{ARTSON. I think it was the same. I have that here, and I
think it applied it to the same length here. I would like to develop

* that from the begminng, if I may.
Under the special excise tax on corporations in 1909, section 38

-* of that tax, second paragraph, provided that such net income shall
be ascertained by deducting from the gross amount of the income the
losses, including a reasonable allowance for depreciation of property,
if any.

That provision of law was availed of by owners of mines and oil
wells to permit them to take-advantage of the so-called depletion;
and under two opinions of the Supreme Court that was expressly
denied. That depreciation was not similar to depletion for land.
This depletion allowance therefore under the 1919 act was not given
them-

Senator CoUZENS (interposing). The 1919 act, or the 1909 act'?,
Mr. HARTSON. 1909 act.
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In the Biwabik case the Supreme Court hold that the lessee of
mining property may not deduct the proportionate value of the ore
in place on January 1, 1909, with respect to each ton of ore as so
much depletion of capital assets, but may deduct a proportionate
part of the royalty paid in advance. I think that answers the
Doctor's question With regard to the 1909 act, so far as solid minerals
is concerned.

In 1913 the next revenue act, section B of section 2, provides that
in computing net income for the purpose of the normal tax there shall
be allowed as deductions, sixth:
. A reasonable allowance for the exhaustion of property not to exceed in the case
of mines 5 per cent of the cost value-at the mine of the output for the year for
which the computation is made.

The statute, therefore, provides a maximum limitation, but only
that that be reasonable, and then says, "not in excess of 5 per cent.I
. In the Staunton case, that went to the Supreme Court, the conten-
tion was that the above allowance was inadequate and the tax was in
effect on the gross income rather than on the net income which would
not be allowable under the sixteenth amendment. But the court
denies the contention, and also justifies the tax as an excise levy on
the results of the business of carrying on mining operations

Now we come to the 1916 act: Section 5, paragraph 8, provides
that-
in computing the income in the case of oil and gas wells a reasonable allowance
for the actual reduction in flow and production, to be ascertained tiot by the rush
flow but by the settled production, or regular flow; if in the case of mines, a
reasonable allowance for depletion thereof not to exceed the market value in the
mine of the product thereof which has been mined and sold during the year for
which the return and computation are made, such reasonable allowance to be
made in the case of A and B tender the rules and regulations prescribed by the
Secretary of the Treasury; provided that when the allowance is authorized in A
and B shall equal the capital originally invested, or in case of purchase made
prior to March 1, 1913, the fair market value of that date, no further allowances
shall be made.

The above sections granted substantially full depletion to an
operating owner or lessor, but the allowance was held not to be
available to the lessee prior to the promulgation of law opinion 1103
which permitted depletion to oil lessees under the 1916 act.

Under the 1916 act the commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary, promulgated Regulations 33, revised, and article 170 of
those regulations or that portion of it that seems to be material,
reads as follows:

Sections 5 and 12 of the act of September 8, again as amended by
the act of October 3, 1917, pertaining to individuals and corporations
owning and operating gas or oil proporties, may deduct from gross
income-and this is quoted front the law-
a reasonable allowance for actual reduction ini flow and production provided that
when the allowance authorized shall equal the capital originally invested, or in
the case of purchase made prk.-r to March 1, 1913, the fair market value as of that
date. no further allowance s!ll be made.

That is the close 'of the quotation from the law. Now, the regula-
tion continues on

Senator CouzENs (interposing). What law was that?
* Mr. HARTsox. The 1916 act as amended by the 1917 act.

Senator COUZENS. A moment ago you referred to some decision
eleven hundred and something; what was that?
r;*
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Mr. HEAwrsoN. Law opinion 1103 is the law opinion which came
out in. 1922, and which affected the 1916 act and construed the 1916
act and the regulations.
Senator COUZENS. And yet this was a construction, was it, that

you were jst reading?
Mr. HARTSON. Yes; I am reading now from the regulations which

were in effect prior to the promulgation of that law opinion. Do I
make myself clear on that?. Senator (ouzEws. I am not quite sure that you do. When were
those rules promulgated that you just read?

Mr. HAwrsox. They were promulgated in 1918, immediately
following the enactment of the 1917 act, probably within a month or
two after the adoption of the 1917 law.

Senator CouzENs. Then what interpretation do you put on that
that you have just read?

Mr. H.RrsoN. I have just read from the law; and I would like to
continue on with the regulations, to give you the background over
which this discussion was. waged, because there was a tremendous
amount of uncertainty and discussion involved over the interpreta-
tion of that section of the 1916 and 1917 acts. To read now from the
regulations: o

The essence of this provision of law is that the owner or operator of this charac-
ter of properties shall secure through an aggregate of annual depletion deductions
the return of the amount of the capital actually invested, or an amount not in
excess of the fair market value as of March 1, 1913, of the properties owned prior
to that date. For the purpose of determining the amount of capital to be returned
through annual deductions operators may be divided into two classes: (A)
Operators who owned the fee; and (B) operators who own a lease or leases.
Then It goes on and says in the case of the operating fee owner-that is, the owner
of the property, owner of the title to the property-the amount returnable through
depletion deductions is the fair market value of the property exclusive of the cost
of the phyeical property as of March 1, 1913. Now, that is the value from which
this depletion is taken, and there Is no way to read beyond that except to go to
the next paragraph which covers lessees.

In the case of a lessee the capital which is to be returned is the amount paid
in cash or its equivalent as a bonus, or otherwise, by the lessee for the lease.
In other words, so far as the lessee is concerned it is not permitted under these
regulations to deplete from a March 1, 1913, basis.

Now, those regulations were in effect-
The Q tawnr (interposing). And, of course, you construed that

the regulations do not run in contravention to the statute, but con-
form with the law?

Mr. HARTSON. That is right, but that interpretation by the de-
partment of that provision of law was the subject of a very great
deal of criticism. It was contended by the oil people immediately

'upon the promulgation of these regulations construing that clause
of the 1916 and 1917 acts that the law permitting a reasonable
allowance for the actual reduction in flow and production did not
on its face prohibit that to the lessee; that the lessee's interest in
the well was substantially greater than the owner of the fee, and
that of course is evidenced by the royalty allowance to the fee owner,
or it is a small proportion to what the operator and the actual pro-
ducer gets, and the investment is all the lessee's in cases such as
this, as a result of that equities were very strongly in favor of the
lessees and their right to deplete or to take the allowance for de-
pletion.
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That was the subject of a great deal of discussion, and the his-
tory of that must be borne in mind, that during these years that,
this law was effective the returns were coming in and piling up;
there was a state of uncertainty; there Was practically no auditing
and detailed and accurate checking of the returns of a1 oil corpora-
tions for these years; that it was not until 1919 and 1920 that the
criticism got to the point of concrete figures in definite cases.

In 1919 Mr. Ernst has testified regarding the Gulf case. I appre-
hend, and I think my judgment is correct on this, that that case
was the first large case where this definite question was positively
raised. There has been a great deal of discussion about it. Mr.
Greenidge testified that in -his section among the engineers before
the regulations were changed affecting those years, the engineerswho had to do with this question were all of the opinion that by
reason of the equities and py reason of there appearing in the law
to be no reasonable distinction between the owner of the fee and the
owner of the lease as to the depletion allowanceA that ultimately the
regulations would be changed.

On November 5, 1920, the first record is made in the solicitor's
office of a case being sent there for a ruling on this question. That
case was the Equality Oil Co. It arrived in the office on November
5, 1920, and came, by the way, from the committee on appeals and
review. It was a case that had been appealed to the committee and
was forwarded to the solicitor's office for determination of this ques-
tion of law.

On January 22, 1921, that was two months later, approximately,
another case came into the office, and that case was the Britton,
Johnson Oil Co.

Senator COUZENS. Just at that point, 'may I ask what was done
with the case that came there November 5?

Mr. HARTgON. Yes; I will tell you :very readily: These cases
accumulated there subject to a final determination. That case
which arrived November 5, 1920, was not ultimately passed on until
it went out under the authority of law opinion 1113, a year and a
half later.

Senator COUZENS. A year and a half later?
Mr. HARTSON. This question was in the solicitor's office involving

a half dozen oil cases during that period of time-.a year and a halt;
and I would like to account for that, too.

Senator CoUZENS. Who was the solicitor at that time?
Mr. HARTSON. Mr. Mapes was solicitor during the entire pbriod.

The Britton Johnson case arrived January 22, 1921, about two
months after the Equality Oil Co. case, and about a year later the
Prairie Oil & Gas Co. case came in, involving the same question.

Doctor ADAMS. When was that-January, 1922?
Mr. HAITSON. December, 1921, about a year later-a little less

than a year. .
The practice in the office is when a request for an opinion comes

in to assign the case to a lawyer for the purpose of going through the
files and running down the law and doing the original work on the
case, and that lawyer writes an opinion setting forth his views.
This Britton, Johnson, Oil Co. case, and the Equality Oil Co. case,
as soon as they came in were assigned to a lawyer in the office and were
written up.

92919-24-PT 2-15
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There was an opinion writen in the Britton-Johnson case which,
reached a conclusion sustaining the regulations-,in other words, dis..
allowing lessee depletion, to put it roughly.

Senator CouzENs. What date was that"
Mr. HARTSoN. The date of that I do not know that I have, and

I do not know that it is really material, although I can find out for
you very easily.

Senator CouZNs. I think that is quite material because the lessee
depletion was allowed at that time and yet that was considerably
after the time in which the depletion allowance was made to the
Gulf Oil Co., was it not?

Mr. HARTSON. Yes; and I want to explain to the committee on that
score that the Gulf Oil Co. case was never one of the cases that was
referred to the solicitor's office for an interpretation.
'Senator CouzicNs. Do you recall why that was?

Mr. HARTSON. No; I Have no idea.
Senator COuz.ss. Is it not a rather peculiar situation that it was

not referred, while all the others seem to have been referred for decision
by the solicitor?

Mr. HAnTSON. No; I do not know that it is, because a very small
share of the cases are referred to the solicitor's office necessarily.
The attempt is made to send a case or two to develop the question,
and then possibly hold the balance* of the cases in the unit until a
ruling has been reached.

Senator COUZENS. But in this case they went ahead, and that is
what I am trying to get at-the other cases seem to have been held
awaiting a ruling b the solicitor's office, but the Gulf case was not
held, and through ether the auditor or some other, division or section
of the unit this case slipped through without a decision from the
solicitor's office.

Mr. HARTSON. I can not account for the failure to send this case to
the solicitor's office. It does appear that the Equality Oil Co.'s case1

presented the same question and that that was in the office several
months before the Gulf case was settled.

The CHAIRMAN. How many oil cases presented that same question;
do you know?

Mr. HARTSON. I can not say how many, but I do not think I would
be stretching the facts at all to say that the larger number of oil
cases that were not et audited presented a similar question.'

The CHAIRMAN. Were they all sent to the solicitor's office?
Mr. HARTSON. Oh no; not by any manner of means.
The CHAIMAN. Tat is what 1 wanted to bring out.
Mr. HARTsON. I have enumerated the cases that were sent to the

solicitor's office, and in answer to the Senator's other question I
would suggest that -

Doctor ADAMS. Did not cases involving refunds in cases of this
kind automatically go to the solicitor's office?

Mr. HARTSON. 'They did, and I would like to have you ask me that
question with regard to the Gulf case, if you want that in.

Doctor ADAMS. I do not want it now.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you give it after awhile
Mr. HARTSON. Yes; oh, yes. After this lawyer reached the con-

clusion that the regulations should be sustained-
The CHAIRMAN. -Who was that lawyer?
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Mr. HARTsO2 . His name was Davis. I do not remember his
initials, but his name was Davis. ' It was assigned'to another law er--
this case was assigned to the man who at that time was doing the oiland gas work in the law office. You may realize that the questions of
law that arise in our office require special attention, and then, and,
now we had a man who was specializing on oil and gas legal questions.

Te CHAIRMAN. What was his name ?
Mr. HARTSON. His name was Cosgrove. The cases, all of these

that I referred to, were assigned to Mr. Cosgrove and remained there
for some months; and due to his inability to get to the cases and
get action on them because of other cases, many cases being on his desk,
and other'work he had to do, the files show he did not work on it;
there is nothing in the files expressing any opinion from Mr. Cosgrove.
. They were then assigned to Mr. Morris, and Mr. Morris wrote

an opinion which sustained-
Doctor ADAMS. When were they assigned to him?
Mr. HaTsoN. They were assigned to Mr. Morris about December

of 1921. This was going on a year after the first case had arrived.
Mr. Morris reached the same conclusion that Mr. Davis reached,
and he wrote an opinion reaching the same result.

It was then assigned to a third lawyer, Mr. Price, and Mr. Price
reached the conclusion that a reasonable interpretation of the ques-
tion, that the 1917 act did not deny the right to the lessee to deplete
and, therefore, that the regulations covering those acts were wrong.
Mr. Price's conclusion was put in formal shape and received Mr.
Mape's a proval and became known as Law Opinion 1103, which
was the basis for the Treasury Decision 3386, which did, in fact,
change the regulations governing this item.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Couzens, I am very much interested
in what is going on in the Senate, and I want to give you this letter
from Mr. Mellon to me in answer to one written by the committee.
I wish this to be inserted in the record immediately after Mr. Hartson
concludes his testimony. If you will excuse me I will go up, on the
;floor; if you want me you can get me up there.

Mr. HARTSON. There was an attempt made, and it was finally
successful to get the question to court because it was one that the
court ought to pass on, and so far am solid minerals are concerned in
the Mohawk case, that is the case that I have already referred to,
the court had denied depletion to a mining lessee, that is a solid miner-
eral lessee, under the 1916 act, which is the same provision that weare concerned with here, holding that the allowance was available"
only to the fee owner; and on rehearing the court said:

We think the substantial principles established by the decisions are that both
the royalty received by the fee owner and the sums received by the operating
lessee above the cost of operation are income; that the statutory deduction for
depletion can not be twice credited, once to the fee owner and once to the lessee;
and that the exemption belongs, by right, to the fee owner.

Of course it appears from that langage that the court may have
been acting under a wrong idea of the facts because I think it has
been developed here, and if it has not been to the satisfaction of the
Senator it should be, that there is not a double allowance for deple-
tion. An allowance is made on the property and then there is an
attempt to apportion that between the lessor and the lessee.

Senator COUZENS. Are you going to show us some figures as to
the total amount of depletion allowed to the lessor and the lessee?
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Mr HART8OX. I think Mr. Greenidge has been getting those
figure for .rou, Senator. The Senator ased for that some tifie igo.

That Mohawk case came out of the sixth circuit court of appeals.
The eighth circuit court of appeals, in the case of Lynch 'v. A worth
Stephens Co.. said with reference to this provision of the 1916 act,
which is the one wef are speaking of:

When one first reads this provision no doubt or uncertainty as to the parties
to whom it authorized these allowances for depletion occurs to the ordinary mind.
The suggestion does not arise that this is a grant to the owners of the fee titles to
mines alone, or that the lessees and all others having property interests in them
are exempt from the grant--

I say exempt; I mean excepted-
are excepted from the grant it requires considerable search and study of an acute
and ingenuous intellect to find and persistently assert that position. The plain,
clear, and reasonable meaning of the statute seems to be that the reasonable
allowance for depletion In case of a mine is to be made to everyone whose property
right and interest therein has been depleted by the extraction and dissipation of
the product thereof which has been mined and sold during the year' for which the
return and computation are made. It Is common knowledge that in the case of
mines the property rights and interests therein and the income derived therefrom
by lessees Alnd others than those who own the titles to mines are much more
valualo than the rights and interests of such owners, and it is difficult to believe
that if Congress had intended by this grant of a reasonable allowance for de-
pletion to restrict It to the owners of the titles to the mines and to except from its
benefits lessees and those owning other prorty rights and interests therein it
would have clearly expressed that intention by a restriction or by exceptions in-
serted in the act. The legal presumption is strong, it seoms conclusive, that
Congress never meant, and that it never intended to make, any such limitation
or exception.

Now, that is an opinion from thq eighth circuit court of appeals
which came out recently, and that court, of course, had before it the
two interpretations that the department had placed on the same pro-
vision.

Doctor ADAsts. Will that question be carried to the Supreme
Court? 'h

Mr. HARTSON. The certiorari has already been granted and the
case is under way.

Senator CouzECNs. I am still unable to understand why these
depletion credits were allowed to lessees in February, 1921, when
there was no opinion given out by the solicitor's office until Decem-
ber of 1921.

Mr. HARTSON. I do not know that I am able to answer that
question, because I, myself, do not know; the records and files in
the Case shows that the question which was one in dispute and which
was being raised generally by oil companies at that time was pre-
sented to those who had the audit of the returns to do, and the
section chiefs, and the section heads were in conferences and listened
to arguments and presentations of this disputed question at that
time, and, as has already been pointed out, the allowance wais finally
made on the basis of the. A-2 letter recognizing that it was still a
disputed point, that if the .department ultimately determined to
adhere to its at that time present regulations, that the company
would. be required to make an adjustment with the Government
on that basis.,

Senator CouzzNs. Was the Gulf Oil Corporation the first one that
had a decision-made like that in their A-2 letter?
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Mr. HARTSON. It was not, and Mr. Greenidge, I think, testified
the other day that there were some 20 companies where the question
was similarly raised, and where. there was a similar allowance made.

Senator CouzIENs. I remember that, but I wondered whether the
Gulf Oil Co. was the first one.

Mr. HAuTScnq. No; it was, not the first one.
Senator COUZENS. Can you tell us which one?
Mr. HARTSON. I recall Mr. Greehidge's testimony that in 1917

Mr. Osborne, the tlen commissioner, instructed his revenue agents
to audit in the field the books of the oil companies on the Gulf on a
basis which permitted a similar allowance that was later made to
the Gulf Co.

Senator COUZE.S. Have you got the A-2 letter to the Gulf Co.
here?

Mr. HARTSON. Yes, sir,;.I think we have; we have been bringing
them back here daily, whether it was brought back to-day or not
do not know.

Mr. GREENIDGE. The office is working on them, Senator Couzens,
and we have not got them here to-day.

-Senator COUZENS. You say the 'A-2 letter pointed out that this
depletion credit was not final?

Mr. HARTOsN. Yes, I think so; and I think I pointed that out
to the Senator- I remember reading it into the record. I can only
paraphrase the Ianguage; I think the A-2 letter said that the allowance
made for lessee's depletion for these years is made subject to a final
determination of this question by the department.

Senator COUZENS. qou do not know, then who decided the first
case in which lessee depletion was allowed?

Mr. HARTSON. Commissioner Osborne was the first one who
expressed it in writing.

Senator Couzzxs. Was he the first one that approved of the
allowance?

Mr. HARTSON. You will remember that my statement with regard
to what Commissioner Osborne had done was this: That he was
instructing the field agents as to the basis they should use in making
the audit in the field. Now, there was no alowance made at that
time, there was a mere instruction as to how the field agent should
proceed after the revenue agent's report came in to Washington.
Then upon the audit the final allowance would or would not be made
as the case might be. That showed the attitude of the department
at that time, that they were not entirely satisfied that their regula-
tions were correct or that they would be adhered to.

Senator CouzENs. Can you tell me the names of the men who
settled this Gulf Oil Co.'s case who agreed to the A-2 letter?

Mr. HARTSON. Yes; I think we have all that information. Mr.
Powell is one. His name has already been mentioned. Mr. Byrd
is another, and Mr. Rush is another;.and if there are any more their
names do not occur to me. Mr. Lindsell was, I think, the section
chief of the audit-I am inclined to think he was.

Doctor ADAMS. I want to make a statement about the situation,
if it is agreeable to the committee,.because in some aspects of it I
think I can clear it up as much as anybody else.

Senator COUZENS. Proceed, Doctor Adams.
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Doctor ADAMS. With respect to this question in a general way,
possibly I might answer some questions. I formulated for the
Treasury Department the administrative draft of the revenue act
of 1918. I did the same thing for the revenue act of 1921.

This question was very conscious at all those times. I personally
have felt that the rule announced in Weiss v. Mohawk Wining Co.,
that a lessee was not entitled t9 depletion, was wholly inequitable,
uneconomic, and undesirable; that it should be changed.

The Treasury Department felt so also and I was directed and
authorized and instructed to do everything I could to get lessee
depletion recognized in the revenue act of 1918; and, personally
speaking, I will be exceedingly glad if the courts can find their way
clear to recognize lessee depletion under earlier acts. I think that's
the sound and the wise and the equitable solution of the question.

Having stated that, I want to say that unequivocably the opinion
of the heads of the department was at the tiie the revenue act of
1918 was adopted thatlessee depletion was not authorized by law.

When the decision of the circuit court of appeals in Weiss V.
Mohawk Mining Co. was handled down an attempt was made to
take it Up to the Supreme Court of the United States on certiorari
but the Supreme Court refused to hear the case. The doubts involved
were still discusssed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and
the men in authority in the Treasury Department and they decided
probably it meant, although they recognized doubts, as I say, that
probably it meant that a lessee was not entitled to depletion.

I represented many times to the committees of Congress that under
the opinion of the circuit court of appeals in question in the opinion
of the law officials of the Treasury Department the lessee was not
entitled to depletion under acts piior to that of 1918, and that this
should be changed; and while I do not recall many discussions under
the revenue act of 1921, representing the Treasury Department here
at that time, I should have stated unhesitatingly that lessee depletion
was not recognized when the law of 1921 was being discussed and
adopted in the committees of Congress because of the printed regula-
tions' of the department.

I have not the slightest notion in the world that Secretary Mellon,
or anybody connected with him, got anything that they ought not
to have; I doubt if Secretary Mellon knows anything about this' I
want no implication to be conveyed by my remarks; but I personally
am shocke beyond all expression to know that cases were passed
upon and went out from the Treasury Department contrary to theprinted regulations of the department and eel like I ought to express
that opinion on it.

Mr. HAnTsoN: Of course those cases were made prior to Secretary
Mellon coming into the department.

Doctor ADAMS. Entirely so, but I mean it is one of the highly
"unfortunate features of the situation; and I have not any doubt
that in answer to questions from Congressmen, Members of the House
and Senate, about how the law was being administered that I told
them emphatically that lessees were being denied depletion; and I
have not any doubt at all that Congress enacted both the revenue
acts of 1918 and 1921 firm in the belief that leaseholders had not been
entitled to depletion prior to the act of 1918. I recall many times
stating that that was probably the law in connection with the revenue
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act of 1918; and I have no doubt that I stated it a number of times in
connection with the discussions under the revenue act of 1921.

Senator COUZENS. When did you go in the department, Mr.
HartsonI

Mr. -URTsoN. I went in the department in June of 1922.
Senator COUZENS. Do you know anything about the case of

Liewylen, Collector of Internal Revenue, . W. L. Mellon and the
United States.

Mr. HARTSON. I do.
Senator CouzENs. I have a letter here which says:
In connection with the investigation of the Internal Revenue Department, I.

should like to present these facts to you in the case of Llewelyn, Collector of
Internal Revenue, v. W. M. Mellon:

The United States brought suit to recover $70,000 ($20,000) alleged income
tax.

It was understood and agreed that a similar case that the United States Gov-
ernment had against A. W. Mellon for almost ten times that amount would await
the result of this case and be settled on the basis of the decision in that case.

The question Is whether or not dividends on 12,655 shares of Gulf Oil Corpora-
tion were earnings in which income should be paid.

In addition to these shares, Messrs. A. W. Mellon and R. B. Mellon owned
78 000 shares.

he tax to be paid in connection with the dividends on the stock belonging to
A. W. Mellon and R. B. Mellon would be in the neighborhood of $500,000.

This case was tried before District Judge Orr in Pennsylvati , and was decided
against the Government (277 Fed. 910). It was appealed aud decided by the
circuit court of appeals June 29, 1922 (281 Fed. 645). Andrew J. Aldridge
handled the case for the Government. This case was decided against the Govern-
ment. Andrew J. Aldridge was in the Department of Internal Revenue and
strongly represented to A. W. Mellon and to Attorney General Daugherty that
the case be appealed to the United States Supreme Court, which may be sub-
stantiated by the records in the office of the Department of Internal Revenue.
His supervisor was strongly of the opinion that the United States Supreme Court
would reverse the decision of the circuit court of appeals.

A. W. Mellon wrote a letter to Daugherty suggesting that the case be appealed.
This letter had the approval of Aldridge and Mapes, but for some reason the time
within which appeal could be taken was allowed to lapse without any action being
taken, thus protecting the Mellon family from the possible loss of over $500,000.

Andrew J. Aldridge left the Department of Internal Revenue in June, 1922 and
he wrote several letters to the department urging that appeal be taken.

After the time for appeal had lapsed Aldridge and other members of the Iliternal
Revenue Rureau wrote to Mellon that in view of his interest in the matter he
should waive the fact that the time had expired and allow the Government to
appeal the case. This he refused to do.

Should prefer not to be quoted in this matter in any way. I think all the nec-
essary facts can be obtained from the files of the Department of Internal Revenue.

Have you that case?
Mr. HAUTsON. I have it complete statement regarding that, yes;

and the misstatements that have been made in the letter that the
Senator has read should be corrected immediately.

The case against A. W. Mellon is still in the courts and is still
subject to litigation and final determination in the courts.

Senator COUZENS. What courts?
Mr. HARTSON. In the district court. It is pending in the district

court now; it has been argued and we are expecting a decision very
soon. If it is against us we are going to appeal to the circuit court
of appeals, and if it is there decided against us we are going to the
Super e Court of the United States, for we believe the Government
is right about it.
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It is true that the test ease'with regard to one ofthe other Mellotis, ';
after it had been decided in favor of the Mellons by the district court
was reaffirmed in favor of the Mellons by the circuit court of 'appeals;
due to some lapse of time in the JDepartment of Justice no appeal was
taken to the SupremeI Court of the United States, although Mr.
Mellon, personally, as the writer of the letter suggests was ready to
have it taken up. I think it was purely a mistake-it g6t pigeon-,
holed somewhere over there, and for no other reason was the time
within which the appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States
could be taken allowed to lapse.

Senator CouzENs. Why did Mr. Mellon refuse to waive the lapse
of time; do you know?

Mr. HARTSON. That is purely his right; it is his legal right. The
Government did not make its move promptly enough; it is the
Government's fitult, not Mr. Mellon's; and so far as Mr. Mellon is
concerned in this case, his case is still the subject of litigation. The
other test case covered another member of his family, not the present
Secretary of the Treasury.

Senator COuzENs. With the same principle involved.
Mr. HA=RTSON. The same principle was involved; and the whole

thing is still the subject of litigation. The Government, by reason
of its failure to take the appea to the Supreme Court of the United
States assuming that the decision of the Supreme Court of the
United States would reverse the two lower courts, will only lose the
amount involved in that 'particular case. The case against the
present Secretary of the Treasury and other members of his family
is still in litigation and the Government's interests are being pro-
tected, and will be protected; but so far as the single individual is
concerned the failure to take the appeal, assuming that the Govern-
ment would have won the appeal, so far as that case is concerned,',,
that is the only possible chance where the Government's interests
will be harmed or prejudiced. *Now, whether this relative of Mr.
Mellon's would come out and say, "I am going to waive my legal
rights and give the Government this money," is a question which is
disputed. I can not answer it.

Senator CouzENS. I think you have stated that incorrectly. There
was nothing said about giving any money to the Government, The
question was one of waiving his right to insist on the time limit.

Mr. HARTSON. I do correct my statement to the extent the Senator
suggests. Would the Senator like me to read this statement which
has been prepared and which covers the situation generally?

Senator COuzFNS. Have you prepared a brief statement?
Mr. HARTSON. I have stated it substantially in the contents of

this memorandum.
Senator CouzE.Ns. In response to a request made by the committee

to Mr. Hartson, or Mr. Nash, asking for the names of the companies
that Mr. Mellon was a stockholder in, he writes a letter addressed
to the chairman of the committee, dated April 1, 1924:

In my letter to you of March 25, I informedyour committee that three corn-
panics in which I was a stockholder had waived their right to privacy and were
willing to have your committee investigate their tax returns. I stated that if
question is later raised with respect to any other companies in which I may be
Interested I would be very glad to do what I could to- obtain similar publicity
to their returns. I understand from Mr. Hartson that some additional informa-
tion from me is required by your committee in connection with other companies



in which I might be a stockholder. If you will be good enough to advise me the'
names of the companies and the questions which have been raised with respect
to their returns I will be in a position to advise you what, if anything, I can do
to facilitate your committee's investigation of these returns.

The request that the committee made contained no intimation
that any question was raised about other companies. What the
cemmittee asked was if Mr. Mellon would give us a list of the
companies in which he was a stockholder.

Do you desire, Mr. Hartson, that I write to him, or will you repre-
sent to him that what we ask is not the list of companies of which
question has been raised, but a list of the corporations in which he is
a stockholder?

Mr. HARTSON. I think that if the Senator wishes a reply on that
point and considers that the present letter is not a definite reply to
that it should go in writing *so that the Secretary can answer it.

Senator CoUzENs. The Secretary does not refuse the information
that we asked in the committee, but avoids it; I do not say that he
does it with any intention of not giving it because at no time during
the discussion was any question raised about any other company
that he was not a stockhoder in, but the simple question was askod
that he furnished a list of the corporations in which he is a stock-
holder; and in this letter he does not attempt to do it.

Mr. H&TSON. Yes, I think such a request should be made in
writing to the Secretary.

Senator CouzENs. Will you also ask Mr. Mellon if he will give us
a list of the holdings in each of these three companies which we have
under investigation, namely, the Gulf Oil Corporation, the Standard

.Steel Car Co., and the Aluminum Co. of America, or whether he
prefers to be subpoenaed to answer those questions.

Mr. IAuTSON. I am assuming the Senator is going to include
them in his letter.

Senator COUZENS. I will if you think I ought to. That is a
separate question from this, an entirely different question; and we
have not adopted the method of writing -the Secretary each question
we have asked; we have relied upon his subordinates to convey
the information to him; but if a departure from that procedure is
desired the committee will proceed in another way.

Mr. HARTSON. Senator, as you have already stated you expected
to write to the Secretary asking for a list of is companies, in view
of the fact that you are not satisfied with the reply which is now
in the Senator's hands-

Senator COuziNs. That is true; but the extent of his holdings
-was not in the first question. I asked you to convey that informa-
tion to him; but I will get both of those in writing.

Now, I would like to ask Mr. Ernst tht question: Did you handle
the case of the Standard Steel Car Co.?

Mr. ERNST. Yes, I did.
Senator COUZENS. We did not finish with that case yesterday.
Mr. HARTSON. No, Senator, we did not, and I would like to refer

to one or two points that were raised yesterday when the Senator
asked me for some information which I am now prepared to submit.

There was a reference yesterday afternoon to the Comptroller
General and his interest in the Standard Steel Car Co. case. I find
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that the Comptroller Generil, under date of November 2., 1923,.
wrote the commsoner as follows:

NOVEMBER 2, 1923.
CoMMisszoNNuR O3 INTERNAL REVENUE,

Washington, D. C.
Sts: There is before this office the claim of the Standard Steel Car Co., Pitts-

burgh, Pa., for refund of $46,750.98 in connection with a payment made by It
of Internal revenue taxes for the year 1919.

It appears that In the final settlement of a contract made by the War Depart-
ment to the claimant in 1919 an error was made resulting in an overpayment.
to the claimant of $81,820.17. This amount was refunded by it in August,
1923, and it is now alleged that the amount of income and excess profits taxes.
paid by it upon its earnings for 1919 was based upon its earnings including the,
overpayment made by the War Department and that had the overpayment.
not been made, the amount of tax paid would have been reduced by the sum.
of $46,750.98.

It is requested that an examination of the claimant's tax returns be made
and this office advised as to whether its contention as to taxed paid and the-
allowable deduction, had the amount of the overpayment not been included in
its returns, is correct.

Information is also requested as to whether contract 1312 between the claim-
ant and the bureau has been executed to cover its taxes for 1919.

Your prompt attention will be appreciated.
For the Comptroller General.

: R. L. GOLZE.

Doctor ADAmS. What was the date of that?
Mr. HARTSON. That was dated November 2, 1923, last November.

That is the letter which came through to Mr. Leary.
'Mr. Leary then wrote the folllwfng letter, which is apparently

undated, although there is a pencil date on it December 15, 1923:
COMPTROLLER GENERAL.

(Attention Solicitor Division of Law, General Accounting Office.)
Receipt Is acknowledged of your communication dated November 2, 1923,

symbols D. M. 383, relative to claim for refund filed by the Standard Steel Car
of Pittsburgh, Pa., in the amount of $46,750.98, which is before your office.
e questions involved will be given consideration by the income tax unit

whose records do not indicate that an agreeent under section 1312 of the
revenue act of 1921 has been entered into by the above-named corporation and
this bureau. You will be advised of the final determination upon completion
of the examination of the case.

Commissioner.
Senator COUZENS. Do I understand No. 1312 agreement has been

entered into with them?
Mr. HARTSON. That is my understanding-that none has been

entered into.
Senator CouzENs. But there was with the Gulf Oil Co.
Mr. HARTSON. There was with the Gulf.
There was a memor-.ndum on that from the Comptroller General

to the Commissioner of Intrnal Revenue, as follows:
FEBRUARY 1, 1924.

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

Washington, D. C.
SR: Referring to letter of this office dated November 2, 1923, and your reply

thereto without date, copies of which are inclosed herewith, you are advised that
the Standard Steel Car Co. formally withdrew the claim for refund of taxes
referred to therein. The information requested by this office, therefore, would not
be required.

Respectfully, J. R. MCCARL, Comptroller General.
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If that does not explain it, I have here a little more detailed infor-

mation of how this arose.
It appears that in 1923 the War Department reviewed the settle-

ment of the shell contract with the Standard Steel Car Co., and as a
result of the review they showed it was found that the material which
was unaccounted for and it was determined by the War Department
that this shortage amounted to approximately $80,000-it is eighty-
one thousand some odd.

The Standard Steel Car Co. was notified of this shortage and
immediately forwarded a certified check to the War Department to
cover this amount. This payment was made under protest because
it was claimed by the company that had the discrepancy been dis-
covered in 1919, the year which was involved, its income would have
been reduced in that amount by reason of the disallowance of so much
of its claim against the War Department.

With the protest there was submitted a counter claim by which
the company asked that the $81,000 due the Ordnance Division be
reduced lby the amount of the loss in fact due to the payment made
in 1923 instead of 1919, which, owing to the change in tax rates, cost
the company approximately $30,000-there was no excess profits tax
for this year of 1923 due to the high brackets, apparently this $81,000
item had a very material effect on their tax for the year 1919.

Conferences with representatives of the War Department disclosed
that the Comptroller General was taking the matter up. The com-
pany later withdrew their claim because of the fact that reoenming
the tax liability for 1919 involved so much trouble, expense, and time;
then, having settled it finally after several years, the company is not
making any further claims. That explains the Comptroller Gen-
eral's letter and I think completes the record. . i e further point
upon which I wish to touch is this: The Senator wked me yesterday
about the allowance by the department in the Lincoln Motor Car Co.
of amortization because of the cost in expenditures of real estate,
land. I have tried to run that down, and I fird that the Lincoln
Motor Car Co. case went to the committee on appeals and review,
where the additional tax that was proposed to be assessed against
them was there considered and in the committee's formal opinion
this observation is made: No loss can be said to have been sustained
on the land and neither the receiver nor his counsel urge amortization
of this asset.

I think the Senator must have been misinformed about that case,
in view of that. There was a very substantial amortization allow-
ance in. that case, a very substantial one, but in this opinion, which
is a formal opinion filed in the case by this committee, this appellate
court, they found that not only was there none allowed but there
had been no serious claim made for it.

Senator COUZENS. No serious claim, but some claim.
Mr. HAW8SON. Possibly some claim.
Senator CouzENs. I want to ask Mr. Hartson if any other of the

Mellon companies were closed under 1312 besides the Gulf Oil.
Mr. HARTSON. I have no information on that, Senator. I think we

can' determine that in each separate case. The Standard Steel Car
Co. has not been closed; the Gulf Oil Co. has; the Aluminum Co. has
not been.
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senator .Couzzws. Do you, recall whether there were any unde-
termined questions in the Standard Steel Car Co. case when we.
finished yesterday?

I Mr. HiArSoNr. I think that the conference report, Senator, which
could not be located yesterday afternoon has now been found on
the Berwind-White case that was referr I to yesterday.

Senator COUZENS. Have you got it there? If so, will you read it
to us nowI

Mr. CLACK (reading):
Taxpayer's conference: Berwind-White Coal Mining Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,

repreented by R. I. Wilson, attorney in fact; C. W. Parkhurst, consulting
electric engineer; H. C. Middleton, treasurer; and, D. Badger, accountant, of
Ernst & Ernst.

Matter presented:
The case is consolidated as to the income hence only amortization was

vonaidered In our conference. Taxpayer admits generally that the facts
with reference to his history and property are correctly stated in the engineer's
report but contends that insufficient allowances have been made owing to
Inaccuracy of the ratios used in the following cases.

Senator Couzens, if you will pardon me, there follows a long
itemization of costs which total $217,491 which the taxpayer con-
tends shows a lower replacement cost of $9,195.90 than shown in the
engineer's report.

Senator CouzENS. That is the original report you are reading from?
Mr. CLACK. Of the conference?
Senator COUZENS. Yes.
Mr. CLACK. No, sir; it is not the- original; the original is here.

This is a carbon copy. I have the original in the files.
Senator COUZENS. Why was the carbon copy made prior to the

committee hearing?
Mr. CLACK. No, sir; this is a carbon of the original report.
Senator COoZENS. It is a carbon of the original report?
Mr. CLACK. Yes, sir.
Senator Couzpxs. That is all right.
Mr. HARTSON. The original is in the file. The only difficulty about

bringing the original is that it is bound in there and this is more easilyhandled,

After further discussion the office was willing to concede taxpayer's contention
with reference to items 3, 4. 7. 8, 9, and 10 as shown above, because the ratios as
to these items are considered inapplicable.

Taxpayer also contends that the plant as a whole is only 70 per cent in use as
against 80 per tent computed in engineer's report. On this point it was agreed
that additional data would be submitted, and if the information is as claimed by
the taxpayer's representative the conference will recommend that value and use
be reduced to 70 per cent.

Taxpayer also claimed amortization amounting to $120,579.14 on unit No. 3,
costing $360,710.20 of its plant, which was constructed after the close of the war.
This claim is based on the theory that the additional unit was an economic neces-
sitv." It developed, however, in conference, that the additional unit was to take
the place of a similar plant situated somewhat remotely from the new units which
were constructed during the war, and the conferees are, therefore, of the opinion
-that no amortization is allowable on this third unit.

An error amounting to approximately $9,000 was pointed out on sheet 2 of
Exhibit A to report, the item being next to the last one on the page. The error
is conceded and correction will be made accordingly.

It is understood that the additional data will be submitted at an early date;
.and in the meantime it is requested that no further action be taken.
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* Interviewed by J. C. Herring; J. W. Swaren, engineer; C. F.

Rhodes, conferee. Initialed E.T. L-Mr. E. . Leis was acting

head of the section in the absence of Mr. De La Mater, I think. -it
is dated October 30 and 31, 19226

There follows under date of November 8, 1922, a letter of the
industrial department of the General Electric Co. to the Berwindo
White Coal Mining Co.:

In accordance with our conversation of recent date, I am attaching herewith
copies of specifications covering one 3,500-kilowat, 3-phase, 25-cycle, 6,600-volt
turbine-driven alternator for operation at 150 pounds gauge, 2-inch back pressure.
The approximate price of this unit is $90,000. You will find that the turbine
operates at a speed of 3,600 r. p. m., which is geared to the alternator, which runs
at 500 r. p. m.

If we.can be of any further service to you kindly advise.
This letter is in support of their somewhat detailed and technical

final report.
Senator COUZENS. I think that is all. Have you got the addresses

of those witnesses that we were going to subpoena, Mr. Nash?
* I think we are practically s atisfied-at least I am satisfied on the
question of the Standard Steel Car Co. for the present.

The other case that you have here is the Aluminum Co. of America.
Have you the records of that case here?

Mr. HARTSON. Yes.

STATEMENT OF MR. H. A. WHITNEY, APPRAISAL ENGINEER.
BUREAU OF INTELTAL REVENUE

Senator COUZENS. How long have you been in the department, Mr.
Whitney?

Mr. WmTNEY. Two years and a half.
Senator COUZENS. Always in the same d. ,r .mentI
Mr. WMTNEY. Yes, sir.
Senator COuZENS. What did you do in connection with the case of

the Aluminum Co. of America?
Mr. WHITNEY. Made the examination, wrote the report in con-

junction with Mr. De La Mater.
Senator COUZENS. At what time?
Mr. WHITNEY. It was from November 13 to December 23 that the

physical examinations of the properties were made, after which we
wrote the report.

Senator COUZENTS. What year?
Mr. WHiTNEY. From November 13 to December 23, 1921, we

made the examination, and then wrote the report, which was finished
February 22.

Senator COUZENS. For what year (lid you make the examination?
Mr. WHITNEY. We made the examination for the years 1918 and.

1919.
Senator COUZENS. And that is, the record you have here?
Mr. WHrr-EY. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENS. You have not examined any of the returns since

the vear 1919?
Mr. WHITNEY. No, sir.
Senator CouzENs. Those are the only two years that you dealt.

with?
Mr. WHrrNEY. Those are the only two years that I dealt with.

I I
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Mr. HaRTsoN. Senator, let me interrupt you to sy that Mr,,
Whitney is the engineer who made the valuation with regard to
amortization. Of course, their amortization claim only went to
those two years and the actual date of those returns and subsequent
reports were made by somebody else.

Senator CoUZENS. I just wanted to bring out that he is only dealing
with the question of amortization and no other deductions or anything
else. • Have you got your report there?

Mr. WHITNEY. Yes, sir.
Senator CouzEws. Read it to us.
Mr. WmTNEY. May I read the chronology first?
Senator CouzENs. I beg pardon ?
Mr. WHITNEY. Do you care for me to read in the chronological

order of the events ?
Senator CouzENs. If you please.
Mr. WmTNEY. This deals with tax return A-19 for 1918 and sched-

ule A-26 for 1919. The following amounts were taken as amortiza-
tion, based on the flat rate of 25 per cent of the cost incurred during
the war period. These amounts are the amortization claimed in
1918: $6,055,527.26; and the amount claimed as amortzation in
1919: $797,170.10, making a total amortization ciain twf $6,892,-
697.36.

On November 8, 1921, taxpayer submitted a revised claim based
on a total cost of $37,026, 306.11, amortization claimed on this
amount being $18,124,339.28, or 49 per cent of the cost.

November 13, 1921, field examination of taxpayer's properties was
made by S. T. De La Mater, chief of the section of amortization,
and H. A. Whitney, appraisal engineer.

The examination was completed December 23, 1921.
February 16, 1922, the engineer's report was submitted and re-

viewed, recommending amortization be allowed in the sum of $15,-
151,840.92 out of a total claimed of $18,124,339.28.

April 8, 1922, taxpayer filed a protest to certain findings of the
engineer's report.

April 12 and 13 taxpayer's protest considered in conference.
Thirty-seven items were protested to by taxpayer. Adjustment
resulting from the conference is found in the'engineer's report of
May 26, 1922.

May 26, 1922, supplemental report submitted by the engineer in
which an additional allowance was made to the taxpayer of $293,-
676.93 based on the post-war expenditures, which have been disallowed
on the first report but were considered as commitments in the cur-
rent report and as such were allowed.

April 16, 1923, a conference held, matters presented, taxpayer
claim that amortization allowance should be based on regulation 62
rather than regulation 45 and pointed out that the engineer's report
was dated February 16, 1922, and that regulations 62 were approved
February 15, 1922, and that accordingly the amortization report
should be based on the later regulations.

Decision: Major De La Mater, chief of the amortization, was con-
sulted and agreed that this change may be made. Taxpayer agreed
to submit additional data in order that proper action may be taken.

On May 24, 1923, taxpayer submitted the data referred to in con-
ference.

r
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June 26, 1923, second supplementAl engineer's report submitted
and reviewed. In this report additional amortization was allowed
in the sum of $144,096.54 based on the conference of April 16, 1923.

Summary of amortization allowance: The report dated June 26,
1923. Total cost on which amortization is allowed, $31,602,708.81.
:Total amortization allowed, $15,589,614.39. Amortization disallowed,
$2,678,821.43.

Would you like to take this, Senator?
Senator COUZzNS. In other words, about 50 per cent was allowed;

is that roughly correct?
Mr. WmTNEY. Approximately that; that is, 50 per cent of the cost.
Senator CouzENs. Yes.
Mr. WmTrxy. We allowed-but of what they claimed as amortiza-

.tion we allowed much more than 50 per cent; we allowed-
Senator CouzEs. I understand that; I was just getting at the

relation of the amortization allowed to the cost of the property on
which it was allowed.

Mr. WITNEY. Yes sir
Senator CozmS. In reading this report you referred to the fact

that the taxpayer thought this claim should be allowed under Regu-
.lation 62 rather than Regulation 45?

Mr. WmTNEY. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENs. Because Regulation 62 was promulgated on Feb-

ruary 15,.1922, and your report was dated February 16, 1922. What
was the difference between those regulationsI

Mr. WmTxEY. One regulation took the spread- of amortization to
the end of the amortization period, and the other regulation-62-
had a different basis in which it was spread, according to a long
drawn-out formula, but it gave a better advantage to properties tnat
were acquired during the amortization period but were not used in
war work. That is 185-B as Doctor Adams will recall.

Senator CouzENs. Well, because Regulation 62 was issued one day
prior to your report, although your examination took place several
months before the taxpayer was permitted to come under Regulation
62. Can you explain why that wasI

Mr. WfuTNEY. I can cite you the conference report, Senator; I
have that here.

Senator COUZENS. Well, please cite it to us. Has this case been
closed up, do you know, under section 1312?

Mr. WmTNEY. I think it has; Mr. Leary could inform you.
Mr. HARTSON. It has not, Senator.
Senator CouzENs. It has not?
Mr. HARTSON. It has not.
Senator CouzENs. Who signs these settlements under section 1312?
Mr. HARTSON. The commissioner and the Secretary.
Senator CouzENS. Then the Secretary signs an agreement to close

the tax on his own companies, does he not?
Mr. HARTSON. He is necessarily required to do so under the law.

With regard to the 1312 agreement in the above case the suggestion
has been made that when the Gulf case was considered under 1312
sometime last summer, if my information is correct, the Secretary
was absent in Europe and personally did not. sign that particular
agreement, but the law does require that the commissioner enter
into the agreement with the approval of the Secretary.
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Senator CouzENs. Can you bring avopy of that !312 settlement
here y

Mr. HARTSON. Yes, we had it here the other afterneoon.
Senator CouzENs. As I remember it, it was not. entered into until

the fall rather than in the summer.
Mr. HARTSON. Well, I am only telling you my information, and I

think that is the record, that it was signed by the Acting Secretary
during the Secretary's absence. I do not know definitely about it
but we can find out about it and give you the definite information.

Senator COUZENS. From your experience in the department, Mr.
Hartson, do you know of any other company in which Mr. Mellon
is interested other than those he has enumerated in his letter?

Mr. HA1TSON. I do not know of any other companies, Senator
Couzens, than those that he has mentioned here.'

Senator CouzENs. Do you, Mr. Nash, know of any other compa-
nies2

Mr. NASH. No, sir.
Senator CouzENS. Do you know if the Mesta Machine Co. is a

subsidiary of one of the other companies?
Mr. NASH. I never heard the name before.
Senator COUZENS. Do you, Mr. Ernst, know of the Mesta Ma-

chine Co.?
Mr. ERnsT. I have heard the name but I have never heard it

associated with Mr. Mellon; I have no knowledge whether he is inter-
ested in it or not.

Mr. WmTNEY, This report covers several pages.
Senator CouzENs. What date is the conferee's report?
Mr. WHITNEY. April 16, 17, and 18, 1923.
Senator CouzENS. We were asking you with reference to the

advantage gained by using regulations 62 rather than regulation 45.
Can you tell us from that report the way it dealt with the matter?

Mr. WHTNEY. I was not in on that conference; I was in the West
at the time this conference took place, Senator.

Senator COUZENS. But I mean can you read from the conference
report where it deals with that?

Mr. WHITNEY. I think so. Taxpayer's brief, sworn to March 13,.
1922, provides the basis for discussion and decision. Assessment
letter mailed February 12, 1923. The capital expenditure charges
to "expense." Taxpayer contends that in view of the compara-
tively small amount charged against expense (over $250,000 con-
struction items and over $200,000 furniture and fixtures as com-
pared with $40,000 total capitalization), that these should be
allowed.

That was one of the items that the auditor threw from expense
into capital, and the reason that the taxpayer claimed amortization
was that it was a capital expenditure and as such should be amortized
in a similar manner to main facilities with which it was thrown.

That is one of the $144,P96.74 items.
Now, the "Contention disallowed in accordance with article 24,

regulation 62, paragraphs 2 and 3. Contention allowed as to certain
items erroneously disallowed as follows-do you want me to read
this?

Senator CoUZENS. Can you tell us briefly, if .you know, just what.
the difference between this regulation 62 and regulation 45 is?
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Mr. WmrNnyr. Yes. Either the auditor or the solicitor could tell
you that better than I.

Doctor ADAMS. Senator, I can probably answer that question. The
original calculations provided that amortization should be spread in
accordance with net income, as I recall; that is to say, the alowance
for amortization should be taken in the years included in the amor-
tization period in accordance with the net income in those periods.
That was the general purpose, as I recall, in the regulations 45.
Later it was provided that the regulations should be changed, as I
recall, again perhaps imperfectly, in accordance with the gross ex-
penditure on the property amortized and goes to the time the costs
were made. That, as I recall is the general difference.

Senator CouzENs. Apparently regulation 62. was more favorable to
the taxpayer.

Mr. WHITNEY. You could shift it into earlier years; I think that is
substantially right.

Doctor AbAMS. My statement is made subject to correction. I am
speaking from memory without any recent refreshing on the subject.

Senator COUZENS. Does the conferee's report show the difference
of the actual allowance as the result *of taking regulation 62 instead
of regulation 45?

Mr. WHrrNEY. It does not, Senator, but the amended report No. 2
gives in the report, on that and all other items considered at the
conference, the allowance and disallowance, and the sum total is, if
I remember correctly, $144 096.74 additional allowance.

Senator CouzENs. On what kind of property was this amortiza-
tion claim allowed?

Mr. WH.mEY. It was facilities foil the getting of bauxite out of the
ground-mining property, steam shovels, crushers, agitators, etc.,
and then at East St. Louis they had a big plant for reducing the
bauxite to alumina, and a concentrating plant, and a nitrate plant;
and then down at Alcoa, and Niagara Falls, Messina, N. Y., and
Baden, N. C., there were installed electric furnaces, which consisted
of facilities for smelting the alumina and converting it into aluminum.

Senator COUZBNs. After all this was done, do I understand these
facilities were not used?

Mr. WHITNEY. No, sir, Senator; they were used, but they were
used in such a reduced state that they could have done without a
great many of them. The claim was based on value in use, and a
reduced value of certain facilities.

Senator Covziws. In other words, you took the additional cost
due to war conditions and reduced that to what the cost would have
been post-war?

Mr. WmTNIEY. In normal times.
Senator CouzOss. And then you alsb allowed for excess capital ?
Mr. WHITNEY. There were two classes, one as normal value and use.
Senator OozEs. Is not that. the same as excess capital when you

reduce it to normal percentae in use?
Mr. WmTNEY. Some of them were not used at all. There were

many ramifications in that claim, covering some twenty-one different
subsidiary companies and plants and I hai to consider a great many
different angles to it.

9 2919--24--PT 2-16
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Doctor ADAMus. While the Senator is looking at that report, was /
this entire amortization claim granted assigned to the taxable year
1918?

Mr. WiTNEY. Oh, no; the amortization period terminated on
September 30, I believe in 1919, and there is part) assigned to 1918,
and part to 1919.

Doctor ADAms. The end of the amortization period being based
upon the end of expenditures for the properties amortized; is that it I

Mr. WhITNEY. No; there were a great many disallowed, that is
many of the 199 expenditures were disallowed. We only allowed
such expenditures as we thought were necessary to complete certain
facilities without the taxpayer suffering an undue loss.

Doctor ADAMS. No land amortization in this case?
Mr. WHTNEY. No- that was one of the "bones of contention."
Senator Couzns. Was there any depletion credit allowed in the

using of the boxite ?
SWm iTNY. No, sir.

Senator CouzENs. In your summary, or report, it says, "Depre-
ciation has been deducted in respect to property acquired between
April 6 and December 31, 1917." Do I understand depreciation
was allowed in addition to amortization?

Mr. WHITNEY. No, sir; amortization takes place in the year 1918,
but on facilities which were required for war purposes between
when we started the war, April 6 and December 31 are allowed
amortization, but we depreciate them for the year 1917, and we
deduct depreciation from the total cost of those facilities that were
acquired in the year 1917.

Senator CouziCS. I see by this report that it says that on the cost
of the property not completed in time for use in war production the
amortization allowance was $9,089,746.67 on the 1917-18 costs of
$15,599,573.16. Do I understand that this was a new work and un-
completed when you examined it?

Mr. WIuTNEY. No; a portion was completed when the war ac-
tivities ceased. Uncompleted property (and I presume it is uncom-
pleted now) was in an uncompleted state, buildings-a big part of
them-there are buildings at Baltimore that stand there rusted
and overgrown with wees and poison ivy.

Senator CoUZENs. That was the question I asked: When you went
to examine this property was it uncompleted?

Mr. WmTNEY. A great deal of it was uncompleted and some that
was completed, and so far as we found they were not using it and had
not been using it-some that they had completed was at East St.
Louis, the nitrate plant. That was in a completed state and they
used that partly during the war and then abandoned it and locked it
up. They had an almost duplicate plant for the manufacture of alu-
mina at East St. Louis that was abandoned. They did, not claim
abandonment, but they claimed a reduced value in use of 25 per cent;
and then in Alcoa, Tenn., the had, I believe, 16 smelting furnaces
that never had been used at all.

Senator COUZENS. Just a minute at that point; you say they
claimed 25 per cent ?

Mr. WHITNEY. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENS. That was afterwards changed so they were

allowed practically 58 per cent; is that not correct?
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Mr. Wmnzy. No; they had two claims, one on balanced and
one .on unbalanced facilities. The balanced facilities were allowed
50 per cent value in use, and 44 per cent amortization; and the un-
balanced facilities were, to a large extent, allowed 25 per cent value
in use, as we call it, and 75 per cent amortization. Thosb facilities
are taken up in the same clim, and the reasons for the allowance
given therein.

Senator CouzNs. Do you want to ask any questions, Doctor
Adams?

Doctor ADAMS. I think it might be well to let the witness elaborate
his statement about land a little. You say they have claimed
amortization on land but it was not allowed?

Mr. WITNEY. I might refer you, Doctor Adams, to the 37 points
in which they came back with contentions that the amortization
should be allowed. I have taken them up item .by item, given their
claim and my reasons for disallowance, and my reasons for redis-
allowing their claim in full.

Doctor ADAMS. My sole point is that after careful consideration
amortization of land was disallowed in this case.

Mr. WnTNEY. I think there was some land that was allowed to
a certain amount in the East St. Louis case, but they claimed an
allowance that we did not anywhere near consider.

Senator COUZENS. What did they claim for amortization on land?
Mr. WHITNEY. I will have to look through this file, Senator, to

* find it.
Senator CouzENs. Is that the conferee's report there?
Mr. WHITNEY. This is my report on the conference.
Senator COUZENS. That is not your Teport on your examination?
Mr. WHITNEY. Here is my report on the examination. That is

the main report, and then this is the 37 items that they took exception
to at a conference. I answered their questions. Here it is-Item
'No. 10, to which the taxpayer took exception-item No. 10, it is
"Works No. 2, East St. Louis, Ill." The claim for amortization
was $75,959.94 based on a total cost of $172,636.26.

Senator COUZENS. That is for amortization on land, is it?
Mr. WmTNEY. Yes.
Doctor ADAmS. Entirely?
Mr. WHITNEY. On accounts to which they took exception and

to which they set forth their protest in writing.
Senator CoUZENS. I say that is on land?
Mr. WHITNEY. Yes; partly land, partly for facilities; not all

land, but it mentions land in part of it. Tie amount of amort-
izatioi claimed on $172,636.26 costs is $75,959.94.

In commenting upon the above disallowance the taxpayer men-
tioued the fact that it recognized that $77,710.12 represents cor-
rections by the auditor of the section to which it agrees. It is unable
to understand the reason for the remaining $94,926.44 eliminated
from expenditures made prior to December 31, 1918.

In commenting upon this item the taxpayer mentions that " this
is not explained in the report of the amortization section and is
-doubtless an omission in the writing of the report. It requests that
the engineer explain the disallowance."
. The engineer's explanation of the above was that the taxpayer
possibly had omitted reading page 18 of the engineer's report in

I I
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which it was specifically stated that this deduction was made from
the cost upon certain lands shown in the taxpayer's schedule, volume
2, page 21, item 1. The amount of such deductions was $88,754.50.
The reason for this deduction was that the engineers, from their
talk with the taxpayer, Mr. Fox, manager of the East St. Louis
plant, decided that the land had not depreciated in value since the
war.

The difference between $04,426.44, and the item $88,754.50 was
explained Ly the fact that $7,098.46 more had 1 een deducted accord-
ing to the taxpayer, than was shown by the auditor's check. It is
recommended by the engineer that no further allowance be granted
the taxpayer on this item.

P age 18 of that report goes a little more in detail to my reasons for
disallowing the taxpayer's land claim, Senator.

Senator COUZZNS.. In this report I notice on page 11 there is a town
site on which they claim amortization of $471,086.88, made up of
vacant houses, stores, sidewalks, grading, etc. Did you examine all
that to see whether that was put in there because of the war
necessities?

Mr. WmTNzY. I did, Senator; I went over everything.
Senator CouzEres. And you* concluded they were entitled to

amortization on that?
Mr. WmiTY. That they were justly entitled to amortization on

that. I did not give them full allowance, because they came back in
those "Thirty Seven Items" with a protest. Is that the Pine Grove
Re.Ity Co. ?

Ljenator CouzEKs. It is called town site, Alcoa plant.
Mr. WrITNEY. In this report it shows they claimed $330,991.47.

We allowed amortization in the amount of $145,636.25.
Senator CouzENs. Now, you are speaking about the land, are

you?
Mr. WITNEY. I am speaking about the Alcoa town site that you

were speaking about; that is item No. 2, town site at Alcoa, Tenn.
The cost disallowed in this item amounted to $330,991.47. The
amount of amortization disallowed on the above cost was $145,626.25.
The reason for the disallowance was that all the costs were incurred
in the year 1919.

Taxpayers' arguments in regard to the disallowance of costs subse-
quent to the date of December 31--do you want me to read thit?

Senator CouzENs. Yes.
Mr. WmHTNEY. The taxpayers arguments are as follows:
1. All expenditures incurred subsequent to the date of December, 1918

should be given the same consideration for the reason that the company had
under way an enormous program which was being pushed to completion Wlmost
regardless of expense.

2. The signing of the armistice was no positive guarantee that the wav was
over and that the production of these facilities would not be required for war
purposes.

3. Committments had been inade that could not be canceled; much of the
material delivered after the close of 1918 had been manufactured or fabricated
during 1918; hence, cancellation could not have been effected.

4. Taxpayer claims that, exclusive of the steamships and barges, only 15
per cent of the total costs were expenditures subsequent to the date of Decem-
ber 31, 1918. It claims that it is a reasonable "hang over" as could be expected
from such an extensive program.

5. It is the request of the taxpayer that In the event that expenditures specifi-
cally referred to in the taxpayers protest can not be considered amortizable to
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end of the amortization period, a sufficient portion of the costs recorded in the
year 1919, should be allowed to absorb the "lap over" items upon which work
had so far progressed that cancellation was impossible.

Senator CouzENs. That is enough of that, I guess.
* Mr. WHITNEY. This is my answer to it: The Government's

attitude regarding the above arguments:
1. The Government has given due consideration to all expenditures made

subsequent to the date of December 31, 1918. This was explained to the tax-
payers in conference and a very liberal allowance was made upon several if theitems.

2. While the signing of the armistice was no positive guaranty that the war
was over, yet .the Government indicated its attitude regarding its need of the
taxpayer's product quite clearly when it canceled 22,320 985 pounds of aluminum
in December, 1918. During the 10 months of the amortization period in 1919 the
taxpayer only shipped 2,759,546 pounds of aluminum, 72 per cent of which was
shipped in January.

Table I on page 3 of the engineer's report gives the -canceled orders and the
shipments. It would seem that the Government's action would indicate that
there was no further need of constructing facilities for war purposes.

3. In regard to commitments that had been made in 1918 but could not be
canceled, hence were delivered in 1919, the Government, as indicated above, in
'Plmrph 1, in answer to taxpayer's arguments, has given due consideration to
all 1919 claims and made due allowance, details which- will be explained more
fully in the following paragraph.

Senator COUZENS. I guess that is explanation enough. Do you
know of anything, Mr. Nash, that we left xindone yesterday?

Mr. NAsH. The Senator asked for copies of letters from the
Standard Steel Car Co. and the Gulf Co. in which they acquiesced
in having their reports submitted to the commift3e. Now, the
letter from the Aluminum Co. of America has been misplaced in the
commissioner's office; I was not able to find it to-day, but I will try
to have it to-morrow.

Senator CouzFwss. The committee is going to hold a meeting to-
morrow at 1 o'clock to lay out a further program. I do not thin-k it
will be necessary for you gentlemen to come down to-morrow.

Doctor ADAMS. May I ask one further question?
Senator COUZENS. Yes.
Doctor ADAMS. Was any material amount of amortization allowed

on vessels and barges?
Mr. WITNEY. Yes; quite a bit.
Doctor ADAMS. Were they employed in the United States or for

ocean-going traffic?
Mr. WHITNEY. For ocean-going traffic.
Mr. ERNST. Senator, will there be any necessity of my coming

back?
Senator COUZENS. I do not think it will be necessary, Mr. Ernst.

I have some railroad hearings the balance of the week which I must
attend. I do not think it will be necessary for you to come back.
If we want you, we will notify you.

(Thereupon, at 5.20 o'clock p. in., the committee adjourned to
1 o'clock p. m. Thursday, April 3, 1924, to meet in executive session.)


